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Preface

In 2006 ILRI, together with Vétérinaires Sans
Frontières Belgium (VSF-B), embarked on
piloting the adaptation of the FFS approach to
the pastoralist situation in Arid, Semi Arid and
conflict prone areas of Northern Kenya. The
Pastoralist Field School (PFS) concept has caught
the attention of development agencies in the Horn
of Africa working in Uganda, Kenya, Ethiopia
and South Sudan, and other places. Innovative
aspects of the PFS approach include dealing with
herds of livestock in extensive systems, mobile
nomadic applications, addressing pasture and
range management aspects on landscape level,
dealing with Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR),
incorporating more strongly conflict management
and adapting tools for highly illiterate target
groups.

The Pastoralist Field School (PFS) approach is an
adaptation of the innovative, participatory and
interactive learning approach; Farmer Field
Schools (FFS). The FFS approach was developed
by the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the
United Nations (FAO) in South East Asia in 1989.
It emerged as a way for small-scale rice farmers
Through a collaborative effort between FAO and
to investigate and learn for themselves the
VSF-Belgium under the Drought Preparedness
required skills for adopting Integrated Pest
Program funded by the European Commission’s
Management (IPM) practices in their paddy
Humanitarian Aid Office (ECHO), the PFS
fields. The approach proved to be very successful
approach was initially scaled up in the Horn
and was quickly expanded to other countries in
of Africa. Later on the European Commission
Asia, Africa, the Middle East and Latin America.
(EC) and the Swiss Agency for Development
In 1995, the FFS program began to broaden its
and Cooperation (SDC) were
scope beyond IPM to cover
While
PFS
activities
continue
in
Kenya
instrumental in expanding the
other types of agricultural
and Uganda the concept is now, as of 2012, initial PFS work in terms of both
production and incorporate widely applied also in Ethiopia, South Sudan
various socio-ecological and Djibouti as well as some West African geographical scope and content.
In Uganda, the approach has
countries.
conditions.
been mainstreamed among a
In 2001, the International
large range of actors operating
Livestock Research Institute (ILRI), with the
in the north of the country through Agropastoral
support of FAO and the UK’s Department for
Field Schools (APFS)1 that blend cropping and
International Development (DFID), adapted the
livestock content.
FFS methodology to livestock production systems
Based on the original ILRI manual, a PFS
in Kenya. ILRI worked with both smallholder
facilitation guide was developed in 2009 as a
dairy and extensive mixed farming systems in
guideline for PFS practitioners, inspired through
Kenya to develop and adapt FFS facilitation tools
that formed the basis for the manual Livestock
1
For simplicity the term PFS is used consistently in this
Farmer Field Schools – Guidelines for Facilitation
manual, however recognizing that this also encompass APFS as
applied in Uganda and that the two variations in the approach have
and Technical Manual (FTM), published in 2006,
jointly generated and share much of the generic tools and processes
the first manual of its kind for application of FFS
described in this manual.
in large livestock enterprises.
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a series of field activities in Northern Kenya and
Uganda. While PFS activities continue in Kenya
and Uganda, the concept is now, as of 2012, also
widely applied in Ethiopia, South Sudan and
Djibouti as well as some West African countries.
In order to respond to the increase in demand
for Master Trainers in the PFS approach, FAO
undertook in 2011 two 3-months long Master
Trainer courses held in Ethiopia and Kenya to
build capacity of NGOs, development actors and
government officials on the approach. These
courses led to a wealth of new PFS facilitation
materials being generated that following a
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Writeshop event in 2012 led to the development
of this Training of Facilitators manual.
It is our hope that this manual will assist the PFS
and APFS community in expanding the approach
in a harmonised manner with attention to
quality and mainstreaming of generic tools and
processes while still ensuring flexibility based
on local contexts. It is hoped that the successful
implementation of PFS will provide useful lessons
on integrating emergency relief and sustainable
development, and in empowering communities
for drought preparedness and mitigation to
reduce livelihood and livestock vulnerabilities.

About this Manual

Design of the Modules
Each module consists of various topics. The
topics are designed in a similar format starting
with the topic background, followed by topic
objectives, topic overview, method of facilitation,
time, materials required, available handout and
additional references if any. It then proceeds to
the various learning activities. At the end of the
learning activities there is a handout section.

This PFS training Manual is designed for use by
Master Trainers (MTs) during the training of
facilitators course. Each lesson/topic is complete
in itself detailing the preparations to be made,
the materials to be kept handy, the core message
to be communicated, and the methods that can
be used in communicating the messages. A few
sessions may require the presence of a technical
person as co-facilitator, but the rest can be
handled by any person who has been trained as
a PFS Master Trainer.

Organisation of the Manual
The topics and lessons in this manual are planned
in two sections: an introductory section called
Getting Started and the other Modules. The latter
section is divided in four Modules:
Module 1: This module is specific to PFS
methodology and its implementation.
Module 2: This module focuses on participative
learning and facilitation.
Module 3: This Module looks at team building,
group management and leadership.
Module 4: This module focuses on technical
topics relevant to pastoral areas.
At the end of the four modules is a draft PFS
TOF programme that can be adapted to specific
training situations.

The format used in each of the training topics is
explained as follows:
(a) The background states the overall message
that the topic intends to convey.
(b) The learning objectives state what
participants should be able to explain or
demonstrate by the end of the training topic.
(c) The topic overview describes the content of
what the trainer intends to communicate to
the participants on the given topic. Content
may also include a message. At times the
content also mentions the games, the
exercises to be conducted or stories to be told
during the session.
(d) The method of facilitation describes the
methodology used to communicate the
content.
(e) The preparations of time and training
materials required by the topic facilitator
are detailed.
(f) The learning activities describe the stepby-step way to conduct the session.
This manual should be used alongside other
materials such as:
(i) PFS Guidelines for facilitation.
(ii) The Simplified PFS facilitator guide.
(iii) PFS Master Trainer resource materials.
(iv) PFS operational guidelines and standards.
(v) PFS Experimentation options manual.
Pastoralist Field Schools TRAINING OF FACILITATORS MANUAL
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Organisation of the
Training of Facilitators
Training Course

Introduction
The training of facilitators (ToF) course is an
important step in the establishment of the PFS as
it ensures that those involved in PFS start-up and
management have acquired the right mind set
(attitude change) to deal with the challenges and
demands of the approach. The main objectives of
the training of facilitators course include:
t

6OEFSTUBOEJOHUIFCBTJDQSJODJQMFTPGUIF1'4
approach.

t

%FWFMPQJOHGBDJMJUBUJPOTLJMMT

t

6OEFSTUBOEJOHUIFDPSFBDUJWJUJFTPG1'4

t

%FWFMPQJOHUIFTLJMMTIPXUPFTUBCMJTIBOE
run a PFS group.

t

"DRVJSJOHBHFOFSBMVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGIPXUP
incorporate technical issues in PFS.

t

,OPXJOH IPX UP EFWFMPQ BDUJPO QMBO GPS
implementation of PFS.

Duration
This manual has been adapted and designed for
ToF course of 22 actual training days. The course
can be conducted either continuously as one phase
or divided into two phases (Phase 1: 12 days and
Phase 2: 10 days). Daily sessions are programmed
at 7 hours per day, with starting time and ending
time dependent on local situation.
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Participants
...majority of the participants of the TOF should be those
that will serve as the actual PFS facilitators charged
with the day-to-day responsibility of facilitating group
learning sessions

It is recommended to have a minimum of 15
and a maximum of 30 participants for each ToF
training course in order to ensure maximum
participation in practical activities. Majority of
the participants of the ToF should be those that
will serve as the actual PFS facilitators charged
with the day-to-day responsibility of facilitating
group learning sessions.
Suitable facilitators are those that reside in the
local community, speak the local language, have
some level of advanced skills in agriculture/
livestock and have a dynamic and confident
personality. Ideally the ToF should also be
attended by a few extension supervisors/
coordinators/managers of the project that will
oversee the field implementation and support
the trained facilitators.
It is important to note that this is a Training
of Facilitators’ course, as opposed to a Master
Trainers Course (MTC). That is, the facilitators
are trained for the day-to-day running and
facilitation of learning sessions with PFS groups.
However, the ToF will not qualify them to run
subsequent ToF for other staff. This is because a
season-long MTC is required to run a Training of
Facilitators.

Trainers
A minimum of two Master Trainers on PFS/
FFS methodology are recommended to conduct
the ToF on a daily basis for the duration of the
training course. A PFS/FFS Master Trainer is a
person with thorough experience and training
on PFS/FFS methodology, that has undergone a

season-long Master Trainer training course on
the PFS/FFS methodology. Technical specialists
should be invited on need basis.

Venue
The training venue should have suitable training
facilities, flexibility in room layout, enough
space for breakout groups and group exercises
and farm/place for field practicals. It should be
easily accessed by the participants. The venue
should also, if possible be located near existing
PFS groups for hands on experience. On the day
before the training starts, it is important to visit
the room in order to check the layout and its
cleanliness.

The training will be presented using various forms
such as short presentations and discussions in
both plenary and small groups. Other modes
of training will include problem solving
pictures, group exercises, games, simulations,
demonstrations, role play, use of visual materials,
field trips to existing PFS, innovative pastoralist
and on- farm research activities in the region.
Training content will include among others:
PFS methodology and its implementation;
participative learning and facilitation; team
building, group management and leadership,
technical topics and cross cutting issues relevant
to pastoral areas. See annex 1 for sample training
programme.

Methodology and Content

During presentations/facilitation:

The 22 days ToF course is designed to give
participants an opportunity to engage in their own
transformation to become PFS facilitators. The
participants will by the end of the course develop
season-long activities and PFS implementation
guides for their programmes.

t

4UBUFUIFPCKFDUJWFTPGUIFTFTTJPO

t

&NQIBTJTFCBDLXBSEBOEGPSXBSEMJOLBHFT
between different sessions, as well as
reference to overall programmes.

t

6TF WJTVBMJTBUJPO UFDIOJRVFT XIFO
appropriate.

The sharing of real examples from previous experiences
is a vital contribution to the training. The facilitators aim
is that the participants will be able to grasp skills and
tools for facilitating learning by discovery.

t

,FFQUPUJNF BEBQUDPOUFOUUPëUUIFUJNF
available.

t

.PWFGPDVTPGUSBJOJOHBSPVOEUIFSPPNUP
keep audience’s attention, use different parts
of the room for different activities.

The training will be facilitated by employing
various participatory learning methods and the
experiential learning cycle so that participants
can effectively internalise the learning. A key
strategy will be to stimulate reflections on what
would be done in an actual PFS in the community
setting as much as possible. The sharing of real
examples from previous experiences is a vital
contribution to the training. The facilitator’s aim
is that the participants will be able to grasp skills
and tools for facilitating learning by discovery.

t

&ODPVSBHF NPSF RVJFU NFNCFST FTQFDJBMMZ
women of the group to make presentations
in plenary.

t

6TFFOFSHJTFTBQQSPQSJBUFMZUPLFFQQFPQMFT
attention.

t

0CTFSWFHSPVQOPSNT

t

&OTVSF NJOJ XSBQVQ BU UIF FOE PG FBDI
session to highlight main learning points.
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Field Visits
A minimum of three field visits during the
course to ongoing PFS groups in the locality are
recommended in order to equip the participants
with hands on experience and for the participants
to practise facilitating a PFS session. Ideally, this
should be done once a week. On the first visit, the
participants will get exposed to the PFS overview.
On the second visit, the participants will visit
any nearby groups to practice how to assess
community problems using PRA tools. During
the third visit, participants should practice how
to facilitate a session.

Evaluation of the Training
Evaluation of the training will be conducted in a
number of ways. Daily, participants will be given
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a chance to express their impressions about the
day sessions and activities by employing various
tools. The feedback will be presented the following
day. Finally, they will also be asked to express
their views on various aspects of the training at
the end of the training to provide feedback to
organisers and facilitators.

Follow up Support
To ensure quality of field activities the TOF should
be accompanied by follow-up backstopping and
on-job mentoring of the trained facilitators by
the Master trainers and/or PFS experts. This is
especially at group start up stage, at mid way
stage and towards the end and/or when the need
arises.

Introduction to Pastoralist
Field Schools

Pastoralism and agro-pastoralism are the
traditional and predominant livelihood systems in
the drylands of the Greater Horn of Africa (HoA).
However due to rapidly changing demographics,
climatic and political situations these livelihood
systems are facing increasing pressure to adapt
to new contexts in order to avoid disasters. More
support is needed to engage (agro) pastoral
communities in locally driven disaster risk
management efforts in order to combat future
crises and build sustainable, drought resilient
livelihoods.

The Emergence of Field Schools in
Pastoral Contexts
The Pastoralist Field School (PFS) approach is an
adaptation of the participatory and interactive
learning approach; Farmer Field Schools (FFS).
The FFS approach was developed by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) in South East Asia in 1989. It emerged as
a way for small-scale rice farmers to investigate
and learn for themselves the required skills for
adopting integrated pest management (IPM)
practices in their paddy fields. The approach
proved to be very successful in helping to control
rice pests and was quickly expanded to other
countries in Asia, Africa, the Middle East and
Latin America. During its expansion the FFS
programs began to broaden its scope beyond IPM
to cover other types of agricultural production

and incorporate socio-ecological aspects. In
Africa, the FFS approach was introduced to
Kenya in 1995 under the Special Programme
for Food Security and thereafter quickly spread
in the region. Over the years thousands of FFS
groups have been implemented in the region
and the approach taken up by a large number of
development actors and Governments.
From 2011 the concept has expanded more widely in
the region, much with assistance from SDC. While PFS
activities continue in Kenya and Uganda the concept is
now widely applied also in Ethiopia and initial piloting
has been started in South Sudan and Djibouti, as well as
in West Africa.

In 2001, the International Livestock Research
Institute (ILRI), with the support of the FAO
and the UK’s Department for International
Development (DFID), adapted the FFS
methodology to livestock production systems
in Kenya. Smallholder dairy and extensive
mixed farming systems were the focus of this
project and a number of Livestock FFS groups
were implemented. Following the successful
experience of the Smallholder dairy project ILRI
and Veterinaires Sans Frontieres Belgium (VSF-B)
embarked on piloting the adaptation of FFS to the
pastoralist situation in arid and semi-arid parts
of Turkana District, Kenya and coined the term
Pastoralist Field School (PFS). PFS quickly caught
the attention of several development agencies in
Uganda and Northern Kenya, particularly under
an ECHO and EC funded FAO project. From 2011
the concept has expanded more widely in the
region, much with assistance from SDC. While
PFS activities continue in Kenya and Uganda the
concept is now widely applied also in Ethiopia and
initial piloting has been started in South Sudan
and Djibouti, as well as in west Africa. In order
to respond to the increase in demand for Master
Trainers in the PFS approach, FAO undertook in
2011 two 3-months long Master Trainer courses
Pastoralist Field Schools TRAINING OF FACILITATORS MANUAL
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held in Ethiopia and Kenya to build capacity
of NGOs, development actors and government
officials on the approach.

What a Pastoralist Field School is
PFS are essentially schools without walls that
introduce new technological innovations while
building on indigenous knowledge. Through
experiential learning techniques applied in a
group setting, with regular meetings over a longer
time period, pastoralists learn how to analyse
their situation and make informed decisions
about their livelihood practices and resource use
strategies.

The PFS group provides animals and other
resources to use in simple comparative
experiments. These animals form the group’s
study herd, on which different, but not risky,
treatments are tried and observations made.
Changing environmental conditions and
factors affecting the study herd, such as disease
outbreaks, dictate the topics to be addressed
each week during the PFS session. Folk media,
including songs and storytelling, is used to
disseminate information on technical and social
issues. Tools such as illustrations, practical
demonstrations and real-life exhibits are further
used as learning aids adapted for illiterate group
members.

The approach empowers pastoralists through the
Why the Pastoralist Field School
use of experiential and participatory learning
Approach
techniques rather than advising them on what to
do. The purpose of the PFS is to improve the
Capacity building of rural communities has
decision-making capacity of participants and
traditionally been seen by research and extension
their wider communities and to stimulate local
institutions as a mechanism to transfer
innovation. A PFS usually comprises a group of
technologies to land and resource users. This
between 25 and 30 pastoralists (including elders,
approach, however, has proved inadequate in
men, women and youths) who meet regularly
complex situations where community members
over a defined period of time to make observations
must frequently adjust their practices to changing
that relate livestock production to the rangeland
conditions. Technology packages, delivered in a
ecosystem. A trained PFS facilitator, usually from
‘top-down’ manner, have often
or living in the local community,
A PFS usually comprises a group been too complex, expensive or
guides the learning process. of between 25 and 30 pastoralists
poorly adapted to peoples’ needs.
Unlike some other extension (including elders, men, women and
approaches, PFS is more about youths)
The pastoralists’ system of
de ve lopi ng people t h a n
livestock production is complex,
developing technology. PFS training is hands-on
based on rich experience and culture that is
and continues throughout the different seasons.
passed down from one generation to the next.
Usually the PFS cycle starts before the onset of
But new developments – climate change or
the dry season, continues through the migration
emerging diseases – mean that pastoralists need
during the dry season and carries on after the dry
to supplement their traditional knowledge and
season ends, enabling participants to observe
practices. This new knowledge and innovation
and asses their coping strategies at each stage of
can be realised through participatory learning
the cycle. In this environment, the PFS learning
approaches such as PFS.
cycle typically takes about one-and-a-half to two
The PFS approach, in contrast to most conventional
years, and ends with the graduation of the group
extension approaches, strengthens the capacity
members.
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of local communities to analyse their livelihood
systems, identify their main constraints and
test possible solutions. By merging their own
traditional knowledge with external information,
pastoralists can eventually identify and adopt the
most suitable practices and technologies to their
livelihood system and needs to become more
productive, profitable and responsive to changing
conditions.
The specific objectives of PFS include to:
t

&NQPXFSQBTUPSBMJTUTXJUILOPXMFEHFBOE
skills to make them experts in their own
context.

t

&OBCMF QBTUPSBMJTUT MJWFMJIPPET UP CFDPNF
more resilient and less vulnerable to disasters,

such as drought.
t

'BDJMJUBUFQBTUPSBMJTUDPNNVOJUJFTUPMFBSO
new ways to solve problems and adapt to
change.

t

4IBSQFO UIF BCJMJUZ PG QBTUPSBMJTUT UP
make critical and informed decisions that
strengthen their coping mechanisms.

t

)FMQQBTUPSBMJTUTMFBSOIPXUPCFTUPSHBOJTF
themselves and their communities.

t

1SPWJEF QMBUGPSNT XIFSF QBTUPSBMJTU
groupings and extension and research
workers jointly test and adapt options within
the specific local conditions.
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A. Climate Setting
Background
People, like plants, need the right kind of ‘climate’ to grow and it is the responsibility of a facilitator to develop such
a climate in a group before starting training. This will enhance willingness to learn, to challenge their old opinion,
and to share their thoughts and feelings.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t *EFOUJGZUIFPUIFSQBSUJDJQBOUTBOEUIFJSCBDLHSPVOET
t 4IBSFUIFJSFYQFDUBUJPOTBCPVUUIFUSBJOJOHXJUIPUIFSQBSUJDJQBOUT
t %FTDSJCFUIFPCKFDUJWFTPGUIFUSBJOJOH
t 3FDPHOJ[FXIBUTVCKFDUTBOEJTTVFTUIFZBSFHPJOHUPDPWFSBOEXIBUTLJMMTUIFZBSFHPJOHUPBDRVJSFJOUIF
training days

Topic overview
1. Getting know each other
ų -FWFMMJOH&YQFDUBUJPOT
Ŵ $PVSTFPCKFDUJWFTBOEQSPHSBNPWFSWJFX
4. Host team formation and sharing responsibilities
5. Group norms

Method of facilitation
t 4NBMMHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t $BSET
t *OUFSBDUJWFQMFOBSZ

Time: 1 hour 30 minutes
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF $PMPVSFEQBQFS %JTQMBZCPBSE 1SFQSFQBSFE
flip chart papers, Push pins.
Handout: A.1, A2

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: Getting to Know Each Other (20 minutes)

Ų &YQMBJOUPQBSUJDJQBOUTUIBUCFDBVTFUIJTJTBQBSUJDJQBUPSZUSBJOJOHBOEUIFZXJMMCFMFBSOJOHGSPN
and sharing with each other, they should get to know each other.
2. Provide each participant with a sheet of flipchart paper and ask them to introduce their name,
PSHBOJTBUJPO SFTQPOTJCJMJUZBOEUIFJSFYQFSJFODFPO1'4
3. Use the introductory activity games, energisers and warm ups. These activities should be new to the
participants so as to create an interest from the onset.
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Example of a participatory introduction
Objective
To assist the participants get to know one another and build trust levels between each other.
Time: 20 minutes
Steps:
1. Ask the participants to identify a friend in the group that they have never met or don’t know
very well. Each participant will then interview his/her new friend and ask: what is your name
and age? Where do you come from? What do you like and dislike? What are your dreams?
2. After five minutes of interviewing each other, the participants will introduce their new friend
to the group, summarising the main information about him/her.
Activity 2: -FWFMMJOHPG&YQFDUBUJPOT ŴűNJOVUFT

Ų *OGPSNUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUIBUUIFFYQFDUBUJPOTTIPVMECFXSJUUFOPODPMPVSFEDBSET&YQMBJOUIF
following points as you give the rules of writing on a card.
Card writing rules
t

6TFBIBMGTIFFUPGBEPTTJFSDBSEQBQFS

t

8SJUFPOMZPOFJEFBQFSDBSETPUIBUDMVTUFSJOHPGJEFBTJTQPTTJCMF

t

8SJUFPOMZUISFFMJOFTPOFBDIDBSEBOEGPSNCMPDLTPGXPSET

t

6TFLFZXPSETJOTUFBEPGGVMMTFOUFODFT

t

8SJUFMBSHFMFUUFSTJOCPUIVQQFSBOEMPXFSDBTF JGQPTTJCMF TPUIBUZPVSXPSEDBOCFSFBEGSPN
10 meters

t

-FBSOUPXSJUFMFHJCMZBOEVTFUIFCSPBEDBTUTJEFPGUIFNBSLFS OPUUIFQPJOU

t

"QQMZUXPTJ[FTPGTDSJQUUPEJTUJOHVJTINBJOQPJOUT

t

6TFUIFEJêFSFOUTJ[FT TIBQFTBOEDPMPVSTPGDBSETUPDSFBUJWFMZTUSVDUVSFUIFSFTVMUTPGEJTDVTTJPOT

ų "TLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPSFUVSOUPUIFJSHSPVQTBOETUBSUEJTDVTTJOHUIFJSFYQFDUBUJPOTXIJDIUIFZ
have already presented in the introductory activity.
Ŵ "TLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPTPSUPVUUIFFYQFDUBUJPOTVTJOHUIFGPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOT
Assessing expectations

t

8IBUBSFZPVSJOUFSFTUTBOEDPODFSOTBCPVUUIJTUSBJOJOH XIJDIZPVIPQFUPCFBEESFTTFE
during this training?

t

8IBUTQFDJëDBMMZXPVMEZPVMJLFUPMFBSOJOUIJTUSBJOJOH

t

8IBUQSPDFTTFTPSNFUIPETXPVMEGBDJMJUBUFZPVSMFBSOJOHBOEFOIBODFTIBSJOHPGFYQFSJFODFT

4. Ask them to elect one person to take notes and be prepared to report the group’s responses. The
reporters should write on a half page coloured card.
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Ŷ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTJGUIFZIBWFBOZRVFTUJPOTBCPVUUIFUBTL
6. Ask participants how much time they need. Compromise with the time.
Ÿ &ODPVSBHFUIFNUPESBXPOUIFJSPXOFYQFSJFODFT DIBMMFOHFT QSPCMFNTBOEMFTTPOTJONBLJOH
comments.
Ź "TLFBDIHSPVQSFQPSUFSUPQPTUPOBXBMMUIFJSFYQFDUBUJPOTBOEOFFET
ź "TLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPHPUISPVHIFBDIPGUIFQPTUFEFYQFDUBUJPOTBOETPSUUIFNPVUJOMJOFXJUI
UIFDPVSTFPCKFDUJWFT*EFBTXIJDIBSFPVUPGUIFDPVSTFPCKFDUJWFTTIPVMECFNPWFEUPUIFPUIFSTJEF
of the wall.
10. Clarify and rewrite any unclear and general ideas that the participants have come across.
ŲŲ .BSLBEVQMJDBUFSFTQPOTF XIJDIJTJOMJOFXJUIUIFDPVSTFPCKFDUJWFTXIJDIJTBOJOEJDBUJPOPGUIF
importance of the session.
Ųų "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPNPWFBMMUIFSFMFWBOUBOEBNFOEFEFYQFDUBUJPOTBOEQPTUUIFNUPBWJTJCMFQMBDF
ŲŴ 5FMMUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUIBUZPV UPHFUIFSXJUIUIFNZPVXJMMMPPLBUUIFFYQFDUBUJPOTBHBJOJOPSEFS
UPDPOëSNXIFUIFSUIFJSFYQFDUBUJPOTIBWFCFFOBDIJFWFEɥJTJTUPUSBDLUIFQSPHSFTTUPXBSET
BEESFTTJOHUIFFYQFDUBUJPOT"TTJHOSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSUSBDLJOHUIFQSPHSFTTPOUIFBDIJFWFNFOUPG
UIFFYQFDUBUJPOUPUISFFWPMVOUFFST
Activity 3: $PVSTF0CKFDUJWFTBOE1SPHSBNNF0WFSWJFX ŲűNJOVUFT

Ų &YQMBJOUIFPCKFDUJWFTPGUIFUSBJOJOHUPUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT BOEUIFODPNQBSFUIFNXJUIQBSUJDJQBOUT
FYQFDUBUJPOT*GUIFSFBSFOFFETUIBUBSFOPUDPWFSFEJOUIFUSBJOJOHQSPHSBN EJTDVTTQPTTJCMFXBZT
UPBEESFTTUIFOFFETJOUIFDPVSTFPCKFDUJWFT
ų &YQMBJOUIFVOEFSMZJOHMPHJDPGUIFUSBJOJOHVTJOHBìPXDIBSU
Ŵ *GZPVëOEUIBUOPOFPGUIFFYQFDUBUJPOTNBUDIFTUIPTFPGUIFUSBJOJOHPCKFDUJWFT UIJTDPVMECFEVF
to one of the two problems:
t

ɥFUSBJOJOHXBTJOBDDVSBUFMZEFTDSJCFEUPQBSUJDJQBOUT

t

ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUTXFSFJNQSPQFSMZTFMFDUFEPSCPUI:PVOFFEUPBEESFTTUIJTQSPCMFNFJUIFSCZ
BEKVTUJOHUIFUSBJOJOHQSPHSBNPSCZIFMQJOHQBSUJDJQBOUTUPCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEUIFQVSQPTFPG
UIFUSBJOJOH%POPUTPSUUIJTPVUJOGSPOUPGQBSUJDJQBOUT5BLFBCSFBLBOEIBWFBDVQPGDPêFF
tea with the training team and come back with a tactful solution.

ŵ %JTUSJCVUFUIFUJNFUBCMFUIBUZPVEFWFMPQFE3FBEUISPVHIUIFUJNFUBCMFXJUIQBSUJDJQBOUT BMMPXJOH
GPSRVFTUJPOTBOEDMBSJëDBUJPOT
5. Ask the participants to elect a day review team to review the day to day sessions and activities.
Activity 4: )PTU5FBN'PSNBUJPOBOE4IBSJOH3FTQPOTJCJMJUJFT ŲűNJOVUFT

Ų 'PSNHSPVQTPGŵPSŶEFQFOEJOHPOUIFTJ[FPGQBSUJDJQBOUT
ų "TLUIFHSPVQNFNCFSTUPCSBJOTUPSNUIFJSNPUUPBOETMPHBO&YQMBJOUIFQVSQPTFPGEPJOHUIJT
activity.
Ŵ &YQMBJOUIFQVSQPTFPGUIFEBZSFWJFXTFTTJPOBTUPBTTFTTQBSUJDJQBOUTSFBDUJPOT MFBSOJOHBOEUP
JEFOUJGZBSFBTUIBUOFFEJNQSPWFNFOUJOPSEFSUPCFUUFSUIFTVCTFRVFOUTFTTJPOTBOEBDUJWJUJFT
ŵ 3FNJOEUIFEBZSFWJFXUFBNUPSFWJFXBOEIJHIMJHIUUIFEBZTFTTJPOTBOEBDUJWJUJFTGPSUIFGPMMPXJOH
day.
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B  %BZSFWJFXɥJTHSPVQJTFYQFDUFEUPPCTFSWFUIFPOHPJOHTGPSBEBZ UIFOBUUIFTUBSUPGOFYU
TFTTJPOQSFTFOUTVNNBUJPOPGFWBMVBUJPO NPPEPGUIFHSPVQBOEIJHIMJHIUTPGNBKPSTZOUIFTFT
of learning. Participants will be responsible to develop an evaluation tool. This will give them
an opportunity to interact and learn.
(b) Peer review: This will be done at the end of the day session. The peer review teams are drawn
GSPNQBSUJDJQBOUTBOEGBDJMJUBUPST*UQSPWJEFTRVJDLJOTJHIUTGPSGBDJMJUBUPSTBOEPSHBOJ[FSTBOE
helps to address critical issues promptly.
D  .PUJWBUPSTPSHBOJTFSTɥJTHSPVQLFFQTBUUFOEBODF LFFQTUJNF PWFSTFFTQFOBMUJFT PSHBOJTFT
refreshments, get together, organises the cleaning of the training room, prepares and posts the
day schedule by consulting the facilitator, and organises logistics.
5. Ask the participants to develop evaluation methods and to decide whom to involve in the evaluation.
ɥFZDBOVTFUIFRVFTUJPOTVOEFSPUIFS methods of evaluation on evaluating learning.
6. The outcome of the day review team will be presented on the following day.
Activity 5: Group norms (10 minutes)

Ų "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTBOEGBDJMJUBUPSTXIBUHFOFSBMCFIBWJPVSTUIFZXPVMEMJLFUPFYQFSJFODFJOPSEFSGPS
UIFUSBJOJOHUPSVOTNPPUIMZBOEFêFDUJWFMZ
2. List all suggestions on a card or on a flip chart, or prepare visual illustrations.
3. Assign responsibility to the group in order to ensure ground rules are in place.
Example of group norms:
t

4XJUDIPêTJMFOUNPCJMFQIPOF

t

1BUJFODF EPOUKVNQPOBOZPOFFMTF

t

&WFSZPOFIBTUIFSJHIUUPFYQSFTTUIFJSSFTQPOTFTBOEPQJOJPOT*OUIFUJNFBWBJMBCMF

t

0OMZPOFQFSTPOTQFBLTBUBUJNF

t

&WFSZPOFIBTUIFSJHIUUPTQFBL

t

/PTJEFUBMLJOH

*UJTHPPEJGQBSUJDJQBOUTEFDJEFPOQFOBMUZGPSMBUFDPNFST MJLFTJOHJOH EBODJOHBOEQSFQBSJOHDPêFF
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Handout A.1
Climate Checklist
ɥFGPMMPXJOHMJTUTJODMVEFNBOZPGUIFFMFNFOUTOFDFTTBSZUPEFWFMPQBDMJNBUFGPSBEVMUMFBSOJOH:PV
NJHIUBMTPXJTIUPVTFBMJTUMJLFUIJTNVDIMJLFBOBJSMJOFQJMPUHPFTUISPVHIBDIFDLMJTUCFGPSFUBLFPê
Physical Surroundings

People Work

Organisation

4QBDF

Welcoming

4USVDUVSF

Lighting

Comfort setting

Who is coming?

Acoustics/outside noise

*OGPSNBMJUZ

.FFUJOH

Temperature

8BSNVQFYFSDJTF

Ventilation

%FNPDSBUJDMFBEFSTIJQ

4FBUJOHDPNGPSUQPTJUJPO

*OUFSQFSTPOBMSFMBUJPOT

4FBUJOHBSSBOHFNFOUTHSPVQNPCJMJUZSFTU
change

Assessing needs

3FGSFTINFOUT

'PSNVMBUJOHPCKFDUJWFT

Writing materials

%FTJHOJOHBOEJNQMFNFOUJOHBDUJWJUJFT

Name tags or cards

Evaluating

3FTUSPPNT

Close on time (option to stay)

Parking

4UJNVMVTBDUJWJUJFT

Traffic directions

Other:

Audio visual Aids Checklist:
t 'MJQDIBSUT
t .BSLFST
t 0WFSIFBEQSPKFDUPSBOETDSFFO
t 7$3BOENPOJUPS 57 
Others:
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________________
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Climate check list

Handout A.2
Daily learning journal format
1. What did you learn from the day’s session(s) that would be useful for your work (conclusion)
(a) Content
(b) Process
2. How could you apply this to your work? (Application)
3. What challenges might you encounter and how they may be overcome? (Application)

Pastoralist Field Schools TRAINING OF FACILITATORS MANUAL
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B. Pastoralism: Pastoral Production
Background
*OTVC4BIBSBO"GSJDB QBTUPSBMJTNJTVTVBMMZQSBDUJDFEFTQFDJBMMZJOUIFBSJEMBOETXIFSFUIFDMJNBUFJTIPUBOE
dry with low and erratic rainfall and rugged terrain. The pastoralists are characterised by varying aspects of
FUIOJDJUZBOETPDJPDVMUVSBMTFUVQT QSPEVDUJPOGPSNTBOETUSBUFHJFTPGTVSWJWBMXIJDIJODMVEFNPCJMJUZBOEB
EFHSFFPGTFEFOUBSJ[BUJPOɥFQBTUPSBMJTUTNBJONPEFPGMJWFMJIPPEJTMJWFTUPDLLFFQJOHXIFSFWBSJFETQFDJFT
are kept according to desire but the main species being Camel, sheep, Goats and Cattle. Pastoralism provides a
TJHOJëDBOUDPOUSJCVUJPOUPHSPTTEPNFTUJDJODPNFJOUIFDPVOUSJFTXIFSFJUUISJWFTQSPWJEJOHUIFNBKPSJUZPGUIF
meat consumed. Pastoralists are the custodians of the dry land environment and production and despite their
good cause; pastoralists have the highest incidence of poverty and the least access to basic services. Though most
QBTUPSBMJTUTBSFNPCJMF EJêFSFOULJOETPGQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNTTFUVQTIBWFCFFOJEFOUJëFEBOEFBDIIBTJUTFDPOPNJD
contribution. This session will help participants understand pastoralism and issues revolving around it making
them to really appreciate pastoralism and come to terms with it.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %JTDVTTQBTUPSBMJTNBOEUIFNBJOJTTVFTSFWPMWJOHBOESFMBUFEUPJU
t &YQMBJOQBTUPSBMJTNBTBWJBCMFNFBOTPGQSPEVDUJPOTVJUFEUPUIFNBSHJOBMBSFBT
t %FTDSJCFUIFUSBEJUJPOBMBOENPEFSOSJTLNBOBHFNFOUTZTUFNTJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT

Topic overview
1. What is and why pastoralism.
2. Characteristics of pastoral areas.
Ŵ ɥFEJêFSFOUUZQFTPGQBTUPSBMTFUVQT
ŵ *TTVFTBOEDIBMMFOHFTSFMBUFEUPQBTUPSBMJTN
5. Alternative livelihood sources in pastoral areas.

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t %SBXJOHT
t 2VFTUJPOBOEBOTXFS
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH
t %SBXJOHGSPNQPXFSQPJOUT

Time: 2 hours
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF $PMPVSFEQBQFS %JTQMBZCPBSE
Handout: B1-5

Additional reference:
t 4VSWJWBMPGUIFëUUFTUoŲŲŷ09'".CSJFëOHQBQFS
t 1BTUPSBMJTNEFNPHSBQIJDT TFUUMFNFOUBOETFSWJDFQSPWJTJPOJOUIF)PSOBOE&BTU"GSJDB3&(-"1
t 1PMJDZGSBNFXPSLGPSQBTUPSBMJTNJO"GSJDB4FDVSJOH QSPUFDUJOH BOEJNQSPWJOHUIFMJWFT MJWFMJIPPET BOESJHIUT
PG1BTUPSBMJTUDPNNVOJUJFTo"6*#"3%3&"
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: What is and Why Pastoralism (20 minutes)

Ų %JTUSJCVUFUXPDBSETUPFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUBOEBTLUIFNUPBOTXFSUIFGPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOTJOŶUPŲű
minutes:
t

8IBUJTQBTUPSBMJTN

t

8IZQBTUPSBMJTN

ų $PMMFDUUIFDBSETBOEQJOUIFNPOBCPBSEBOESFBEUIFBOTXFSTUPUIFRVFTUJPOTHJWJOHUJNFGPS
UIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPSFBDUɥFSFBGUFSDPNFVQXJUIBDPNNPOBHSFFNFOUPOFBDIRVFTUJPO UIJTXJMM
help in understanding what and why pastoralism and enable them also to understand and come up
with a logical definition of pastoralism.
Activity 2: Characteristics of Pastoral Areas (30 minutes)

Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPUISFFPSGPVSHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNUPESBXBQJDUVSFPSTDFOBSJPEFQJDUJOH
pastoralism. Give them about 20 minutes to do this and thereafter ask the participants to display the
pictures.
ų 4FMFDUPOFHSPVQNFNCFSUPFYQMBJOUIFQJDUVSFPGUIFJSHSPVQ3FQFBUUIJTGPSBMMUIFHSPVQT
3. All the pictures are analysed and any missing item is added and wrong content corrected.
4. Together, look at the commonalities of the pictures and features that are characteristic of pastoralism
and list them. This will help participants come up with characteristics of pastoral areas.
Activity 3: 5ZQFTPG1BTUPSBM4FUVQT ŲűNJOVUFT

*OQMFOBSZ BTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPMJTUUIFEJêFSFOUUZQFTPGQBTUPSBMTFUVQTBOEQBTUPSBMQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNT
After listing the set ups and production systems, have discussions in plenary and come to an agreement on
UIFFYJTUFODFPGUIFEJêFSFOUUZQFTPGQBTUPSBMTFUVQTBOEQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNTBOEXIZUIFZFYJTU
Activity 4: $IBMMFOHFTBOE*TTVFT3FMBUFEUP1BTUPSBMJTN ŴűNJOVUFT

Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPUXPHSPVQTBOEHJWFFBDIHSPVQUIFGPMMPXJOHFYFSDJTFT
t

(SPVQŲ5PEJTDVTTBOEDPNFVQXJUIJTTVFTBOEDIBMMFOHFTBêFDUJOHQBTUPSBMBSFBT

t

(SPVQų5PEJTDVTTBOEMJTUUIFBMUFSOBUJWFMJWFMJIPPETPVSDFTJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT

ų "GUFSUIFHSPVQTIBWFEJTDVTTFEBOEXSJUUFOUIFJSNBUFSJBMT UIFZQSFTFOUJOQMFOBSZ*OUIFQMFOBSZ
presentation other participants will input through comments and additions and this will help the
QBSUJDJQBOUTBEESFTTBOEVOEFSTUBOEUIFJTTVFTJORVFTUJPO
Activity 5: "MUFSOBUJWF-JWFMJIPPE4PVSDFTJO1BTUPSBM"SFB ųűNJOVUFT

Ų *OQMFOBSZ BTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPMJTUUIFBMUFSOBUJWFMJWFMJIPPETPVSDFTJOQBTUPSBMBSFBTBOEEJTDVTT
each of the listed alternative livelihoods.
ų 'JMMVQBOZHBQTOPUNFOUJPOFE
Wrap up (10 minutes)
4VNNBSJTFUIFLFZQPJOUTUISPVHIRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSTFTTJPOTXJUIUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTBOEQVUFNQIBTJT
on the important points to remember.
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Handout B.1
What is Pastoralism
Pastoralism is a way of living, a culture, a way of production, whereby there is normally migration of
people and livestock from one place to another or even across international boundaries. This movement is
occasioned by the search for water and pasture for livestock which comprise the main means of livelihood
for the pastoralists. The degree of migration of the pastoralists depends on the season or climate of the
BSFBJORVFTUJPO%VSJOHUIFSBJOZTFBTPO UIFEFHSFFPGNPWFNFOUNJHSBUJPOJTMJNJUFEBOEEVSJOH
the dry season, the degree of migration tends to be enhanced with people and livestock settling in a
particular area for only short periods of time. At the peak of the dry season, split herd management is
VTVBMMZFNQMPZFEJOPSEFSUPFOTVSFUIFTVSWJWBMPGUIFEJêFSFOUTQFDJFTPGMJWFTUPDL
Why Pastoralism
Pastoralism is not only a cultural mechanism, but actually a coping and survival mechanism that ensures
that the pastoralists and their resources are protected and survive during the difficult times such as
ESPVHIU1BTUPSBMJTNJTBMTPBXBZPGFOTVSJOHUIBUCJPEJWFSTJUZJTDPOTFSWFEBOEUPBOFYUFOU FOTVSFT
that the natural resource base is managed holistically. Conserving the biodiversity and managing the
OBUVSBMSFTPVSDFUISPVHIUIFPSHBOJTFEHSB[JOHFOTVSFTCFUUFSWFHFUBUJPOBOEHSPVOEDPWFSUIBUJTOPU
POMZFTTFOUJBMBTIVNBOBOEBOJNBMGPPECVUBMTPQSPUFDUTBHBJOTUTVSGBDFSVOPêFSPTJPOFOTVSJOHHPPE
water retention.
Definition of Pastoralism
Pastoralism can be defined as a finely honed symbiotic relationship between local ecology, domesticated
MJWFTUPDLBOEQFPQMFJOSFTPVSDFTDBSDF DMJNBUJDBMMZNBSHJOBMBOEIJHIMZWBSJBCMFDPOEJUJPOT*UQSFTFOUT
BDPNQMFYGPSNPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOU JOWPMWJOHBDPOUJOVPVTFDPMPHJDBMCBMBODFCFUXFFO
water, pastures, livestock and people.

Handout B.2
Characteristics of Pastoral Areas
Pastoral areas have certain distinct characteristics that they can be identified with. Though not all
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDTBSFTJNJMBSBDSPTTEJêFSFOUQBTUPSBMBSFBT UIPTFUIBUBSFOPUTJNJMBSIBWFWFSZTMJHIU
variations. Generally all pastoral areas have almost similar distinct characteristics as seen below:
1. Harsh climate and rugged topography.
2. Low erratic and unreliable rainfall that is poorly distributed.
 3FNPUFOFTTBOEGBSPêGSPNQVCMJDBOEQSJWBUFTFDUPSDFOUSBMJTFETFSWJDFT
 4DBSDJUZPGXBUFSBOEQBTUVSFEVFUPGSFRVFOUESPVHIU
5. Pastoralists have their own cultural values and morals that are not easy to change or erode.
 .BJOUBJOUSBEJUJPOBMMFBEFSTIJQTUSVDUVSFTBTQJMMBSTPGEFDJTJPONBLJOH
7. Low stocking rates of some livestock species due to scarcity of water and pasture.
 *OTFDVSJUZEVFUPDJWJMDPOìJDUPSDSPTTCPSEFSSBJET XIJDIBSFNBJOMZSFTPVSDFCBTFE
 %FQFOEFODZTZOESPNFFTQFDJBMMZPOSFMJFGTVQQMJFT
10. Prone to droughts, floods, livestock and human diseases.
 %FTQJUFUIFQSPEVDUJPOPGMJWFTUPDL QPWFSUZBOEJMMJUFSBDZMFWFMTBSFIJHI
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Handout B.3
Kinds of Pastoral Set-ups
ɥFSFBSFEJêFSFOULJOETPGQBTUPSBMTFUVQTXJUIJOUIFQBTUPSBMBSFBTBOEUIPVHITPNFNBZMPPLJTPMBUFE 
they still are part and parcel of pastoralism.
1. Nomadic/MobileoɥJTJTUIFTFUVQXIFSFUIFQBTUPSBMJTUTBSFNPCJMFNFBOJOHUIFZNJHSBUFEFQFOEJOH
POUIFTFBTPOJORVFTUJPOPSUIFTQFDJFTPGMJWFTUPDLBêFDUFENPTUCZUIFQBTUVSFBWBJMBCJMJUZɥFNPEF
PGNJHSBUJPOJTWBSJFEBNPOHTUUIFEJêFSFOUQBTUPSBMDPNNVOJUJFT XJUITPNFPQUJOHUPNJHSBUFXJUI
entire families while others stay at one point with small livestock while the larger herd migrates with
the herders.
Characteristics
t )JHIMZNPCJMFTFNJNPCJMF NBJOMZUSBOTIVNBOU

t

.BJOMZLFFQMJWFTUPDL

t

.JHSBUFJOTFBSDIPGXBUFSBOEQBTUVSFEVFUPTFBTPOBMWBSJBUJPOT

t

$BONPWFBDSPTTJOUFSOBUJPOBMCPVOEBSJFT

t

1SPOFUPMJWFTUPDLSBJETBOEMJWFTUPDLBOEIVNBOEJTFBTFT

t

7FSZIBSEZBOEDPOWFSTBOUXJUIUIFFOWJSPONFOUBOEMPDBMUFSSBJO

t

.BJOUBJOTUSPOHUSBEJUJPOBMTUSVDUVSFTJOTUJUVUJPOT

2. SedentaryoɥJTLJOEPGQBTUPSBMTFUVQJTNBJOMZGPVOEJOUIFJOUFSJPSPGQBTUPSBMBSFBTPS
alongside main roads. This kind of set ups emerge due to relief food distributions to families
that have fallen out of pastoralism due to loss of livestock to drought, loss of livestock to raiding
or people who have fallen out of pastoralism due to the loss of a spouse or those that have been
FKFDUFEPVUPGUIFQBTUPSBMTZTUFNEVFUPNJTDPOEVDU%FTQJUFUIFTFUVQCFJOHBTJUJT JUJTQBSU
of pastoralism since the community practices livestock keeping especially the small stock while
undertaking other kinds of livelihood options.
Characteristics
t

1BTUPSBMESPQPVUTEVFUP

t

-PTTPGMJWFTUPDLUISPVHIEJTFBTF SVTUMJOH PSESPVHIU

t

4FWFSFJOKVSJFTTVTUBJOFEUPSBJET

t

%FBUIPGIFBEPGGBNJMZ

t

%JTBHSFFNFOUT

t

&WJDUJPOCZUSBEJUJPOBMDPVSUT

t

3FMBUFEUPGPPESFMJFGEJTUSJCVUJPODFOUSFT

t

.BZDPNQSJTFPGTJOHMFQBSFOUGBNJMJFT

t

,FFQTNBMMTUPDL BHSJDVMUVSF DIBSDPBM CVTJOFTTFUD

3. Agro PastoralistsoɥJTLJOEPGQBTUPSBMJTUTBSFGPVOEMJWJOHBMPOHNBJOSJWFSTUIBUDVUBDSPTT
pastoral areas. These pastoralists mainly practice livestock keeping, and agriculture either rain fed
PSJSSJHBUJPO*UJTBMTPXPSUIUPOPUFBHSPQBTUPSBMJTNJTOPUPOMZQSBDUJDFEBMPOHTJEFSJWFSCBOLT
but in some areas when the rain ids good some pastoralists who are mobile but have permanent
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IPNFTUFBETBMTPQSBDUJDFJU*OFYUSFNFMZIBSTIQBTUPSBMBSFBTBHSPQBTUPSBMJTNJTBMTPQSBDUJDFE
JOUIFìPPEQMBJOTXIFSFNBJOMZDSPQTMJLFTPSHIVNBSFHSPXO"HSPQBTUPSBMJTUTBMTPQSBDUJDF
other forms of livestock production such as beekeeping, and poultry keeping and of late have also
resulted in fodder production.
Characteristics
t 3BSFMZNJHSBUFVOMFTTVOEFSFYUSFNFDJSDVNTUBODFT

t

1BSUPGUIFIFSENBZNJHSBUFXIJMFUIFPUIFSSFNBJOTFTQFDJBMMZUIFTNBMMTUPDL

t

4FUUMFNFOUTVTVBMMZMPDBUFEJOQFSNBOFOUBSFBTVDIBTPOIJMMTMPQFTPSDMPTFUPQFSNBOFOU
rivers.

t

$PNCJOFMJWFTUPDLLFFQJOHBOEBHSJDVMUVSF

t

)BWFPUIFSGPSNTPGMJWFMJIPPETëTIJOH CFFLFFQJOH NJOJOH CVTJOFTT CBTLFUSZBOENBUT
weaving.

4. Peri- UrbanoɥJTLJOEPGQBTUPSBMJTUTBSFNBJOMZGPVOEJOUIFQFSJQIFSJFTPGNBKPSUPXOTPS
urban centres within the pastoral areas. They form the workforce of the urban population while
some engage in small businesses, sand and stone harvesting or the selling of curios. They are
SFGFSSFEUPBTQBTUPSBMJTUTTJODFUIFZBSFQBSUBOEQBSDFMPGUIFQBTUPSBMJTUDPNNVOJUZBOENBKPSJUZ
of them have a small amount of livestock especially the small stock in their homes; some also keep
traditional poultry that they sell to the urban community. Also note while some of these may
CFTUBZJOUIFQFSJVSCBOBSFBTUIFZBMTPDBOQVSDIBTFMJWFTUPDLBOEUBLFJUGPSDVTUPEZUPUIFJS
relatives who are mobile pastoralists.
Characteristics
t -JWFJOUIFQFSJQIFSZPGUPXOTBSPVOEEJTUSJDUPSDPVOUZIFBERVBSUFST

t

4PNFQSPWJEFMBCPVSJOUIFUPXOT #VJMEJOH CSJDLNBLJOH FUD

t

4NBMMCVTJOFTTJOGPSNPGDIBSDPBM ëSFXPPEUSBEF CVJMEJOHUJNCFS TFMMJOHPGBDBDJBQPETBOE
brewing of local alcohol etc

t

4PNFNBZLFFQTNBMMTUPDLMJLFTIFFQ HPBUTBOEDIJDLFO

t

4FMMUSBEJUJPOBMBSUFGBDUT CFBET CBTLFUSZ NBUT SFFETGPSSPPëOH

t

4PNFBSFESPQPVUTGSPNUIFNBJOQBTUPSBMTZTUFNXIJMFPUIFSTBSFJOTFBSDIPGBMUFSOBUJWF
livelihoods.
5. Fisher folk PastoralistsoɥFTFBSFQBTUPSBMJTUTXIPBSFGPVOEDMPTFUP-BLFTPSCJHXBUFS
NBTTFT%VFUPUIFJSWJDJOJUZXJUIJOUIFMBLFPSXBUFSNBTT UIJTUZQFPGQBTUPSBMJTUTQSBDUJDF
ëTIJOHBOEBUUIFTBNFUJNFLFFQMJWFTUPDL4JODFëTIJOHGPSNTQBSUPGUIFJSNBJOQSFPDDVQBUJPO 
these pastoralists are normally referred to as fisher folk pastoralists. Though fishing is a main
occupation, livestock keeping also forms part of their livelihood.
Characteristics
t .BJOMJWFMJIPPEEFQFOETPOëTIJOH

t

-JWFBSPVOEMBLFT XBUFSNBTTFTSJWFST

t

4PNFPXOMJWFTUPDLFTQFDJBMMZUIFTNBMMTUPDL
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t

*OWPMWFEJOëTIQSPDFTTJOH ìBZJOHESZJOH 

t

*OWPMWFEJOUIFëTICVTJOFTT CVZJOHBOETFMMJOH 

t

4PNFBDUBTHVJEFTGPSUPVSJTUTXIPWJTJUMBLFT

t

4PNFIJSFCPBUTGPSSFOUUPëTIFSNFOBOEWJTJUJOHUPVSJTUT

t

4PNFBSFJOWPMWFEJOCPBUNBLJOHBOESFQBJSCVTJOFTT

t

0UIFSTBSFJOWPMWFEJOCBTLFU NBUTBOECSPPNNBLJOH

Pastoralists can therefore be broadly classified into five categories namely agro pastoralists, nomadic
QBTUPSBMJTUT TFEFOUBSZ QFSJVSCBOBOEëTIFSGPMLQBTUPSBMJTUT*OTPNFMPDBUJPOTBMMUIFëWFUZQFTDBO
be found while in others two to three types can be found.

Handout B.4
Challenges and Issues Related to Pastoralism
1. Poverty (limited access to finance, services, markets)
 .BSHJOBMJTBUJPO DPMPOJBMBOEQPTUDPMPOJBMJTPMBUJPO
 %FQSJWBUJPO RVBMJUZPGTUBUFTFSWJDFTOPUVQUPEBUF
 3FQFBUFETIPDLTTVDIBTDMJNBUFDIBOHF ESPVHIUBOEìPPET
 /BUVSBMSFTPVSDFEFQMFUJPO JODSFBTFETFUUMFNFOUTJOUIFHSB[JOHBSFBT
 $POìJDU XBUFSBOEQBTUVSF TPDJPDVMUVSBM QPWFSUZBOEMJNJUFEFDPOPNJDJOUFHSBUJPO TNBMMBSNT
proliferation).
 4PDJBMDVMUVSBMJTTVFT
.PTUPGUIFUJNF QBTUPSBMJTUTTUSBUFHJTFIPXUPDPQFXJUIUIFTFDIBMMFOHFTBOEBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIF
coping mechanisms can shape the design of interventions for these areas.

Handout B.5
Alternative Livelihood Sources in Pastoral Areas
 4FEFOUBSZQBTUPSBMJTUToEFQFOEFOUPOTNBMMCVTJOFTTFT DSBGUT CBTLFUSZ TNBMMBNPVOUTPGMJWFTUPDL
 "RVBëTIFSGPMLQBTUPSBMJTNoEFQFOEFOUPOëTIJOH
 "HSPQBTUPSBMJTNoEFQFOEFOUPOCPUIDSPQTMJWFTUPDLBOECFFLFFQJOH
 1FSJVSCBOQBTUPSBMJTUToTNBMMCVTJOFTTFT MJUUMFMJWFTUPDL DSBGUT UJNCFSGPSCVJMEJOH TVQQMZPGBDBDJB
pods for goat feeding
 .JOJOHo(PME NJOFEBOEBMMVWJBM BOEQSFDJPVTTUPOFT
6. Livestock trade
 4NBMMJUJOFSBOUUSBEJOHCVTJOFTT
8. Barter trade (livestock/livestock products and cereals)
9. Artefacts, baskets and mats
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10. Hides and skins
11. Beekeeping/honey
12. Brick making and supply of reeds and local timber
13. Water selling
14. Charcoal burning and supply of fire wood
15. Hunting and gathering
16. Ecotourism
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MODULE 1: PFS
METHODOLOGY AND
IMPLEMENTATION
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1.1 PFS Overview
Background:
This session is intended to define the PFS approach and look into its history. What are pastoral field schools, how
do they operate and why the pastoral field schools. In this session the participants will be able to understand what
pastoral field schools are intended for and what effect they can have on the pastoral communities in order to create
a positive impact and hence improve their livelihoods.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FëOFUIF1'4BQQSPBDIBOEFYQMBJOJUTIJTUPSZ
t &YQMBJOUIFSPMFPG1'4JOFYUFOTJPO

Topic overview
1. Origin of PFS.
2. What is and Why PFS
Ŵ 3PMFPG1'4JOFYUFOTJPO

Method of facilitation
1. Participatory presentation
ų (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOTPOFYUFOTJPO

Time: 1 hour
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF $PMPVSFEQBQFS 1IPUPT %JTQMBZCPBSE
Handout: 1.1 and 1.2
Additional reference
t 1BTUPSBMJTUëFMETDIPPMNBOVBMo(VJEFMJOFTGPSGBDJMJUBUJPO
t -JWFTUPDLGBSNFSëFMETDIPPMNBOVBM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Introduction
1. Introduce the session by climate setting in order to prepare the participants for the topic. Climate
TFUUJOHDBOCFEPOFCZBOFYFSDJTFPSCZHJWJOHBCSJFGTUPSZPSTDFOBSJPUIBUXJMMMFBEUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT
into realisation of the topic they are being introduced to.
2. Introduce the participants to the objectives of the session.
Activity 1: Origin of PFS (10 minutes)

Ų *OQMFOBSZ BTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPFYQMBJOXIBUUIFZLOPXBCPVUUIFPSJHJOPG1'4
ų "GUFSUIFDPOUSJCVUJPOTBSFPWFS FYQMBJOJOBTZTUFNBUJDNBOOFSUIFPSJHJOPG1'4
Activity 2: What is and why PFS (20 minutes)

1. In plenary, ask the participants what is PFS & why PFS, so as to have a feel of what the participants
envisage about PFS.
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2. Write each answer on a flip chart and after the contributions are over, the facilitator takes over to
FYQMBJOJOBTZTUFNBUJDNBOOFSPSBMMZBOEUISPVHIUIFQPXFSQPJOUPSUIFVTFPGUIFDBSET
Activity 3: 3PMFPG1'4JOFYUFOTJPO ųűNJOVUFT

Ų ɥSPVHICSBJOTUPSNJOHBTLQBSUJDJQBOUTXIBUUIFZVOEFSTUBOECZUIFUFSNFYUFOTJPO"OBMZTFUIF
results and input on missing points while emphasising on important points.
ų ɥSPVHIRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSGPSN BTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPMJTUUIFNPEFMTFYBNQMFTPGFYUFOTJPO
they know. The facilitator then goes through all the points presented giving additional inputs with
emphasis on important points.
Ŵ *ORVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSTFTTJPO BTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPFYQMBJOUIBU1'4JTBOFYUFOTJPONFUIPE
The participants give their opinions, and to wrap up, the facilitator gives his/her version of PFS as
BOFYUFOTJPONFUIPEBOEJGQPTTJCMFDJUFSFBMMJGFTJUVBUJPOT
Wrap up (10 minutes)
Summarise key points through question and answer sessions with the participants and put emphasis
on the important points to remember.

A typical PFS learning session
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Handout 1.1
Origin of PFS
Farmer Field Schools: A Brief History
The Farmer Field School (FFS) approach was first developed in 1989 by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO). It was used to train rice farmers in Indonesia on integrated pest
management (IPM) as part of their national IPM programme. The approach proved to be very successful
JOIFMQJOHUPDPOUSPMSJDFQFTUTBOEXBTRVJDLMZFYQBOEFEUPPUIFSDPVOUSJFTJO"TJB "GSJDB UIF.JEEMF
&BTUBOE-BUJO"NFSJDB%VSJOHJUTFYQBOTJPOUIF''4QSPHSBNTCFHBOUPCSPBEFOJUTTDPQFCFZPOE*1.
to cover other types of agricultural production and incorporate socio-ecological aspects.
In Africa, the FFS approach was introduced in Kenya in 1995 under the Special Programme for Food
Security and thereafter quickly spread in the region. Over the years thousands of FFS groups have been
implemented in the region and the approach taken up by a large number of development actors and
Governments.
The Emergence of Pastoralist Field Schools
*O UIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM-JWFTUPDL3FTFBSDI*OTUJUVUF *-3* EFWFMPQFEBOEBEBQUFEUIF''4NFUIPEPMPHZ
for livestock production systems in Kenya with support from the Animal Health Programme of the UK’s
%FQBSUNFOUGPS*OUFSOBUJPOBM%FWFMPQNFOU %'*% BOE'"04NBMMIPMEFSEBJSZBOEFYUFOTJWFNJYFE
farming systems were the focus of this project and a OVNCFSPG-JWFTUPDL''4HSPVQTXFSFJNQMFNFOUFE
'PMMPXJOHUIFTVDDFTTGVMFYQFSJFODFPGUIF4NBMMIPMEFSEBJSZQSPKFDU*-3*BOE7ÒUÒSJOBJSFT4BOT'SPOUJÒSFT
#FMHJVN 74'# FNCBSLFEPOQJMPUJOHUIFBEBQUBUJPOPG''4UPUIFQBTUPSBMJTUTJUVBUJPOJOBSJEBOE
TFNJBSJEQBSUTPG5VSLBOB%JTUSJDU ,FOZBBOEUIFSFCZUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIF1BTUPSBMJTU'JFME4DIPPM
(PSF) concept. PFS quickly caught the attention of several development agencies in Uganda and Northern
,FOZB QBSUJDVMBSMZVOEFSBO&$)0BOE&$GVOEFE'"0QSPKFDU'SPNUIFDPODFQUIBTFYQBOEFE
NPSFXJEFMZJOUIFSFHJPO NVDIXJUIBTTJTUBODFGSPN4%$8IJMF1'4BDUJWJUJFTDPOUJOVFJO,FOZBBOE
6HBOEBUIFDPODFQUJTOPXXJEFMZBQQMJFEBMTPJO&UIJPQJBBOEJOJUJBMQJMPUJOHIBTCFFOTUBSUFEJO4PVUI
4VEBOBOE%KJCPVUJ*OVOEFS7'4#BOE'"0DPMMBCPSBUJPOUIFDPODFQUXBTBMTPJOUSPEVDFEJO8FTU
Africa, Niger. In order to respond to the increase in demand for Master Trainers in the PFS approach,
'"0VOEFSUPPLJOUXPNPOUITMPOH.BTUFS5SBJOFSDPVSTFTIFMEJO&UIJPQJBBOE,FOZBUPCVJME
capacity of NGOs, development actors and government officials on the approach.
What a Pastoralist Field School is
A PFS can be described as a ‘school without walls’, where groups of pastoralists learn through observation
BOEFYQFSJNFOUBUJPOJOUIFJSPXODPOUFYU CBTFEPONFUIPETPGBEVMUFEVDBUJPOɥJTBMMPXTUIFNUP
JNQSPWFUIFJSNBOBHFNFOUTLJMMTBOECFDPNFLOPXMFEHFFYQFSUTJOUIFJSPXOSFTPVSDFVTFQSBDUJDFT
ɥFBQQSPBDIFNQPXFSTQBTUPSBMJTUTVTJOHFYQFSJFOUJBMBOEQBSUJDJQBUPSZMFBSOJOHUFDIOJRVFTSBUIFSUIBO
advising them what to do. The purpose of the PFS is thereby to improve the decision-making capacity of
participants and their wider communities and to stimulate local innovation. A PFS usually comprises a
group of between 25 and 30 pastoralists (including elders, men, women and youths) who meet regularly
over a defined period of time to make observations that relate to livestock production to the rangeland
ecosystem. A trained PFS facilitator, usually from or living in the local community, guides the learning
QSPDFTT6OMJLFTPNFPUIFSFYUFOTJPOBQQSPBDIFT 1'4JTNPSFBCPVUEFWFMPQJOHQFPQMFUIBOEFWFMPQJOH
technology. PFS training is hands-on and continues throughout the different seasons. Usually the PFS
cycle starts before the onset of the dry season, continues through the migration during the dry season and
carries on after the dry season ends, enabling participants to observe and asses their coping strategies at
each stage of the cycle. In this environment, the PFS learning cycle typically takes about one-and-a-half
to two years, and ends with the graduation of the group members.
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ɥF1'4HSPVQQSPWJEFTBOJNBMTBOEPUIFSSFTPVSDFTUPVTFJOTJNQMFDPNQBSBUJWFFYQFSJNFOUTɥFTF
animals form the groups’ study herd, on which different (but not risky) treatments are tried and
observations made. Changing environmental conditions and factors affecting the study herd, such as
disease outbreaks, dictate the topics to be addressed each week during the PFS session. Folk media,
including songs and storytelling, is used to disseminate information on technical and social issues. Tools
TVDIBTJMMVTUSBUJPOT QSBDUJDBMEFNPOTUSBUJPOTBOESFBMMJGFFYIJCJUTBSFGVSUIFSVTFEBTMFBSOJOHBJET
adapted for illiterate group members.
Why the Pastoralist Field School approach
$BQBDJUZCVJMEJOHPGSVSBMDPNNVOJUJFTIBTUSBEJUJPOBMMZCFFOTFFOCZSFTFBSDIBOEFYUFOTJPOJOTUJUVUJPOT
as a mechanism to transfer technologies to land and resource users. This approach, however, has proved
JOBEFRVBUFJODPNQMFYTJUVBUJPOTXIFSFDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTNVTUGSFRVFOUMZBEKVTUUIFJSQSBDUJDFT
to changing conditions. Technology packages, delivered in a ‘top-down’ manner, have often been too
DPNQMFY FYQFOTJWFPSQPPSMZBEBQUFEUPQFPQMFTOFFET
ɥFQBTUPSBMJTUTTZTUFNPGMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOJTDPNQMFY CBTFEPOSJDIFYQFSJFODFBOEDVMUVSFUIBUJT
QBTTFEEPXOGSPNPOFHFOFSBUJPOUPUIFOFYU#VUOFXEFWFMPQNFOUToTVDIBTDMJNBUFDIBOHFPSFNFSHJOH
EJTFBTFToNFBOUIBUQBTUPSBMJTUTOFFEUPTVQQMFNFOUUIFJSUSBEJUJPOBMLOPXMFEHFBOEQSBDUJDFTUIJT
new knowledge and innovation can be realized through participatory learning approaches, such as PFS.
ɥF1'4BQQSPBDI JODPOUSBTUUPNPTUDPOWFOUJPOBMFYUFOTJPOBQQSPBDIFT TUSFOHUIFOTUIFDBQBDJUZPG
local communities to Analyse their livelihood systems, identify their main constraints and test possible
TPMVUJPOT#ZNFSHJOHUIFJSPXOUSBEJUJPOBMLOPXMFEHFXJUIFYUFSOBMJOGPSNBUJPO QBTUPSBMJTUTDBO
eventually identify and adopt the most suitable practices and technologies to their livelihood system
and needs to become more productive, profitable and responsive to changing conditions
The specific objectives of PFS include to:
t

FNQPXFSQBTUPSBMJTUTXJUILOPXMFEHFBOETLJMMTUPNBLFUIFNFYQFSUTJOUIFJSPXODPOUFYU

t

FOBCMFQBTUPSBMJTUTMJWFMJIPPETUPCFDPNFNPSFSFTJMJFOUBOEMFTTWVMOFSBCMFUPEJTBTUFST TVDIBT
drought

t

GBDJMJUBUFQBTUPSBMJTUDPNNVOJUJFTUPMFBSOOFXXBZTUPTPMWFQSPCMFNTBOEBEBQUUPDIBOHF

t

TIBSQFOUIFBCJMJUZPGQBTUPSBMJTUTUPNBLFDSJUJDBMBOEJOGPSNFEEFDJTJPOTUIBUTUSFOHUIFOUIFJSDPQJOH
mechanisms

t

IFMQQBTUPSBMJTUTMFBSOIPXUPCFTUPSHBOJ[FUIFNTFMWFTBOEUIFJSDPNNVOJUJFT

t

QSPWJEFQMBUGPSNTXIFSFQBTUPSBMJTUHSPVQJOHTBOEFYUFOTJPOBOESFTFBSDIXPSLFSTKPJOUMZUFTUBOE
adapt options within the specific local conditions.
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Handout 1.2
What Agricultural Extension is
"HSJDVMUVSBMFYUFOTJPOEFTDSJCFTUIFTFSWJDFTUIBUQSPWJEFSVSBMQFPQMFXJUIUIFBDDFTTUPLOPXMFEHF
and information they need to increase productivity and sustainability of their production systems and
improve their quality of life and livelihoods. It includes, but is not limited to, the transfer of knowledge
generated by agricultural research. It has helped countries move towards meeting food needs, conserving
natural resources and developing human and social capital.
ɥFNFBOJOHPGUIFUFSNFYUFOTJPOIBTDIBOHFEPWFSUJNFBOEJTNPWJOHBXBZGSPNUIFEPNJOBOUFNQIBTJT
POUFDIOPMPHZUSBOTGFS SFìFDUFE GPSFYBNQMF JOUIFUSBJOJOHBOEWJTJUBQQSPBDI UPXBSETBNVDICSPBEFS
concept that includes developing the skills and management capacities of farming families (through the
'BSNFS'JFME4DIPPMBQQSPBDI GPSFYBNQMF BOEUIFMFBSOJOHDBQBDJUZPGCPUIGBSNFSTBOEFYUFOTJPO
PSHBOJTBUJPOT&YUFOTJPOIBTCFFOSFDFOUMZEFëOFEBTiTZTUFNTUIBUGBDJMJUBUFUIFBDDFTTPGGBSNFST 
their organizations and other market actors to knowledge, information and technologies; facilitate their
interaction with partners in research, education, agribusiness, and other relevant institutions; and assist
them to develop their own technical, organisational and management skills and practices”.
ɥFSFJTOPXJEFMZBDDFQUFEEFëOJUJPOPGBHSJDVMUVSBMFYUFOTJPOɥFFYBNQMFTHJWFOCFMPXBSFUBLFOGSPN
BOVNCFSPGCPPLTPOFYUFOTJPOQVCMJTIFEPWFSBQFSJPEPGNPSFUIBOZFBST
t

ɥFDFOUSBMUBTLPGFYUFOTJPOJTUPIFMQSVSBMGBNJMJFTIFMQUIFNTFMWFTCZBQQMZJOHTDJFODF 
whether physical or social, to the daily routines of farming, homemaking, family and community
living.

t

"HSJDVMUVSBMFYUFOTJPOIBTCFFOEFTDSJCFEBTBTZTUFNPGPVUPGTDIPPMFEVDBUJPOGPSSVSBMQFPQMF

t

&YUFOTJPOJTBTFSWJDFPSTZTUFNXIJDIBTTJTUTGBSNQFPQMF UISPVHIFEVDBUJPOBMQSPDFEVSFT JO
improving farming methods and techniques, increasing production efficiency and income, bettering
their levels of living and lifting social and educational standards.

t

"HSJDVMUVSBM&YUFOTJPOBTTJTUTGBSNFSTUPJEFOUJGZBOE"OBMZTFUIFJSQSPEVDUJPOQSPCMFNTBOE
become aware of the opportunities for improvement.

t

&YUFOTJPOJTUIFPSHBOJTFEFYDIBOHFPGJOGPSNBUJPOBOEUIFQVSQPTJWFUSBOTGFSPGTLJMMT

t

ɥFFTTFODFPGBHSJDVMUVSBMFYUFOTJPOJTUPGBDJMJUBUFJOUFSQMBZBOEOVSUVSFTZOFSHJFTXJUIJOB
UPUBMJOGPSNBUJPOTZTUFNJOWPMWJOHBHSJDVMUVSBMSFTFBSDI BHSJDVMUVSBMFEVDBUJPOBOEBWBTUDPNQMFY
of information-providing businesses.

t

&YUFOTJPOJTBTFSJFTPGFNCFEEFEDPNNVOJDBUJWFJOUFSWFOUJPOTUIBUBSFNFBOU BNPOHPUIFST UP
develop and/or induce innovations which supposedly help to resolve (usually multi-actor) problematic
situations.
&YUFOTJPOJTBMFBSOJOHQSPDFTT NPSFPSTPMFBSOJOHUISPVHIEPJOHBOEQSBDUJDFJOPSEFSUPIBWF
NBYJNVNSFUFOUJPOPGJEFBT&YUFOTJPOJTBOFEVDBUJPOBMQSPDFTTDPODFSOFEXJUIUIFJEFBPGMFBSOJOH
to create a change in a person’s knowledge (ideas), practices (skills), and attitudes (feelings).

Models/examples of agricultural extension
"OZQBSUJDVMBSFYUFOTJPOTZTUFNDBOCFEFTDSJCFEJOUFSNTPGCPUIIPXDPNNVOJDBUJPOUBLFTQMBDFBOE
why it takes place. It is not the case that paternalistic systems are always persuasive, nor is it the case
that participatory projects are necessarily educational. Instead there are four possible combinations, each
PGXIJDISFQSFTFOUTBEJêFSFOUFYUFOTJPOQBSBEJHN BTGPMMPXT
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t

Technology transfer (persuasive+paternalistic). This paradigm was prevalent in colonial times, and
SFBQQFBSFEJOUIFTBOETXIFOUIF5SBJOJOHBOE7JTJUTZTUFNXBTFTUBCMJTIFEBDSPTT"TJB
Technology transfer involves a top-down approach that delivers specific recommendations to farmers
about the practices they should adopt.

t

Advisory work (persuasive+participatory). This paradigm can be seen today where government
organizations or private consulting companies respond to farmers enquiries with technical
prescriptions. It also takes the form of projects managed by donor agencies and NGOs that use
participatory approaches to promote pre-determined packages of technology.

t

Human resource development (educational+paternalistic). This paradigm dominated the earliest
EBZTPGFYUFOTJPOJO&VSPQFBOE/PSUI"NFSJDB XIFOVOJWFSTJUJFTHBWFUSBJOJOHUPSVSBMQFPQMFXIP
were too poor to attend full-time courses. It continues today in the outreach activities of colleges
BSPVOEUIFXPSME5PQEPXOUFBDIJOHNFUIPETBSFFNQMPZFE CVUTUVEFOUTBSFFYQFDUFEUPNBLFUIFJS
own decisions about how to use the knowledge they acquire.

t

Facilitation for empowerment (educational+participatory). This paradigm involves methods such
BTFYQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOHBOEGBSNFSUPGBSNFSFYDIBOHFT,OPXMFEHFJTHBJOFEUISPVHIJOUFSBDUJWF
QSPDFTTFTBOEUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTBSFFODPVSBHFEUPNBLFUIFJSPXOEFDJTJPOTɥFCFTULOPXOFYBNQMFT
BSFQSPKFDUTUIBUVTF'BSNFS'JFME4DIPPMT ''41'4 PSQBSUJDJQBUPSZUFDIOPMPHZEFWFMPQNFOU 15% 
1BSUJDJQBUPSZ$PNQBSBUJWF&YQFSJNFOUBUJPO 1$& 

ɥFSFJTTPNFEJTBHSFFNFOUBCPVUXIFUIFSPSOPUUIFDPODFQUPGBOEOBNFFYUFOTJPOSFBMMZFODPNQBTTFT
BMMGPVSQBSBEJHNT4PNFFYQFSUTCFMJFWFUIBUUIFUFSNTIPVMECFSFTUSJDUFEUPQFSTVBTJWFBQQSPBDIFT 
XIJMFPUIFSTCFMJFWFJUTIPVMEPOMZCFVTFEGPSFEVDBUJPOBMBDUJWJUJFT4PNFBSHVFUIBUUIFUFSNTAFYUFOTJPO
and ‘participation’ are contradictory. There are philosophical reasons behind these disagreements.
From a practical point of view, however, communication processes that conform to each of these four
QBSBEJHNTBSFDVSSFOUMZCFJOHPSHBOJTFEVOEFSUIFOBNFPGFYUFOTJPOJOPOFQBSUPGUIFXPSMEPSBOPUIFS
1SBHNBUJDBMMZ JGOPUJEFPMPHJDBMMZ BMMPGUIFTFBDUJWJUJFTBSFBHSJDVMUVSBMFYUFOTJPO
PFS as an extension method
1'4JTJUTFMGOPUBUPQEPXOBQQSPBDIUIBUHJWFTCMBOLFUSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTCVUQSPWJEFTi"CBTLFUPG
PQUJPOTw%VFUPUIF1'4BQQSPBDICFJOHNPSFMPDBMJTFE JUJTNVDINPSFìFYJCMFBOEBCMFUPDBUFSGPSMPDBM
requirements and avoids the problem bringing technologies that are not suitable and appropriate for the
resource poor. PFS also will provide recommendations and links to market realities thus providing means
of improving communication linkages amongst pastoralist farmers, the public, and the private sector
FYUFOTJPOTFSWJDFQSPWJEFST1'4JOUIFSFBMTFOTFMJOLTJOOPWBUJPOBOESFTFBSDIGPSFYUFOTJPOQVSQPTFT
*ONPTUQBTUPSBMBSFBT FYUFOTJPOBHFOUTBSFGFXPSMBDLJOHBOEUIFSFGPSFUIF1BTUPSBM'JFME4DIPPMDPVME
CFVTFEUPëMMUIJTHBQBTUIFZBSFVTFEBTQMBUGPSNTGPSFYUFOTJPO
1'4BTBNFUIPEPGFYUFOTJPOJTBMFBSOJOHQSPDFTTXJUIBMPUPGEJTDVTTJPOT BOBMZTFTBOETZOUIFTFTPG
new ideas. Through the analyses and discussions the new ideas are put to scale and informed decisions
and recommendations are made on the new ideas. The pastoral field schools can also be used as platforms
GPSUIFFYUFOTJPOPGHPPEOFXJEFBTUISPVHIFYDIBOHFWJTJUT ëFMEEBZT BOEEFNPOTUSBUJPOTBOEPOTJUF
training and learning visits.
1'4BTFYUFOTJPOSFMJFTPOUIFQBSBEJHNPGGBDJMJUBUJPOGPSFNQPXFSNFOU FEVDBUJPOBM QBSUJDJQBUPSZ ɥJTQBSBEJHN
JOWPMWFTNFUIPETTVDIBTFYQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOHBOEGBSNFSUPGBSNFSMJWFTUPDLLFFQFSFYDIBOHFTXIFSFLOPXMFEHF
is gained through interactive processes and the participants are encouraged to make their own decisions.
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1.2 PFS Principles
Background
This session is intended to look into the concepts, principles, practices and characteristics of the pastoralist field
school as adapted in the pastoralist context. It is hoped that participants will be able to fully understand and explain
the core principles practices and characteristics of PFS.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t &YQMBJOQSJODJQMFTPG1'4

Topic overview
1. Principles of PFS

Method of facilitation
1. Participatory presentation,
2. Group discussions,

Time: 1 hour
Materials: A4 sheets, Cards, Note book, Pens, Ruler, Masking tape, Coloured paper, Photos, Display board.
Handout: 1.2.
Additional reference
t 1BTUPSBMJTUëFMETDIPPMNBOVBMo(VJEFMJOFTGPSGBDJMJUBUJPO
t -JWFTUPDLGBSNFSëFMETDIPPMNBOVBM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Introduction
Ų *OUSPEVDFUIFTFTTJPOCZDMJNBUFTFUUJOHJOPSEFSUPQSFQBSFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTGPSUIFUPQJD$MJNBUF
TFUUJOHDBOCFEPOFCZBOFYFSDJTFPSCZHJWJOHBCSJFGTUPSZPSTDFOBSJPUIBUXJMMMFBEUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT
into realisation of the topic they are being introduced to.
ų *OUSPEVDFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPUIFPCKFDUJWFTPGUIFTFTTJPO
Activity : 1SJODJQMFTPG1'4 ŶűNJOVUFT

Ų *OUSPEVDFUIFTFTTJPOCZDMJNBUFTFUUJOHJOPSEFSUPQSFQBSFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTGPSUIFUPQJD$MJNBUF
TFUUJOHDBOCFEPOFCZBOFYFSDJTFPSCZHJWJOHBCSJFGTUPSZPSTDFOBSJPUIBUXJMMMFBEUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT
into realisation of the topic they are being introduced to.
ų *OUSPEVDFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPUIFPCKFDUJWFTPGUIFTFTTJPO
Wrap up NJOVUFT
4VNNBSJTFLFZQPJOUTUISPVHIRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSTFTTJPOTXJUIUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTBOEQVUFNQIBTJT
POUIFJNQPSUBOUQPJOUTUPSFNFNCFS
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Handout 1.2
Pastoralist Field School principles
1'4BDUJWJUJFTBSFHVJEFECZUIFGPMMPXJOHQSJODJQMFT
1. Learning by doing
1BTUPSBMJTUTEPOPUDIBOHFUIFJSCFIBWJPVSTBOEQSBDUJDFTKVTUCFDBVTFTPNFPOFUFMMTUIFNXIBUUP
EPPSIPXUPDIBOHFɥFZMFBSOCFUUFSUISPVHIFYQFSJFODFUIBOGSPNQBTTJWFMJTUFOJOHBUMFDUVSFTPS
EFNPOTUSBUJPOT%JTDPWFSZCBTFEMFBSOJOHJTBOFTTFOUJBMQBSUPGUIF1'4BTJUIFMQTQBSUJDJQBOUTUP
EFWFMPQBGFFMJOHPGPXOFSTIJQBOEUPHBJOUIFDPOëEFODFUIBUUIFZBSFBCMFUPSFQSPEVDFUIFBDUJWJUJFT
and results on their own.

Pastoralists learn better through experience

2. Learner-led study
Pastoralists, not the facilitator, decide
XIBU JT SFMFWBOU UP UIFN BOE XIBU UIFZ
want the PFS to address. This ensures
UIBU UIF JOGPSNBUJPO JT SFMFWBOU BOE
tailored to participants’ actual needs. The
GBDJMJUBUPSTJNQMZHVJEFTUIFNUISPVHIUIFJS
learning process by creating participatory
FYFSDJTFTUIBUQSPWJEFQBTUPSBMJTUTXJUIOFX
experiences.

Participants decide what is relevant to them

3. Learning from mistakes
#FIBWJPVSBMDIBOHFSFRVJSFTUJNFBOEQBUJFODF-FBSOJOHJTBOFWPMVUJPOBSZQSPDFTTDIBSBDUFSJTFECZ
GSFFBOEPQFODPNNVOJDBUJPO DPOGSPOUBUJPO BDDFQUBODF SFTQFDUBOEUIFSJHIUUPNBLFNJTUBLFTɥJT
JTDSVDJBMBTNPSFJTPGUFOMFBSOFEGSPNNJTUBLFTUIBOGSPNTVDDFTTFT&BDIQFSTPOTFYQFSJFODFPGSFBMJUZ
JTVOJRVF
4. Learn how to learn
1BTUPSBMJTUTMFBSOUIFOFDFTTBSZTLJMMTUPJNQSPWFUIFJSBCJMJUZUPPCTFSWFBOE"OBMZTFUIFJSPXOQSPCMFNT
BOENBLFJOGPSNFEEFDJTJPOTɥFZBMTPMFBSOIPXUIFZDBOFEVDBUFBOEEFWFMPQUIFNTFMWFTGVSUIFS
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5. Problem-posing/problem-solving
1SPCMFNTBSFQSFTFOUFEBTDIBMMFOHFT OPUDPOTUSBJOUT
1BTUPSBMJTUHSPVQTMFBSOEJêFSFOUBOBMZUJDBMNFUIPET
UPIFMQUIFNHBJOUIFBCJMJUZUPJEFOUJGZBOETPMWFBOZ
QSPCMFNUIFZNBZFODPVOUFSJOUIFJSEBJMZMJGF
6. The herd and the landscape is the learning ground
ɥFIFBSEBOEUIFMBOETDBQFJTUIFNBJOMFBSOJOHHSPVOE 
BSPVOEXIJDIBMM1'4BDUJWJUJFTBSFPSHBOJTFE1BTUPSBMJTUT
MFBSO EJSFDUMZ GSPN XIBU UIFZ PCTFSWF  DPMMFDU BOE
experience in their surrounding instead of through text
CPPLT QJDUVSFTPSPUIFSFYUFOTJPONBUFSJBMT1BSUJDJQBOUT
BMTPQSPEVDFUIFJSPXOMFBSOJOHNBUFSJBMT ESBXJOHT FUD 
CBTFEPOXIBUUIFZPCTFSWFɥFBEWBOUBHFTPGUIFTF
IPNFNBEFNBUFSJBMTBSFUIBUUIFZBSFDPOTJTUFOUXJUI
MPDBMDPOEJUJPOT JOFYQFOTJWFUPEFWFMPQ BOEPXOFECZ
the learners.

Solving problems through team building

7. Facilitation, not teaching
ɥFIFBSEBOEUIFMBOETDBQFJTUIFNBJOMFBSOJOHHSPVOE BSPVOEXIJDIBMM1'4BDUJWJUJFTBSFPSHBOJTFE
1BTUPSBMJTUTMFBSOEJSFDUMZGSPNXIBUUIFZPCTFSWF DPMMFDUBOEFYQFSJFODFJOUIFJSTVSSPVOEJOHJOTUFBEPG
UISPVHIUFYUCPPLT QJDUVSFTPSPUIFSFYUFOTJPONBUFSJBMT1BSUJDJQBOUTBMTPQSPEVDFUIFJSPXOMFBSOJOH
NBUFSJBMTCBTFEPOXIBUUIFZPCTFSWFɥFBEWBOUBHFTPGUIFTFIPNFNBEFNBUFSJBMTBSFUIBUUIFZBSF
DPOTJTUFOUXJUIMPDBMDPOEJUJPOT JOFYQFOTJWFUPEFWFMPQ BOEPXOFECZUIFMFBSOFST
8. Unity is strength
&NQPXFSNFOUUISPVHIDPMMFDUJWFBDUJPOJTFTTFOUJBM1BTUPSBMJTUTVOJUFEJODPFEHSPVQTIBWFNPSFQPXFS
UIBOJOEJWJEVBMT&NQPXFSNFOUUISPVHIDPMMFDUJWFBDUJPOJTFTTFOUJBM1BTUPSBMJTUTVOJUFEJODPFEHSPVQT
IBWFNPSFQPXFSUIBOJOEJWJEVBMT"MTP XIFOSFDPHOJ[FEBTBOBDUJWFNFNCFSXJUIJOBHSPVQ UIFTPDJBM
SPMFPGJOEJWJEVBMTXJUIJOBDPNNVOJUZJTFOIBODFEɥFDPNCJOBUJPOPGUXPPSNPSFNJOETJTPGUFONPSF
TVDDFTTGVMUIBOPOFNJOEPOJUTPXOɥF1'4FYQSFTTFTUIJTBT UIBUJT POFNJOE POFNJOE
DSFBUFTBOFX UIJSENJOE

Unity is strength
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9. Every PFS is unique
-FBSOJOHUPQJDTXJUIJOUIF1'4TIPVMECFDIPTFOCZUIF
DPNNVOJUZBOEHSPVQNFNCFST5SBJOJOHBDUJWJUJFTNVTU
CFCBTFEPOFYJTUJOHHBQTJOUIFDPNNVOJUZTLOPXMFEHF
BOETLJMMTBOETIPVMEBMTPUBLFJOUPDPOTJEFSBUJPOJUTMFWFM
PGVOEFSTUBOEJOH&WFSZHSPVQJTEJêFSFOUBOEIBTJUTPXO
OFFETBOESFBMJUJFT"TQBSUJDJQBOUTEFWFMPQUIFJSPXO
DPOUFOU FBDI1'4JTVOJRVF
10. Systematic training process
"MM1'4GPMMPXUIFTBNFTZTUFNBUJDUSBJOJOHQSPDFTTɥF
LFZTUFQTBSFPCTFSWBUJPO SFìFDUJPO HSPVQEJTDVTTJPO 
BOBMZTJT EFDJTJPONBLJOHBOEBDUJPOQMBOOJOH
1BTUFYQFSJFODFIBTTIPXOUIBUUIFCFTUSFTVMUTBSFBDIJFWFE
XJUIXFFLMZNFFUJOHT-POHFSJOUFSWBMTDBOTMPXEPXOUIF
learning process. The length of the PFS cycle depends on
UIFGPDBMBDUJWJUZ8JUIMJWFTUPDL BGVMMZFBSDZDMFPSNPSF
JTVTVBMMZOFFEFEUPBMMPXGPSBMMTFBTPOBMWBSJBUJPOTUPCF
TUVEJFE1'4JODSFBTJOHMZJODMVEFNBSLFUJOHBOEJODPNF
HFOFSBUJPOBDUJWJUJFTXIJDINBZMFOHUIFOUIF1'4MFBSOJOH
cycle.

PFS group presentation
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1.3 Steps in PFS Implementation
Background
Successful implementation of the PFS steps is ultimately bound to deliver a successful PFS. This topic intends to
introduce the participants to the processes involved in implementing a PFS. PFS implementation is undertaken in
three phases; The preparatory phase, the implementation phase and the post-graduation phase. Each phase has
a set of associative activities that need to be spelt out clearly and explained. The facilitator will emphasise on the
sequencing of the set of activities to the participants. The implementation steps could be described as the foundation
of the PFS. The strength of a PFS is firmly founded in the foundation. It is important that the logical sequencing
of the activities under this topic be spelt out clearly and that at the end of the session, the participants should be
able to describe all the steps in implementation.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FTDSJCFBMMUIFTUFQTSFRVJSFEGPSUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGBTVDDFTTGVM1'4

Topic overview
1. PFS preparation: Pre-condition survey; Identification and training of facilitators; General ground working; and
Establishing the PFS.
2. PFS implementation: PFS sessions with core activities; Field days; Exchange visits; Graduation
3. PFS Post graduation activities: Follow up of PFS activities; Establishing PFS networks; Income generating
activities; Setting up second generation PFS

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t 2VFTUJPOBOEBOTXFS
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH
t %SBXJOHT
t &YFSDJTFT
t 1SBDUJDBMBDUJWJUJFTJOTVCHSPVQT

Time: 7 hours
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE 1IPUPT
Handout: 1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3
Additional reference
t 1BTUPSBMJTUëFME4DIPPMNBOVBM(VJEFMJOFTGPSGBDJMJUBUJPO
t -JWFTUPDLGBSNFSëFMETDIPPMNBOVBM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Introduction
1. Introduce the session by climate setting in order to prepare the participants for the topic. Climate
setting can be done by an exercise or by giving a brief story or scenario that will lead the participants
into realisation of the topic they are being introduced to.
2. Introduce the participants to the objectives of the session.
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3. Briefly explain the three phases and steps of PFS implementations using the flow diagram below:
Steps in PFS Implementation

Phase 1:
PFS Preparation

Phase 2:
PFS Implementation

Phase 3:
PFS Post Graduation

Steps

Steps

Steps

1. Pre-condition survey

5. PFS sessions with core
activities

9. Follow up of PFS
activities

2. Identification and training of facilitators

t $PNQBSBUJWF

3. General ground work
t &TUBCMJTIDPOUBDUXJUIUIFDPNNVOJUZ

Experimentation

t "XBSFOFTTSBJTJOHNFFUJOHUPJOUSPEVDFUIF
PFS concept

t "&4"1&4"

t *EFOUJëDBUJPOPGUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT

t (SPVQ%ZOBNJDT

t *EFOUJëDBUJPOPGUIFGPDBMBDUJWJUZ 1'4 
MFBSOJOHFOUFSQSJTF

t 1.&

t *EFOUJëDBUJPOPGUIFMFBSOJOHTJUF

t 5PQJDPGUIFEBZ

10. Establishing PFS
networks
11. Income generation
activities
12. Setting up of 2nd
generation PFS

6. Field days
7. Exchange visits

4. Establishing the PFS

t Participatory introduction of the participants

8. Graduation

t -FWFMMJOHPGFYQFDUBUJPO
t *EFOUJGZJOHUIFIPTUUFBN
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQMBOOJOHPG1'4BDUJWJUJFT

a. Establishing the PFS group
b. Problem analysing and ranking
c. Identifying potential solutions
E%FWFMPQJOHUIFMFBSOJOHQSPHSBNNF
F %FWFMPQJOHBEFUBJMFECVEHFU
f. Submitting a grant proposal
H 1.&QMBO
Steps in PFS implementation

Activity 1: 1'41SFQBSBUJPO ŵIPVST

In this session participants will be able to understand the core preparation steps essential towards the
successful implementation of the PFS. This session actually forms the key building requirements that
are essential prior to the implementation of the PFS. These requirements are the pre-requisite steps
that must be met for a successful PFS to be implemented and therefore cannot be skipped or
underestimated. With the emphasis on the steps, it is hoped that the participants will be able to
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understand, explain and appreciate the importance of these steps in the preparation of the implementation
of a successful PFS.
1. Briefly explain to the participants the
pre-conditions survey and identification,
and training of facilitators steps in PFS
implementation.
ų 5ISPVHI CSBJOTUPSNJOH BOE VTF PG
appropriate exercises, discuss each step of
ground working emphasising on what, why
and how to do it. Explain the steps in the
simplest way possible and by the use of local
examples to emphasise certain points.
3. Repeat the procedure above for the session
on establishing the PFS

A village transect walk

After having gone through the session, summarise key points through question and answer sessions
with the participants and put emphasis on the important points to remember.
Activity 2: 1'4*NQMFNFOUBUJPO ųIPVST

After the preparation stage is done satisfactorily, what follows is the implementation stage. This is the
phase whereby the PFS starts operating and things get moving through a series of activities and actions.
In actual sense this stage forms the main core of the PFS activities that are undertaken on a weekly
basis and it is the actual stage where learning takes place in various ways. This is a very important phase
in the PFS process because the main determinants of success or failure are pegged in it. It is hoped that
this session will help the participants understand, explain and apply the key steps required for the
implementation of a successful PFS.
1. Using power point or Flip chart paper and
drawings, systematically go through the
PFS sessions with core activities step by step
while allowing participants to interject with
questions and also by asking a few questions
to participants to gauge their understanding.
Explain the PFS sessions and core activities
emphasising on what, why and how to do it, in
the simplest way possible and use local examples
if possible to emphasise certain points.
2. Repeat the same procedure for field days,
exchange visits and graduation. Choose the
most appropriate methods from drawings,
brainstorming, question and answer, or power
point to enhance understanding.

Ranking excercise

Activity 3: 1PTUHSBEVBUJPOBDUJWJUJFT ŲIPVS

Normally after a season long learning cycle that is followed by graduation, PFS members may think that
all has come to an end. But this is not the end, it is the beginning of things to come and therefore the
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PFS groups must be prepared for this critical period where things can either come to a standstill or if
the group is well focused it can be a new beginning for better things to come. In many cases the PFS
group expresses a need for more training, either in the same focal activity or in a different enterprise.
However, the programme and the activities are different and the approach is aimed towards the
sustainability of the group and the implementation and dissemination of the lessons learned. It is
therefore essential that participants understand what comes after graduation and the importance of it
not only to individual PFS groups but amongst the different PFS groups and how these activities can
impact on the status of the graduated PFS groups.
1. Either in groups or individuals writing on cards, ask the
participants to answer the following questions either
individually in cards, through group discussions or brain
storming.
B )PXCFTUDBO1'4BDUJWJUJFTCFGPMMPXFEVQ
C 8IBUBSF1'4OFUXPSLTBOEIPXBSFUIFZFTUBCMJTIFE
D  8IBUBSFJODPNFHFOFSBUJOHBDUJWJUJFT -JTUUIFNBOE
mention which are appropriate within the PFS set up.
2. After the questions have been answered, in plenary discuss
the presented issues with the participants and later
consolidate all the issues through a power point presentation
or writing on cards. Remember to emphasise on important
points.

Using local samples to understand PFS activities

3. Using power point or writing on Flip chart paper, systematically go through the setting up of second
generation PFS activities while allowing participants to interject with questions and also by asking
a few questions to participants to gauge their understanding. Explain what it means to have second
generation PFS activities in the simplest way possible and use local examples if possible to emphasise
certain points.
Wrap up NJOVUFT
Summarise key points through question and answer sessions with the participants and put emphasis
on the important points to remember.
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Handout B
PFS Preparation Phase
Step 1. Understand the pre-conditions (Pre-conditions survey)
Before establishing a PFS in a new region, a simple assessment should be performed by a PFS specialist
to assess the conditions for PFS implementation. This will ensure that the environment is suitable for
UIF1'4BQQSPBDI2VFTUJPOTUPCFSBJTFEJODMVEF
t *TUIFQBTUPSBMJTUQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNDIBOHJOHBOEJTUIFSFBOFFEGPSESPVHIUQSFQBSFEOFTTFêPSUTUP
ëMMFYJTUJOHLOPXMFEHFHBQT 
t

*T1'4UIFNPTUTVJUBCMFBQQSPBDIGPSUBDLMJOHFYJTUJOHQSPCMFNT

t

"SFUIFSFBOZDVMUVSBMCBSSJFSTUPUIF1'4BQQSPBDI "SFQFBDFCVJMEJOHFêPSUTJOQMBDF

t

*TUIF.JOJTUSZ BHSJDVMUVSFMJWFTUPDL BOEPUIFSJOUFSWFOUJPOBDUPSTTVQQPSUJOHUIF1'4JNQMFNFOUBUJPO 
This is essential as PFS should be seen as an opportunity to test a new approach, not as a threat to
existing systems.

t

"SFUIFSFBOZPUIFS1'4PSTJNJMBSQSPHSBNNFTJOUIFSFHJPO DPVOUSZPSOFJHICPVSJOHDPVOUSJFT  *U
JTJNQPSUBOUUPMJOLVQ1'4XIFSFWFSQPTTJCMF

t

"SFUIFSFBOZ1'4TQFDJBMJTUTPS.BTUFS5SBJOFSTBWBJMBCMFJOUIFSFHJPO

t

8IPBSFTVJUBCMF1'4GBDJMJUBUPST HPWFSONFOUPSOPOHPWFSONFOUFYUFOTJPOXPSLFST QBTUPSBMJTUT
BOE$PNNVOJUZ"OJNBM)FBMUI8PSLFST $")8 "SFUIFZXJMMJOHUPBDUBT1'4GBDJMJUBUPST 

t

)PXNBOZ1'4DBOCFHVBSBOUFFEJNQMFNFOUBUJPOBGUFSUIFëSTU50'DPVSTF "SFUIFSFTVïDJFOU
SFTPVSDFT 6OEFSXIJDIQSPHSBNNFJTUIF1'4HPJOHUPCFTVQQPSUFE

Results of the assessment will help assess if a PFS should be implemented in a particular region, and
to determine the target communities. If authorities are supportive and a PFS has been recognized as a
potentially appropriate method, the remaining results will help assess the costs and needs for external
JOQVUTUPEFUFSNJOFUIFMFWFMPGEJïDVMUZJOFTUBCMJTIJOHUIF1'4
Step 2. Identification and training of PFS Facilitators
PFS facilitators need to be identified and trained before commencing PFS activities. The facilitators should
be individuals residing in or close to the target community, who speak the local language and have some
kind of technical knowledge, such as for example CAHWs. It is also preferably, but not necessary, that
UIFGBDJMJUBUPSTBSFMJUFSBUF0GUFOUXPGBDJMJUBUPST PSNPSF BSFJEFOUJëFEUPSVOPOF1'4BTBUFBNBOE
the facilitators are usually identified or selected by the target community.
*UJTDSVDJBMUIBUUIFGBDJMJUBUPSTQBSUJDJQBUFJOB50'QSJPSUPGBDJMJUBUJOHB1'4ɥF50' PSHBOJTFECZ
FYQFSJFODFE1'4.BTUFS5SBJOFST JTBUISFFXFFL PSMPOHFS USBJOJOHQSPHSBNNFUPQSFQBSFQBSUJDJQBOUT
in the principles and core elements of the PFS methodology and facilitation skills. Additional training
POTQFDJëDUPQJDT UFDIOJDBMBOENFUIPEPMPHJDBM DBOCFPSHBOJTFEJGOFDFTTBSZUPGVSUIFSEFWFMPQUIFJS
DBQBDJUZɥF50'TIPVMEBMTPCFDPNQMFNFOUFECZSFHVMBSSFGSFTIFSUSBJOJOHTBOEPOUIFKPCNFOUPSJOH
of the facilitators during PFS implementation.
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Handout C
PFS Preparation Phase
Step 3. General ground working
'PMMPXJOHQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOUIF50' GBDJMJUBUPST XJUIBTTJTUBODFGSPNUIFQSPKFDUTUBê NVTUëSTUEFUFSNJOF
the actual needs of their community. Basic area information is collected using participatory tools to
CFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEUIFMPDBMMJWFMJIPPETZTUFNBOEFOBCMFGVUVSF.POJUPSJOHBOE&WBMVBUJPO .& 
Activities should begin at least two months ahead of the planned start of the PFS. The following steps
are recommended for this phase:
B Establish contact with the community: Initial contact with the community is needed to understand
the area and characterise the livelihood systems. In most places, community and manyatta leaders
should be contacted first to seek their advice and authorization. Following their approval, facilitators
can plan an awareness-raising meeting to introduce the PFS approach to the community
C The awareness-raising meeting: A meeting with the community to introduce the PFS concept is
necessary in areas where awareness is low. The facilitator needs to ensure that community members
have a clear understanding of what they can expect from the PFS. Participants and the facilitator can
then discuss how to move forward to plan the PFS implementation.
D Identification of participants: Through consultations with the community and the help of local
MFBEFST o1'4QBSUJDJQBOUTTIPVMECFJEFOUJëFE HSPVQTUFOEUPTISJOLUPoBGUFSUIFëSTU
GFXTFTTJPOT *OUIFJEFOUJëDBUJPOQSPDFTTUIFGBDJMJUBUPSOFFETUPCFBXBSFPGHFOEFSSFMBUJPOTBOE
cultural practices within the community. Ideally the group should include a mix of men, women, youth
and elders from a cluster of villages. In case of a nomadic pastoral community it is good if about half
of the group is made up of permanent residents of the manyatta and the other half of members who
seasonally migrate to kraals. If participants are drawn from several clans they should all migrate to
the same kraals and share key grazing resources.

The Criteria for selecting participants are:
t

$PNNPOJOUFSFTU UIBUJT BMMNFNCFSTIBWFUIFTBNFFOUFSQSJTFJOUFSFTUoDPXT HPBUTBOEGPEEFS
production.

t

ɥFFOUFSQSJTFJTUIFNBJOTPVSDFPGMJWFMJIPPE

t

ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUJTBEFDJTJPONBLFSJOIJTPSIFSIPVTFIPME

t

"MM QBSUJDJQBOUT BSF GSPN UIF TBNF TPDJPFDPOPNJD MFWFM  TJODF UIF MFBSOJOH QSPDFTT DBO CF
hampered by influential personalities such as local chiefs who may impose their views and impede
participation.

t

ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUTCFPGUIFTBNFDMBOBOETIBSFLFZSFTPVSDFTBOENJHSBUFUPUIFTBNFLSBBMT

t

"MMQBSUJDJQBOUTTIPVMEMJWFXJUIJOBSFMBUJWFMZTIPSUEJTUBODFPGUIF1'4MFBSOJOHTJUF QSFGFSBCMZ
the same village.

t

ɥFSFBSFOPLOPXODPOìJDUTCFUXFFOQBSUJDJQBOUT

t

ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUNVTUBJNUPBUUFOEBMMTFTTJPOTEVSJOHUIF1'4DZDMF

t

ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUNVTUCFXJMMJOHUPXPSLJOBUFBNBOETIBSFJEFBTXJUIPUIFST JODMVEJOHOPO
members.

t

ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUNVTUCFXJMMJOHUPDPOUSJCVUFëOBODJBMMZ JONBUFSJBMJOQVUTPSJOQFSTPOBMUJNF
to the PFS work.
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t

ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUNVTUCFJOUFSFTUFEJOMFBSOJOHBOEOPUFYQFDUNBUFSJBMCFOFëUT

t

"UMFBTUPOFQBSUJDJQBOUNVTUCFXJMMJOHUPQSPWJEFBIFSE BOJNBMPSëFMEGPSHSPVQMFBSOJOHBOE
experimentation.

E  Identifying the focal activity (PFS learning enterprise): 4VïDJFOUUJNFTIPVMECFTQFOUPO
identifying the focus of the PFS, to avoid involving pastoralists in activities that are not of interest
to them. The selection of the PFS enterprise depends entirely on local peoples’ needs and interest.
For a cattles-focused PFS, the community’s main enterprise should be livestock herding. It is
therefore important during the initial stage for the facilitator to help in analysing the community,
identify the components of its livelihood system and whether they have problems concerning this
system.
F  Identification of learning site:ɥF1'4HSPVQXJMMTFMFDUBTJUFUPDPOEVDUNFFUJOHT"ëFMEBOE
or animal is also needed as a study object. Criteria for learning site selection are:
t

ɥFTJUFPSBOJNBMIFSENVTUCFTVJUBCMFGPSUIFFOUFSQSJTF

t

*UNVTUCFSFQSFTFOUBUJWFPGUIFQSPCMFNTJOUIFBSFB

t

*UNVTUCFDFOUSBMBOEBDDFTTJCMFUPHSPVQNFNCFSTBOEGBDJMJUBUPST

t

*UTIPVMECFEFNPDSBUJDBMMZTFMFDUFECZUIFHSPVQNFNCFST

t

4JUFBOEBOJNBMIFSETFDVSJUZTIPVMECFFOTVSFE

t

ɥFNFFUJOHQMBDFTIPVMECFTQBDJPVTFOPVHIUPIPMEBHSPVQPGBCPVUŴűQFSTPOT BOETIPVME
prefferably be under a tree to provide shade. If possible the place should be fenced using locally
available materials for protection from wind and dust.
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Handout D
PFS Preparation Phase
Step 4. Establishing the PFS
B  1BSUJDJQBUPSZJOUSPEVDUJPOPGUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTɥF1'4QBSUJDJQBOUTNJHIUBMSFBEZLOPXFBDIPUIFS 
however to break the ice and get to know each other better a participatory introduction of all actors
present is highly recommended.
C  -FWFMMJOHPGFYQFDUBUJPOT*OPSEFSUPGBDJMJUBUFUIFMFBSOJOHQSPDFTTBOEBWPJEEJTBQQPJOUNFOUJUJT
important to level the expectations of the participants and of the facilitator.
D  )PTUUFBNɥFIPTUUFBNJTUIFIFMQJOHIBOEPGUIFGBDJMJUBUPS*OUVSOT TVCHSPVQTPG1'4NFNCFST
BSFSFTQPOTJCMFGPSUIFEBZTBDUJWJUJFTBOEBEEJUJPOBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTJOUIF ëFMEIFSE UBTLT
E  1BSUJDJQBUPSZQMBOOJOHPG1'4BDUJWJUJFT
i.

Establishing a PFS group:ɥFHSPVQPGQBTUPSBMJTUTSFTQPOEJOHUPUIFDSJUFSJBXJMMPïDJBMMZ
establish their own PFS by:
t

$IPPTJOHBOBNFGPSUIFJS1'4BOEDIPPTJOHBTMPHBO PQUJPOBMCVUSFDPNNFOEFE 

t

4FUUJOHHSPVOESVMFTPSBDPOTUJUVUJPOBMTPDBMMFEA4FUUJOHPGMFBSOJOHOPSNTɥF1'4
members will set the learning norms to ensure a suitable learning environment and avoid
interruptions and frustrations.

t

&MFDUJOHPïDJBMT FHBDIBJSQFSTPO TFDSFUBSZ USFBTVSFS

t

3FHJTUFSJOHPïDJBMMZBUUIFSFTQFDUJWFSFMFWBOU(PWFSONFOUPïDF

t

0QFOJOHBCBOLPSMPDBMTBWJOHTBDDPVOUFBDINFNCFSXJMMOFFEUPDPOUSJCVUFNPOFZ
as a deposit for group activities; money withdrawals need to be supported by a letter
FYQMBJOJOHUIFQVSQPTFPGUIFXJUIESBXBM TJHOFECZ1'4PïDJBMTBOETPNFNFNCFST

t

4PVSDJOHGVOETUPëOBODFUIFJSBDUJWJUJFT FWFOXIFOBHSBOUJTQSPWJEFEJUJTSFDPNNFOEFE
UIBUUIF1'4MPPLTGPSBEEJUJPOBMGVOET 

ii. Problem analysis and ranking: The first PFS sessions will be used to Analyse the problems
QFSDFJWFECZUIFQBTUPSBMJTUTJOUIFGPDBMBDUJWJUZFOUFSQSJTFPGUIFJSDIPJDFɥFTFQSPCMFNTXJMM
be defined and prioritized and will direct the learning programme of the PFS.
iii. Identifying potential solutions: The main problems need to be Analysed intensively. PFS
group brainstorming sessions aim to develop options that can be tested and evaluated.
iv. Developing the learning curriculum/ schedule:0ODFUIF1'4HSPVQJTFTUBCMJTIFE UIF
facilitator develops a programme the curriculum for the PFS, based on the main problems
JEFOUJëFEo*ODPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUIUIFHSPVQ UIFGBDJMJUBUPSEFDJEFTXIBUBDUJWJUJFTOFFEUPCF
undertaken to further explore the problems, test the solutions and identify what kind of outside
assistance is needed. Key activities to facilitate learning in the PFS are the PESA, field comparative
experiments and special topics, where group discussion and short- and medium-term learning
exercises are conducted. Field trips or exchange visits with other PFS groups are also useful
methods to enhance learning and participants’ motivation. A curriculum defining the PFS season
and outlining dates of meetings and the topics of discussion needs to be drafted on a flip chart
and made accessible to all.
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v. Developing a detailed budget: Having identified which activities the PFS will perform, the
group will establish a budget. An overview of the budget required for the PFS needs to be drafted
FTQFDJBMMZXIFOUIF1'4HSPVQXBOUTUPBQQMZGPSBHSBOUPSMPBO ɥJTMPBOFOBCMFTUIF1'4UP
do things as mentioned below;
t

1VSDIBTFTUBUJPOFSZ ìJQDIBSUT QFOT NBSLFST

t

1VSDIBTF JOQVUT GPS UIF MFBSOJOH BDUJWJUJFT BOE FYQFSJNFOUT MJWFTUPDL  GFFE  TFFET 
WFUFSJOBSZESVHT

t

1VSDIBTFNBOBHFNFOUUPPMT XFJHICBOET DBTUSBUJPOUPPMT SBJOHBVHF

t

0SHBOJTFëFMEEBZTBOE.POJUPSJOH&WBMVBUJPOBDUJWJUJFT

t

0SHBOJTFFYDIBOHFWJTJUT TFFENPOFZUPDPNQMJNFOUNFNCFSTPXODPOUSJCVUJPO 

t

0SHBOJTFGPSHSBEVBUJPO EJTQMBZT USBOTQPSU DFSUJëDBUFT

t

'BDJMJUBUJPO BMMPXBODFNPUJWBUJPO PG UIF GBDJMJUBUPS CPUI UIF NBJO GBDJMJUBUPS BOE
QPUFOUJBMFYUFSOBMATQFDJBMUPQJDTGBDJMJUBUPST 

vi. Submitting a grant proposal:5PFOBCMFB1'4HSPVQUPUFTUBMUFSOBUJWFTPMVUJPOTBOESJTL
experimenting with new technologies, a learning grant is often made available by the implementing
agency to cover all or part of the PFS budget. The implementing agency should have a system in
place to effectively process grant proposals and rapidly deposit the funds to the PFS group’s bank
account, or in a local savings account. These funds are then managed exclusively by PFS members,
empowering them to achieve the goals set out in their activity plan. A delay between the grant
application and fund allocation might discourage participants. However, if there is a delay, the
facilitator should promote low cost or income generating activities in the meantime to maintain
cohesion within the group. There are many advantages in allocating the PFS budget as cash
directly to the group rather than purchasing and distributing the required items on project level.
By managing the funds the group members get an opportunity to practically learn aspects such
BTëOBODJBMNBOBHFNFOU TJNQMFCPPLLFFQJOHBOEXIFSFIPXUPTPVSDFJOQVUTBOEQSPEVDUT
With the group paying the facilitator allowance the facilitator feel directly accountable to the
HSPVQSBUIFSUIBOUPUIFQSPKFDUPïDF)BWJOHBOBDUJWFCBOLBDDPVOUJOQMBDF XFMMNBOBHFE 
may also facilitate access to other funding sources in future.


*UJTOFDFTTBSZUIBUUIFHSPVQTDPOTJEFSBOZFYUFSOBMGVOEJOHBTBATFFEGPSMFBSOJOHUIBUTIPVME
complement the groups own resource mobilisation. Ways that the group can save or raise money
for learning include; regular savings, establish income generation activities such as marketing
of livestock, sale of agro-veterinary inputs or provision of specialised community services.

vii. Participatory monitoring and evaluation plan: This needs to be planned to ensure that
the objectives of the PFS group are met and progress can be tracked. The data generated in the
problem analysis need to be well recorded as they provide baseline information for evaluation.
"1BSUJDJQBUPSZ.POJUPSJOH&WBMVBUJPODBOUIFOCFEFWFMPQFEEFTDSJCJOHXIZFWBMVBUJPOTBSF
done, what is being evaluated, who is evaluating, when and where the evaluations should be done
and what resources are needed.
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Handout 
PFS Implementation Phase
Step 5: PFS Sessions with core activities
Enrolled PFS members agree with the facilitator when the learning programme will start, the frequency
of meetings and the length of the cycle before graduation. In general, the PFS group meets for a half-day
session once a week and the members agree to join the PFS for a full year to enable the implementation
of medium-term field comparative experiments and learning exercises related to livestock issues such
as feeding and animal health. The learning cycle should cover a full seasonal cycle, from when the rainy
season starts, continuing through the dry season and back to the next rainy season, giving hands-on
experience at all stages. In the case of a nomadic community the learning should start in the manyatta
and when the group splits during the seasonal migration the learning sessions continues in the manyatta
and kraal in parallel.
Since many participants are likely to be illiterate illustrations, practical demonstrations, exhibits of
real-life examples and folk media such as songs and storytelling are used. All sessions are conducted in
the appropriate local language.
An important component of the PFS group is the host team. These are a small subgroup chosen from
UIFMBSHFS1'4HSPVQXIPUBLFPOBOVNCFSPGSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT JODMVEJOH B BTTJTUJOHUIFGBDJMJUBUPS C 
QSFQBSJOHUIF1'4QSPHSBNNFBOEWFOVFGPSFBDITFTTJPO D SVOOJOHUIFHSPVQEZOBNJDBDUJWJUJFT E 
JOUSPEVDJOHWJTJUPST F LFFQJOHBUUFOEBODFSFDPSET G BDUJOHBTUJNFLFFQFSTɥFUBCMFCFMPXJOEJDBUFT
a typical PFS session:
A Typical PFS Session Schedule
Time

Activity

Objectives

Responsible persons

o

0QFOJOHoTPNFPOFCMPXTUIFIPSO
to call members to the session
Roll call and brief recap of last
session: could be in form of song or
role play

- Alert members that the session is
about to begin
- Record who is present
- Reinforce the learning achieved in
the last session

Host team



General observation of the
condition of the animal herd

- Improve observational skills and
detect any problems, changes or
opportunities

All

o

1BTUPSBMFDPTZTUFNBOBMZTJT 1&4" o - Monitor progress of trial by
systematic observation and analysis
collecting data
PGDPNQBSBUJWFëFMEMJWFTUPDLUSJBMT

Subgroups

o

PESA analysis and discussions in
subgroups

- Sharpen analytical skill and data
analysis

Subgroups

o

- Presentation of PESA results and
decision making by whole group
GPMMPXFECZSFMFBTFPGTUVEZ
BOJNBMTGPSHSB[JOH

- Results and subgroups’ discussion
points shared with whole group

Facilitator and host
team

o

Group dynamics

 %FWFMPQTPOHTBOEPUIFSBJETGPS
memorization of key information
- Energise the group and build team
spirit
- Enhance participation

Facilitator and host
team
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o

Special topic

- Widen knowledge and skill base
responding to felt needs of group
- Promote discussions and introduce
new ideas and concepts

Facilitator or
guest specialist if
appropriate

o

Review of day’s activities

- Reinforce the day’s learning and
evaluate the group’s achievements

Facilitator

o

Planning of follow-up activities and
next session

- Plan follow-up activities that will
take place outside the PFS session
- Plan activities for the next session

Host team

o

Roll call
Announcements
Thanks
Close

-

Host team

Record late-comers
Share news and announcements
Thank everyone for their efforts
Bring the session to a timely close

5BCMF5ZQJDBM1'44FTTJPO4DIFEVMF

Step 6. Field days
Field days provide an opportunity for non-participants and the larger community to be exposed to the
PFS group’s lessons and the skills and knowledge gained in the process. In addition, they provide the PFS
members with an opportunity to display and share their experiences, for example. the experimentation
results and learning activities, including group dynamics. Field days also reinforce the PFS cohesion and
raise awareness among the community, the government and other organizations in the area, creating
support and new demand for PFS.
Step 7. Exchange visits
Exchange visits are educational tours to another PFS, agricultural institution or innovative communities.
They encourage PFS members to compare the activities of other groups with their own and to exchange
tested technologies and unique innovations. It may not be possible for all PFS members to go on the visit:
in this case a few representatives can be chosen by the group who will then report back on what they
learn at the next PFS session.
Step 8. Graduation
1'4NFNCFSTXJUIBHPPESFDPSEPGBUUFOEBODF PGTFTTJPOT DBOHSBEVBUFGPSUIFTQFDJëDBDUJWJUJFT
completed during the PFS learning cycle. The graduation is organised by the group and the facilitator
BOEJOWPMWFTBOPïDJBMDFSFNPOZUPXIJDIDPNNVOJUZNFNCFST  HPWFSONFOU PïDJBMT QSPHSBNNF
staff and neighbouring communities are invited. Participants are awarded a certificate by the supporting
BHFODZQSPHSBNNFUPSFDPHOJTFUIFJSFêPSUTBOEDFMFCSBUFUIFJSBDIJFWFNFOUT"UUIFTBNFUJNF PUIFS
DPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTXJMMCFBUUSBDUFEBOEUIFFWFOUNBSLTUIFFOEPGBOPïDJBMMFBSOJOHQFSJPE
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Handout 
PFS Post graduation Phase
Step 9. Follow-up of PFS activities
At the end of a learning cycle and after the graduation ceremony, the PFS normally continues. With help
from the facilitator, the group evaluates the PFS and develops an action plan based on the evaluation of
XIBUIBTCFFOMFBSOFEBOEXIBUUIFHBQTBSF*OBEEJUJPO OFXTFTTJPOT EJêFSFOUUPQJDTPSNPSFJOEFQUI
MFBSOJOHPGUIFTQFDJëDUPQJDT JNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGDPNNFSDJBMBDUJWJUJFT BOEMJOLBHFTXJUISFTFBSDIFST 
extension workers and other PFS are planned.
Step 10. Establish/create PFS networks
When there are several PFS in a region, PFS networks should be encouraged. Networking is a sustainable
mechanism to support economic activities and support the development of existing and new PFS.
*UJOJUJBUFTDPNNFSDJBMWFOUVSFTJOBMMBïMJBUFE1'4 GBDJMJUBUFTGVOESBJTJOHBOEIFMQTUPDPPSEJOBUF
marketing activities.
Step 11. Income generating activities
When the PFS groups have graduated it is not the end of learning. In order to enhance continuity in
learning, PFS groups can engage in income generating activities to support the initiation of new PFS
groups or support further learning through new focus enterprises that have been identified and deemed
fit for the PFS group. The income generating activities can be directly derived from the focal enterprise or
may be closely related to pastoral livelihood options. In order to enhance the growth of income generating
activities within the PFS group it is essential to link the group to microfinance or credit institutions or
FWFO7*$0#"HSPVQT*OUIJTSFHBSETCVTJOFTTTLJMMTBOENBOBHFNFOUCFDPNFTBWJUBMFMFNFOUGPSUIF
PFS groups in order to assist in the management of the income generating activities.
Step 12. Set up of second generation PFS
The PFS facilitator and participating members identify a few PFS members willing to play the role of
facilitator and who have the potential to be trained further. The individuals selected will start by assisting
UIFDVSSFOUGBDJMJUBUPS BOEXJMMMFBSOUIFCBTJDT8IFOSFBEZ IFTIFDBOUIFSFBGUFSDPOEVDUB1'4PO
IJTIFSPXOJOUIFTBNFPSBOFJHICPVSJOHDPNNVOJUZɥFTPDBMMFETFDPOEHFOFSBUJPO1'4JTCBDLFE
up by the originally trained facilitator. The facilitator can oversee many second generation PFS groups,
helping to scale up the methodology.
Lessons learned in preparation and implementation of PFS
t

The support and goodwill of the authorities at various levels is essential, especially that of community
leaders, programme staff and supervisors of the PFS facilitators.

t

PFS cannot operate in a vacuum. Clear understanding of the PFS concepts and procedures should be
established and effective linkages formed between stakeholders.
The PFS can effectively integrate with other participatory methods and this should be encouraged to
enhance the overall outcome.

t
t

The PFS curriculum is very demanding on the facilitator and, in general, a PFS requires at least one
EBZQFSXFFLPGIJTIFSUJNF

t

5PFOIBODFMFBSOJOHBNPOHJMMJUFSBUFQBSUJDJQBOUT MFBSOJOHUPPMTCBTFEPOESBXJOHTBOEQJDUVSFT
TIPVMECFFODPVSBHFE5FDIOJDBMJOGPSNBUJPOTIPVMEBMTPCFNFNPSJ[FEJOUIFGPSNPGTPOHTBOE
drama to ensure retention of the knowledge gained.
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t

5FDIOPMPHJFTUFTUFEBOEBQQMJFEJOUIF1'4TIPVMECFMPDBMMZBWBJMBCMFGPSQBTUPSBMJTUTUPQSBDUJDFUIFN
in their own situation

t

The PFS concept and implementation should be flexible enough to be modified to fit with local
conditions.

t

'BDJMJUBUPSTTIPVMEIBWFCPUIMPDBMLOPXMFEHFBOENPSFANPEFSOLOPXMFEHFPGUIFUPQJDTVOEFSTUVEZ 
including knowledge on the terminologies used for example pests and diseases.

t

The PFS facilitators need to be well trained in the PFS methodology.

t

Internalising facilitation skills among PFS facilitators takes time and, in general, facilitators need
SFHVMBSTVQQPSUBOENFOUPSJOHGSPNB1'4.BTUFS5SBJOFSTEVSJOHUIFXIPMF1'4JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
process.

t

Adequate resources and logistical support are key first steps. Financial resources should be in place
prior to the start of PFS activities.

t

%JTUSJCVUJPOPGMFBSOJOHHSBOUTEJSFDUMZUP1'4HSPVQTJTIJHIMZFODPVSBHFE

t

Balance of sexes should be encouraged as it enhances the whole learning process for all participants
and encourages communication between men and women.

t

#VJMUJO.&NFUIPETBSFOFFEFEUPBTTFTTUIF1'4TJNQBDUPOQBSUJDJQBOUTMJWFTBOEMJWFMJIPPET

t

Sustainability mechanisms should be started from the onset of the PFS. Income generating activities
such as the sale of local products ensures a financial base for the group. Also regular contributions by
individual PFS participants are useful for ensuring financial sustainability of the group.

t

The process and results should be well documented by the group and facilitator.
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1.4 PFS Core Activities
Background
PFS core activities are the main activities that facilitate the learning process. These activities are usually repeated
in each PFS Session to provide the framework for learning. They include: Comparative Experiments; Pastoral
ecosystem analysis (PESA); Topic of the day; Group dynamic exercises; and Participatory monitoring and evaluation
(PM and E).

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FTDSJCFUIFLFZ1'4DPSFBDUJWJUJFT

Topic overview
PFS core activities

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH

Time: 30 minutes
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF $PMPVSFEQBQFS 1IPUPT %JTQMBZCPBSE
Handout: 1.4
Additional reference
t 1BTUPSBMJTUëFMETDIPPMNBOVBMo(VJEFMJOFTGPSGBDJMJUBUJPO
t -JWFTUPDLGBSNFSëFMETDIPPMNBOVBM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Introduction
1. Introduce the session by climate setting in order to prepare the participants for the topic. Climate
setting can be done by an exercise or by giving a brief story or scenario that will lead the participants
into realisation of the topic they are being introduced to.
2. Introduce the participants to the objectives of the session.
Activity : PFS Core Activities (20 minutes)

Ų *OQMFOBSZ BTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTXIBUUIFDPSFBDUJWJUJFTPG1'4BSFTPBTUPIBWFBGFFMPGXIBUUIF
participants envisage about the issue in question. Either have the participants answer aloud in
plenary or give cards for each participant to write their answer.
ų "GUFSUIFDPOUSJCVUJPOTBSFPWFS UBLFPWFSUPFYQMBJOJOBTZTUFNBUJDNBOOFSFJUIFSPSBMMZ UISPVHI
UIFQPXFSQPJOUPSUIFVTFPGUIFDBSET UIF1'4DPSFBDUJWJUJFT
Wrap up (10 minutes)
Summarise key points through question and answer sessions with the participants and put emphasis
on the important points to remember.
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Handout 1.4
Pastoralist Field School core activities
Five core activities are repeated in each PFS session to provide the framework for learning. These include:
t

$PNQBSBUJWFFYQFSJNFOUT

t

1BTUPSBMFDPTZTUFNBOBMZTJT 1&4" 

t

5PQJDPGUIFEBZ TQFDJBMUPQJD 

t

(SPVQEZOBNJDFYFSDJTFT

t

1BSUJDJQBUPSZNPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPO 1.& 
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1.4.1 Experimentation in PFS
Background
Experimentation in PFS is usually carried out with the aim of determining the comparative effects of certain
actions. It is a process of collective investigation with the purpose of initiating activities or testing solutions to solve
local problems. The main basis for experimentation in PFS is to create a learning process through which pastoralists,
through their group sessions, test, monitor and evaluate new ideas, technologies or innovations for improving
productivity or sustainability of the pastoral livelihood systems. Comparative experiments in PFS are implemented
to empower participants with observational and analytical skills to investigate the cause and effect of major
production problems. Common practices are tested and compared with other available options to solve an identified
problem. Analysing the results allows the pastoralists to decide which solution (technology and/or practice) is best
suited to their own situation. Comparative experiments are also used to demonstrate new production opportunities
and to help pastoralists diversify. Experimentation is a follow-up process to the problem diagnosis stage in the
PFS process, but with the main objective of addressing selected pastoralist constraints. The main actors in the
experimentation process include PFS members, facilitators and researchers who have complimentary roles in the
experimentation process.
It is important to note that Comparative experimentation in PFS is seen primarily as a learning strategy for
empowering participants and only secondarily as producing research results in conventional sense.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FTDSJCFUIFQSJODJQMFTBOETUFQTPGFYQFSJNFOUBUJPOJO1'4
t %FTJHOBWBSJFUZPGFYQFSJNFOUTBUHSPVQMFWFM

Topic overview
1. What is and why experimentation in PFS
2. Principles of experimentation in PFS
3. Types of experiments in PFS
4. Steps in experimentation in PFS.
Ŷ %FWFMPQNFOUPGTBNQMFFYQFSJNFOUTBU1'4MFWFM

Method of facilitation
t

1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO

t

(SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT

t

#VDLFUFYFSDJTF 

t

1SBDUJDBMBDUJWJUZJOTVCHSPVQT

Time: 1 hour
Materials: Five buckets (three of the same size, two of different sizes), 30 stones, Flip charts Photos, A4 sheets,
$BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE

Handout: 1.4.1.1, 1.4.1.2, 1.4.1.3 and 1.4.1.4
Additional reference
t 1'4&YQFSJNFOUBUJPOPQUJPOHVJEF
t 1BTUPSBMJTUëFME4DIPPMNBOVBM(VJEFMJOFTGPSGBDJMJUBUJPO
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: What is and Why Experimentation in PFS (20 minutes)

Brainstorm with the participants what is and why experimentation in PFS.
Activity 2: Principles of experimentation (1 hour)

1. Start by asking the participants if they have experimented before and if they have ask them to give
FYBNQMFT%JTDVTTUIFFYBNQMFTQBSUJDJQBOUTHJWF
2. Play the stone throwing game
3. Ask for three volunteers and explain that these people represent three things you want to compare
(see table on pages 39-40 for the corresponding key principles in experimentation and throwing
stone exercise).
4. Explain to the group that the competition is meant to find out who is the best at throwing stones
in a bucket. Each person is given 10 stones and the one who gets the most stones in the bucket will
be the winner.
5. Ask the rest of the group to vote on who they think is going to win
6. Place the three different sized buckets, one in front of each volunteer so that they are all the same
distance from the buckets, and give each one of them 10 stones. Ask them to throw as many stones
BTUIFZDBOJOUPUIFJSCVDLFU$PVOUUIFOVNCFSPGTUPOFTJOFBDICVDLFU(JWFQBSUJDJQBOUTUIF
‘results’ and ask them who they think is the winner. Then ask: “Was this a fair competition?” Of
course it wasn’t fair, because it is much easier to get the stones into the biggest bucket.
7. Ask how the game can be made fairer. It can be made fairer to provide a uniform situation i.e.
everybody has the same size bucket.
8. Play the game again, give the results and ask again who the winner is. This time the results seem
fair – but now ask the participants whether they think the same person will win if they play more
times? Play the game once or twice more – enough times to show that people don’t always have the
same scores. This demonstrates the importance of repeating treatments to make sure your results
are reliable. Work out the average score for each person and then declare the winner.
9. Ask the three volunteers to pick the bucket and stones of their choice and explain how they made
that choice. Explain that people are not always objective and may be biased without knowing. This
can influence the results; therefore it is important to give the treatments and the location of the
experiment an equal chance of being chosen, hence randomisation).
Ųű "TLTPNFPGUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTXIPEJEOPUQMBZUIFHBNFi%JEUIFZWPUFGPSUIFSJHIUQFSTPO w"TL
if it was difficult to guess who would win, since they had never seen these people throwing stones
CFGPSFɥFOBTLUIFTBNFQBSUJDJQBOUTi%PUIFZDPOTJEFSUIFNTFMWFTCFUUFSPSXPSTFBUUISPXJOH
stones?” Everybody must have an idea on how to scale themselves or maybe a good friend. If you
have someone participating in the game whose capacity of throwing stones you know, then you have
a point of reference (also called control) to value the scores of the others.
11. You can stop the game here or repeat the process with different participants to increase understanding.
12. Explain that to set up a good comparative experiment you need to think about: the objective,
treatments, uniformity, replication, randomisation and pastoralists practice/control to make sure
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you have a good quality experiment. Every comparative experiment should consider these elements.
Furthermore, keep the following principles in mind:
t
t

t
t
t

&YQFSJNFOUTTIPVMECFCBTFEPOUIFDPNNVOJUZQSJPSJUZQSPCMFNT
&YQFSJNFOUTTIPVMECFEFWFMPQFEXJUIUIFQBSUJDJQBUJPOPGUIFXIPMFHSPVQɥFQSPDFTTIBTUP
be owned by the participants, so they should design and implement the experiment, keep the
records, perform the analysis and draw their own conclusions.
6TFMPDBMMZBWBJMBCMFNBUFSJBMT
ɥFFYQFSJNFOUTIPVMEOPUCFDPNQMJDBUFE
*UTIPVMECFDPTUFêFDUJWF

Principles of experimentation: How the Throwing Game Relates to Key Principles in
Experimentation
Key principles in
experimentation

“Throwing stones’ exercise”

Applicability in the PFS

Treatments/Subject

Three volunteers.

Options, practices, for comparison to find out which works
best

Objective

To find out which of the three
volunteers is the best at throwing
stones

To find out which of the practices/options yield the best and
most feasible results

Hypothesis

Vote on who do they think is going
to win

It is an assumption [what the farmer’s think is the best
option]– which is either proved [validated] or disproved by
carrying out the experiments

6OJGPSNTJUVBUJPO

Buckets are of the same size.
%JTUBODFTGSPNUIFWPMVOUFFSTUPUIF
buckets are similar validate

Just as all the players needed a uniform playing ground
in order to gauge their abilities well, we also need to have
experiments conducted under a uniform situation for such
as animals same breed of animals, within same geographical
location; could also be same state for certain experiments
like milking, calving, or same size of plot for crops and same
variety.

Replication

Repeat game to give the volunteers
another chance to win because the
volunteers did not always have the
same score.

In the herd, while the animals may live under similar
conditions, there are factors like health condition, genetics
etc that may influence the results of the experiment. In a
crop field, the layout of the field, the soil fertility/structure,
the slope/gradient are not the same at all points, etc;
therefore, repeating the treatment reduces chances of error
and provides opportunity for realistic conclusions

Randomisation

Account for bias (the volunteers did
not decide on the bucket but were
given a bucket randomly).

There should be no ‘’pre-conceived’ order of which
experiment should come first, second, or whose animal to
VTFGPSFYQFSJNFOUJOH(JWFFRVBMDIBODFUPBMM

Point of reference:
i.e. control or
normal local
practice

Ensure participation of yourself or
someone whose skills in throwing
stones you know.

In the PFS, farmers have their ‘’traditional’’ way of
managing problems either in their livestock or crop fields.
Also in extension, there are pre-determined practices that
are deemed best practices for managing certain problems.
The control may thus represent either this ‘farmer’s
practice’’ or the recommended ‘extension practice’. It will
form the basis to evaluate the other practices that were
EFSJWFEGSPNUIF("1QSPDFTT XIJDIXFBSFHPJOHUPUFTU
through experimentation. At the end we should be able to
make appropriate conclusions about each practice

Table 2: Principles of Experimentation
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The stone throwing game

Activity 3: Types of Experiments in PFS (30 minutes)

Brainstorm the different types of experiments that can be set up in PFS.
Activity 4: 4UFQTJO%FTJHOJOH$PNQBSBUJWF&YQFSJNFOUTJO1'4 ŵIPVST

6TJOHPOFDPNNPOQSPCMFNXJUIJOUIFDPNNVOJUZBTBOFYBNQMF EJTDVTTTUFQCZTUFQUIFWBSJPVT
steps in designing and implementing an experiment in PFS (Handout 1.4.1.4).
Activity 5: %FWFMPQNFOUPG4BNQMF&YQFSJNFOUTBU1'4-FWFM ŲIPVSŶűNJOVUFT

Ask participants in sub-groups to identify any one problem based on their field experiences that needs
to be addressed in the PFS and then design a participatory comparative experiment using the steps
discussed in activity 4.
Wrap up (10 minutes)
Summarise key points through question and answer sessions with the participants and put emphasis
on the important points to remember.
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Handout 1.4.1.1
What is and Why Experimentation in PFS
Comparative experimentation is a collective investigation process to solve local problems. Simple
experiments or trials are carried out to enhance pastoralists’ observational and analytical skills to
investigate the cause and effect of major production problems. They help individuals become experts
and to design simple and practical experiments to test and select the best solution to their problems.
Experiments also encourage the testing and adaptation of new technologies or practices. In this case, the
experiments compare local practices with a set of available solutions presented either by the facilitator,
researchers or group members. By analyzing the results and developing recording skills, pastoralists are
able to decide which solution (technology or practice) is best suited to their situation. Each experiment
should include a simple cost–benefit analysis using the data recorded during PESA/AESA exercises.
Assessing the economics of each option improves decision-making skills for livestock health and
production activities as pastoralists often do not know whether they operate at a profit or loss. Through
the exercise participants can better understand the difference between various options to determine the
efficiency of their own systems.
Besides recording and analysing the financial costs and benefits of the options tested in the experiment,
other indicators to validate the results of the experiment should be identified by PFS participants example
labour needs, socio-cultural appropriateness, length and speed of growth and accessibility. Record keeping
of indicators is required to monitor and evaluate the performance of a treatment or technology.

Handout 1.4.1.2
Principles of Experimentation
Pastoralists are continuously experimenting and trying out new things. They may test and experiment
with new practices introduced to them by external people, but they also test their own or their neighbours’
ideas. However, they may not consider they are doing experiments and they may not plan in the same
way as a scientist. Experiments do not need to be complicated or risky to be helpful and pastoralists do
not need a scientific education to carry them out. It is important to remember that PFS experiments are
tools for learning and an opportunity for pastoralists to test different options for themselves. In order to
fairly be able to compare different options experimented in PFS, some basic principles of experimentation
are important to avoid making wrong conclusions or decisions for future management.
Key principles in experimentation include:
t

0CKFDUJWF 

t

5SFBUNFOUT 

t

6OJGPSNTJUVBUJPO 

t

3FQMJDBUJPO 

t

3BOEPNJTBUJPO

t

)ZQPUIFTJT BOE

t

1BTUPSBMJTUTQSBDUJDFDPOUSPM
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Handout 1.4.1.3
Types of Experiments in PFS
Experiments in PFS can be classified into four categories as follows:
1. Classical Participatory comparative experiments: This involves setting up of experiments with different
comparative options and control group.
2. Comparing ongoing pastoralist practices such as pastoralists do carry out a wide range of different
practices in relation to livestock management which are well known, can be identified observed and
evaluated without having any responsibility or trial design. This is particularly useful for experiments
that have a high risk or cost implications or for an aspect for which wrong perceptions have been held
for a long time such as
(a) Tick control: comparing efficacy of different acaricide and/or different application regimens.
(b) Vaccination efficacy: comparing incidence of disease in immunized and non-immunized animals
using participatory methodologies.
(c) Overstocking/underfeeding; establishing incidences of inadequate feed supply among herds with
the same availability of land but under different pasture land management practices.
Observation and analysis of such experiments can be undertaken by PFS groups visiting neighbours
or neighbouring communities within and outside the PFS group to evaluate existing and new herd
management practices.
3. Comparing non PFS or past experience: PFS practices can be compared with past experience with non
PFS member’s practices. In these experiments, all PFS members’ animals receive a positive treatment
(for example vaccination or deworming) with the objective of improving the overall status of the herd.
The pastoralists then compare the results with their own past records (Written or memory) or with
non-PFS communities in the same area who are not using the treatment. Participatory exercises can
be used to evaluate the people’s perception of the impact of the treatment.
4. Stop and go trials: The ‘stop and go’ method applies a positive treatment then it is stopped and then
re-introduced. This is repeated several times and the effect of the treatment is demonstrated by what
happens when the treatment is stopped. In this case, each animal on trial is the treatment and the
control. This method cannot be used to compare multiple treatments, but it is useful to demonstrate
the effect of a single treatment (for example the impact of supplementary feeding in livestock.
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Handout 1.4.1.4
Steps in PFS Experimentation
Experimentation usually involves a range of steps including planning, design, implementation and
FWBMVBUJPOPGFYQFSJNFOUT(PPEQMBOOJOHJTUIFCBTJTGPSTZTUFNBUJDFYQFSJNFOUBUJPO which involves
a range of steps. This include:
1. Identification and prioritisation of problem or opportunity.
t

$MFBSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFQSPCMFNJTUIFCBTJTGPSTFUUJOHUIFMFBSOJOHBOEFYQFSJNFOUBUJPO
theme.

t

ɥJTTIPVMECFCBTFEPOJEFOUJëFEBOEQSJPSJUJTFEDPOTUSBJOUTBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFT QBJSXJTF
ranking tool can be used).

t

0OFFYQFSJNFOUTIPVMEPOMZUFTUPOFUPQJDQSPCMFNBUBUJNF

2. Identification and prioritisation of solutions
t

$PNFVQXJUIBMMQPTTJCMFTPMVUJPOTPSPQUJPOTUPTPMWFNBJOQSPCMFNJEFOUJëFEJOTUFQɥF
problem – solution analysis format may be a valuable tool

PROBLEM/SOLUTION- ANALYSIS TABLE
Problem

Indicator

Root cause

Copying stragegy

Solutions

Inadequate water

-POHUSFLLJOHPG
animal to water points
Reduced milk yield in
dry seasons

No boreholes
Silted points
No permanent river

Provide little water to
animal.
%JHHJOHTIBMMPXXFMMT

Construct water tanks
%FTJMUFYJTUJOHEBNT

-BDLPGRVBMJUZ
Artificial
Insemination (AI)
services

High incidence of
breeding diseases
Poor quality dairy
cattle in terms of milk
production

Inadequate capital
-BDLPGFEVDBUJPOPS
AI services

6TFPGMPDBMCVMMT
Illegal use of other
peoples bulls

Start AI services
&EVDBUJPOPO"*6TF

Table 3: Problem/solution analysis table

t

"OBMZTFBOESBOLUIFTPMVUJPOTusing PRA tools such as group discussion and pair wise ranking
for prioritisation.

 4FMFDUJPOTPGPQUJPOTUSFBUNFOUTUPFYQFSJNFOU<6TFUIFPQUJPOTBTTFTTNFOUUBCMF>
t

ɥJTTIPVMEJODMVEFBNJYUVSFPGMPDBMUSBEJUJPOBMQSBDUJDFTBOEiOFXwPQUJPOT TVDIBTQSBDUJDFT
introduced by research/extension staff).

t

$SJUFSJBUIBUDBOCFDPOTJEFSFEJOPQUJPOTFMFDUJPOJODMVEF
(a). The degree of probability that the technology will address the identified constraint;
(b). Potential benefits in terms of profitability, reduced risks, equitability, and sensitivity to
gender issues;
(c). Ease of adoption, that is, compatibility with the pastoral system; and,
(d). Ease of experimentation with the selected technologies in terms of resource requirements
and management.
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(e). Principle of a “no risk zone”. The high economic value of animals does not allow any
experiment involving risk or even medium-term loss of productivity. Animals involved
in the experiments should at no time be under any health risk. This precludes the use of
control groups if conditions will put animals at risk
 %FëOFMFBSOJOHPCKFDUJWF
t

"OFYQFSJNFOUOFFETUPIBWFDMFBSPCKFDUJWFTBTBCBTJTGPSMFBSOJOH

t

%FëOFBDMFBSobjective of the experiment to be conducted. What is to be tested and what result
do we expect?

t

ɥJTTIPVMECFMJOLFEUPUIFQSFWJPVTMZJEFOUJëFEMPDBMQSJPSJUZQSPCMFN

t

ɥFPCKFDUJWFTPGUIFDPNQBSBUJWFFYQFSJNFOU T PSTUVEZëFMEBSFKPJOUMZGPSNVMBUFEXJUIBMMUIF
PFS members, facilitators and researchers in some cases.

 %FUFSNJOFUIFUSFBUNFOUTUPUFTU
t

ɥFPQUJNVNOVNCFSPGUSFBUNFOUTJTVTVBMMZQFSFYQFSJNFOUToo many or too few treatments
will not result in useful information. Having more than five treatments/options makes the
experiment too complex.

t

ɥFUSFBUNFOUTTIPVMECFLFQUBTTJNQMFBTQPTTJCMFCZNJOJNJTJOHUIFOVNCFSPGGBDUPSTBOE
or factor levels (having only one factor under study at a time is recommended). If an experiment
has too many variables it will be difficult to evaluate which one is responsible for the results.
Similarly, if the treatments are very similar it will not be possible to see any difference.

t

'JSTU determine a control treatment, which could be a standardized practice with known results,
such as pastoralist practice, or the standard recommendations of the extension service

t

ɥFother treatments contain variations from the control.

t

"QBSUGSPNUIFEJêFSFOUTUVEJFTTFMFDUFEBMMPUIFSGBDUPSTTIPVMECFLFQUUIFTBNFGPSUIFWBSJPVT
treatment plots.

(FOFSBMMZUIFSFBSFUXPXBZTPGEFTJHOJOHFYQFSJNFOUTBTTJOHMFGBDUPSUSJBMTPSJOBTUFQXJTFNBOOFS
In a single factor trial different solutions are tried in relation to a specific study objective for example,
different types of feed, various ways of conserving fodder and ways of managing pasture land.
In such type of trials all the treatments can be compared to the control since there is only one variable
varying between the treatments.
See example below.

Example of a single factor trial on deworming in goats
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Sometimes treatments complement each other or work best hand in hand, that is to see the full effect of
one treatment; another complementary treatment is also needed. In such cases trials can be designed in
a stepwise manner, where one gradually adds on variables to be tested. See example below. In this case
not all treatment groups can be compared to each other. For example in the example below one cannot
compare the control with Treatment 2 since there are two variables that vary. However, one can compare
the control with treatment 1 and treatment 1 with treatment 2.

Example of a stepwise trial on supplementary feeding goats

 %FUFSNJOFUIFWBSJBCMFTPSQBSBNFUFSTUPNFBTVSF
t

*EFOUJGZJOEJDBUPSTSFRVJSFEUPNPOJUPSQSPHSFTT

t

*OEJDBUPSTBSFWBSJBCMFTUIBUBMMPXPOFUPJEFOUJGZBOENFBTVSFDIBOHFEVSJOHUIFFYQFSJNFOUBUJPO
process

t

ɥFJOEJDBUPSTTFMFDUFEGPSNPOJUPSJOHBOFYQFSJNFOUEFQFOEVQPOUIFPCKFDUJWFPGUIFFYQFSJNFOU

t

*UJTJNQPSUBOUUIBUUIFXIPMFHSPVQJTJOWPMWFEJOUIFEFDJTJPOTBCPVUXIJDIJOEJDBUPSTBSFUP
be monitored and that all PFS members understand exactly what will be monitored and how.

t

*OQVUTGSPNFYUFOTJPOTUBêBOESFTFBSDIFSTBSFPGUFOVTFGVMJOUIJTQSPDFTT



%FDJEFPOUIFëFMEMBZPVU
t

5P ensure reliability of the experiment, there should be proper layout of the experiment,
replication and randomisation.

t

ɥFNPSFSFQMJDBUJPOT UIFTVSFSPOFDBOCFUIBUUIFëOBMSFTVMUTBSFWBMJEBOEUIBUDPSSFDU
conclusions can be drawn. However, too many replications make the experimental design
complicated and difficult to implement in the field (two or three are recommended).

t

8IFOEFDJEJOHXIFSFUPMPDBUFUIFUSJBMPSXIPTFBOJNBMTUPVTF EPOPUCFJOìVFODFECZQFSTPOBM
bias. Instead, try to allocate the treatments randomly. An exercise to facilitate randomisation
is to put cards with all the treatments in a bag or a hat and pick the treatments one by one; this
will dictate the order of the set up.

t

'PSDSPQCBTFEFYQFSJNFOUT prepare a field with plots for each replication at a size of at least
10m × 10m each.
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 %FDJEFPOUIFNPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPOPGUIFFYQFSJNFOU
t

3FHVMBSPCTFSWBUJPOTPGUIFFYQFSJNFOUXJMMIFMQUIF1'4UPJEFOUJGZUIFSFBTPOTXIZBDFSUBJO
technology is performing a certain way

t

"EJTDVTTJPOTIPVMECFJOJUJBUFEPOUIFGSFRVFODZPGNBLJOHPCTFSWBUJPOTJOPSEFSUPBHSFFPO
a regular, systematic way of monitoring using the indicators already identified for the theme of
the study.

t

6TVBMMZ NPOJUPSJOH JOWPMWFT EBUB DPMMFDUJPO  XIJDI XIFO BOBMZTFE JOEJDBUFT QSPHSFTT PS
constraints during the experimentation process.

t

#FGPSFUIFTUBSUPGUIFFYQFSJNFOUBQMBOTIPVMECFNBEFPOIPXUIFFYQFSJNFOUJTHPJOHUPCF
monitored, and who will be responsible for what

t

8IFOB1'4DBSSJFTPVUBOFYQFSJNFOUXJUITFWFSBMUSFBUNFOUTJUJTSFDPNNFOEFEUIBUFBDI
treatment be allocated to sub-groups who will be responsible for the implementation, record
keeping and analysis. Each sub-group will inform the other participants about the progress of
their experiment during the regular PESA/AESA presentation.
9. Evaluation of the experiment
t

"UUIFFOEPGUIFFYQFSJNFOUBMDZDMFBOFWBMVBUJPOJTDPOEVDUFEUPTFFLUIFBOTXFSTUPUISFF
main questions: Has the experimental process achieved its objectives? What factors account
for the level of performance of the technologies under study? and the economic analysis: is the
best option the most feasible option [affordable in terms of cost to the farmer]. A combination
of these, lead to an informed decision/conclusion of what is appropriate for the farmer in their
state.

t

&WBMVBUJPOJODMVEFTEBUBQSPDFTTJOH BOBMZTJT JOUFSQSFUBUJPO DPODMVTJPOBOESFDPNNFOEBUJPOT

10. Sharing of the results
Comparative experiments should be:
t

4."354JNQMF .FBTVSBCMF "DIJFWBCMF 3FBMJTUJD 5JNFCPVOE

t

&UIJDBM

t

4BGF

t

5FDIOJDBMMZDPSSFDU
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1.4.2. PESA/AESA in PFS
Background
This is the cornerstone of the PFS methodology and aims to enhance observational, analytical and decision making
skills of those undertaking the experimentation. When applied on crop it is known as Agro-ecosystem Analysis
(AESA) and when applied in Pastoral context it is known as Pastoral-ecosytem Analysis (PESA). PESA/AESA is a
tool for gathering information about a particular ecosystem and understanding the interactions between living and
non living organisms and is usually linked to an ongoing participatory comparative experiment and is carried out
at every PFS session. The purpose of using PESA/AESA is for pastoralists to learn to make regular observation of
the livestock-herd-pasture–ecosystem, Analyse problems and opportunities encountered and to improve decision
making skills regarding land or herd management. By carrying out PESA/AESA regularly in the PFS, participants
develop a mental checklist of indicators to be observed when monitoring their land or herd practices.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t &YQMBJOUIFDPODFQUPGXIBUJTUIJT 8IBUJTUIBU
t &YQMBJOUIFDPODFQUPGFDPTZTUFN
t %FTDSJCFUIFSBUJPOBMFBOETUFQTPG1&4""&4"
t %FTJHO1&4""&4"GPSNBUTGPSBWBSJFUZPGFYQFSJNFOUTJO1'4

Topic overview
Ų $PODFQUPGXIBUJTUIJT 8IBUJTUIBU
2. Concept of ecosystem
Ŵ 8IBUJTBOE8IZ1&4""&4"
4. Steps in conducting PESA/AESA
Ŷ %FWFMPQNFOUPG4BNQMF1&4""&4"GPSNBUT

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t 'JFMEQSBDUJDBM DSPQBOEBOJNBMCBTFE
t 1SBDUJDBMBDUJWJUZJOTVCHSPVQT

Time: 7 hours
Materials:"CBMMPGXPPMPSTUSJOH .FBTVSFUBQF $SBZPOT %SBXJOHT QJDUVSFT "ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 
3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE
Handout: 1.4.2.1, 1.4.2.2, 1.4.2.3 and 1.4.2.4

Additional reference
t 1'4&YQFSJNFOUBUJPOPQUJPOHVJEF
t 1BTUPSBMJTUëFME4DIPPMNBOVBM(VJEFMJOFTGPSGBDJMJUBUJPO

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: 8IBUJTUIJT 8IBUJTUIBU -FBSOJOHCZ%JTDPWFSZ ŲIPVS

This is a role-play.
1. Assign the following roles to the different participants: Pastoralist and facilitator.
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2. The ‘pastoralist’ should focus on something in their pastoral system (tick, disease, plant.) and ask:
i8IBUJTUIJT w
3. The ‘facilitators’ should instead of supplying a direct answer, respond with one of the following type
PGQSPCJOHSFTQPOTFTi8IFSFEJEZPVëOEJU wXIBUXBTJUEPJOH iIBWFZPVTFFOJUCFGPSF wiXIBU
EPZPVUIJOLJUJT wXIBUEPZPVOPSNBMMZEPXIFOZPVTFFUIJT wiXIBUEPPUIFSTEP w ,FFQBTLJOH
questions).
ŵ /FWFSQSPWJEFUIFEJSFDUBOTXFSUPBRVFTUJPOoUIBULJMMTDVSJPTJUZɥFRVFTUJPOJTBWBMVBCMFDIBODF
to learn!
5. After the members have taken their turns in each role, process experiences and lessons learned
through a plenary discussion.
Activity 2: Concept of the Ecosystem (1 hour)

Ų %JTDVTTXIBUJTBOFDPTZTUFN
2. Before the session, prepare for the exercise by taking the same number of cards as there are
participants and writing the name of a component of the ecosystem on each card (e.g. cow, grass,
water, soil, sun, ticks etc.).
Ŵ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPHPUPBOPQFOëFMEMJWFTUPDLJONJOJHSPVQT JEFOUJGZBOEMJTUBMMUIFMJWJOHBOE
non-living things that they see.
ŵ "MMQBSUJDJQBOUTHBUIFSBOEMJTUBMMUIFMJWJOHBOEOPO˞MJWJOHUIJOHTUIBUUIFZIBWFJEFOUJëFEɥF
facilitator hands out the prepared cards (one card for each participant) as the participant name the
elements. (Write new cards if new elements are added).
Ŷ ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUTGPSNBDJSDMFBOEFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUëYFTUIFDBSEPOIJTIFSCPEZTPBMMDBOTFFJU
ŷ ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUXIPQJDLFEUIFDBSETIPXJOHiDPXwTUBOETJOUIFNJEEMFPGUIFDJSDMFIPMEJOHUIF
ball of wool or string.
Ÿ ɥFQBSUJDJQBOUXIPSFQSFTFOUTUIFDPXTBZTi*BNBDPXBOE*SFMBUFUP9CFDBVTFPG:w i*SFMBUFUP
HSBTTCFDBVTF*FBUJUBOEJUHJWFTNFFOFSHZw ɥFiDPXw LFFQJOHIPMEPGUIFFOEPGUIFTUSJOH UIFO
UISPXTUIFCBMMUPUIFQFSTPOXJUIUIFiHSBTTwDBSE
8. The person receiving the ball does the same and this is repeated until all participants are connected.
Each card or person can be visited more than once.
9. The participants are asked why they are connected, what they can learn from the exercise, and how
this exercise relates to their knowledge of their pastoral livelihood system
10. The facilitator takes a few examples of elements in the system and asks what happens if that element
EJTBQQFBSTPSJTEFTUSPZFE JOXIBUXBZTEPFTUIBUBêFDUPUIFSQBSUTPGUIFFDPTZTUFN
11. The facilitator then introduces the concept of an ecosystem.
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Concept of ecosystem

Activity 3: What is and Why the PESA/AESA (15 minutes)

%JTDVTTXJUIUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTXIBUJTBOEXIZ1&4""&4"JO1'4
Activity 4: Steps in Conducting PESA/AESA (30 minutes)

Explain and discuss the steps in conducting PESA/AESA
Activity 5: PESA/AESA formats (2 hour 30 minutes)

* The actual parameters for observaton and analysis in PESA/AESA vary depending on the study topic.
In the following exercises three examples of PESA/AESA formats are presented, one for study of animal
health/feeding, one on grazing land management and one on a typical crop AESA sheet. The actual PESA/
AESA format for a PFS group needs to be adjusted according to the learning topic and the comparative
trials undertaken by the group.

Introducing the PESA/AESA Format (1 hour)
1. The facilitator asks the participants to identify one focal activity that the PFS can/needs to address.
2. Ask the participants what needs to be observed and what kind of information needs to be collected
to measure performance and to be able to compare the various options against each other.
3. Based on this information, the PESA/AESA format is developed by the group asking participants
what they need to know to enable appropriate management decisions to be taken.
ŵ ɥFQBSBNFUFSTJEFOUJëFETIPVMECFDBUFHPSJTFEJOUPUIPTFUIBUOFFEUPCFDBQUVSFEPOMZPODFGPS
example date of birth of the animal, those that need periodic updating like pregnancy status and
those that need frequent measurements such as body weight, health status.
Ŷ "O1&4""&4"GPSNBUJTUIFOEFWFMPQFEPOBìJQDIBSUJODMVEJOHUIFEFëOFEJOGPSNBUJPOBOE
including a drawing of the study subject. See examples below of a crop AESA format, PESA format
for goat management and PESA format for pastoral rangeland management.
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Example of a typical format of crop AESA Sheet
Name of PFS

Location

"&4"/0
46#(3061/0
1-05/0
130#-&."%%3&44&%0#+&$5*7&

%"5&
8&&,/0

General Information

Parameters

7BSJFUZ
%BUF1MBOUFE
Age of Crop:
Spacing:
Fertilizer:
Weather:
5JNFPGPCTFSWBUJPO
Plant Population:
(FSNJOBUJPO

-FOHUIPGMFBWFT
Width of leaves:
/PPGMFBWFT
/PPGEJTFBTFEMFBWFT
/PPGEFBE-FBWFT
-FOHUIPGQMBOU
/PPGQPET

Insect Pest

Plant Drawing

Natural Enemies
/BUVSBM&OFNJFTPCTFSWFE

Pest observed:

Observation

Recommendation

Soil Moisture:
%JTFBTFT
Insect pest:
Plant Health:
%FëDJFODZ
Weeds:
Predators:

What management practices should be applied:
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Example of a PESA format for goat management
/BNFPG1'4 .........................................
Weekly Recording
-PDBUJPO ................................................
Body weight ..........................................
1&4"/VNCFS.......................................
Body measurement ..............................
Sub-group name...................................
%BJMZ.JML:FJME ...................................
%BUF.......................................................
Feeding Routine ...................................
1SPCMFNBEESFTTFE0CKFDUJWF .............
General Information
Observation
Weather conditions .............................
Hair/coat condition .............................
5JNFPG0CTFSWBUJPO............................
/BNF.....................................................
Breed .....................................................
Movement ............................................
/BNF.....................................................
%BUFPGMBTUNBUJOH ..............................
Birth date and age................................
Presence of parasites/insects ..............
%BUFPGMBTUNBUJOH ..............................
Injuries .................................................
Pregnancy Status .................................
Activity level ........................................
/VNCFSPGPêTQSJOHT .........................
(FOFSBM)FBMUIDPOEJUJPO....................
5ZQFTPGUSFBUNFOUHJWFO ESVH GFFE  Recommendations ...............................................................................................
grazing, supplement etc) ..................... ..................................................................................................................................
...............................................................

Example of a PESA format for pastoral rangeland management
/BNFPG1'4 .........................................
-PDBUJPO ................................................
1&4"/VNCFS.......................................
Sub-group name...................................
%BUF.......................................................
General Information
5JNFPG0CTFSWBUJPO............................
-BOEVTF ...............................................
Resident livestock, approx no .............
5ZQFPGHSPVOEWFHFUBUJPO ..................
5ZQFTPGUSFFTTISVCT ..........................
Wildlife Present ...................................
Water sources .......................................
Weather conditions .............................
5ZQFTPGUSFBUNFOUHJWFO HSB[JOH 
scheme, erosion control etc) ...............
...............................................................

Weekly Recording
Body weight ..........................................
Body measurement ..............................
%BJMZ.JML:FJME ...................................
Feeding Routine ...................................
Observation
Pasture condition.................................
Condition of trees/shrubs ...................
Body condition of livestock herds ......
Health condition of livestock herds ...
Health conditions of humans .............
Recommendations ...............................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................

Regular Implementation of PESA/AESA (1 hour 30 minutes)
The following is an example of the implementation of PESA
1. The group is divided into smaller groups usually the same groupings as for host teams. Each subgroup goes to a (or their) unit under study (that is a goat, a cow, a poultry unit and a landscape view
point) for 30 minutes to collect data according to the agreed PESA format, and then returns to the
learning site.
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2. Each sub-group then analyses the data collected and prepares the PESA format (see examples on
page 42) on a flip chart (allow 20–30 minutes). A major drawing in the middle of the sheet should be
included illustrating the unit of study. In the case of many illiterate participants the PESA parameters
should also be noted down in the form of drawings rather than text. All drawings should be simple
BOESFìFDUUIFëFMEDPOEJUJPOTPCTFSWBUJPOT
3. Each sub-group presents its results in a plenary session and receives feedback from the other subgroups. Make sure that the task of presenting rotates among the various sub-group members each
occasion the exercise is done.
4. The results of the various sub-groups are then compared and the whole group comes up with a
consensus that forms the basis for future management decisions. The facilitator can probe the
EJTDVTTJPOUIPVHIRVFTUJPOTTVDIBTi8IBUDIBOHFTDBOCFPCTFSWFETJODFUIFMBTU1&4"NPOJUPSJOH w 
i8IBUNBOBHFNFOUJNQMJDBUJPOTEPUIFTFPCTFSWBUJPOTJNQMZ w
Wrap up (10 minutes)
Summarise key points through question and answer sessions with the participants and put emphasis
on the important points to remember.

Handout 1.4.2.1
What is this? What is that?
The goal of discovery-based learning is to provide an opportunity for participants to learn through curiosity
BOECZFYQFSJNFOUJOHBOEEJTDPWFSJOH SBUIFSUIBOCZNFNPSJTJOHGBDUT0OFXBZPGTUJNVMBUJOHBDSJUJDBM
thinking is to ask questions that allow the participants to develop their own analysis and understanding.
When a participant asks a question, instead of answering the question directly, the facilitator directs
the participant towards the answer by asking probing questions. In this way, participants are given the
opportunity to learn by themselves and come up with their own solutions.
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Handout 1.4.2.2
ECOSYSTEM
What is an ecosystem?
An ecosystem is a natural system of interactions between living (biotic) and non-living (abiotic) things
in a particular environment. These interactions are dynamic, meaning that nutrients and energy move
throughout the system. For example, as animals die and decompose, their bodies provide nutrients for
other living things and the soil. Their energy is transferred to the soil, which transfers it to plants. It
is important for the PFS to study the various interactions within the local ecosystem where it works.
%JêFSFOUJOUFSBDUJPOTBêFDUUIFFOWJSPONFOUEJêFSFOUMZ4PNFJOUFSBDUJPOTBSFHPPEGPSQBTUPSBMJTUT
CFDBVTFUIFZMFBEUPBOJODSFBTFJOQSPEVDUJWJUZ0UIFSJOUFSBDUJPOTMFBEUPMPTTFTJOQSPEVDUJWJUZ*G
pastoralists understand these interactions, they can maximise positive effects and minimise negative
ones through proper landscape management.
Within an ecosystem there are:
LIVING ELEMENTS

NON-LIVING ELEMENTS

t 1MBOUT

t 8FBUIFSFMFNFOUT UFNQFSBUVSF SFMBUJWF
humidity, wind, sunshine, rain).

t "OJNBMT

t 4PJMT

t *OTFDUT
t .JDSPPSHBOJTNT

Ecological relationships
Each element in the ecosystem has special characteristics which influence the distribution and population
of living organisms. For instance, only plants have the ability to convert solar energy into forms that
can be consumed by other living things through photosynthesis. Yet the same plants will require water
BOEOVUSJFOUTUPDPNQMFUFUIFQSPDFTT0OUIFPUIFSIBOE NJDSPPSHBOJTNTGBDJMJUBUFUIFEFDPNQPTJUJPO
process, which is important for the release of nutrients back into the soil. All these relationships are
strongly linked. Thus, any disturbance affects the balance of the whole ecosystem.
Ecosystems are complex. There are several levels of interaction. A typical ecosystem has roughly four
distinct levels of organisms:
1. Primary producers: such as crops, grass and weeds which, produce organic materials.
2. Primary consumers: These are animals and other organisms that feed on plants for example ,insects,
rodents, sheep, goats, cattle, poultry, virus and fungi.
3. Secondary consumers: They feed on primary consumers. They include the parasites and predators.
There are two types of predators, those who destroy crops or attack livestock (wildlife) and those who
BUUBDLPSHBOJTNTUIBUDPVMECFDPNFQFTUT UIFZBSFDBMMFEiQBTUPSBMJTUGSJFOETwPSiOBUVSBMFOFNJFTw

ŵ %FDPNQPTFSTGPSFYBNQMF CBDUFSJB GVOHJBOEJOTFDUTUIBUGFFEPOEFBEQBSUTPGUIFFDPTZTUFN
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Handout 1.4.2.3
What is and why PESA/AESA
The PESA/AESA is one of the core activities of the PFS and aims to enhance pastoralists’ observational,
analytical and decision-making skills. It’s a tool for gathering information about the components of a
QBSUJDVMBSFDPTZTUFNBOEGPSVOEFSTUBOEJOHJOUFSBDUJPOT5IFQVSQPTFPGVTJOH1&4""&4"JTGPS
pastoralists to learn to make regular observation of the livestock-herd-pasture–ecosystem, Analyse
problems and opportunities encountered and to improve decision making skills regarding land or herd
management. By carrying out PESA/AESA regularly in the PFS, participants develop a mental checklist
of indicators to be observed when monitoring their land or herd practices. The PESA/AESA is usually
carried out at every PFS session and is linked to an on-going comparative experiment.
PESA/AESA is the cornerstone of the PFS approach and is based on the ecosystem concept, in which
each element in the pastoral system has its
own, unique role. It involves making field
observations, data collection and analysis, and
ëOBMMZDPNFVQXJUISFDPNNFOEBUJPOT%BUBJT
collected based on key factors observed to help
put a process in place for decision-making. The
analysis is performed in sub-groups of four to
six members to enhance participatory learning.
Each sub-group presents their observations
and recommendations in plenary sessions for
collective decision making on management
actions.
PESA/AESA exercises improve decision-making
skills by:
t

&OIBODJOH PCTFSWBUJPOBM BOE BOBMZUJDBM
skills.

t

%FWFMPQJOHSFDPSELFFQJOHTLJMMTCZESBXJOH
and visualisation.

t

(FOFSBUJOH EJTDVTTJPOT BOE TIBSJOH PG
member-to-member experience.

t

%FWFMPQJOHQSFTFOUBUJPOTLJMMTUPQSPNPUF
communal decisions.
Typical PESA/AESA session
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Handout 1.4.2.4
Steps in PESA/AESA
The main steps in PESA/AESA include:
1. Making observations and collecting data: In sub-groups, pastoralists make observation in the
ëFMECBTFEPOBSBOHFPGQSFEFUFSNJOFENPOJUPSJOHJOEJDBUPSTSFMBUFEUPUIFTQFDJëDUIFNFPGTUVEZ
The sub-groups are usually formed so that each of them can be assigned one unit of a comparative
trial or experiment.
2. Analysis and recording of data:&BDITVCHSPVQQSFQBSFTBCSJFGPGUIFJSëOEJOHTJOBTUSVDUVSFE
SFDPSEJOHGPSNBUDPNQSJTJOHTVNNBSZEBUB QJDUVSFTBOEESBXJOHTPGUIFëFMETJUVBUJPOBOEEFDJTJPOT
and recommendations of the sub-group.
3. Group presentations: Following the discussion in sub-groups a group plenary session is held where
the sub-groups present their results and conclusions. The presentations by participants strengthen
communication skills since the sub-group members are required to defend their decisions.
4. Discussion and decision-making: The plenary analysis and presentations followed by discussion
contribute to making decisions on management actions required to address constraints observed in the
ëFME"MMUIFJEFBTFNFSHJOHGSPNUIFEJêFSFOUTVCHSPVQTBSFTZOUIFTJTFEJOBQSPDFTTPGDPOTFOTVT
building and making agreements on the next course of action to take regarding management practices.

Analysis/Recording

0CTFSWBUJPO%BUBDPMMFDUJPO

%JTDVTTJPO%FDJTJPONBLJOH
Four steps of PESA/AESA
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(SPVQQSFTFOUBUJPO

1.4.3 Topic of the Day
Background
It is increasingly recognized that adult learning is best achieved through a “learning-by-doing” approach where
new knowledge is acquired through hands-on experience. Nevertheless, basic information is usually needed before
any hands-on learning activity can be implemented to help people understand what they have to do and to avoid
risk. Also some information could implicate risk if they were to be experimented.
Topic of the day can be mandatory topics (Concerning study enterprise) or topics outside the study enterprise but
important and relevant subject to participants. This gives participants the chance to learn about anything they
feel is important to their livelihood.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FTDSJCFUIFDPODFQUPGUIFUPQJDPGUIFEBZ

Topic overview
1. What is and why topic of the day
2. How to Identify topic of the day
3. How to Present topic of the day
4. Sample examples

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t 1SBDUJDBMBDUJWJUZJOTVCHSPVQT

Time: 1 hour 30 minutes
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE
Handout: 1.4.3

Additional reference
t 1BTUPSBMJTUëFME4DIPPMNBOVBM(VJEFMJOFTGPSGBDJMJUBUJPO

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity (1 hour 30 minutes)

Ų %JWJEFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPGPVSHSPVQTBOEBTLFBDIHSPVQUPFYQMBJOPOFPGUIFGPMMPXJOHHVJEF
questions:
t

8IBUJTBiUPQJDPGUIFEBZwJO1'4

t

8IZUIFiUPQJDPGUIFEBZwJOBëFMETDIPPM

t

)PXEPZPVJEFOUJGZUPQJDPGUIFEBZJO1'4

t

)PXTIPVMEUIFUPQJDPGUIFEBZCFQSFTFOUFEEVSJOHUIF1'4TFTTJPOT 

2. Ask the groups to present their output.
Ŵ 8SBQVQCZëMMJOHJOBOZHBQTJOHSPVQQSFTFOUBUJPOT
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Presenting topic of the day
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Handout 1.4.3
What is a topic of the day
"UPQJDPGUIFEBZJTBOBDUJWJUZVOEFSUBLFOEVSJOHUIF1'4MFBSOJOHTFTTJPOUIBUJTVTFEUPXJEFOUIFTDPQF
of knowledge/skill. It can also be used to introduce technical information. It is facilitated by a competent
QFSTPO .BZCF''4GBDJMJUBUPSPSFYUFSOBMGBDJMJUBUPS BOEVTVBMMZMBTUTGPSBQQSPYJNBUFMZIPVS
Why topic of the day
t

1SPWJEFTPQQPSUVOJUZUPHJWFUIFPSFUJDBMJOQVUTOFFEFEGPSBHFOFSBMVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFTVCKFDU
before any activities can be carried out.

t

&OIBODFTUIFQBTUPSBMJTUUFDIOJDBMLOPXMFEHFBOECVJMETPOFYJTUJOHLOPXMFEHF

t

&OTVSFTQBTUPSBMJTUIBWFBDDFTTUPUIFJOGPSNBUJPOUIFZOFFEBUUIFSFRVJSFEUJNF

t

&OBCMFQBTUPSBMJTUJOUFSBDUJPOBOETIBSJOHPGJOGPSNBUJPOBOELOPXMFEHF

t

&OTVSFBEFNBOEESJWFOMFBSOJOHQSPDFTTTJODFJUJTQSPWJEFEPOSFRVFTU

t

1SPNPUFJOUFSBDUJPOCFUXFFOQBTUPSBMJTU FYUFOTJPOPïDFSTBOETDJFOUJTUT

t

1SPWJEFTJOGPSNBUJPOPOUPQJDTXIJDIEPOPUSFRVJSFTFUUJOHVQPG1$& T

t

3FTQPOEUPFNFSHJOHJTTVFTEJTFBTFQFTUPVUCSFBL

t

&OBCMFMFWFMMJOHPGLOPXMFEHFBNPOHTUUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT

How to Identify topic of the day
t

%FNBOEFECZUIF1BTUPSBMJTUT

t

"SJTFGSPN4UVEZëFME 1$&T

t

%VSJOH"DUJPOQMBOOJOH

t

"SJTFGSPN0CTFSWBUJPOT 1&4""&4"

t

$PNNPOJTTVF&NFSHFODZTJUVBUJPOTJOUIFDPNNVOJUZGPSFYBNQMF BOPVUCSFBLPGBEJTFBTFQFTU
outbreak of army worms/cholera

t "SJTFGSPNFYDIBOHFWJTJU
Presentation of topic of the day
Different participatory approaches are usually used to facilitate topic of the day in the PFS such as
t 'PDVTHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOT XIFSF4VCHSPVQPG1'4QBSUJDJQBOUTBSFBTLFEUPBOTXFSRVFTUJPOTGPMMPXFE
by a plenary discussions
t

#SBJOTUPSNJOH RVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFS

t

4IPSUQMFOBSZTFTTJPOTVTJOHTVCHSPVQTBOTXFSJOHEJêFSFOURVFTUJPOTGPMMPXFECZTJNQMFEFNPOTUSBUJPO

t

1BSUJDJQBUPSZMFBSOJOHFYFSDJTFT4IPSUBOENFEJVNUFSNFYFSDJTFTUPJOUSPEVDFUFDIOJDBMUPQJDTBOE
experience them together

t

"OZPUIFSNFUIPEBTMPOHBTJUJTQBSUJDJQBUPSZPSHVBSBOUFFTGVMMBOEBDUJWFQBSUJDJQBUJPOPGUIFGBSNFST
Avoid lecture method- teacher-student relationship

&YUFSOBMGBDJMJUBUPSTTIPVMECFCSJFGFEPO''4BQQSPBDIXFMMJOBEWBODFCFGPSFUIFZDPNFUPGBDJMJUBUF
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The following is an example of how to present the topic of the day:
 1SFQBSFPOFTFUPGRVFTUJPOTPOUIFTVCKFDUPGUIFEBZ'PSFYBNQMF JGNBTUJUJTJTUIFUPQJDPGUIFEBZ 
questions could be as follows:
B  8IBUJTNBTUJUJT
C 8IBUBSFUIFDBVTFTPGNBTUJUJT
D  )PXEPZPVSFDPHOJTFNBTUJUJT
E )PXEPZPVDPOUSPMUSFBUNBTUJUJT 
 'PSNTVCHSPVQTBOEBMMPDBUFPOFRVFTUJPOQFSHSPVQGPSUIFNUPEJTDVTTBOEBOTXFSUIFRVFTUJPOT
within an allocated time.
 &BDIHSPVQUIFOQSFTFOUTUIFJSSFTQFDUJWFEJTDVTTJPOBOTXFSUPPUIFSNFNCFST QFSIBQTVTJOHUIF
flipchart.
4. Comment and feedback with all participants/members.
 'JOBMDPNNFOUTPOUIFTVCKFDUCZUIFGBDJMJUBUPS XSBQVQ 
Note that
t

"UPQJDPGUIFEBZDBOUBLFPOFTFTTJPOPSBMPOHUJNF JOPUIFSXPSETTFWFSBMTFTTJPOT

t

*UTIPVMECFGBDJMJUBUFECZBDPNQFUFOUQFSTPONBZCFB1'4GBDJMJUBUPSPSFYUFSOBMGBDJMJUBUPSXIPJTB
specialist in the subject.
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1.4.4 Group Dynamics
Background
Group dynamic exercises create a pleasant learning environment, facilitate learning and create space to reflect.
They also enhance communication, problem solving and leadership skills. The games and exercises are lively and
convey messages. They also break the ice and improve participation. Furthermore, people tend to remember the
exercises and thus the message. Each exercise can serve multiple purposes. Further, group dynamics such as drama
and song can be an effective way to deal with sensitive topics such as domestic violence, alcoholism etc. Songs or
poems can be effective for memorizing knowledge or stimulating thoughts.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t &YQMBJOUIFDPODFQUPGHSPVQEZOBNJDT

Topic overview
1. What is and why group dynamics
2. Purpose of group dynamics.
3. Categories of group dynamics
4. Points to watch in use of group dynamics

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t 1SBDUJDBMBDUJWJUZJOTVCHSPVQT

Time: 1 hour 30 minutes
Materials: A4 sheets, Cards, Note book, Pens, Ruler, Masking tape, Display board.
Handout: 1.4.4
Additional reference
t 1BTUPSBMJTUëFME4DIPPMNBOVBM(VJEFMJOFTGPSGBDJMJUBUJPO

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity : (1 hour 30 minutes)

1. Divide participants into four groups and let each group answer one of the following guide questions:
t

8IBUJTi(SPVQ%ZOBNJDTwJOUIF1'4DPOUFYU

t

8IZIBWFHSPVQEZOBNJDT  UIFQVSQPTFUIFZTFSWF

t

-JTUUZQFTPGHSPVQEZOBNJDTTUBUJOHUIFJSVTFGVMOFTT

t

8IFOTIPVMEHSPVQEZOBNJDTCFVTFE  8IFOBSFUIFZNPTUBQQSPQSJBUF 

2. Ask each group to present their output.
3. Fill up any gaps emerging from the presentations.
4. Ask each group to prepare a dynamic and present to the entire group.
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5. Discuss and synthesis the dynamics presented in terms of what they observe, the learning, and
applications.
Examples of group dynamics exercises are provided in annex 1.

Group dynamics
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Handout 1.4.4
1. What is group dynamics?
It is a variety of exercises, games, activities, quizzes, employed during training for developing team
building skills, organizational skills, breaking the ice, re-energizing, refreshing and mind teasing. They
may be in the form of role plays, body exercises, puzzles (questions), stories, songs and proverbs.
2. What is the purpose of doing Group dynamics in PFS?
The purpose of doing Group dynamic exercises is to create a pleasant learning environment, facilitate
learning and create space to reflect and share. They also enhance communication skills, problem solving
and leadership skills. The principle emphasis is on creating an environment in which individuals and the
group feel free to experience, reflect and change.
In particular, Group dynamics are valuable for:
t

Relaxing the participants

t

*MMVTUSBUJOHBMFTTPO

t

3FKVWFOBUJOHUIFHSPVQ

t

.BLJOHUIFHSPVQBMFSU

t

4UJNVMBUJOHUIFìPXPGDPNNVOJDBUJPOCFUXFFOTUSBOHFST

t

#SJOHJOHQSJWBUFFYQFDUBUJPOTBOEHSPVQSFBMJUZDMPTFS

t

&ODPVSBHJOHFWFSZPOFUPQBSUJDJQBUFBOEMFBSO

t

3PVOEJOHPêPSJOUSPEVDJOHBTFTTJPO

t

%FWFMPQJOHOFXTLJMMT

t

&YQPTJOHQBSUJDJQBOUTUPOFXXBZTPGKVEHJOHUIFJSPXOBDUJPOT QBSUJDVMBSMZJOSFMBUJPOUPUIFJNQBDU
on group work

t

%FWFMPQJOHQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPBDMPTFSLOJUUFBN

t

&TUBCMJTIJOHBMFBSOJOHDMJNBUFUIBUJTFOKPZBCMFBTXFMMBTGSVJUGVM

t

)FMQJOHQBSUJDJQBOUT experience what can be accomplished by working together as a team.

To apply group dynamics properly, the facilitator should keep the following in mind:
t
t
t
t

#FDMFBSBCPVUXIBUZPVXBOUUPBDIJFWFXJUIUIFFYFSDJTF
#FBXBSFPGUIFBQQSPQSJBUFNPNFOU GPSFYBNQMF EPBOFYFSDJTFUPFOFSHJTFQFPQMFXIFOUIFZBSF
feeling tired, or tackle conflict if you see one arising.
1MBOBOEQSFQBSFUIFFYFSDJTFT SFTFSWFUJNFGPSUIFNJOUIFQSPHSBNNF BOEBMXBZTBEEBiIFBEwBOE
BiUBJMw JOUSPEVDUJPOBOEBOBMZTJT %JTDVTTXJUIUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTXIBUUIFZIBWFMFBSOFEPVUPGJU
(PPEFYFSDJTFTJOWPMWFFWFSZPOFJOUIFHSPVQ

t

&YFSDJTFTIPVMECFBEBQUFEUPMPDBMBOEDVMUVSBMDPOEJUJPOs and should not offend people or make them
feel embarrassed.

t

7BSZUIFUZQFBOEVTFPGUIFFYFSDJTFTEPKVTUFOFSHJ[FST

t

5SFBUHSPVQEZOBNJDTFYFSDJTFTBTBUPPMCPYo%POPUCFDPNFUSBQQFEJOBëYFEGPSNVMB3FNFNCFS
UIBUFBDI1'4JTVOJRVFBOEUIFFYFSDJTFTTIPVMECFNPEJëFEGPSFBDITQFDJëD1'4

t

&BDIHSPVQEZOBNJDDBOTFSWFNVMUJQMFQVSQPTF
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3. Types of Group Dynamics
(a) Group Dynamics to energise participants
These games and exercises enhance the participatory learning process by energising participants: making
them laugh, relaxing and calming them and refreshing their minds. They also enhance concentration
and attentiveness. These energizers are used during and after a long or difficult session, when the group
has become tired or tense or when the pace of the session needs to be changed.
Examples include: Stretching, Jokes, Songs such as the time to be happy is now, nine dots (think outside
UIFCPY UIFQMBOFJTDSBTIJOH $MBQT "WPDBEPTPOHBOE8SJUJOHXJUIUIFCPEZ
(b) Group Dynamics to enhance participation
This type of Group dynamics creates an atmosphere where participants feel free to share and exchange
FYQFSJFODFTBOEEJTDVTTFTWJFXTɥFZBSFBMTPEFTJHOFEUPIFMQQBSUJDJQBOUTSFTQFDUFBDIPUIFSTPQJOJPOT
Exercises to enhance participation should be included from the beginning of the PFS to break the ice and
DSFBUFBQMFBTBOUMFBSOJOHFOWJSPONFOUXIFSFQBSUJDJQBOUTSFTQFDUFBDIPUIFSTPQJOJPOBOEDPOUSJCVUJPOT
&YBNQMFTJODMVEF,OPUUZQSPCMFN 'PMEJOHQBQFSHBNF )PXNBOZTRVBSFT 5BMLJOHPCKFDUBOE4POH
XJUIBMMXPSETBOEDFSUBJOMFUUFSTMFGUPVUGPSFYBNQMFA*XJMMNBLFoëTIFSTPGNFO
(c) Group Dynamics to strengthen a learning topic
*OUIJTUZQFGBDJMJUBUPSTTIPVMEDPOWFSUUFDIOJDBMJOGPSNBUJPOJOUPQSBDUJDBMFYFSDJTFTBOEëFMEBDUJWJUJFT
and avoid lecturing or conventional forms of training. The aim is to ensure participation by all and to
make the learning situation entertaining and effective.
&YBNQMFTJODMVEF8IPDPMMFDUTNPSFWBSJFUZ -FBEFSTIJQ 4UPOFUISPXJOHHBNF &YQFSJNFOUBUJPO 
-FBEFSTIJQTUZMFFYFSDJTF -FBEFSTIJQ 
(d) Group Dynamics to strengthen group work and cohesion
To increase interaction, dialogue and consensus which also improves exchange of information. Good
group work enhances exchange of information, reflection and learning. In participatory processes, the
different capabilities of different people complement one another. A group can only become a team when
all the members are interdependent. With constructive interaction, dialogue and consensus, aspects
such as cooperation and team work increases. Group dynamics exercises to strengthen group work and
cohesion are designed to encourage such dialogue and to reflect on the nature and process of teamwork.
&YBNQMFTJODMVEF%SBXJOHUPHFUIFS .BLJOHBXFC $BSSZJOHXBUFS JOIBOETUPëMMCVDLFUT ɥFAQMBOF
JTDSBTIJOH #VJMEJOH5PXFSTCSJEHFT -JTUBTNBOZBTZPVDBOSFNFNCFS
(e) Group Dynamics to solve conflicts
Where there are people, conflict can occur. Conflicts arise out of different perceptions, varying views,
JOUPMFSBODFBOEQSFKVEJDF$POìJDUTIBNQFSMFBSOJOHBOETIPVMECFUBDLMFECFGPSFUIFZCSFBLVQBHSPVQ
This type of group dynamics assists in discussing the causes and effects of conflict and provides a start
for problem solving. A well facilitated PFS creates dialogue and encourages understanding and should
not fear the management of conflicts.

&YBNQMFTJODMVEF(SFFEZDBUTBOEUIF.POLFZTUPSZ ɥFUFBDVQ 1FSDFQUJPO(BNF -PPLJOHUISPVHI
tinted glasses.
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4. Points to watch while using Group Dynamics
t

1SPCMFNTNBZBSJTFJGXIBUUIFQBSUJDJQBOUMFBSOTBCPVUIJNJTEJTUBTUFGVMUPIJNɥFZNBZAPQUPVU
if they feel turned off by the searching examination on motives.

t

*UJTJNQPSUBOUUIBUQSPCMFNTBSJTJOHXJUIJOUIFHSPVQBSFSFTPMWFECFGPSFUIFHSPVQCSFBLTVQ

t

*UJTJNQPSUBOUUIBUQSPCMFNTBSFTIBSFEQSPCMFNBOEOPUQBSUJDVMBSJOEJWJEVBMQSPCMFN)PXFWFSEP
not target an individual while using group dynamics.

5. Conclusion
t

5PHFUNPTUPVUPGHSPVQEZOBNJDT 1'4QBSUJDJQBOUTTIPVMEFWBMVBUF FBDIPOFEJTDVTTJOHXIBU
they learned from the exercise.

For a group dynamic to be useful, it must be appropriate for the issue being addressed.
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1.4.5 Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation
Background
Reflecting on and interpreting experiences and achievements creates new insights and allows PFS groups to improve
what they are doing. Accidental learning happens all the time, however if the learning is structured it can more
systematically lead to improved ways of doing things. As PFS members learn to try out new ideas it is equally
important that they learn how to assess the impact and achievements of those experiences.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FTDSJCFXIBUBOEXIZQBSUJDJQBUPSZNPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPO
t %FWFMPQBOEJNQMFNFOUBTJNQMFNPOJUPSJOHQMBO
t "QQMZBSBOHFPGUPPMTBOENFUIPETGPSHBUIFSJOHJOGPSNBUJPO

Topic overview
1. Why monitor and evaluate
ų %FëOJOHUIFHPBM
3. Selecting what to monitor
ŵ %FWFMPQJOHBNPOJUPSJOHQMBO
5. Choosing a method to collect the information
6. Sample tools: evaluation wheel and village mapping

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t &YFSDJTFTBNPOH1'4HSPVQT
t 1SBDUJDBMBDUJWJUZJOTVCHSPVQT

Time: 7 hours
Materials: Flipchart and marker pens, PFS practice groups (if available).
Handout: 1.4.5.1, 1.4.5.2, 1.4.5.3, 1.4.5.4 and 1.4.5.5

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: 8IZ.POJUPSBOE&WBMVBUF ŴűNJOVUFT

A PFS is typically involved in a range of activities with the aim of achieving certain objectives and
HPBMT TVDIBTJODSFBTFEGPPETFDVSJUZPSJNQSPWFEMJWJOHTUBOEBSET&BDIHSPVQVTVBMMZBMTPIBTSVMFT
specifying how the group operates. However, how can you know if you are achieving those objectives
and moving towards your goal? And how can you know if the rules and routines applied are effective?
To answer these questions, you need a system that allows for reflection and analysis of experiences,
BOEUIBUIFMQTJNQSPWFGVUVSFBDUJWJUJFTBOEBDUJPOT1BSUJDJQBUPSZNPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPO 1.& 
that involves everybody provides the basis for such a system.
Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOTVCHSPVQTPGBCPVUëWFQFSTPOTFBDI
2. Ask each group to think about why we should keep checking on what we do; that is monitor, evaluate,
and write or draw responses on the flipcharts.
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MONITORING = focus on what is happening
EVALUATION = focus on what has happened

3. After 15 minutes allow each group to explain their main points of discussion.
ŵ 8SBQVQUIFFYFSDJTFCZSFQFBUJOHPSSFWJTJOHUIFNBJOQPJOUTBOEëMMJOBOZHBQT
5. Conclude by explaining that monitoring and evaluation is a way of learning from experience and
improving future action, (see Handout 1).
Why should we monitor
and evaluate?
Some responses commonly given by
participants:
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

To share experiences.
To suggest corrective actions.
To check if our resources are well used.
See if our effort has been worthwhile.
To help us make batter plans for the future.
To make activities more effective.
To see what has bee achieved.
To see where I am going.
To measure progress.
To evaluate our own performance.
To learn from lessons.

Group reflection on reasons for monitoring and evaluation

Activity 2: %FëOJOHUIF(PBM%SFBNWJTJPOJOH ŲIPVSŴűNJOVUFT

To be able to identify what should be monitored and evaluated, it is important that everybody is clear
on what strategy is being applied to reach the goals of the group or individual members, and what the
steps on the way to reaching this goal are. Without having a clear vision of where one is heading, it is not
QPTTJCMFUPEFëOFXIBUTIPVMECFPCTFSWFEBOEBOBMZTFEɥJTFYFSDJTFIFMQTQFPQMFUPUIJOLJOUFSNT
PGBMPOHFSUFSNWJTJPO CFZPOEUIFJNNFEJBUFEBJMZQSPCMFNT*UQSPWJEFTBHPPECBTJTGPSQMBOOJOHBT
it builds on people’s own dreams. Working from a vision helps to open up people’s minds to other ways
of overcoming problems.
Ų &YQMBJOUPUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUIBUUIFZXJMMCFSFRVJSFEUPEFTDSJCFIPXUIFZXPVMEMJLFUIJOHTUPCF
JOUISFFZFBSTUJNFGSPNOPXɥFESFBNTWJTJPOTTIPVMESFMBUFUPUIFQFSTPOTMJWFMJIPPEBOEMJGF
as a pastoralist.
ų "MMPXŲŶNJOVUFTGPSQFSTPOBMSFìFDUJPOCFGPSFTIBSJOHJOTVCHSPVQTPSEJSFDUMZJOQMFOBSZVOUJM
BTJOHMFDPNNPOGVUVSFJTDSFBUFEGSPNUIFJOEJWJEVBMSFìFDUJPOT(VJEJOHRVFTUJPOTNJHIUCF
“What are the characteristics of the ideal situation we wish to achieve here in the long term?” Or
ask them to complete the sentence; “I know that my vision for this situation has been achieved
when I see....” It is also possible to generate the discussion by asking the group to imagine they are
giving a presentation at a community meeting in three years time describing why their project has
been successful. Ask the participants what they would present as the successfully achieved future?
3. Ask the participants to write down their dreams or make a drawing of it, and then discuss the dreams
JOUIFMBSHFSHSPVQ*OUIFEJTDVTTJPOUIFESFBNTDBOCFTQFDJëFEGVSUIFSXJUIDMFBSUJNFGSBNFTGPS
achievements.
4. Once articulated and discussed, the dreams can become the indicators that are being monitored as
they are being realised.
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Ŷ &YDFQUXIFOUIFFYFSDJTFJTEPOFGPSUIFëSTUUJNF UIFEJTDVTTJPOTIPVMEJODMVEFBDPNQBSJTPOPG
the current dreams with those articulated during a prior monitoring event. It is essential to also
discuss why these changes occurred and to want extent they were caused by project activities or by
other external factors.
ŷ &YQMBJOUIBUUIFTFRVFODFPGTUFQTUPSFBDIUIFPWFSBMMHPBMTIPVMECFMJOLFEUPUIFQSPCMFNBOBMZTJT
UIF1'4HSPVQDBSSJFEPVUBUUIFTUBSUPGUIF1'4ɥJTQSPDFTTFOTVSFTUIBUUIFQSPCMFNTJEFOUJëFE
as the core issues correspond to the objectives of the group. Similarly, the activities should tackle the
causes and reasons of the core problem. You might be involved in several activities aimed at reaching
various results and objectives. However, all objectives should contribute to the same overall goal.
*ODSFBTFEXFMMCFJOHPGUIFGBNJMZ

(PBM

Healthy animals and pasture

Objective

Knowledge and capacity to make good decisions

Results

PFS weekly meetings

Activities

Activity 3: 4FMFDUJOHXIBUUPNPOJUPSJOEJDBUPST ŴűNJOVUFT

1. In plenary, pose one or several of the following questions and ask participants to discuss responses
with their neighbour.
t

*GUIF1'4JTIFBEJOHGPSGBJMVSF IPXXJMMZPVLOPX 
(Translate these failure indicators in the positive and
you will know what you want to see change.)

t

8IBU EP ZPV NFBO XIFO ZPV TBZ iJNQSPWFE GPPE
security”? (or whatever goal, objective, result you are discussing)

t

)PXEPZPVOPUJDFXIFOBOJNQBDUIBTPDDVSSFE 

t

$BOZPVHJWFBDPODSFUFFYBNQMFPGIPXZPVPCTFSWFBOJNQBDU 

An indicator is a measurement that allows one
UPUSBDLDIBOHFTJOSFMBUJPOUPBEFëOFEJNQBDU
question

2. Ask a few of the pairs to share their responses with the larger group. Note or draw the responses
on a flip chart.
3. Summarise the exercise and explain the idea of indicators.

Indicators are like markers, they show you where you are, whether you are on course, what progress you have made, and how far you
still have to go.
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Activity 4: %FWFMPQJOHB.POJUPSJOH1MBO ŵIPVST

:PVNBZIBOEMFUIJTJOUXPTFTTJPOTPGBCPVUUXPIPVSTFBDIXIFOEPOFXJUI1'4HSPVQTJOUIFëFME
Also it may be covered in an hour when done in TOF as familarisation practise.
Ų *OHSPVQTPGBCPVUŶŷQFSTPOTEJTDVTT BTLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPJEFOUJGZBTQFDUTPGXIBUUIFZXPVMEMJLF
to know in order to be able to measure success both in the group activities and among individuals.
Write or draw each aspect on cards.
ų ɥSPVHIQMFOBSZEJTDVTTJPO BTQFDUTBSFUIFODMVTUFSFEJOUPTJNJMBSUPQJDTBOESFXSJUUFOJOUPDMFBS
questions that Summarise the various topics. Make sure to get consensus in the group about the
suggested questions.
Ŵ #SFBLJOUPOFXHSPVQTPGBCPVUŶŷQFSTPOT'PSFBDIBTQFDUJEFOUJGZJOEJDBUPSTXIJDIDBOCFVTFE
to measure the parameter.
4. Select a representative from each group to present the results of your work. Fix the list of measurements
and respective indicators on the wall so all can see.
5. Look at the indicators and identify the ones that are most suitable and easy to measure, i.e. SMART:
TQFDJëD NFBTVSBCMF BUUBJOBCMF SFMFWBOUBOEUJNFMZ
%FQFOEJOHPOUIFUJNFFMBQTFEDPOUJOVFXJUIUIFOFYUTUFQTPSCSFBLGPSUIFEBZBOEDPOUJOVF
during another session.
ŷ %JWJEFVQUIFQBSBNFUFSTXJUIUIFEFëOFEJOEJDBUPSTBNPOHUIFTVCHSPVQT&BDIHSPVQJTUIFO
to discuss which tools to use to measure the indicator (HOW), WHO should be responsible, WITH
8)"5BOE8)&/BOEEPDVNFOUUIFJSEFDJTJPOTJOBUBCMFBTCFMPX
HOW?

WHO?

Indicators

Tools

WHERE?

WITH WHAT?

WHEN?

Ÿ ɥSPVHIBQMFOBSZEJTDVTTJPOSFWJFXUIFSFTVMUTPGUIFHSPVQTXJUITQFDJBMFNQIBTJTPOUIFGPMMPXJOH
questions.

Some suggested questions for processing discussion
t

*TUIFNPOJUPSJOHQMBOSFBMJTUJDBOEDBOJUCFBDIJFWFECZUIF1'4HSPVQXJUIPVUCFJOHPWFSMPBEFE
with monitoring and evaluation tasks?

t

%PFTUIFNPOJUPSJOHQMBOIBWFDPTUJNQMJDBUJPOT *GTP XIFSFXJMMUIFOFDFTTBSZGVOETDPNFGSPN

t

%PFTUIFHSPVQIBWFFOPVHILOPXMFEHFUPDBSSZPVUUIFEFëOFENPOJUPSJOHUBTLTPSJTUIFSFBOFFE
to involve resource persons? If so, who?

t

%PFTUIFHSPVQSFRVJSFUSBJOJOHPOTPNFPGUIFUPPMTBOENFUIPETNFOUJPOFEJOUIFQMBO

ɥFGPMMPXJOHQPJOUTTIPVMECFDPOTJEFSFEXIFOEFTJHOJOHUIFNPOJUPSJOHQMBO
t

ɥFMFBSOJOHQSPDFTTUIFEJTDVTTJPOJTKVTUBTJNQPSUBOUBTUIFQSPEVDUoUIFQMBO

t

&WFSZCPEZTIPVMEQBSUJDJQBUFBDUJWFMZJOUIFXIPMFQSPDFTT

t

"WPJEVTJOHUIFQMBOBTBCMVFQSJOUUPUSZBOEFYFSUDPOUSPMPWFSUIFQSPKFDU

t

,FFQJUDMFBS CSJFGBOEDPODJTF

t

#FQSFQBSFEUPSFëOFBOESFWJTFUIFQMBOBTOFXJOGPSNBUJPODPNFTUPMJHIU

t

1SFQBSFUIFëSTUQMBOBTBESBGU XIJDIXJMMSFRVJSFSFXPSLJOH

t

%POPUQMBDFUPPNVDIFNQIBTJTPOEFUBJMTPGUIFQMBOEVSJOHUIFQMBOOJOHTUBHFT
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Activity 5: $IPPTJOHB.FUIPEUP$PMMFDU*OGPSNBUJPO ŲIPVSŴűNJOVUFT

1. Pick a few of the indicators developed in the previous exercise, and brainstorm in plenary among
participants for ideas of HOW this information could be collected. Write or draw responses on a
flipchart.
2. Ask participants for examples of how they track change in their daily life or other methods they are
familiar with.
Ŵ 3FWJFXUIFNBJODBUFHPSJFTPGNFUIPETPVUMJOFECFMPXBOEJOUIFIBOEPVUŴBOEŵ BOESFGFSUP
the examples given in the preceding brainstorm.
ŵ (PUISPVHIBOESFWJFXBOZTUBOEBSEPSQSPKFDUTQFDJëD1'4SFDPSETGPSNTBWBJMBCMF
Some of the available methods include:
t

.FBTVSFNFOU MJLFXFJHIUPGIBSWFTU TJ[FPGBOJNBM BNPVOUPGJODPNF

t

8SJUUFORVFTUJPOT TVDIBTUIPTFBTLFEJORVFTUJPOOBJSFT UFTUTPGLOPXMFEHFBOETLJMMT

t

7FSCBMRVFTUJPOT TVDIBTUIPTFBTLFEJOJOUFSWJFXTPSEVSJOHHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOT

t

0CTFSWBUJPOTPGQIPUPHSBQITBOEESBXJOHTPGDVTUPNTBOEQSBDUJDFT

t

8SJUUFOJOGPSNBUJPO TVDIBTSFDPSET SFQPSUT SFHJTUFST NJOVUFTPGNFFUJOHT

t

4UPSJFTBOEBOBMPHJFTBTQSFTFOUFEUISPVHIESBNB UIFBUSF BOEQPFUSZ

Take care not to gather more information than you can handle

Activity 6: 4BNQMF5PPMTGPS&WBMVBUJPO

A.

The evaluation wheel for assessment of knowledge (45 minutes)

ɥJTNPOJUPSJOHUPPMBMMPXTQBSUJDJQBOUTUPSFìFDUPOUIFJSLOPXMFEHFHBQTBOEEJTQMBZUIFSFTVMUJOB
WJTVBMNBOOFS BOEUPNFBTVSFDIBOHFTPWFSUJNFɥFGBDJMJUBUPSDBOUIFSFCZFOTVSFUIBUUIFUSBJOJOH
curriculum is adjusted according to participants’ preference.
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ɥJTFYFSDJTFDBOCFBQQMJFEBUSFHVMBSJOUFSWBMTTVDIBTFWFSZNPOUITJOPSEFSUPBTTFTTGVSUIFS
training needs.
1. Conduct a brainstorm in the group on the main learning topics that they wish to acquire knowledge
on during the training. Avoid going into detail and try to focus on general concepts and issues.
ų *OQMFOBSZMJTUUIFJEFOUJëFEDPODFQUTJTTVFTBOEEJTDVTT SFWJFXBOEDMVTUFSUIFDPODFQUTJTTVFTJO
PSEFSUPFTUBCMJTIŵŶëOBMPOFT
Ŵ ɥFTFMFDUFEUPQJDTBSFUIFOBSSBOHFEJOGPSN
of a wheel on a large piece of paper, with each
topic being on “spoke” as on a bicycle wheel.
ɥFJOEJDBUPSTDBOCFSFQSFTFOUFECZXPSET 
symbols or drawings. See drawing below.
4. Ask the participants on individual basis to
reflect upon their own knowledge level of the
JEFOUJëFEUPQJDTBOESBUFIJTIFSLOPXMFEHF
POBTDBMFPGŲŶ űOPUIJOH ŲQPPS ųGBJS 
ŴBWFSBHF ŵHPPE ŶWFSZHPPE 
5. Ask each participant to make a tick with a
pen on the evaluation wheel at the point of
their rating on each spoke, that is close to the
DFOUSFJGŶWFSZHPPEBOEGBSPVUUPXBSETUIF
FEHFJGűOPUIJOH

The evaluation wheel for assessment

ŷ 4VNNBSJTFUIFSFTVMUBOEWJTVBMJTFBOBWFSBHFTDPSFPOFBDIBTQFDUFWBMVBUFE%JTDVTTBOESFWJFX
the outcome of the exercise.

B.

t

8IBULOPXMFEHFHBQTIBWFCFFOJEFOUJëFE

t

8IBUBEKVTUNFOUTBOESFWJTJPOTTIPVMECFNBEFUPUIFMFBSOJOHTDIFEVMFBOEDVSSJDVMVNCBTFE
POUIFJEFOUJëFEOFFET

t

4IPVMEBOZTQFDJBMUPQJDTCFIFMEPSSFTPVSDFQFSTPOTJOWJUFEUPSFTQPOEUPUIFJEFOUJëFEOFFET

Village map for analysis of changes (45 minutes)

"WJMMBHFTLFUDIJTBVTFGVMFYFSDJTFGPSJEFOUJëDBUJPOPGDIBOHFJOMBOEVTFBOEMJWFTUPDLQSBDUJDFT
GPMMPXJOH1'4QBSUJDJQBUJPO*UJTBMTPFOUFSUBJOJOHBOETVJUBCMFGPSJMMJUFSBUFGBSNFSTɥFFYFSDJTFTIPVME
CFEPOFBUUIFTUBSUPGUIF1'4JOPSEFSUPDSFBUFBACBTFNBQɥFACBTFNBQDBOUIFOCFNPEJëFEPS
redrawn at later stages such as at end of each growing season.
Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOTNBMMFSHSPVQTPGŶŷQFSTPOT
ų "TLUIFHSPVQTUPESBXUIFWJMMBHFBOEUIFTVSSPVOEJOHMPDBMJUZ JODMVEJOHIPVTFT HSB[JOHMBOE 
IFSET XBUFSQPJOUTFUD1BSUJDJQBOUTDBOEFDJEFIPXUIFZXBOUUPSFQSFTFOUUIJToPOQBQFSPSVTJOH
MPDBMNBUFSJBMTTVDIBTTUJDLT TUPOFTPSTFFET)PXFWFS ZPVXJMMBMXBZTOFFEBQBQFSCBTFEDPQZUP
enable comparative analysis for later point in time.
3. Now ask the groups to add more details to their maps, indicate women, men, youth and their main
roles, practices (inputs, treatments, feeding etc.) applied on the crop plots or among the animals or
on the pasture lands.
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ŵ 4FWFSBMNPEJëDBUJPOTUPUIFNBQNBZCFOFFEFECFGPSFUIPTFJOWPMWFEBSFIBQQZXJUIUIFëOBM
result. Include additional written comments such as quantities that are of interest (if necessary).
5. Once a “base” map has been made, subsequent sessions can provide opportunities to modify the
map, and include new information or indicate changes.

Handout 1.4.5.1
Learning From Experiences
Planning of activities, monitoring and evaluating achievements and learning from the experience should
CFTUSPOHMZMJOLFE&YQFSJFODFPGQSFWJPVTJOJUJBUJWFTTIPVMETFSWFBTUIFCBTJTGPSQMBOOJOHOFXBDUJWJUJFT 
building on and improving positive aspects and preventing previous mistakes from happening again.
%BUBHBUIFSFEJTPGOPVTF
Reflection
unless you analyse and
reflect critically on their
experiences and use this as
basis for planning for future
goals and activities. Making
analysis ‘critical ’ means
asking questions such as
After
Before
%VSJOH
“Why is it happening?”So
what are the implications for
the project?”, “Now what do
XFEPOFYU wɥJTSFRVJSFT
&YQFSJFODF
an attitude of curiosity and
Reflection helps in evaluating changes
quest ioning. Wit hout
reflection it is difficult to evaluating the changes that have occurred as a result of programme initiatives,
since there might be other factors apart from the project that contributed to the outcome and these might
not be taken into consideration without reflection and discussion or monitoring outcomes. When planning,
action, observation and reflection is carried out by everybody in the group it gives it a sense of ownership.
Learning for improved action
Monitoring and evaluation requires that data collected is reflected upon in order to ensure that lessons and
insights gained during implementation lead to decisions on how to improve actions for future activities.
ɥFSFGPSF JUJTWFSZJNQPSUBOUUIBUZPVUSZUPTVNNBSJTFUIFJOGPSNBUJPOZPVIBWFNBOBHFEUPHBUIFS
and ask yourself the following questions;

What
occurred?

Why did it
happen like
this?

How good or
bad was it?

So what does
this mean for
us?

Now what
will be our
next step?

Also, you will need to decide who the information is for and how is it going to be presented. Are the
SFTVMUTPGJOUFSFTUPOMZUPUIF1'4HSPVQJOWPMWFEJOUIFFYFSDJTFPSDPVMEPUIFSQFPQMFPSHSPVQTCFOFëU
from this information?
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Handout 
Indicators
ɥFëSTUTUFQJOEFWFMPQJOHBNPOJUPSJOHQMBOJTUPJEFOUJGZLFZRVFTUJPOTUIBUZPVOFFEUPBOTXFSGPS
FBDIBDUJWJUZ SFTVMU PCKFDUJWFBOEHPBMɥFTFRVFTUJPOTNBLFJUFBTJFSUPEFDJEFPOXIBUUPNPOJUPSBOE
evaluate and thereby avoid gathering lots of unnecessary information. An example of such a question
may be: What has the change in health among livestock been among PFS members?
0ODFZPVIBWFJEFOUJëFEBMJTUPGRVFTUJPOT 
the next step is to identify what information
is needed to answer the question. When
asking yourself how you can see if things
change in the way you want, or how you can judge the results of your activities, you are looking for
indicators. Indicators provide a standard against which one can measure, or show progress. Some of the
indicators to be monitored in relation to group trials might include productivity, yield and improved
land characteristics. Indicators related to improved living conditions might include type of housing,
GBNJMZBTTFUTBOEJODPNFMFWFMTɥFBDUVBMTFMFDUJPOPGJOEJDBUPSTEFQFOETPOUIFLJOEPGJOGPSNBUJPO
members of the group desire and how they want to measure change. Sometimes suitable indicators may
CFEJïDVMUUPëOE1BTUPSBMJTUTPGUFOIBWFUIFJSPXOJOEJDBUPSTBTTFTTJOHDIBOHFTUIBUBSFSFMFWBOUUP
them. It is important that the whole group is involved in decisions about which indicators to monitor
and that everybody understands exactly what will be monitored and how
ɥFMJTUTPGJOEJDBUPSTCFMPXTIPVMEOPUCFTFFOBTBCMVFQSJOU
ɥFHSPVQTIPVMEKPJOUMZHFOFSBUFUIFBDUVBMJOEJDBUPSTJUXJMMVTF

Since the desired impacts sometimes take long to be realised, it is also useful to measure the direct effects
of an activity i.e. the steps on the way to reach the goal.
PFS process indicators are aimed at measuring the activities and means which contribute to the realisation
of the goal of the group. For example, in PFS a typical process indicator is the attendance rate of members.
High attendance is not a goal in itself, but if there is a high attendance among pastoralists it is more likely
that the group members will reach their goal of increased knowledge. Such process indicators are often
measured continuously through PFS records.
Example: PFS Process indicators (focus on the PFS learning activities)
Impact Questions

Indicators

Are members participating in learning
activities?

t
t
t

"UUFOEBODFSBUFESPQPVUSBUF
/VNCFSPG1'4TFTTJPOTIFME
/VNCFSPG1&4""&4"TDBSSJFEPVU

"SFNFNCFSTEFWFMPQJOHTFMGDPOëEFODF
and collaboration?

t
t
t

/VNCFSPGHSPVQEZOBNJDTQFSTFTTJPO
4FMGDPOëEFODFBNPOHNFNCFSTUPQSFTFOUJOGSPOUPGUIFHSPVQ
/VNCFSPGQPFNTBOETPOHTEFWFMPQFE

How is the PFS facilitator performing?

t

1BSUJDJQBOUTTBUJTGBDUJPOBUFOEPGFBDI1'4TFTTJPO

Trial indicators relate to the PFS trial or experiment and since these are the main learning ground
GPS1'4BSBOHFPGJOEJDBUPSTBSFVTVBMMZEFëOFEUPNPOJUPSBOEFWBMVBUFUIFUSJBMTJOEFUBJM5SJBM
JOEJDBUPSTBSFPGUFONPOJUPSFEUISPVHIUIF1&4""&4"FYFSDJTF
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Example: Trial indicators (focus on the PFS group trials)
Impact Questions

Indicator

How are the animals performing?

t
t
t

4VSWJWBMSBUF
(SPXUI
4ZNQUPNTPGEJTFBTFTPSQFTUT

How healthy is the pasture?

t
t

4JHOTPGFSPTJPO
"NPVOUBOERVBMJUZPGHSBTT

Impact Questions

Indicator

8IBUBSFUIFDPTUTBOECFOFëUTPGUIF
tried practice?

t
t
t

*OQVUSFRVJSFNFOUT JODMVEJOHMBCPVS DPTUBOEFBTFPGBDDFTT
*ODPNFGSPNTFMMJOHQSPEVDF
1BTUPSBMJTUTQSFGFSFODFPGUSJBMPQUJPOT

*NQBDUJOEJDBUPSTBSFBJNFEBUNFBTVSJOHJGUIF1'4JTSFBDIJOHJUTPCKFDUJWFTBOEHPBMTɥFJNQBDUDBO
both be related to the achievements of the PFS group or among individual PFS members. Since the impact
usually needs to be compared to the situation before the activity from which the change is anticipated it
NJHIUCFOFDFTTBSZUPFTUBCMJTIBCBTFMJOFɥJTNFBOTNFBTVSJOHBTQFDJëDJOEJDBUPSBUUIFTUBSUPGUIF
PFS and again halfway or towards the end of the PFS activity. In this way the information obtained at
the beginning and later on can be compared and the impact evaluated.
Example: Impact indicators
(Impact among individual PFS participants)
Performance Questions

Indicators

How has the wellbeing of households
changed?

t
t
t

/VNCFSPGMJWFTUPDL DPXT HPBU TIFFQ
/VNCFSPGDIJMESFOBUUFOEJOHTDIPPM
1FSDFQUJPOBNPOHNFNCFSTPOUIFJSRVBMJUZPGMJGF

Has the food security changed in the
members’ households?

t
t

/VNCFSPGGPPETFDVSFNPOUITZFBS
"NPVOUPGTUPSFEGPPE

Have members become empowered?

t
t

/VNCFSPG1'4NFNCFSTBUUFOEJOHDPNNVOJUZNFFUJOHT
1FSDFQUJPOBNPOHNFNCFSTPOUIFJSJOWPMWFNFOUJOEFDJTJPONBLJOH

Is conservation of land and water resources
increasing?

t
t

"UUFNQUTUPQSPUFDUXBUFSIPMFT
"GVODUJPOJOHHSB[JOHQMBOJOQMBDF

What is the level of adoption of improved
practices?

t
t

/VNCFSPGBOJNBMTUSFBUFE
/VNCFSPGNFNCFSTQSBDUJDJOHJNQSPWFEUFDIOPMPHJFT

(Impact at group level)
Has the group generated income?

t

-FWFMPGHSPVQTBWJOHT

To what extent has the group led
communal activities?

t

&WJEFODFPGDPNNVOBMBDUJPO
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Handout 
Developing a monitoring plan
Without regular observation, reflection and corrective measures, you cannot be sure where you are heading.
Further, to determine whether some practice tested in the PFS is better than others, it is important
to monitor and observe differences between the various practices. However, activities in a group are
often complex and nobody feels responsible for monitoring. Certain rules have to be introduced for the
NPOJUPSJOHUPUBLFQMBDFɥVT BNPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPOQMBOIBTUPCFEFWFMPQFE
"NPOJUPSJOHQMBOJTDSFBUFECBTFEPOUIFTUSBUFHZQBTUPSBMJTUTJEFOUJëFEUPSFBDIUIFJSHPBMTBOEHJWFT
BOPWFSWJFXPGIPXUIFNPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPOJTHPJOHUPEFEPOFɥFQMBOEFNBOETUIBUZPVCF
BTDMFBSBTQPTTJCMFBCPVUXIBUZPVBSFUSZJOHUPBDIJFWFBOEIPXJUXJMMCFBDIJFWFEɥFëSTUTUFQJO
putting in place a monitoring system is to identify what you need to know in order to establish if you are
achieving your objectives and how you will measure change.
Following that, you are ready to go one step further and develop a full monitoring plan, which will guide
ZPVJOUIFQMBOOJOHBOEJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPG1BSUJDJQBUPSZBOE.POJUPSJOHBOE&WBMVBUJPOBDUJWJUJFTɥF
monitoring plan will provide you with information and guidance on:

How you
are going to
monitor the
JEFOUJëFEJTTVFT
and which tools
or methods you
are going to use
to gather the
desired

Who should
carry out the
monitoring and
what will be
the roles and
responsibilities
of various
persons?

Where will
the monitoring
take place; at
group level or at
household level?

With what
resources will
the monitoring
be done,
ëOBODJBM 
facilities and
materials,
manpower and
expertise?

When will the
monitoring
take place,
when will it
TUBSUBOEëOJTI
in relation to
the PFS cycle
and how often
should the
monitoring be
repeated?

Figure 1: The four Ws and one H in a monitoring plan

Handout 1.4.5.4
Data collection methods
ɥFSFBSFNBOZLJOETPGNFUIPETBOEUPPMTUIBUZPVDBOVTFGPSHBUIFSJOHJOGPSNBUJPO"SFMJBCMF
evaluation method is one that can be trusted to give a good quality result and if used repeatedly, can
HJWFUIFLJOEPGSFTVMUUIBUDBOCFDPNQBSFEXJUIPOFBOPUIFSɥJTDBOPOMZCFEPOFJGUIFNFUIPETVTFE
to obtain the results were the same. However, reliability of measurements also depends on the technique
used. So whenever presenting results you need to be clear under which circumstances the information
was gathered, taking the potential error in consideration, otherwise your results will be unreliable
%BUBDPMMFDUJPONFUIPETBOEUPPMTJO1'4NPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPOBSF1'4SFDPSECPPLT XSJUUFO
questions, interviews, record keeping and participatory group exercises.
PFS records
Recording and reporting formats can be very useful in recording regular information related to the
QFSGPSNBODFPGUIFHSPVQPSJOEJWJEVBMT&WFSZ1'4TIPVMEIBWFBSFDPSECPPLXIFSFCBTJDJOGPSNBUJPO
BCPVUUIF1'4MFBSOJOHTFTTJPOTBOEHSPVQBDUJWJUJFTBSFSFDPSEFEɥJTJOGPSNBUJPODBOUIFOCFVTFE
to evaluate changes that have occurred during the PFS cycle and establish patterns of for example,
attendance or cash flow.
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&YBNQMFPGB1'4SFDPSETIFFU
PFS session record format
%BUF

1'4TFTTJPOOP

Attendance:

Male ........

Female ..........

Total ...........

Facilitator: yes

no

Special guests: .......................................................................
1&4""&4"OP 
Key observations:

.............................................
.............................................
.............................................

Special topic held: yes

no

Title of special topic

0UIFSFWFOUTDBSSJFEPVUTJODFMBTU1'4TFTTJPO ëFMEEBZT UPVST  ...........................................................................................
$BTICBMBODFJO1'4ëOBODJBMBDDPVOU .......................................................................................................................................
&YQFOEJUVSFTTJODFMBTUNFFUJOH .................................................................................................................................................
Income since last meeting: ...........................................................................................................................................................
/FUXPSLJOHBDUJWJUJFTPOHPJOHXJUIPUIFSHSPVQT ....................................................................................................................

Written questions
Information related to the individual PFS members is often gathered through written or printed questions,
either through a questionnaire where the individuals provide answers to a set of questions in a face to
face situation, or through a recording format where information is documented by the PFS group or by
the facilitator.
ɥFRVFTUJPOTTIPVMECFTUSVDUVSFEJOBMPHJDBMBOETZTUFNBUJDXBZ*OGPSNBUJPOSFDFJWFEDBOCFRVFTUJPOFE
GVSUIFSBOEOFXëOEJOHTEPDVNFOUFE8IFOUIFTBNFLJOE
To be able to evaluate impact it is often of information is gathered from a large number of people, it is
important to establish the starting point; called a survey. Surveys are often carried out before programme
therefore the same kind of information needs BDUJWJUJFTTUBSU JOPSEFSUPëOEPVUNPSFBCPVUUIFNFNCFSTPG
to be gathered at the start and at one or more the PFS groups or the community in general, their livelihood
later stages.
QSBDUJDFTBOEMJWJOHDPOEJUJPOTɥJTJTDBMMFEBCBTFMJOFTVSWFZ
since the aim is to establish the situation before the activities
TUBSU"CBTFMJOFTVSWFZNBZBMTPCFQBSUPGUIFJOJUJBMQSPCMFNJEFOUJëDBUJPOBOENBZCFEPOFUPFTUBCMJTI
entry points for the activities in the PFS. If a survey is carried out at the end of a project, it is known as
an evaluation and the aim is then to answer the question of “what is the situation after the project?”. In
this way it is possible to compare the situation before and after the project, or between PFS members and
OPONFNCFST BOEUIFSFCZDPNFUPTPNFDPODMVTJPOTBCPVUUIFJNQBDUPGUIFQSPKFDU
ɥFGPMMPXJOHJTBOFYBNQMFPGXSJUUFORVFTUJPOTUIBUDBOCFSFDPSEFEUPFTUBCMJTIJNQBDUBNPOHCPUI
individual PFS members and the PFS group:
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Name of PFS participant:
t

At start of PFS

1 year later

2 years later

-JWFMJIPPEGPPETFDVSJUZJOGPSNBUJPO
Number of children in school
Number of animals (cows)
Yearly income
No of food secure months during the last year
/VNCFSPGNFBMTEBZEVSJOHUIFMBTUNPOUI

t

-JWFTUPDLQSBDUJDFT
No of sick animals in the last year
No of animals dewormed
No of kids born
Table 4: Example of a PFS member record sheet

Interviews and discussions
Many aspects can be monitored by obtaining people’s opinion about them. In PFS, verbal questions can
be posed through interviews (questions to an individual) or during group discussions (questions to a
group). Interviews are good for obtaining personal views, preferences and prejudices, thereby suitable
for collecting personal attitudes and interests, or to share experiences between group members. A group
discussion on the other hand facilitates information on how people act and think collectively, strengthens
HSPVQDPIFTJPO JNQSPWFTQSPCMFNTPMWJOHTLJMMTBOEJTPGUFOVTFEUPEJTDVTTBTQFDJëDUPQJDJOEFUBJMBOE
probe people’s feelings, opinions and perceptions of the topic. Questions can be Structured (by using
RVFTUJPOOBJSFT PS6OTUSVDUVSFE PQFOFOEFERVFTUJPOTPSCZIBWJOHBDIFDLMJTU )FSFBSFTPNFFYBNQMFT
t

4PJOSFMBUJPOUPXIBUZPVTBJEBCPVUUIFDPOìJDU IPXEPFTJUJNQBDUPOZPVSMJGF  JOGPSNBM 

t

/PXMFUTGPDVTPOUIFCFOFëUTPGUIFOFFNUSFF XIBUVTFTEPFTJUIBWFIFSF  VOTUSVDUVSFECVUHVJEFE 

t

%JEZPVWBDDJOBUFBOZPGZPVSBOJNBMTMBTUZFBSBOEXIJDIPOFTJOTVDIDBTF  TFNJTUSVDUVSFE 

t

)PXNBOZNFBMTIBWFZPVDPOTVNFEQFSEBZEVSJOHUIFMBTUXFFL  TUSVDUVSFE
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Handout 1.4.5.5
Participatory Tools and Exercises
Tools that allow full participation by the whole group, even
the illiterate and that are entertaining and interesting to
carry out by the participants are powerful means of gathering
information at the same time as they allow reflection and
analysis among participants. A good participatory tool
should serve the purpose, be well understood, be enjoyable,
facilitate visualisation, provoke reflection and encourage
discussion. It is important that it is carried out in such a way
that the participants do not feel intimidated or manipulated.
%BUBDPMMFDUJPOUISPVHIQBSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTDBOCFDBSSJFE
out during regular PFS sessions. Some of the tools that can
CFVTFEGPS1.&JO1'4JODMVEF

An example of PM & E tool

Maps and sketchesɥFJOGPSNBUJPOPCUBJOFEJOBNBQESBXOPGBOBSFBTVDIBTBWJMMBHF ëFMEPS
pasture at the start of the FFS can be compared and discussed with drawings made during or after the
1'4ɥJTNBLFTJUQPTTJCMFUPJEFOUJGZBOEBOBMZTFUIFMPDBUJPO BOEDIBOHFTUIBUIBWFPDDVSSFE.BQT
are especially useful when working with illiterate pastoralists.
Drama and role-plays—Allows a topic to be explored with a group in a relaxed, creative and expressive
XBZ*UBMTPGBDJMJUBUFTTIBSJOHPGFYQFSJFODFTBNPOHHSPVQNFNCFST'PS.&QVSQPTFT QBSUJDJQBOUT
BSFSFRVFTUFEUPSFTQPOEUPBRVFTUJPOCZQSFQBSJOHBSPMFQMBZPOUIBUTQFDJëDUPQJD FYQSFTTJOHUIFJS
opinions and knowledge in the drama.
Photographs—Can be used to monitor changes at the landscape level or on individual households.
#ZUBLJOHTIPUTPGUIFTBNFTQPUBUUXPPSNPSFEJêFSFOUQPJOUTJOUJNF DIBOHFTDBOCFJEFOUJëFE
and discussions generated about the causes of the changes, if they are positive or negative, and what
management decision they will boil down to.
Transect walk4FSWFTBTBDSPTTTFDUJPOUISPVHIBMBOETDBQFPSWJMMBHFUPDBQUVSFJOGPSNBUJPOPOMBOE
use patterns, resources, livestock herds, land degradation and opportunities.
Proportional piling%FTDSJCFTUIFVTFPGMPDBMMZBWBJMBCMFNBUFSJBMTGPSFYBNQMF CSJDLT TUPOFTPS
sticks to show changes in production or use of inputs before and after the PFS.
Pictorial self-assessment matrix5PHBUIFSUIFHSPVQTGFFMJOHTNPPET WFSZIBQQZ JOEJêFSFOUBOE
unhappy) of the impact of an intervention, problems or resource situation.
.BUSJYTDPSJOHSBOLJOH5PDPNQBSFQFPQMFTQSFGFSFODFTGPSBTFUPGPQUJPOTPSPVUDPNFTɥFSBOLJOH
DBOCFVTFEUPFTUBCMJTIBOZDIBOHFTJOQSJPSJUZOFFETBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFTJOUIFHSPVQɥFNPTUDPNNPOMZ
VTFESBOLJOHFYFSDJTFJTAQBJSXJTFSBOLJOH
Evaluation wheel or spider webɥJTUPPMDBOCFVTFEUPFWBMVBUFCPUITPDJBMBOEUFDIOJDBMJOEJDBUPST
GPSDIBOHF&BDITQPLFJOUIFXIFFMSFQSFTFOUTBOJOEJDBUPS JEFOUJëFECZUIFUBSHFUHSPVQ ɥFUBSHFU
group then decides on the score to give to the indicator and chooses a location of the dot on the spoke
for example, either close to the centre or towards the border indicates the value.
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1.5 Development of PFS Learning Schedule
Background
A PFS is a learning forum that is expected to stimulate adoption of adaptive technologies that have been tested by
pastoralists in their own working context. The process is supposed to contribute constructively to the three PFS
pillars: group organisation, pastoralists skill enhancement and discovery based approach to learning. The process
therefore requires a high degree of order and commitment from the PFS members, community facilitator and
an external facilitator. Order and organisation is a derivative of proper planning. To achieve high level of order,
PFS sessions must be scheduled to flow in a logical sequence. Since several sessions will have to be convened by
the PFS so as to attain minimum threshold for graduation, it is therefore important to schedule all the weekly
sessions cumulatively for the number of sessions required in a PFS cycle. While scheduling a session program,
the PFS need to consider several factors including duration of a session, when to start and content to be covered.
Adequate time should be allocated to enable the PFS members develop in group organisation, skill and knowledge
development and in experiential learning. A learning curriculum can then be designed to address the challenges
constraining improved production of the focal enterprise. While developing the PFS schedule, the participants
should be informed of the critical components involved. These are time, activity, objective for each activity and
responsible persons. Notable is the sense of focus engrained in having an objective stated for each activity. At the
end of the session, the participants should not only be able to identify the key components of a PFS but be able to
simulate the development of a typical PFS schedule.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPEFWFMPQB1'4MFBSOJOHTDIFEVMFBUHSPVQMFWFM

Topic overview
1. What is and why learning schedule
2. Steps & process in development of the learning schedule

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t 1SBDUJDBMTVTJOHQBSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTTVDIBTTFBTPOBMDBMFOEBSFUD
t %FWFMPQNFOUPGTBNQMFMFBSOJOHTDIFEVMFJOTVCHSPVQT

Time: 7 hours
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE TBNQMFTPG1'4TDIFEVMFT
Handout: 1.5
Additional reference:
t 1BTUPSBMJTUëFME4DIPPMNBOVBM(VJEFMJOFTGPSGBDJMJUBUJPO

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: What is and why Learning Schedule (20 minutes)

In plenary and through brainstorming discuss with participants what is and why learning schedule.
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Activity 2: 4UFQTBOEQSPDFTTJO%FWFMPQNFOUPG-FBSOJOH4DIFEVMF ŷIPVSTŴűNJOVUFT

Whatever the participants perceive as a priority or of importance to them should be the subject of a
GPMMPXVQBDUJWJUZ TVDIBTBëFMEDPNQBSBUJWFFYQFSJNFOU QBSUJDJQBUPSZMFBSOJOHFYFSDJTFPSUPQJDPGUIF
day in PFS. The learning curriculum should link activities to objectives and put them in a logical order
UIBUXPSLTUPXBSETBEESFTTJOHQSJPSJUZQSPCMFNTJOUIFëFME5PFOTVSFUIBUBMMLFZUPQJDTBSFEFBMUXJUI
in the PFS cycle, the topics for learning derive logically from the participatory planning of activities.
To assist the development of a learning programme, logical steps and guidelines are provided below.

1. Problem Analysis and Ranking
(a) Prepare a seasonal calendar on a large sheet of paper with the
main seasons (wet and dry) as headings on top of the paper,
covering in total one year.
(b) In the plenary, ask the group to list down all the problems
UIFZGBDFJOFBDITFBTPO JEFOUJëDBUJPOPGBMMUIFQSPCMFNT
(c) Analyse each problem by discussing why it is a problem.
Problem tree tool for example can be used. (Analysis of the
problem)
(d) Record all the responses. At the end of the analysis there
should be a list of indicators (reasons why it is a problem) for
each problem.
(e) Prioritise and rank the problems to initiate planning of the
PFS learning process: Ranking methods such as Pair wise
ranking for example can be used (Ranking of problem)
(f) Participants then decide which or how many of these problems
the PFS can realistically address.

Problem tree

Example of pair wise ranking
t

$IPPTFųOBNFEQSPCMFNT SFQSFTFOUFEBTOBNFDBSETPSPCKFDUT 4IPXUIJTQBJSPGQSPCMFNTUPUIF
pastoralists and check that they understand the meaning of the name cards or objects.

t

"TLUIFNXIJDIPGUIFTFUXPQSPCMFNTJTUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUɥFQBSUJDJQBOUTXJMMEJTDVTTBNPOH
themselves and choose one of the problems.

t

"TLUIFNXIZUIBUQSPCMFNJTNPSFJNQPSUBOUUIBOUIFPUIFSɥFQBSUJDJQBOUTXJMMQSPWJEFBMJTU
of reasons why they consider the problem to be important. Record these reasons.

Note: In participatory methods, the ‘reasons’ given by pastoralists are usually called ‘indicators’. When
you have asked the two questions above, you should have a list of indicators. For diseases, indicators
could be diarrhoea, coughing, morbidity and mortality.
t

3FDPSEBMMUIFSFTQPOTFTBOESFQFBUVOUJMFBDIQSPCMFNIBTCFFODPNQBSFE"UUIFFOEPGUIFQBJS
wise comparisons, you should record a long list of indicators besides the matrix.

t

ɥFTUBOEBSEJTFENBUSJYJTJNQMFNFOUFETUFQCZTUFQɥFTDPSJOHJTDBMDVMBUFEBOEUIFOUIFQSPCMFN
having the highest score is marked as the most pressing problem. The second highest score can be
seen as the second most pressing.
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Example of a pair- wise matrix ranking four identified problems
Problems

Inadequate
livestock
feeds

Inadequate
livestock
feeds

Animal
Disease

Lack of
water

Lack of
good diary
breeds

Score

Rank

Inadequate
livestock
feeds

Lack of
water

Inadequate
livestock
feeds

2

2

Lack of
water

Animal
disease

1

3

Lack of
water

3

1

0

4

Animal
%JTFBTF
Lack of
water
Lack of good
diary breeds

Table 5: Example of pair-wise matrix

2. Identification of Solutions
(a) Come up with the list of options to solve the main three of the four problems.
(b) Analyse the options. Each of the solutions can be assessed by looking at the following characteristics:

(c)

t

4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ

t 1SPEVDUJWJUZ

t

5JNF'BDUPS

t

&RVJUBCJMJUZ

t $PTU

t

4PDJBMBDDFQUBCJMJUZ

Selection of the best option.

3. Development of the Curriculum
This entails listing down the topics to be covered and the methodology to be used based on the main
QSPCMFNTBOETPMVUJPOTJEFOUJëFE
B  %JTQMBZUIFMJTUPGQSJPSJUZQSPCMFNTJEFOUJëFEPSEJTDVTTFEJOQSFWJPVTMFBSOJOHTFTTJPOTQFSTFBTPO
(b) Each priority problem is discussed in order. The PFS group in collaboration with the facilitator
decides what types of activities need to be undertaken to further explore the problem and test the
solutions.
(c) Each PFS core activity is discussed and the PFS group decides which is most appropriate for each
problem. Sometimes a series of different activities can be planned, for example the implementation
of a comparative experiment or, consulting the calendar. Plan in which session’s key topics (topic of
the day) need to be addressed.
E  1SFQBSFBNBUSJYJODMVEJOHBMMUIFLFZUPQJDTBOEBDUJWJUJFTSFRVJSFEUPBEESFTTUIFQSPCMFNJEFOUJëFE
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Example
Topic

Sub-topic

Training methodology

Time

PFS process

Background of PFS
Basic concepts & characteristics
Steps in PFS implementation
AESA

1BSUJDJQBUPSZEJTDVTTJPOTBOEëFMEFYFSDJTFT

2 days

Livestock

Poultry production
Rabbit production
Shoats production

Participatory discussions & exercises

1 day
1 day
1 day

4. Development of the Schedule of Activities
This entails development of a programme outlining dates of meetings and the topics of discussion in
BNBUSJY'JFMEEBZT ëFMEFYDIBOHFUSJQT JOWJUBUJPOPGJOOPWBUPSTFYQFSUTFUDTIPVMEBMTPCFQMBOOFE
The schedule covers topics such as when the PFS will start and when the graduation will take place. The
group should also discuss when the sessions will begin and end, which dates and when each host team
is on duty. The programme should also include PM&E activities.
ɥFQSPHSBNNFJTOPUëYFECVUTIPVMECFSFHBSEFEBTBìFYJCMFHVJEFMJOFUIBUUSBDLTUIFQSPHSFTTPG
the PFS and enhances learning and participation. The developed programme should be made available
for all to consult whenever needed.
Example
Week/ Session

Date

Activities

Topic of the day

1



Site layout & PCE setting

PCE Establishment

2



Planting

Planting fertiliser application

3



AESA

AESA

Resource required

5. Development of the Detailed Budget
)BWJOHEFëOFEXIJDIBDUJWJUJFTUIF1'4XJMMQFSGPSN UIFHSPVQTIPVMEFTUBCMJTIBEFUBJMFECVEHFU
Participants will have to investigate what is available locally and at what price. Alternatives using local
materials and affordable solutions should be promoted by the facilitator. Equipment and materials are
best purchased by the group without external help. This is to ensure that participants realize they can
SFQSPEVDFXIBUFWFSUIFHSPVQBDIJFWFT1VSDIBTFTTIPVMECFOFëUUIF1'4HSPVQBTBXIPMF OPUKVTUB
few individuals. Facilitation costs should not exceed 50% of the total budget. Cost of external facilitators
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invited for a special topic session should also be included.
Example of a detailed budget
Requirements

Cost (in local currency)

Field inputs
Young stock for example
Stationery (give all details)
Flip charts, felt pens, masking tapes, manila papers, registers, etc.
(FOFSBMUPPMTVTFEBDSPTTBMMBDUJWJUJFT
Weigh bands, castration tool, vaccine carrier bag, scale and thermometer,
Field comparative experiments
For each experiment separately detail all equipment and materials needed:
Exp 1:
Exp 2:
Exp 3:
Field days
.JOJNVNPOFëFMEEBZ(JWFEBUFBOEDPTUT
Graduation
*OWJUBUJPO DFSUJëDBUFT USBOTQPSU GPPEESJOLT TUBUJPOFSZ
Exchange visits
5SBOTQPSU BMUIPVHIJGQPTTJCMFUIJTTIPVMECFëOBODFEGSPNNFNCFST
contributions or other funds.
Facilitation
Number of PFS sessions and facilitation cost per session. Amounts and type of
NPUJWBUJPO JFDBTI HJGUT JOLJOEQBZNFOUFUD GPSUIFGBDJMJUBUPSOFFEUPCF
agreed upon by the group and facilitator. Total costs for facilitation should not
exceed 50% of the total group budget. Costs for external guest facilitators and
visiting experts should also be included in the budget
PFS participant contribution and commitment
ɥJTDBOCFJODBTI BNPVOUQFSTFTTJPO PSJOLJOE NBUFSJBM ëFME BOJNBM MJUSF
of milk per week,)
Total

Wrap up (10minutes)
Summarise key points through question and answer sessions with the participants and put emphasis
on the important points to remember.

Handout 1.5
Example of a learning curriculum
See Annex 2
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1.6 Field Practice/Group Visit
Background
During the implementation of the ToF, it is important that the participants are exposed to hands-on learning in
the actual PFS group. The ToF participants need to get time to practice facilitating a PFS session by visiting existing
groups where applicable, and participating in the sessions.
During the ToF training, one day per week should be set aside for the participants to visit a PFS group and participate
in the session and practice facilitating a PFS session. On the first visit the participants will get exposed to the PFS
overview. On the second visit the participants will visit any nearby groups to practise how to assess community
problems using PRA tools. During the third visit participants should practise facilitating a session.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t *OUFSBDUXJUIBOEXJUOFTTIBOETPOFYQFSJFODFPGBOBDUVBM1'4HSPVQ
t %FTDSJCFUIFQBTUPSBMQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNTBOEBTTPDJBUFEMJWFMJIPPEDIBMMFOHFTCZFNQMPZJOH13"UPPMT
t 1SFQBSFMFBSOJOHDVSSJDVMVNCBTFEPOUIFBOBMZTJTPGQBTUPSBMQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNT
t 1SBDUJTFIPXUPGBDJMJUBUFB1'4TFTTJPO

Topic overview
1. PFS Overview
2. Field practice on PRA tools
3. Practice on facilitating a PFS session

Method of facilitation
t %JTDVTTJPOT
t 0CTFSWBUJPO 
t 1SBDUJDF
t 1BSUJDJQBOUTQSFTFOUBUJPO

Time: 3 days (1 day per week)
Materials: Coloured cards, Flip charts, markers, Cards, Note book, Pens, Ruler, Masking tape, Display board,
push pins.

Handout: 1.6.1 and 1.6.2

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activities for each field practice day should include:
1. Preparation for field visit
2. Field practice
3. Sharing of field findings and process of the fieldwork
Activity 1: PFS Overview (Field practice week 1)

1. Clarify the objective of the fieldwork, expected outcome and the process.
2. Give a brief overview about the field visit ( field visit area, distance, logistics arrangement, materials
required for the field practice, duration of the practice, time of departure, process of the field practice,
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report outline and time allocated for field findings sharing.
3. Where applicable divide participants into groups of 4-5 participants and assign each group to visit
one PFS group.
4. Give each sub-group a checklist for participants to use as a guide and for giving feedback when back
from the field visit (Handout 1.6.1).
5. Allow time after the participants are back to the training venue for each group to prepare and share
their experience in the plenary and input as appropriate.
Activity 2: Field practice on PRA tools (Field practice week 2)

Field practice preparation (classroom session) (1 hour 30 minutes)
Ų $MBSJGZUIFPCKFDUJWFPGUIFëFMEXPSL FYQFDUFEPVUDPNFBOEUIFQSPDFTT
2. Give brief overview about the field visit ( field visit area, distance, logistics arrangement, materials
required for the field practice, duration of the practice, time of departure, process of the field practice,
report outline and time allocated for field findings sharing.
3. Form four groups (depending on the size of the group) with mixed professional experience on PRA
and disciplines.
4. Ask the groups to share responsibilities among themselves. That is, one facilitator who will facilitate
the discussion, one or two reporters who will record, and one person who will be an observer of the
discussion).
5. Give sufficient time for the participants to share responsibilities among the group members.
6. Distribute to the group members the attached checklist to prepare themselves on key learning
BDUJWJUJFTXJUIUIFDPNNVOJUZNFNCFST
Ÿ .BLFTVSFUIFDIFDLMJTUBOEBQQSPQSJBUFUPPMTUPFNQMPZBSFDMFBSUPBMMPGUIFHSPVQNFNCFST
8. After discussing the checklist with group members, ask the group members to prepare field action
plan, for example, who are the key informants, seating arrangement, how to start the discussion,
how to wrap up the discussion and duration of the discussion.
ź *OGPSNQBSUJDJQBOUTUIBUUIFDIFDLMJTUJTBHVJEFBOEUIVTJTìFYJCMFUPBDDPNNPEBUFBSJTJOHJTTVFT
from community members. For example, if crop production is not a common practice, they can skip
or add some other issues which are not included in the checklist.
Field practice (6 hours)
Ų *OUSPEVDUJPOCZHSPVQNFNCFSTBOEDPNNVOJUZ PCKFDUJWFPGUIFWJTJU HFUUJOHUPLOPXFBDIPUIFS
2. Ask the community questions relating to (refer the attached checklist for details):
t

1IZTJDBMDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUIFBSFB

t

-JWFMJIPPEBDUJWJUJFT

t

4PDJPFDPOPNJDTUSVDUVSF

t

-JWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPO

t

8BUFS QBTUVSFBOESBOHFMBOE

t

$SPQQSPEVDUJPO

t

.BKPSDIBMMFOHFT PQQPSUVOJUJFTBOETPMVUJPOT
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3. Prepare learning curriculum based on the findings of the study.
4. After the field practice, participants need to get time for analysing the information and preparing
the presentations for sharing.
Ŷ *UJTSFDPNNFOEFEUPVTFUIFQSFTFOUBUJPOPVUMJOFCBTFEPOUIFBUUBDIFEDIFDLMJTU
Sharing of field findings and process of the fieldwork (1 hour 30 minutes)
1. Each group will present their findings (15 minutes per group) and their observations on the field
work process.
2. Feedback and discussion.
3. Review the fieldwork by asking participants to score the team’s facilitation skills out of 5 (1=low,
5=high) and give reasons for their score with reference to the following questions:
t

)PXXBTUIFJOUFSBDUJPOBNPOHUFBNNFNCFSTCFGPSF EVSJOHBOEBGUFSUIFNFFUJOHXJUIUIF
community?

t

)PXXBTUIFJOUFSBDUJPOCFUXFFOUIFUFBNBOEUIFDPNNVOJUZ 

t

8IBUXBTUIFMFWFMPGQBSUJDJQBUJPOPGNFOBOEXPNFOEVSJOHUIFEJTDVTTJPOXJUIUIFDPNNVOJUZ

t

)PXEJEZPVFODPVSBHFUIFRVJFUFSDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTUPQBSUJDJQBUF 

t

)PXEJEZPVNBOBHFEPNJOBOUUBMLFST 

t

)PXDBOZPVJNQSPWFZPVSGBDJMJUBUJPOTLJMMT

Activity 3: Practice on facilitating a PFS session (Field practice week 3)

1. Clarify the objective of the fieldwork, expected outcome and the process.
2. Give brief overview about the field visit ( field visit area, distance, logistics arrangement, materials
required for the field practice, duration of the practice, time of departure, process of the field practice,
report outline, and time allocated for field findings sharing.
3. Where applicable divide participants into groups of 4 - 5 and assign each group to visit one PFS
group.
4. Give each sub-group a checklist for participants to use as a guide and for giving feedback when back
from the field visit (Handout 1.6.1).
5. Allow time after the participants are back to the training venue for each group to prepare and share
their experience in the plenary and input as appropriate.
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Handout 1.6.1
Checklist for Field Practice (Week 1 and 3)
PFS Group activity weekly report
Date

Name of the Group

Name of
Facilitators
Starting Time

Ending Time

No. of Members
Present

FM-

Programme of the day (Schedule of activities)
AESA/PESA and other activities (Stage, major observations and recommendations)
Topic of the day (Which one, relevance, presentation etc)
(SPVQEZOBNJDT 8IJDIUZQF -FWFMPG1BSUJDJQBUJPO 8IBUXBTUIFNFTTBHF 
Plan for Next week
Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation activity done an results
General Observations / Comments

Table: Checklist for field practice

Handout 1.6.2
Checklist for Analysing The Situation Using PRA Tools
1. Understanding the local situation of the area
1.1 General description of the area
t

5PQPHSBQIZ 44* 

t

4PJMBOETPJMGFSUJMJUZ 44* SBOLJOH

t

7FHFUBUJPODPWFS 44* 

t

3BJOGBMM 4FBTPOBMDBMFOEBS

1.2 Socio-economic structure
t

)VNBOQPQVMBUJPO QSPQPSUJPOBMQJMJOH  t

*OTUJUVUJPOT GPSNBMBOEJOGPSNBM  7FOOEJBHSBN

t

5SBEJUJPOBMCFMJFGTBOEDVTUPNT 44* 

t

&EVDBUJPO 44*

t

*OGSBTUSVDUVSF 44* 

t

*ODPNFBOEFYQFOEJUVSF QSPQPSUJPOBMQJMJOH

t

.BSLFUJOH 4FBTPOBMDBMFOEBS 

t

-JWFMJIPPEBDUJWJUJFT 44* QBJSXJTFSBOLJOH

1.3 Livestock production
t

)FSEDPNQPTJUJPO QSPQPSUJPOBMQJMJOH  t

.BOBHFNFOUQSBDUJDFT 44*

t

.JHSBUJPO NPCJMJUZNBQ 

$POTUSBJOUTBOETPMVUJPOT QBJSXJTFSBOLJOH

t

1SPHFOZIJTUPSZ

t
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1.4 Water, pasture and rangeland (SSI)
t

$POTUSBJOUTBOETPMVUJPO QBJSXJTFSBOLJOH

1.5 Crop production
t

.BJODSPQTBOEWBSJFUJFT QSPQPSUJPOBMQJMJOH 

t

$SPQDBMFOEBS TFBTPOBMDBMFOEBS

t

$SPQQJOHTZTUFNT 44* 





t

"HSJDVMUVSBMJOQVUT 44*

t

3FTFBSDIBOEFYUFOTJPOBDUJWJUJFT 44* 





t

.BKPSDPOTUSBJOUTBOETPMVUJPOT QBJS
wise ranking)

2. Problem analysis
t

*EFOUJGZQSPCMFNT

t

1SJPSJUJTFQSPCMFNT

t

"OBMZTFUIFDBVTFBOEFêFDU

t

4VHHFTUBMUFSOBUJWFTPMVUJPOT

3. Prepare learning curriculum
(See annex 3)
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MODULE 2: PARTICIPATIVE
LEARNING AND
FACILITATION
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2.1 Adult Learning in PFS
Background
Adults learn differently from children. Participatory and experiential learning processes have been and are
particularly significant for adult learners. Experiential learning within a group provides people the opportunity
to share knowledge and problems with others and work together to find solutions. PFS facilitators should follow
the basic principles of adult learning in designing, facilitating and implementing PFS learning events.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t *EFOUJGZDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGBEVMUMFBSOJOH
t %JêFSFOUJBUFCFUXFFOBEVMUMFBSOJOHBOEUFBDIJOH
t &YQMBJOBEVMUMFBSOJOHQSJODJQMFTBOEJUTBQQMJDBUJPOJOUIF1'4DPOUFYU

Topic overview
1. Characteristics of adult learning
2. Adult learning and teaching
3. Adult learning principles
4. Application of adult learning principles in the context of PFS

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t %SBXJOHT
t 3PMFQMBZ

Time: 2 hours
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE $PMPVSQBQFS 1SFQSFQBSFE
flip chart papers, Push pins.

Handout: 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.1.4 and 2.1.5
Additional reference
t 5+#FNCSJEHF1SBDUJDBMHVJEFMJOFGPS"HSJDVMUVSBM&YUFOTJPOXPSLFST"ëFMENBOVBM
t (FOEFSNBJOTUSFBNJOHJOJOUFHSBUFEXBUFSSFTPVSDFTNBOBHFNFOUUSBJOJOHPGUSBJOFSTQBDLBHF

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: $IBSBDUFSJTUJDTPG"EVMU-FBSOJOH%SBXJOH ŵűNJOVUFT

1. Explain that the session’s objective is to differentiate between adult learning and child education.
2. Ask participants to form three to four groups depending on the number of participants.
Ŵ %JTUSJCVUFTIFFUTPGQBQFSBOENBSLFSTUPUIFHSPVQT
4. Ask participants to draw two drawings representing how they learn in primary school and how they
learn in training?
5. Ask the group further to post similar drawings on a wall and compare the two pictures.
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6. Ask participants to look at the pictures and identify the similarities and differences.
Ÿ 5FMMUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPDPOTUSVDUBNBUSJYUPDPNQBSFDIJMEFEVDBUJPOBOEBEVMUMFBSOJOHCZVTJOH
the following parameters:
t

3FMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUSBJOFSBOEUSBJOFFT UFBDIFSBOETUVEFOUT

t

SPMFPGMFBSOFST 

t

NPUJWBUJPOGPSMFBSOJOH 

t

DIPJDFPGDPOUFOU 

t

.FUIPETGPDVT

8. Summarise the session by emphasising adult characters as:
t

"EVMUIBWFUIFJSPXOJNNFEJBUFOFFETGPSMFBSOJOH

t

"EVMUTMFBSOCFTUCZTIBSJOHUIFJSFYQFSJFODFT

t

"EVMUTMFBSOUISPVHIPVUUIFJSMJWFT

t

"EVMUTIBWFNVMUJQMFSPMFTBOESFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTJOMFBSOJOH

t

"EVMUTQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOMFBSOJOHJTWPMVOUBSZ

t

"EVMUTFYIJCJUEJWFSTFMFBSOJOHTUZMFT

t

"EVMUTMJLFUIFJSMFBSOJOHUPCFQSPCMFNPSJFOUFE UPIBWFJNNFEJBDZPGBQQMJDBUJPO BOEUPCF
directed towards their own specific situations

Ź "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPEJTDVTTXIJDILJOEPGMFBSOJOH BEVMUMFBSOJOHPSDIJMEMFBSOJOH JTNPSFSFMFWBOU
for PFS learning events. Answer: Adult learning.
Activity 2: ɥF%JêFSFODF#FUXFFO"EVMU-FBSOJOHBOE5SBEJUJPOBM5FBDIJOH3PMF1MBZ ŵűNJOVUFT

1. Point out to participants that up until now they have been
exploring the characteristics of adult learning.
ų 5FMMUIFNUIBUOPXUIFZBSFHPJOHUPXPSLJOSPMFQMBZUP
show the difference between adult learning and traditional
teaching.
3. Ask them to elect six volunteers to participate in role plays
on traditional teaching and adult learning.
ŵ 5FMMUIFWPMVOUFFSTUPTIBSFSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT*OUIFëSTUSPMF
play, one of the participants acts as a teacher and the others
as students. The students should not allow any participant
UP TQFBL ɥFZ TIPVME POMZ SFTQPOE UP RVFTUJPOT *O UIF
second role to play, one participant acts as an adult educator
GBDJMJUBUPS BOEUIFPUIFSTBTQBSUJDJQBOUT
Ŷ "TLUIFWPMVOUFFSTUPBDUPVUUIFSPMFQMBZUVSOCZUVSOJO
front of the rest of the participants.
6. Facilitate a plenary discussion based on the role plays by
using the following questions:
t

"SFUIFSFBOZEJêFSFODFTJOUIFTUZMFPGUIFQFSTPOMFBEJOH
the discussions in traditional teaching and adult learning?

Adult learning versus conventional
learning
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t

)PXXBTUIFMFWFMPGQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOUIFUXPSPMFQMBZT

t

)PXXBTUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUFBDIFSBOETUVEFOUT BEVMUFEVDBUPSBOEQBSUJDJQBOUT 

t

8IJDIPGUIFSPMFQMBZJMMVTUSBUFTUIFUZQFPGJOUFSBDUJPOXFXPVMEMJLFUPIBWFXJUIUIFDPNNVOJUZ
in PFS learning?

7. Lead the group in developing a list of the differences between adult learning and traditional teaching.
8SJUFUIJTPOEJêFSFOUDPMPVSDBSET%JTQMBZUIFDBSETBDDPSEJOHMZPOBWJTJCMFXBMM
Ź %JTUSJCVUF)BOEPVUųŲBOEDPNQBSFXJUIUIFMJTUJOUIFIBOEPVU
Activity 3: 1SJODJQMFTPG"EVMUMFBSOJOH(SPVQEJTDVTTJPO ŵűNJOVUFT

1. Using the same group in the previous activity, ask participants to discuss and respond to the
following questions as a group:
t

8IBUGBDUPSTNBEFBQPTJUJWFMFBSOJOHFYQFSJFODFGPSBEVMUT

t

8IBUGBDUPSTNBEFBEJïDVMUMFBSOJOHFYQFSJFODFGPSBEVMUT

2. Ask participants based on the above discussions how adults learn best?
Ŵ %JTUSJCVUF)BOEPVUųŲŴ QSJODJQMFTPGBEVMUMFBSOJOH BOEEJTDVTT
B (JWFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUJNFUPSFBEBOEEJTDVTT
C "TLPOFWPMVOUFFSUPCSBJOTUPSNBEVMUMFBSOJOHQSJODJQMFTPOBìJQDIBSU
D  -FUUIFNDPNQBSFUIFJSJEFBT
4. Ask participants to think about how they will apply these principles in PFS learning.
Activity 4: Application of Adult Learning Principles

Ŷ 8IBUJNQMJDBUJPOEPFTJUIBWFGPS1'4GBDJMJUBUPSTLOPXJOHBEVMUMFBSOJOHQSJODJQMFT 
Possible answer: Effectiveness of PFS learning depends on proper application of the principles of
adult learning
6. Ask participants to look at principles of PFS and compare with Adult learning principles.
Ÿ 8SBQVQUIFTFTTJPO
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Handout 2.1.1
Difference Between Top Down Teaching and Adult Learning2
Top down teaching

Adult training

Basic assumption

Learner lacks knowledge

Learner has knowledge which can be
shared

Strategy/approach

5FBDIFSNVTUëMMUIFLOPXMFEHFHBQ
using a top down approach

"UXPXBZMFBSOJOHQSPDFTT

*EFOUJëDBUJPOPGMFBSOJOHOFFET

5FBDIFSBTBOFYQFSUJEFOUJëFTUIF
learning needs and develops content

Both the facilitator and the learners
identify needs in a participatory manner

Use of learning aids

-FBSOJOHBJETBSFDMPTFFOEFEo
intending to educate.

-FBSOJOHBJETBSFPQFOFOEFEoTVCKFDUUP
reflection and interpretation.

Scope for learner involvement

Learner is usually a passive receiver of
information

Participants are involved in learning as
the process is shared between them and
the facilitator

)PXEPZPVNFBTVSF"TTJNJMBUJPO
/learning

5FBDIFSXJMMEFDJEFFJUIFSUISPVHIPSBM Learning can be measured by qualitative
or written exams
indicators

Advantages

5FBDIFSSFNBJOTGPDVTFE
5BLFTBTIPSUUJNF
(JWFTBMPUPGJOGPSNBUJPOJOBTIPSU
space of time
(JWFTBMPUPGJOGPSNBUJPOJOBTIPSU
space of time

3FUFOUJPOMFWFMJTIJHI
ɥFSFJTTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGJOGPSNBUJPOo
what is learned will be remembered
.BZMFBEUPCFIBWJPVSBMDIBOHF

Constraints

Limited suitability for behaviour
change

5BLFTNPSFUJNF FêPSUBOESFTPVSDFT

Table 6: Difference between top down teaching and adult learning 1

Handout 2.1.2
How Adults Learn
*OUFSNTPG1'4 MFBSOJOHJTUIFQSPDFTTCZXIJDIQBTUPSBMJTUTBDRVJSFOFXLOPXMFEHFXIJDIIFMQTUIFN
to improve their level of farming and human development. Adult learning takes place in the natural
DPNNVOJUZTFUUJOH BTXFMMBTJOUIFGPSNBMJOTUSVDUJPOTFUUJOHTVDIBT1BTUPSBM'JFME4DIPPM*OUIF
natural community setting, learning results from the day to day experiences such as reading, listening
UPSBEJPPSUFMFWJTJPO FYDIBOHFWJTJUT BOEQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOHSPVQBDUJWJUJFT*OUIFGPSNBMJOTUSVDUJPO
setting, learning occurs under the guidance of a trainer or extension workers based on the identified needs.
Systematic learning occurs in the formal setting as a result of the pastoralists participation in a specific
training course or learning experience in which certain learning methods and techniques are used by
the extension worker to achieve certain results.

2

Gender mainstreaming integrated water resource management Training of Trainers package
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3FNFNCFSUIF$IJOFTFQSPWFSC i*IFBSBOE*GPSHFU *TFFBOE*SFNFNCFS *EPBOE*VOEFSTUBOEw"EVMUT
MFBSOUISPVHIBVEJUPSZ WJTVBMBOELJOBFTUIFUJDNPEFT(FOFSBMMZ QFPQMFMFBSOUISPVHIBMMUISFFNPEFT 
CVUJOEJWJEVBMTWBSZJOUIFJSQSFGFSFODFTGPSFBDINPEF5PNBYJNJTFMFBSOJOHJOUSBJOJOH JUJTJNQPSUBOU
to use many learning styles to accommodate the different learners in the group.
For adults, learning occurs best when it is motivated, and not coerced or forced. The participants’
motivation comes from the context, relevance and involvement in the level of work. The work’s context
TIPVMECFDMFBS VOEFSTUPPEBOEBHSFFEUP8IZJTUIFXPSLCFJOHVOEFSUBLFO %PFTUIFSBUJPOBMFNBLF
TFOTF )PXEPFTUIFXPSLëUJOUPUIFPSHBOJTBUJPOTCJHHFSQJDUVSF )PXEPFTJUëUJOUPUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT
personal interests and jobs?
For participants, it is important that a task be guided by their needs, objectives and preferences.

Handout 2.1.3
Learning Principles Related to Characteristics of Adults
1. Adults learn best when their vision and hearing are in the best possible condition and when the
learning environment is supported with practice.
2. Adults do not learn productively when under severe time constraints. They learn best when they can
set their own pace and when time pressures are kept to a minimum. The older they are, the more
counterproductive time pressures become.
3. Adults tend to experience a need to learn quickly and get on with living. They are often reluctant to
start learning about an activity or concept which does not appear to have immediate application within
their lives.
4. Adult learning focuses on the problems of the present. The solution must come from the learners’
experiences, expectations and potential resources rather than be prescribed by experts .
5. Adults motivation to learn is strongly influenced by the felt needs which the learner brings to the
learning activity.
6. Adults are highly motivated to learn in areas relevant to their current development tasks and
transitional phases.
7. Participation in the learning process is active, not passive.
8. The most effective learning is from experience; learners learn from each other, and the Facilitator
often learns from learners.
 .BYJNVNMFBSOJOHGSPNBQBSUJDVMBSFYQFSJFODFPDDVSTXIFOBQFSTPOUBLFTUIFUJNFUPSFìFDUCBDL
upon it, draws conclusions, and derives principles for application to similar experiences in the future.
10. Effective learning requires feedback that is corrective but supportive.
 .VUVBMSFTQFDUBOEUSVTUCFUXFFOUIF'BDJMJUBUPSBOEUIFMFBSOFSIFMQUIFMFBSOJOHQSPDFTT
12. A person who is hungry, tired, cold, ill or otherwise physically uncomfortable cannot learn with
maximum effectiveness.
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Handout 2.1.4
Application of Adult Learning Principles in PFS
The following are useful on applying adult learning principles in PFS3:
 *OWPMWFNFOU"EVMUTBSFNPSFMJLFMZUPSFNFNCFSBTPMVUJPOUIFZIBWFXPSLFEPVUGPSUIFNTFMWFTSBUIFS
than one which has been given to them by the facilitator. They are also more likely to act on decisions
made by themselves rather than those made by the facilitator.
 3FBEJOFTT-FBSOJOHXJMMUBLFQMBDFNPSFRVJDLMZJGQBSUJDJQBOUTQFSDFJWFUIFOFFEGPS BOEBSFSFBEZ
to learn about a particular farming enterprises or practice.
 3FJOGPSDFNFOU"EVMUTMFBSONPSFFBTJMZJGHJWFOBNFBOJOHGVMQSBDUJDBMFYFSDJTF BOEJGUIFZIBWF
success with their learning.
 3FIFBSTBM-FBSOFSTTIPVMEIBWFUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPSFIFBSTF SFQFBU UIFLOPXMFEHF TLJMMT BOE
attitudes to be learned. This does not have to be done by repeating the knowledge in the same way
each time; rather, the learners should be given the opportunity to deal with the information in several
ways.
 *OUFOTJUZ*OUFOTF ESBNBUJDPSWJWJEMFBSOJOHFYQFSJFODFTBSFMJLFMZUPNBLFBOJNQSFTTJPOCZDBQUVSJOH
attention and strengthening the impact of training, effective visual aids and demonstrations are
important.
 "TTPDJBUJPO-FBSOJOHXIJDIJTSFMBUFEUPUIFFYQFSJFODFBOEQSFWJPVTMFBSOJOHPGUIFQBTUPSBMJTUT TP
UIBUTJNJMBSJUJFTBOEEJêFSFODFTDBOCFTFFO JTNPSFMJLFMZUPCFSFNFNCFSFE
 4JNJMBSJUZ*GJOGPSNBUJPOUPCFMFBSOFEJTTJNJMBS JUIFMQTUIFMFBSOFSUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFTJNJMBSJUJFT
and differences more clearly.
8. Organisation: Learners should be helped to organise the material into ways which make sense to them.
9. Effectiveness: Learning is more likely to occur when it is pleasant and satisfying rather than annoying.
Approval encourages learning.
 $BQBDJUZ.PTUBEVMUTSFNBJOBUBTUBHFGBSCFMPXUIFJSSFBMDBQBDJUZGPSMFBSOJOH XPSLJOHBOEBDIJFWJOH

w1
3

TJ Bembridge. Practical guideline for Agricultural Extension workers. A field manual
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Handout 2.1.5
Make PFS learning more effective
5PNBLF1'4NPSFFêFDUJWF 1'4GBDJMJUBUPSTTIPVMEDPOTJEFSUIFGPMMPXJOH
1. A good way to start a learning session is to discuss objectives with participants. This will help to
establish realistic learning goals.
2. People learn best when they actually do the activity, next best from what they see and then from what
they hear and read.
3. Lecturing is an ineffective way of teaching adults, but can be made more effective if used in conjunction
with other techniques such as practice, role play, models, demonstrations and field trips .
 3FJOGPSDFUIFTQPLFOXPSEXJUIWJTVBMBJETBOEEFNPOTUSBUJPOT
 "EJTDVTTJPOHSPVQJTBOFêFDUJWFUPPMJOBEVMUMFBSOJOH*UXPSLTXJUITNBMMHSPVQTPGBCPVUFJHIU
people.
6. Another way to stimulate learning is to divide participants into groups of two or three to discuss a
particular topic or problem and get them to report back to the entire group.
 8PSLIBSEBUNBJOUBJOJOHBUUFOUJPOBOEJOUFSFTUCZVTJOHBWBSJFUZPGNFUIPET BQQMZJOHMFBSOJOH
principles, creating good conditions for learning and drawing on experience.
8. Breakdown concepts into small learning units. For example, if a particular livestock enterprise is being
taught, break the topic to each practice required in a logical order.
 "MMPXTVïDJFOUQSBDUJDFUJNFGPSCFDPNJOHGBNJMJBSXJUISFDFOUMZBDRVJSFETLJMMTBOELOPXMFEHF
 .BLFTVSFZPVSBVEJFODFJTDPNGPSUBCMZTFBUFE
11. Use simple and clear language.
12. A course evaluation at the end of the session may be useful to provide feedback on the relevance and
effectiveness of the techniques used and a chance to improve the subsequent sessions.
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Adults learn best when seated in a comfortable position
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2.2 Communication Skills
Background
There are numerous definitions of communication. In terms of PFS it can be defined as ‘the meaning and results
of a flow of information’. In PFS we need to concentrate on the results achieved by communication. These results
include change in attitude, increase in pastoralist’s knowledge and skills, change in observation, decision making
and analytical skills of farming community and change in farming practices. In practice, much of the effort spent by
extension workers on communicating messages to pastoralists produces minimum results because of communication
barriers. This is often due to lack of knowledge and skills of communication on the part of facilitators.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t %FëOFDPNNVOJDBUJPO
t %FTDSJCFFMFNFOUTPGFêFDUJWFDPNNVOJDBUJPO
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPDPNNVOJDBUFJOBOJOUFSBDUJWFXBZ
t %JTDVTTDPNNPOQSPCMFNTJODPNNVOJDBUJPO

Topic overview
1. What is and why communication in PFS?
2. Elements/process of communication
3. Barriers of communication
4. Using appropriate non verbal behaviour for communication

Method of facilitation
t 8BSNVQBDUJWJUZ
t 3PMFQMBZ
t %FNPOTUSBUJPO
t 1MFOBSZEJTDVTTJPO

Time: 2 hours
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE 1SFQSFQBSFEìJQDIBSUQBQFST 
Push pins.

Handout: 2.2.1

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: What and Why communication (Warm up Activity) (30 minutes)

1. Explain that warm up activity is often used at the beginning of the morning session or after lunch.
The purpose of the warm up activity is to increase participants’ energy and to focus on their attention
on the training. This warm up activity will demonstrate on communication skills.
ų "TLBMMPGUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPTUBOE(JWFFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUBQJFDFPGQBQFS QSFGFSBCMZ"ŵTJ[F 
3. Tell them that you are going to see how well they learn from you.
4. Tell them that they are going to do exactly what you say and do,and that they are not allowed to
talk.
Ŷ /PUFJGBOZPOFBTLTBRVFTUJPOPSBTLTZPVUPSFQFBUKVTUTBZSFNFNCFS OPUBMLJOHw
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6. Ask participants to close their eyes. Say the following:
t

'PMEZPVSQBQFSJOIBMG

t

/PXUFBSPêUIFVQQFSSJHIUIBOEDPSOFS

t

'PMEJUJOIBMGBHBJOBOEUFBSPêUIFMPXFSMFGUIBOEDPSOFS

t

8JUIPVUGPMEJOHBHBJO UFBSPêUIFVQQFSSJHIUIBOEDPSOFS

7. Now say “open your eyes and open your papers. If you have learned well from teaching, your papers
TIPVMEMPPLFYBDUMZMJLFNJOFw QSPCBCMZOPOFXJMMCVUUIFSFXJMMCFNVDIMBVHIUFS 
8. Begin the discussion with the following questions by using experiential learning cycle:
t

8IBUEJEUIFZGFFMBCPVUUIJTXBSNVQBDUJWJUZ 

t

8IBUIBQQFOFEUPUIFNFTTBHFBOEXIZ

t

8IBUQSFWFOUFEZPVGSPNMFBSOJOH

t

)PXDPVMEUIFMFBSOJOHQSPDFTTIBWFCFFOJNQSPWFE

9. Possible answers:
t

ɥFDPNNVOJDBUJPOEJEOPUHJWFBOPQQPSUVOJUZUPDMBSJGZPSBTLRVFTUJPOT*UXBTPOFXBZ

t

ɥFJOGPSNBUJPONBZIBWFIBEOPUIJOHUPEPXJUIMJTUFOFSTOFFE

t

.FTTBHFXBTOPUSFQFBUFE

t

-JTUFOFSTNBZCFOFSWPVTCFDBVTFPGDMPTJOHUIFJSFZFT

t

-FBSOFSTXFSFOPUBCMFUPPCTFSWFXIBUXBTIBQQFOJOH

Activity 2: Elements of communication skills (45 minutes)

Ų &YQMBJOUIBUKVTUCFDBVTFZPVUPMEUIFNEPFTOPUNFBOUIFZVOEFSTUPPEɥJTFNQIBTJ[FTUIFOFFE
for ensuring to what extent learners have learned from the experience by asking questions on their
reflections, their conceptualism, and how they are going to put into practice what they have learnt.
2. Post and explain the following communication model, emphasising that communication is not
completed if the following elements of communication are missing:

Elements of communication skills
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3. Wrap up and summary: Based on the above warm up Activity:
t

1'4GBDJMJUBUPSOFFETUPIBWFBHPPESFMBUJPOTIJQXJUIUIFDPNNVOJUZBOEHPPEQSFQBSBUJPO
before delivering any information.

t

ɥFNFTTBHFTIPVMECFTJNQMFBOESFMFWBOUBOELFZJEFBTTIPVMECFSFQFBUFE

t

ɥFNPSFTFOTFTTJHIU IFBSJOH UPVDI TNFMM BOEUBTUFVTFEUPDPNNVOJDBUFBNFTTBHF UIF
greater the chances that it will be understood.

t

6TFUXPXBZDPNNVOJDBUJPOUIBUJT PCTFSWF MJTUFO EJTDVTT BOEBOBMZTF

Activity 3: #BSSJFSTPG$PNNVOJDBUJPO3PMFQMBZ ųűNJOVUFT

1. Ask two volunteers to act out a role play that demonstrates good and bad communication between
BGBDJMJUBUPSBOEBDPNNVOJUZNFNCFS T %PUIFëSTUŲűNJOVUFTXJUIHPPEDPNNVOJDBUJPOBOE
UIFOXJUICBEDPNNVOJDBUJPO
2. Ask participants to observe how information is exchanged between a facilitator and community
member and observe What conditions either help or hinder communication in rural environment
DPOUFYU
3. Ask participants to write their responses in two columns on cards one column for helping factors
and the other for hindering factors.
ŵ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPEJTQMBZUIFGBDUPSTPODBSETCZTUJDLJOHPOBXBMM.PWFBSPVOEUIFSPPNUPMPPL
at group’s responses.
Wrap up (10 minutes)
5. Summarise the session by presenting key messages on principles of effective communication in PFS:
%JTUPSUJOH
factors
(sender)

t
t
t
t
t

8PSEDIPJDF
5POFPGWPJDF
1FSTPOBMGFFMJOHTUPXBSETSFDFJWJOHNFTTBHF
1IZTJDBMTUBUF
$IPJDFPGFOWJSPONFOU UJNF

.FTTBHF
(Strategies
to overcome
distortions)

t

4JNQMF SFMFWBOU TUSVDUVSFE BDDFTTJCMFFUD

.FTTBHF
3FDFJWFE

t
t
t
t

-FWFMPG*OUFSFTU
*OUFSQSFUBUJPO
1FSTPOBMGFFMJOHTUPXBSETTFOEFS NFTTBHF
%FNBOETPOSFDFJWFSUJNF

Figure 2: Principles of effective communication

6. There are many explanations for inhibitors of communication between PFS facilitator and community
members .These include:
t

1PPSMJTUFOJOHBOEDPNNVOJDBUJPOTLJMMT

t

/FHBUJWFBUUJUVEFTUPXBSETGBSNJOHDPNNVOJUZ

t

$VMUVSBMEJêFSFODFTCFUXFFOGBDJMJUBUPSBOEDPNNVOJUZNFNCFST
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t

-PXNPUJWBUJPOBOEQBZNFOUT

t

1PPSXPSLJOHFOWJSPONFOU

Activity 4: 6TJOH"QQSPQSJBUF/PO7FSCBM#FIBWJPVS'PS$PNNVOJDBUJPO%FNPOTUSBUJPO ŲŶNJOVUFT

1. Ask participants to form four or five groups.
2. Each of the groups will pick pieces of paper from a basket or bag. The paper will have written on it
an emotion that the group will act out, without talking.
3. Each group should assign one person to act out or ‘mime’ the emotion. S/he may use facial expression,
movements, body language, exaggerated if necessary but no words or sounds. Other participants
try to guess the emotion or feeling.
4. After guessing the emotions, ask the group whether it was easy to communicate messages without
words.
5. Point out that one of the most important communication skills is listening skills.
ŷ -JTUFOJOHJTNPSFUIBOKVTUTJUUJOHQBTTJWFMZ*UJTOPUTJNQMZBDBTFPGQBZJOHBUUFOUJPOUPXIBUJT
being said. It is also about being sensitive to the other person’s:
t 7PJDF
t $IPJDFPGXPSET
t 5POF
t 4QFFE
t #PEZMBOHVBHF
7. Indication of interest to hear more (with appropriate facial expressions) include:
t 4NJMFT
t 3BJTFEFZFCSPXT
t )FBENPWFNFOUT
t 1IZTJDBMEJTUBODF
t 1IZTJDBMQPTJUJPO
t &ZFDPOUBDU
Ź 4VNNBSJTFDPNNVOJDBUJPOTLJMMTGSPNUIFQSFWJPVTTFTTJPOTCZQVUUJOHLFZQPJOUTPO)BOEPVUŵŲ
9. Ask participants what they feel they have learned from the session?
10. Ask what they are going to do if they conducted this session again? Why?
11. Are there any difficulties to translate these techniques in PFS learning sessions?
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Handout 2.2.1
Communication skills
There are numerous definitions of communication. In terms of PFS it can be defined as the meaning
and results of a flow of information’. In PFS we need to concentrate on the results achieved by
communication. These results include change in attitude, increase in pastoralist’s knowledge and skills,
change in observation and analytical skills of farming community and change in farming practices.
In practice much of the effort spent by extension workers on communicating messages to pastoralists
produces minimum results because of communication barriers. This is often due to lack of knowledge
and skills of communication on the part of extension workers.

Clearly, collection, storage and transmission of farming information with no results are not
effective communication. The task of extension communication involves a skilful extension
worker (communicator) sending a message which is beneficial and acceptable to farmers, through
communication channels which will reach pastoralists. The message should designed such that
it will be understood by a particular audience or group of community members who can use the
message and will respond by finally adopting/adapting the knowledge or practice. In practice extension
communication involves the interaction between extension workers and individual pastoralists either
directly through word of mouth or indirectly through groups and mass media. Communication is
incomplete without feedback on how the message was received or acted upon.
The following communication model is a simplistic view of communication when applied in the context
of PFS. The following points are pointed out for effective communication in PFS.
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Sender
t #VJMEVQBHPPESFMBUJPOTIJQXJUIQBTUPSBMJTUTBOEDPNNVOJUJFT
t *EFOUJGZBOEVOEFSTUBOEDVSSFOUGBSNJOHQSBDUJDFTUPFOTVSFNFTTBHFTBSFSFMFWBOUBOEBDDFQUBCMF
t &NQPXFSDPNNVOJUJFTUPPCTFSWF BOBMZTFUIFJSQSPCMFNTBOEUPTVHHFTUBMUFSOBUJWFTPMVUJPOT

Messages
For PFS facilitator to gain credibility with pastoralists, consider the following when formulating messages:
t 3FMFWBODFUPGPSNVMBUFBSFMFWBOUNFTTBHF ZPVOFFECBDLHSPVOELOPXMFEHFPGUIFJSQSPCMFNT DPODFSOT BOEUIFJSJOUFSFTU
.BLFVTFPGGBNJMJBSXPSET TJNQMFBOEFBTZUPVOEFSTUBOE
t 4JNQMFSFEVDFJEFBTUPUIFTJNQMFTUQPTTJCMFUFSNT"WPJEKBSHPOT NJYJOHMPDBMMBOHVBHFXJUI&OHMJTI -FBSOJOHCZEPJOH
is the key characteristics of PFS. In addition, simple illustrations using visual aids and demonstrations are important.
t 3FQFUJUJPO3FQFBUUIFLFZDPODFQUTPGNFTTBHFT3FTUBUFLFZJEFBT VTJOHFYBNQMFTBOEBOBMPHJFT
t Structure: organise message into series of logical structures.

Channel of communication
t "DPNNVOJDBUJPODIBOOFMJTUIFNFBOTCZXIJDIBNFTTBHFJTUSBOTNJUUFEGSPNBTPVSDF VTVBMMZUIFGBDJMJUBUPSUP
audience. Successful channels of communication involve a combination of mass media, individual or personal contact
BOEHSPVQNFUIPEɥFSPMFPGBDPNNVOJDBUJPODIBOOFMJTJOìVFODFECZTPDJPFDPOPNJDGBDUPSTɥFJNQPSUBOUQPJOU
to remember is that people can only receive communication through five senses: sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste.
The more senses used to communicate a message, the greater the chance that it will be understood.
t "MM DIBOOFMT PG DPNNVOJDBUJPO BSF OPU FRVBMMZ VTFGVM JO BUUBJOJOH B TQFDJëD PCKFDUJWF ɥF DIPJDF PG DIBOOFM PG
communication depends on the total communication situation. Who is trying to communicate with whom? What is
the message? The more channels a PFS facilitator uses in communication, the greater the chances of the participants
getting the message. No single channel can reach all people who need to receive a message. For example, written messages
will not reach those who are illiterate.

Audience
The PFS facilitator should know the characteristics of the audience before communicating the message. These include:
t
t
t
t

&EVDBUJPOBMCBDLHSPVOE
1SJPSLOPXMFEHFBCPVUUIFTVCKFDU
*MMJUFSBUFPSMJUFSBUF
$VMUVSBMUBCPPT

Effect of communication/feedback
Communication is a two way process. Feedback means that the message is ‘feedback’ by the receiver to the source. Sending a
NFTTBHFJTPOMZPOFUIJSEPGUIFKPCɥFPUIFSUXPUIJSETBSFëOEJOHPVUUIFFêFDUPGUIFNFTTBHFPOUIFBVEJFODF'FFECBDL
helps the PFS facilitator to know whether the community members understood the message or not. This enables him/her
XIFSFOFDFTTBSZUPBEKVTUUIFNFTTBHFBOEDIBOOFMJUUPNFFUUIFOFFETPGUIFDPNNVOJUZBOEUIFMPDBMTJUVBUJPO
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2.3 Experiential Learning
Background
Experiential learning can be described as a process by which the experience of the learner is reflected upon, and
from this emerge new insights or learning. David Kolb developed the most established model of experiential
learning. In his model, the process begins with an experience (concrete experience), followed by reflection (reflective
observation). The reflection is then assimilated into a theory (abstract conceptualization) and finally these new
(or reformulated) hypotheses are tested in new situations (active experimentation). The model is a recurring cycle
within which the learner tests new concepts and modifies them as a result of the reflection and conceptualisation.
Experiential learning can therefore be defined in PFS learning as learning beginning from a given experience
followed by reflections of the experience, discussion, analysis and evaluation of the experience. This process will
enhance participants’ synthesis of learning, encourage discoveries, enhance analytical and observation and decision
making skills.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t &YQMBJOUIFQIBTFTPGFYQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOH
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPBQQMZUIFFYQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOHQIBTFTJOUIFDPOUFYUPG1'4

Topic overview
1. Concepts of experiential learning
2. Phases of Experiential learning
3. Application of experiential learning in PFS

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t 1SBDUJDF
t 1SBDUJDF

Time: 2 hours
Materials: A4 sheets, Cards, Note book, Pens, Ruler, Masking tape, Display board, Colour paper, Pre-prepared
flip chart papers, Push pins.

Handout: 2.3

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: Concept of Experiential Learning (20 minutes)

1. Set the learning climate by explaining the agenda of the session.
2. Ask participants the link between this session with adult learning and discovery based learning.
3. We know that learning is not as simple as receiving information.
4. Ask participants what they understand by experiential learning.
5. Explain that Experiential learning is one of the powerful and effective way of learning by employing
experiential learning cycle.
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6. Explain that the reason for employing experiential learning cycle in PFS learning is :
(a) To assess major learning.
(b) To get people think, that is, stimulating.
(c) To facilitate learning from and with participants.
(d) To motivate people for future actions.
Activity 2: Phases of experiential learning (60 minutes)

1. Draw the experiential learning cycle on a flip chart (see figure 2.2) as you will explain each phase:
experiencing, reflecting, analysing and applying;
2. Point out that often people experience something without really learning from it. (Elicit examples.)
For maximum learning to occur, the remaining phases must occur, with or without the help of a
facilitator.
3. Experiential learning cycle requires
the learner to progress through four
different phases of the Learning
cycle. Effective learning requires the
ability to apply the things you learn
in Phase 3, where you form principles
based on your analysis in phase 2 of an
experience you had at phase 1. This does
not come easily for everyone, especially
those who are used to learning from
lectures. Adult learning requires the
active participation of the learner in
the learning process.
4. Explain to participants each phase of
the learning cycle.

Experiencing

Applying

Reflecting

Now What?

What?

Analysing
So What?
Figure 3: Phases of experiential learning

(a) Experience represents learning event. Learning is most likely to occur when it is based on
participants’ experiences and meets their needs.
(b) Reflection means considering participants’ feelings; reactions towards the experience. This will
help participants to create better understanding of the experience.
(c) Conclusion means participants are helped to learn by being made to think. This could be by
giving responsibility to participants to work out their own conclusions.
(d) Application/action means participants are asked how they are going to apply the experience
in their real situation. In most learning processes, participants fail to apply what they have
learned. It is therefore very important to synthesise learning; how do they apply it in their real
situations?
5. Ask participants which of the PFS and adult learning principles can be seen in the experiential
learning cycle. Response: Adults learn by doing. Adults are given responsibility to make their own
conclusion by encouraging learning in their situation, and learning from experience.
6. Ask participants the role of the PFS facilitator in the learning process of experiential learning cycle.
The role of the facilitator is to help the learner through this process of learning. A good facilitator
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must have the competence to understand what goes on at each phase and to facilitate the learning
process where adults move through all of the phases from experiencing to applying, in order to learn
from an experience and apply the learning to future experiences.
7. The facilitator guides the process of learning by progressing through the phases. He/she will do it by
asking provoking questions. The questions to be asked at each phase of the learning cycle include:
Reflection phase: What did you observe? What did you notice? What was clear and unclear?
Conclusion phase: What have you learned from this experience? What conclusions can you draw?
Application phase: How can you use this learning in your working area? How do you adapt it?
Activity 3: Application of experiential learning (30 minutes)

1. Ask participants to work in groups with the following task:
2. Ask participants to present the possible questions to
synthesise learning from the demonstration:
Experience: Are there any questions on the demonstration?
Reflection: What did you feel about the (some missing
information) when you did the demonstration? What did
you observe?

Suppose you are facilitating a demonstration
on a selected topic of PFS. Think of questions
you will ask participants in facilitating the
session through progressing all phases of
experiential learning cycle by introducing
the session and ending with synthesising
application of learning.

Conclusion: What did you learn from the demonstration? What does this mean for you?
Application: How can you apply this in your situation at home?
3. Wrap up the session by explaining how they are to use experiential learning cycle in facilitating PFS
learning and to relate with discovery based learning.
PFS aims to enhance pastoralist observational skills, analytical skills and decision making skills.
Thus, experiential learning cycle is more effective if participants are helped to learn by being
made to think, participants are made to think by being given responsibility for working their
conclusions, and participants learn by trying new practices against their own practices, feelings,
and opinions. The learning cycle will be used in facilitating PFS LEARNING ACTIVITIES including
experimentation, Pastoral Eco-system Analysis(PESA), and topic of the day.

Experiential learning
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Handout 2.3
Discovery-Based Learning/ Experiential learning/ Learning-by-doing
The terms experiential learning/ learning-by-doing/ and discovery-based learning are used interchangeably.
Experiential learning can be described as a process in which the learner reflects on a specific experience
and from this reflection new insights or learnings that can then be tested emerge.The new experience
can then be reflected on. This learning process is cyclical and therefore continuous in its nature. The four
main elements of the experiential learning cycle are:
Experiential learning begins with ‘an experience’ followed by reflection, discussion, analysis and evaluation
of ‘the experience’ and from this the creation of new experiences. It builds on the assumption that we
seldom learn from an experience unless we assess
Experience
the experience, and in so doing assign our own
meaning to it in terms of our own goals and
expectations. By assessing the experience, we
develop
ideas for doing things differently and then
d
Active
test
t these ideas (experimentation) producing a new
Observation and
experimentation
e
experience.
T he insights, discoveries, and
reflection
understanding
develop during this ongoing process,
u
and
the experience takes on added meaning in
a
relation to other experiences. Since experiential
learning processes develop from one’s own
Abstract
experience of a situation or technique and one’s own
conceptualisation
evaluation of it, the learner is empowered in solving
problems and making decisions based on their own
unique experiences, situations and needs.
Figure 3: Experimental learning cycle
Pastoral production systems are diverse and
therefore helping farmers develop learning processes to improve them in their own specific agroecological and socio-economic situations is important. This approach also helps enhance the capacity of
trainers (be they extensionists, NGO staff, researchers or consultants), so they learn to avoid prescribing
blanket recommendations which are often not relevant to many of the pastoralists, who come from
different geographical areas and different socio-economic situations. Instead these trainers can work with
pastoralists in testing, assessing and adapting a variety of options within their specific local conditions
and then leaving pastoralists to choose and keep on refining those that are useful to them. The emphasis
of this approach is on learning, not on teaching.
Using a discovery-based learning approach to PFS training ensures that all participants are given the
opportunity to practice experimenting with and developing the experience and skills to improve their
observation, analysis and testing of new ideas. This is not linked to how many years they have spent
in school or how wealthy they are, but to how well they observe, reflect, listen, compare, participate,
experiment, practice and ask questions when they do not understand. These are skills many pastoralists
have already developed during their years of life and taking care of their livestock and families; by grasping
what is going on around them and creatively taking action to adapt to continuously changing situations.
Experiential learning is a combination of finding out and taking action.
It is important that participants are encouraged to train their observation skills. Most people are weak
observers and just use old imaginings, and therefore do not build up a picture of real-life observations
over time and space. If participants are to learn experientially, they need to learn to observe carefully and
over time, so that they pick up the dynamics and patterns in the processes they are studying as opposed
to seeing things as unchanging fixed forms. Drawing, repeated observations, as well as group discussion
of observations are useful techniques for training these skills.
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The discovery-based learning process also involves thinking, feelings, attitudes and values which markedly
affect the disposition of the learner. Although rarely acknowledged, these factors are found in all decisionmaking situations. Encouraging the participants to discuss the meanings of their feelings, intuitions,
interpretations and imaginings regarding the subject (be it animal disease, or livestock marketing) can
also help develop a deeper and more holistic understanding of the issues.
Key learning approaches used in discovery-based learning include: practical activities; group sharing
and discussions; case studies; role play; storytelling; problem solving exercises; open-ended questioning,
group dynamics; brainstorming and summarising. These approaches are discussed in more detail in
learning methods. We hope that facilitators will experiment with incorporating them into their training
programmes. Other approaches which may supplement discovery-based learning are exchange visit and
topic of the day posters.
Whilst discovery-based learning approaches are usually more time consuming than the delivery of a
lecture, they are acknowledged as being much more successful in generating real learning about specific
topics. They also promote the development of learning processes that participants may continue to use
throughout their lives to solve problems and to make meaningful decisions.
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2.4 Concept of Participation
Background
Participation is something that goes on in all that we do in our daily lives. At most of the times participation goes
unnoticed but in itself is an essential element that drives the things that we do at community and household
level. The level of participation is a good determinant of the results we expect in all that we do. In this regard,
participation should not be taken lightly but rather should be given the weight it deserves in community initiatives
so as to realise the best possible desired outcomes.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t &YQMBJOXIBUQBSUJDJQBUJPOJT
t &YQMBJOUIFEJêFSFOUUZQFTPGDPNNVOJUZQBSUJDJQBUJPO
t &YQMBJOUIFQPTJUJWFPVUDPNFTPGHPPEQBSUJDJQBUJPO

Topic overview
1. What is participation.
2. Types of community participation.
3. The positive outcomes/results of participation.

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT BOEQMFOBSZQSFTFOUBUJPOT
t 2VFTUJPOBOEBOTXFS
t 3PMFQMBZTGPMLNFEJBTUPSZUFMMJOHSFBMMJGFFYBNQMFTDBTFTUVEJFT

Time: 1 hour 30 minutes
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE 1SFQSFQBSFEìJQDIBSUQBQFST 
1VTIQJOT .FBTVSFUBQF

Handout: 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and 2.4.3

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: What Participation is (40 minutes)

This is a crucial step in helping the participants understand what participation is and therefore give
their ideas and opinions with regard to real life situations or scenarios.
Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQT(JWFFBDIHSPVQBNBSLFSBOEBìJQDIBSU"GUFSFBDIHSPVQ
receives their materials, the facilitator asks the groups to make a drawing or a scenario that depicts
participation. The groups are given about 15 minutes after which they are asked to display their
ESBXJOHTJOQMFOBSZ&BDIHSPVQJTUIFOHJWFOUJNFUPFYQMBJOJUTESBXJOH
2. After the drawings have been finalised and displayed in front and groups have explained, give the
QBSUJDJQBOUTìBTIDBSETBOEBTLUIFNUPVTFPOFXPSEUPEFTDSJCFUIFTJNJMBSJUJFTJOUIFESBXJOHT
(note that this exercise can also be done in question and answer form). After they are through,
QJDLUIFìBTIDBSETGSPNUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTBOEQJOUIFNJOGSPOUUPTFFUIFTJNJMBSJUJFTɥFTBNF
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FYFSDJTFJTUIFOSFQFBUFEGPSEJêFSFODFTCFUXFFOUIFESBXJOHT"GUFSSFDFJWJOHUIFTJNJMBSJUJFTBOE
EJêFSFODFTCFUXFFOUIFESBXJOHT UIFGBDJMJUBUPSHPFTJOEFQUIUPFYQMBJOUIFDPODFQUPGQBSUJDJQBUJPO
VTJOHUIFTJNJMBSJUJFT EJêFSFODFTBOESFBMMJGFFYBNQMFT
To finalise this session, emphasise that participation is a normal occurrence in life and its magnitude
BOEVTFJTXIBUEJêFSTVOEFSEJêFSFOUTJUVBUJPOTBOEDJSDVNTUBODFT&OECZHJWJOHUIFEFëOJUJPOPG
QBSUJDJQBUJPOVTJOHTPNFPGUIFXPSETDBQUVSFEJOTJNJMBSJUJFTBOEEJêFSFODFT
Activity 2: ɥF%JêFSFOU5ZQFTPG$PNNVOJUZ1BSUJDJQBUJPO ŴűNJOVUFT

6TJOHUIFRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSTFTTJPO BTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTEJêFSFOUUZQFTPGDPNNVOJUZQBSUJDJQBUJPO
BTUIFZLOPXPSVOEFSTUBOE8SJUFUIFSFTQPOTFTPOBìJQDIBSUBTUIFBOTXFSTDPNFVOUJMUIFSFBSFOP
more responses. If the responses are not enough or some are not right,give more inputs and put emphasis
POUIFSJHIUSFTQPOTFTBOEBTNVDIBTQPTTJCMFSFFNQIBTJTFXJUISFBMMJGFFYBNQMFT
Summarise the session by going through the types of community participation as they are. At this point
emphasise on the type of participation that the FFS/PFS methodology operates or hinges on.
Activity 3: 1PTJUJWF0VUDPNFT3FTVMUTPG1BSUJDJQBUJPO ŴűNJOVUFT

In plenary through question and answer or by dividing the participants in groups, ask them to mention
or list the positive outcomes of participation. After there are no more inputs or responses, add on the
missing inputs and emphasise on the importance of participation especially in relation to the FFS/PFS
NFUIPEPMPHZ&NQIBTJTFPOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGQBSUJDJQBUJPOUISPVHIUIFVTFPGDBTFTUVEZJO)BOEPVU
2.4.3.
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Handout 2.4.1
What is participation?
From Aristotle’s time, people participated by voting, paying taxes, holding office, attending meetings and
defending the state. Citizenship required members to contribute towards the public realm. The concept
of participation begun in the 40’s and 50’s gaining momentum in the 70’s where it was referred to as
“popular participation” or “active participation”. ILO 1977 stated” Participation is by itself a basic need
of people and must be included as a critical consideration in any development strategy”.
The concept of participation grew out of the realisation that top down approaches had failed to answer
community and people’s problems and that alternative methods were needed if development projects were
to be relevant to the community and its needs. The change was needed in order to learn from past mistakes.
Participation emphasises building of an ongoing dialogue with the community, where the community
leads the process, analysing issues and proposing courses of action. In addition, participation emphasizes
UIFIPMJTUJDBQQSPBDIPGNVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSZUFBNTXPSLJOHUPHFUIFSTPUIBUTPDJBM FDPOPNJDBOEDVMUVSBM
issues are tackled together with technical issues. Participation changes the common understanding
of development from things towards people. Participation therefore includes people’s involvement in
the decision making processes, in implementing programmes, sharing in the benefits of development
QSPHSBNNFTBOEUIFJSJOWPMWFNFOUJOUIFFêPSUTUPFWBMVBUFTVDIQSPHSBNNFT
Exercise 1:
In the first exercise, participants are asked to make drawings that depict participation, the participants
explain their drawings and at the same time Analyse in one word (use many one words as possible to
EFTDSJCFUIFESBXJOHT TJNJMBSJUJFTBOEEJêFSFODFTCFUXFFOUIFESBXJOHTɥSPVHIUIFTJNJMBSJUJFTBOE
EJêFSFODFTQBSUJDJQBUJPODBOCFJOUFSQSFUFE
The possible similarities:
A goal, an objective, people, organisation, contribution, activity, involvement, sharing, benefits, scenario
The possible differences:
%JêFSFOUTDFOBSJPT EJêFSFOUHPBMT HFOEFSEJêFSFODFT EJêFSFOUBDUJWJUJFT EJêFSFOUQFPQMF EJêFSFOU
HPBMT EJêFSFOUPCKFDUJWFT
Interpretation of participation
Participation then can be interpreted as including people’s organisation, involvement and contribution
in the decision making processes to meet certain goals and objectives, in implementing activities/
QSPHSBNNFT TIBSJOHJOUIFCFOFëUTPGEFWFMPQNFOUQSPHSBNNFTBOEUIFJSJOWPMWFNFOUJOUIFFêPSUT
to evaluate such programmes.
Participation can also be interpreted as empowerment, and this is participation that results in the
EFWFMPQNFOUPGTLJMMTBOEBCJMJUJFTXIJDIFOBCMFSVSBMQFPQMFUPNBOBHFCFUUFS OFHPUJBUFNPSFFêFDUJWFMZ
with development delivery systems and take actions they think are necessary for their development.
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Handout 2.4.2
The Different Types of Community Participation
1. Manipulative participation: Community participation is simply pretence, with people’s representatives
POPïDJBMCPBSETXIPBSFVOFMFDUFEBOEIBWFOPQPXFS
2. Passive participation (compliance): communities participate by being told what has been decided or
already happened.
3. Participation by consultation: communities participate by being consulted or by answering questions.
&YUFSOBMBHFOUTEFëOFUIFQSPCMFNTBOEJOGPSNBUJPOHBUIFSJOHQSPDFTTFTBTXFMMBTUIFTPMVUJPOT
4. Participation for material incentives: Communities participate by contributing resources such as labour,
land in return for material incentives such as food and cash. Usually people stop the participation
when the incentives end.
5. Functional participation (cooperation): People participate by forming groups to meet predetermined
project objectives usually set by external agents.
6. Interactive participation (co-learning): People participate in joint analysis, development of action plans
and formation or strengthening of local institutions. Participation is seen as a right, not just a means
UPBDIJFWFQSPKFDUHPBMT*UJTBOJOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZBQQSPBDIXJUITZTUFNJDBOETUSVDUVSFEMFBSOJOH
QSPDFTTFT(SPVQTUBLFDPOUSPMPWFSMPDBMEFDJTJPOTBOEEFUFSNJOFIPXBWBJMBCMFSFTPVSDFTBSFVTFE
7. Collective mobilisation: collective action where people take initiatives independent of external institutions
and change systems.

ɥF''41'4NFUIPEPMPHZJTQFHHFEPO4UFQT DPMFBSOJOH BOE DPMMFDUJWFNPCJMJTBUJPO 

Handout 2.4.3
Positive Outcomes of Participation:
The principles behind participation were examined by using a case study of a draft animal programme.
The case study is a review carried out by Pail Starkey (1988).
Case Study of the wheeled tool carrier – “Perfect but yet Rejected”
The wheeled tool carriers are:
.VMUJQVSQPTFJNQMFNFOUTNBEFGPSQMPVHIJOH DVMUJWBUJOH TFFEJOH TQSBZJOH XFFEJOHBOEUSBOTQPSU
They are made of steel, are two wheeled and are pulled by oxen.
Pioneering work in Senegal

1955

#SJUJTI/*"&

1960s

*$3*4"5NBKPSQSPHSBNNF

1974 and on developed in research stations the world
over:

t 'PVOEUPCFIJHIMZFïDJFOUUFDIOJDBMMZ
t &DPOPNJDBMMZQSPëUBCMF
t EJêFSFOUEFTJHOToTPNFNBEFJO6,BOEUSBOTQPSUFEUP
research stations in Asia and Africa.
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.BOZSFWJFXTBOEFWBMVBUJPOTQSPEVDFEHPPESFQPSUTPGPOTUBUJPOTVDDFTTɥFOFXTTQSFBEMJLFXJMEëSF
In 1970s and 80s there was much interest among donors, aid agencies and research centres and money
ìPXFEJOUPQSPEVDFXIFFMFEUPPMDBSSJFST
Thousands of wheeled tool carriers were produced and transported to various parts of the world, Angola,
&UIJPQJB $BNFSPO .P[BNCJRVF *OEJB .FYJDP )POEVSBT #SB[JM /JHFS ;JNCBCXFBOEFMTFXIFSF
"UPUBMPG64  XBTTQFOUGPSUIFQSPKFDU)PXFWFS GBSNFSTEJEOPUBEPQUXIFFMFEUPPMDBSSJFST
.PTUPGUIFNOPXMJFBCBOEPOFEPSVTFEKVTUBTDBSUTɥFXIFFMFEUPPMDBSSJFSXBTQFSGFDUCVUZFUSFKFDUFE
Ask participants to give possible reasons for its rejection
Possible reasons for rejection:
t

)JHIDPTU

t

5PPIFBWZGPSMPDBMBOJNBMTUPQVMM

t

/PUFBTJMZNBOPFVWSBCMF

t

*ODPOWFOJFOUUPPQFSBUFPOTNBMMJSSFHVMBSMZTIBQFEëFMET

t

$PNQMJDBUFEUPBEKVTUBTJUXBTNVMUJQVSQPTF

t

%JïDVMUZUPDIBOHFJNQMFNFOUT

t

-BDLPGTQBSFTJODBTFPGCSFBLEPXO

t

.BOZNBDIJOFTDPNCJOFEJOPOFJNQMFNFOUJODSFBTJOHSJTLUPGBSNFSTBOESFEVDJOHìFYJCJMJUZPOUIF
farm.

Ask participants what went wrong?
Possible reasons of what went wrong?
t %POPSESJWFO GBSNFSTXFSFOPUJOWPMWFEJOUIFQMBOOJOHBOEEFTJHOJOHPGUIFXIFFMFEUPPMDBSSJFS

t

&DPOPNJDNPEFMTXFSFVTFE

t

/PQSPWJTJPOTGPSSFQBJSTGPSGBSNFSTXFSFBWBJMBCMF

t

-BCPVSJOSFTFBSDITUBUJPOTOPUBDPOTUSBJOU WBHVF NBZCFUPSFBEMBCPVSJOSFTFBSDITUBUJPOTXBT
a constraint

t

'BSNFSTXFSFOPUDPOTVMUFE

t

3FTFBSDIFSTEJEOPUBUUFNQUUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFGBSNJOHTZTUFNT

t

5PQEPXOBQQSPBDIXBTVTFEiZPVIBWFBOJOFïDJFOUTZTUFNPGBHSJDVMUVSF8FLOPXUIFBOTXFSw
Nobody consulted the farmer.

t

ɥFXIFFMFEUPPMDBSSJFSXBTEFWFMPQFEVOEFSPQUJNVNDPOEJUJPOT

t

/PQVCMJDBUJPOTPGPOGBSNVTFBOEQSPCMFNTPGVTJOHUIFXIFFMFEUPPMDBSSJFS

On the farm, studies showed that for the same or lower cost, farmers can use single purpose implements
to achieve better or similar results with greater convenience and less risk.
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5PQEPXOBQQSPBDIXBTVTFEiZPVIBWFBOJOFïDJFOUTZTUFNPGBHSJDVMUVSF8FLOPXUIFBOTXFSw
Nobody consulted the farmer.

Lessons learnt:
t

*OWPMWFGBSNFSTJOBMMTUBHFTPGFYQMPSJOHUIFQSPCMFN QMBOOJOHIPXUPUBDLMFJU JNQMFNFOUJOHUIF
proposed solution, follow up and evaluation.

t

"WPJEJNQPTJOHUFDIOPMPHZPOUPGBSNFST

t

&YUFOTJPOJTUTTIPVMEMFBSOGSPNGBSNFST UIFZLOPXUIFJSFOWJSPONFOUCFTU

Importance of participation:
t

*UJOWPMWFTBMMQFPQMFJOEFWFMPQNFOUQSPDFTTFTBOEEFDJTJPONBLJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPO

t

*UJTBNFBOTPGTIBSJOHJEFBTBOEPQJOJPOT

t

*UJTBXBZPGNBLJOHQFPQMFPSHBOJTFE

t

*UHVBSETBHBJOTUXSPOHEFDJTJPOTPSJEFBT

t

*UFOTVSFTUIFDPOUSJCVUJPOTPGBMMBSFUBLFOPOCPBSE

t

*UFOTVSFTUIBUCFOFëUTBSFTIBSFECZBMM

t

*UFOTVSFTUIBUHPBMTBOEPCKFDUJWFTBSFXFMMTFUBOEBHSFFEVQPOCZBMM

t

*UFOTVSFTUIBUQMBOOJOHNPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJPOQSPDFTTFTBSFBHSFFEVQPOBOEVOEFSUBLFOCZ
all.

t

1BSUJDJQBUJPOJTUIFNBJOESJWFSPGEFWFMPQNFOU
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2.5 Participatory Training Techniques
Background
Training techniques are the means trainer use to achieve learning objectives. These are the procedures, techniques,
and processes trainers use to help learners acquire new knowledge, skills, and attitudes. The value of training
techniques depends on how the facilitator is applies them.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t -JTUDPNNPOMZVTFEQBSUJDJQBUPSZUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT
t "QQMZTPNFPGUIFQBSUJDJQBUPSZUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT

Topic overview
1. Common participatory techniques of training.
ų "QQMJDBUJPOPGTPNFPGUIFQBSUJDJQBUPSZUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT

Method of facilitation
t 4NBMMHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t 1SBDUJDF

Time: 2 hours
Materials: "ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE 1SFQSFQBSFEìJQDIBSU
QBQFST 1VTIQJOT

Handout: 2.5.1 to 2.5.8
Additional reference
t $&%1" 5SBJOJOH5SBJOFSTGPS%FWFMPQNFOU$POEVDUJOHBXPSLTIPQPOQBSUJDJQBUPSZUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT
t 5SBJOJOH.BOBHFST8PSLCPPL &%*5SBJOJOH.BUFSJBMT ŷŹűűűŹ *#3% 8BTIJOHUPO

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: $PNNPO1BSUJDJQBUPSZ5SBJOJOH5FDIOJRVFT 4NBMM(SPVQ%JTDVTTJPO  ŵűNJOVUFT

Ų "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPEFëOFUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT
1PTTJCMFBOTXFS5SBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFTBSFEFTJHOFEUPDIBOHFQFPQMFTCFIBWJPVSTCZEFWFMPQJOH
knowledge, skills, and attitudes.
ų "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPOBSSBUFUIFUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFTNPTUDPNNPOMZVTFEXIJMFUIFZBSFGBDJMJUBUJOH
1'4MFBSOJOHFWFOUBOEIPXUIFZTFMFDUUIFNɥF1PTTJCMFSFTQPOTFTëFMEQSBDUJDF EFNPOTUSBUJPO 
PCTFSWBUJPO SPMFQMBZ QBSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPOBOECSBJOTUPSNJOH
Ŵ %JWJEFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPGPVSHSPVQT EFQFOEJOHPOUIFTJ[FPGUIFHSPVQ BOEUFMMUIFNUPBTTJHO
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT SFQPSUFSBOEGBDJMJUBUPS 
ŵ %JTUSJCVUFFYFSDJTFųŴŲBOEBTLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPëMMJOUIFHSJEJOBHSPVQ$MBSJGZUFSNJOPMPHJFTBOE
BOZEPVCUT"MMPDBUFUJNFGPSUIFEJTDVTTJPO
Ŷ *OWJUFUIFSFQPSUFSPGFBDIHSPVQUPQSFTFOUUIFSFTVMUTPGUIFHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOUPUIFBVEJFODF
ŷ *OWJUFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPEJTDVTTPOUIFSFTVMUTBOEQSPWJEFGFFECBDLPOUIJTFYFSDJTF
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Ÿ 4VNNBSJTFUIFSFTVMUTBOEMFTTPOTMFBSOFE
Ź "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTXIJDIPGUIFUFDIOJRVFTBSFDPNNPOMZVTFEEVSJOHUIFJSUSBJOJOHFWFOUTBOEXIZ
Activity 2: 1SBDUJDF)PXUP"QQMZ5SBJOJOH5FDIOJRVFT 1SBDUJDF  ŲIPVSųűNJOVUFT

Ų %JWJEFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPGPVSHSPVQT
ų (JWFBDIBODFGPSUIFQBJSTUPTFMFDUUXPUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT MJTUFEJOUIFIBOEPVU 
Ŵ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPTFMFDUBUPQJDBOEQSFQBSFBQSFTFOUBUJPOCZFNQMPZJOHUIFTFMFDUFEUSBJOJOH
techniques.
ŵ &BDIQBJSOFFETUPEFNPOTUSBUFUIFVTFPGUXPUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT
Ŷ *OWJUFUIFQBJSTUPQSFTFOUUIFJSQSFTFOUBUJPOT
ŷ #SBJOTUPSNFWBMVBUJPODSJUFSJBGPSFWBMVBUJOHQBSUJDJQBOUTQSFTFOUBUJPOT GPSFYBNQMFVOEFSTUBOEJOH
of the techniques, clarity of the presentation, involvement of participants, logical sequence,
BQQSPQSJBUFTFMFDUJPOPGMFBSOJOHBDUJWJUJFT UJNJOH 
Ÿ 4VNNBSJTFUIFGPMMPXJOHQPJOUTPOTFMFDUJOHUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT
B  #FGPSFTFMFDUJOHBMFBSOJOHNFUIPE LOPXUIFCBDLHSPVOEPGUSBJOFFT
t

1SJPSLOPXMFEHF TLJMMTBOEBUUJUVEFT

t

"HF

t

4JNJMBSJUJFTBOEEJêFSFODFT

C  ɥFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGUSBJOFSTBMTPOFFEUPCFDPOTJEFSFE
t

2VBMJëDBUJPO

t

5FDIOJDBMTLJMMBOELOPXIPX

t

"UUJUVEFTUPXBSETUSBJOJOH

t

*OEJWJEVBMJOJUJBUJWFT

t

/VNCFST

D  0UIFSGBDUPSTJODMVEF &OHBHFMFBSOFSTJONFBOJOHGVMPQFSBUJPOT QSPWJEFGFFECBDL QSPWJEF
motivation, provide for individual evaluation, encourage structuring of data, provide for a
variety of activities, respect learning hierarchies.
Ź 8SBQVQUIFTFTTJPOCZBTLJOHQBSUJDJQBOUTRVFTUJPOTTVDIBTi)PXEJEZPVGFFMEPJOHUIJTFYFSDJTF w
BOEi8IBUEJEZPVMFBSO w i)PXBSFUIFZHPJOHUPNBLFJUEJêFSFOUJOUIFGVUVSF w
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Handout 2.5.1
Training Techniques
Training techniques are the means trainer use to achieve learning objectives. These are the procedures,
techniques, and processes trainers use to help learners acquire new knowledge, skills, and attitudes.
ɥFWBMVFPGUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFTEFQFOETPOIPXJUBQQMJFE"HPPEUFDIOJRVFQPPSMZBQQMJFE NBZMFTT
FêFDUJWFUIBONFEJPDSFUFDIOJRVFTTVTFEXFMMɥFFïDJFODZPGUFDIOJRVFTEFQFOETPOUIFNPUJWBUJPO
PGBUSBJOFSJOVTJOHJU'PSDJOHBUSBJOFSUPVTFUFDIOJRVFTTIFPSTIFEJTMJLFTPSLOPXTMJUUMFBCPVUDBO
produce poor results.
*OQSJODJQMF UIFSFBSFBXJEFWBSJFUZPGUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFTUIBUUSBJOFSTDBOFNQMPZUPDPOEVDUUIFJS
DPVSTFT*OQSBDUJDF IPXFWFS DIPJDFJTDPOTUSBJOFECZTVDIGBDUPSTBTUSBJOFSTDPOëEFODFBOEDPNQFUFODF 
and resources available for training.
Selection criteria of training techniques
&BDIUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFTIBTJUTPXOTQFDJBMGFBUVSFTBOEXIFOQSFQBSJOHBUSBJOJOHBDUJWJUZUIFUSBJOFSIBT
to make decisions about which techniques will be the most appropriate for that particular training event.
ɥFTFMFDUJPOPGDFSUBJOUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFTXJMMEFQFOEPOUIFSFTVMUTPGIJTIFSSFWJFXPGRVFTUJPOT
like the following:
*TUIJTUFDIOJRVFNPTUFêFDUJWFJOSFBMJTJOHUIFPCKFDUJWFPGUIJTUSBJOJOHFWFOU
%P*OFFEBUFDIOJRVFUIBUJTWFSZFêFDUJWFJO
t

%FWFMPQNFOUPGLOPXMFEHFPGGBDUTBOEFYQPTVSFUPOFXJEFBT

t

%FWFMPQNFOUPGQSBDUJDBMTLJMMTBOEFYQFSJNFOUBUJPOXJUIOFXCFIBWJPVS

t

%FWFMPQNFOUPGBUUJUVEFTBOECVJMEJOHVQOFXPSJFOUBUJPOTBOEDPNNJUNFOUT

t

%FWFMPQNFOUPGIJHIFSDPHOJUJWFTLJMMTBOEQBSUJDJQBOUTDBQBDJUZUPBOBMZTFBOETPMWFQSPCMFNT

4PNFUFDIOJRVFTXJMMCFNPSFTVJUFEUPNBLFQBSUJDJQBOUTBXBSFPGOFXJEFBTMJLFMFDUVSF TFNJOBS 0UIFST
XJMMCFNPSFTVJUFEUPEFWFMPQTQFDJëDTLJMMTQSBDUJDBMJOTUSVDUJPO JOUSBZFYFSDJTFT BOEPUIFSTBSFNPSF
BQUUPCVJMEOFXPSJFOUBUJPOT GPSFYBNQMF SPMFQMBZ TJNVMBUJPOHBNFT 
*TUIJTUFDIOJRVFBQQMJDBCMFXJUIUIFSFTPVSDFTBWBJMBCMFBOEJTJUNPTUFDPOPNJD
8IBUBSFUIFSFTPVSDFT QSFQBSBUJPOUJNF JNQMFNFOUBUJPOUJNFTQFDJGJDGBDJMJUJFT NBUFSJBMTBOE
FRVJQNFOUTQFDJBMJTFEUSBJOFST FUDFUFSB UIBU*IBWFBWBJMBCMFBOEXIBUBSFUIFSFTPVSDFTSFRVJSFNFOUT
PGUIFUFDIOJRVF*XBOUUPBQQMZ *TUIJTUFDIOJRVFNPTUFïDJFOUJOSFBMJTJOHNZPCKFDUJWFVOEFSUIF
QSFTFOUDPOEJUJPOT
4PNFUFDIOJRVFTIBWFIJHIJOWFTUNFOUDPTUTCVUIBWFMPXJNQMFNFOUBUJPOSFRVJSFNFOUTGPSFYBNQMF 
QSPHSBNNFETFMGJOTUSVDUJPO"UFDIOJRVFMJLFUIFMFDUVSFJTFBTJFSUPQSFQBSFBOEJNQMFNFOUGPSBUSBJOFS
UIBOGPSFYBNQMF JOUFOTJWFTNBMMHSPVQXPSL
%PFTUIJTUFDIOJRVFTSFTVMUJOUSBJOFSBOEQBSUJDJQBOUSPMFTBQQSPQSJBUFGPSUIJTUZQFPGUSBJOJOH UIJT
HSPVQPGUSBJOFFT UIJTUSBJOFS
4PNFUFDIOJRVFTBMMPXGPSJOUFOTJWFQBSUJDJQBUJPO QSPNPUFUIFDPOUSJCVUJPOPGQBSUJDJQBOUTGSPNUIFJS
PXOFYQFSJFODF BOENBLFPQUJNBMVTFPGUIFJSDSFBUJWFBOESBUJPOBMDBQBDJUJFT EJTDPWFSZMFBSOJOH
UFDIOJRVFTUIFUSBJOFSXJMMNBJOMZBDUBTBGBDJMJUBUPS *OPUIFSUFDIOJRVFTUIFFNQIBTJTJTPOFYQPTJOH
UIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPOFX*EFBTBOEJOGPSNBUJPO EFNPOTUSBUJPOBOEJOTUSVDUJPO FYQPTJUPSZUFDIOJRVFT
UIFUSBJOFSXJMMNBJOMZBDUBTBSFTPVSDFQFSTPOJOTUSVDUPS 
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"DDPSEJOHMZ TPNFUFDIOJRVFTBSFNPSFBQQSPQSJBUFXIFOUIFTVCKFDUPGUIFUSBJOJOHFWFOUJTQBSUPGPS
MJOLFEXJUIQBSUJDJQBOUTFYQFSJFODFT8IFOUIFTVCKFDUPGUSBJOJOHJTDPNQMFUFMZPVUTJEFUIFFYQFSJFODF
PGUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTFYQPTJUPSZUFDIOJRVFTTVDIBTMFDUVSF ëMNBOEEFNPOTUSBUJPOXJMMCFVTFEUPQSPWJEF
UIFTUVEFOUTXJUIUIFCBTJDJOGPSNBUJPO"MTPJOUIFMBUUFSDBTFEJTDPWFSZUFDIOJRVFTDBOCFBQQMJFEGPS
FYBNQMF DBTFTUVEJFTNBZCFBOBMZTFEJOTNBMMHSPVQTUPGBNJMJBSJTFQBSUJDJQBOUTXJUIOFXLOPXMFEHF
The choice of a technique may also depend on the ability of the trainers to handle such a technique and
PGUIFUSBJOJOHTUZMFBOEFYQFDUBUJPOTPGUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT
)FSFBGUFSXFXJMMSFWJFXRVJDLMZUIFNBJODIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGTPNF5SBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT)PXFWFS POF
TIPVMEBMXBZTCFBXBSFUIBUJOQSBDUJDFUIFFêFDUTPGDFSUBJOUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFTXJMMWBSZTUSPOHMZXJUI
t

ɥFDPOUFYUJOXIJDIJUJTBQQMJFE USBJOFS USBJOFFT TVCKFDUPCKFDUJWFT USBJOJOHDMJNBUF 

t

ɥFDPNCJOBUJPOWBSJBUJPOPGUIJTUFDIOJRVFXJUIPUIFSUFDIOJRVFTɥFFêFDUPGDFSUBJO5SBJOJOH
techniques may change or be strengthened considerably when applied in combination with other
UFDIOJRVFTMJLFMFDUVSFXJUIBVEJPWJTVBMTBOECV[[HSPVQT"MTPWBSJBUJPOPGUFDIOJRVFJOUIFDPVSTF
of training will improve the impact of the individual technique.

7BSJBUJPOJODMVEFTDIBOHFTGSPNQBTTJWFUPBDUJWF GSPNBCTUSBDUUPDPODSFUF GSPNFYQMPSJOHOFXJEFBT
UPJOUFHSBUJPOXJUIFYJTUJOHLOPXMFEHF WBSJBUJPOGSPNQMFOBSZUPTNBMMHSPVQXPSL GSPNMFDUVSFUP
QSBDUJDBMXPSLɥFEJêFSFOUUZQFTPGUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFTBSFUIPTFFYQMBJOFE
Exercise 2.3.1
8SJUFZPVSTVHHFTUJPOTPOUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFTJOUIFSJHIUDPSOFSDPMVNOPGUIFUBCMFCFMPXGPSUIF
GVODUJPOTTQFDJëFEJOUIFMFGUIBOEDPSOFS
Functions

Most Appropriate training techniques

1 To present information
2 To communicate objectives
3 To motivate trainees
4 To develop critical thinking
5PFYQMBJOEJïDVMUDPODFQUTBOEQSPCMFNT
6 To change attitudes
7 To encourage originality and initiative
8 To develop ability to solve problems
5PEFWFMPQTQFDJëDTLJMMT

Training techniques by Type of Applications
Method

Applications

1SFTFOUBUJPO-FDUVSF

4IBSJOHLOPXMFEHFBOEFYQFSJFODF MBSHFOVNCFSPGUSBJOFFT JOUSPEVDJOHUSBJOJOHNPEVMFT
objectives

%FNPOTUSBUJPO

-FBSOJOHBTLJMM0QFSBUJOHTPGUXBSF NBDIJOFTBOEJOTUSVNFOUT 5FBDIJOHDBMDVMBUJPO
techniques

4USVDUVSFEEJTDVTTJPO

1SJODJQMFTBOEUIFPSJFT QSPCMFN QMBOOJOH 4USBUFHZGPSNVMBUJPO $POUSPWFSTJBMJTTVFT

Case study

1SPCMFNTPMWJOH EFDJTJPONBLJOH "OBMZTJTPGBDPNQMFYTJUVBUJPO

3PMFQMBZ

5SBJOJOHUPGBDFDPOìJDUJOHBOETUSFTTGVMTJUVBUJPOT 5FBDIJOHJOUFSQFSTPOBMTLJMMT 
communication and negotiation skills, to encourage empathic behavioral patterns

4JNVMBUJPO

.BOBHFNFOUDPODFQUT EFDJTJPONBLJOH 5FBNCVJMEJOH

(BNFT

.BOBHFNFOUQSPCMFNT EFDJTJPONBLJOH 5FBNCVJMEJOH
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Method

Applications

Brainstorming

1SPCMFNTPMWJOH$SFBUJWFJOOPWBUJWFUIJOLJOH 1SPWJEJOHSFGSFTIJOHCSFBLBOEDSFBUJOHHSPVQ
interest

#V[[(SPVQ

3FJOGPSDJOHMFBSOJOHQSPDFTT 1SPWJEJOHBSFGSFTIJOHCSFBLJOBMFDUVSF 0CUBJOJOHGFFECBDL 
1SPCMFNTPMWJOH"CJMJUZUPUIJOLMPHJDBMMZ "CJMJUZUPXPSLXJUIPUIFSQFPQMF

'JFME5SJQ7JTJU

"DUJPOMFBSOJOH SFMBUJOHQSJODJQMFTDPODFQUTUPSFBMTJUVBUJPOT

"EVMUTMFBSO
less when
they only.....
1SBDUJDF
3FBEJOHBTTJHONFOU
3PMFQMBZ
Case study
"ïOJUZUSFF
(SPVQEJTDVTTJPO
Branstorming
%FNPOTUSBUJPO
'JMNWJEFP
"EVMUTMFBSO
more when
they...can...

-FDUVSF

Figure 4: Training techniques
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Handout 2.5.2
Training Technique: Affinity diagram
What is affinity diagram?
"ïOJUZEJBHSBNJTBUFDIOJRVFUPFMJDJUBOEPSHBOJTFUIPVHIUTGSPNBHSPVQPGJOEJWJEVBMTXIPNBZIBWF
disparate points of view.
Why affinity diagram?
4PNFJOEJWJEVBMTBSFOPUDPNGPSUBCMFJOUSBEJUJPOBMCSBJOTUPSNJOHTFTTJPOTɥFZOFFEBTVQQPSUJWF
FOWJSPONFOUJOXIJDIUIFZEPOPUQFSDFJWFBOZSJTLTDPOOFDUFEUPJEFBTUIFZNBZTIBSF8IFSFDBOXF
VTFBïOJUZEJBHSBNJOQSBDUJDBMTJUVBUJPO 'PSFYBNQMFOFFETBTTFTTNFOU QSJPSJUJFTPGQBTUPSBMJTUT 
generating and sorting solutions.
How to do affinity diagram?
ɥF"ïOJUZ1SPDFTTJTVTFEUPTPSURVBMJUBUJWFEBUB GSFFGPSNSFTQPOTFT JOUPOBUVSBMMZSFMBUFEHSPVQJOHT 
BOEUPJEFOUJGZUIFPOFUIFNF XSJUUFOPOBIFBEFSDBSE XIJDITVNNBSJTFTIPXFBDIHSPVQJTCFTUEFëOFE
TFFUIFëHVSFPOQBHF 
How to Use:
 "TTFNCMFBHSPVQPGUISFFUPFJHIUQFPQMFXIPCSJOHWBSJFEQFSTQFDUJWFT
 &YQMJDJUMZTUBUFJTTVFRVFTUJPOQSPCMFNCFJOHFYBNJOFEUISPVHIUIF"ïOJUZQSPDFTT
3. Tell the participants to try individually and then group
 'PMMPXJOH CSBJOTUPSNJOH HVJEFMJOFT  HJWF UJNF MJNJU PG  NJOVUFT JO XIJDI JOEJWJEVBMT XPSL
independently according to the following:
t

8SJUFFBDISFTQPOTFPOUPBDBSEPSTFMGTUJDLOPUF

t

6TFDMFBSBOEDPNQMFUFQISBTFT*EFBTBSFSFDPSEFETFQBSBUFMZPOJOEFYDBSET

t

/PPOFXPSEDBSETBSFBMMPXFE

t

8SJUFDMFBSMZ MBSHFFOPVHITPFWFSZPOFDBOTFF

t

'PMMPXHFOFSBMCSBJOTUPSNJOHSVMFT

 ɥFOQVUBMMUIFDBSETJOBUBCMF*OHSPVQ TPSUUIFDBSETJOUPSFMBUFEHSPVQJOHTUIJTJTBTJMFOU
QSPDFTTXJUIBMMNFNCFSTQBSUJDJQBUJOH$POUJOVFUPHSPVQBOESFHSPVQVOUJMBMMNFNCFSTTUPQ"WPJE
duplicated ideas.
 $SFBUFDPODJTFCVUDPNQMFUFIFBEFSDBSETGPSFBDIëOBMHSPVQɥFIFBEFSTIPVMEDBQUVSFUIFFTTFOUJBM
link in all the cards below it.
)FBEJOH

)FBEJOH

)FBEJOH

Figure 5: Sorting ideas through affinity process
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Handout 2.5.3
Description
"QSFTFOUBUJPOJTBOBDUJWJUZDPOEVDUFECZBSFTPVSDFTQFDJBMJTUUPDPOWFZJOGPSNBUJPO UIFPSJFTPS
QSJODJQMFT'PSNTPGQSFTFOUBUJPOTDBOSBOHFGSPNTUSBJHIUMFDUVSFUPTPNFJOWPMWFNFOUPGUIFMFBSOFS
UISPVHIRVFTUJPOTBOEEJTDVTTJPO1SFTFOUBUJPOTEFQFOENPSFPOUIFUSBJOFSGPSDPOUFOUUIBOEPFTBOZ
other training technique.
Uses
t

5PJOUSPEVDFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPBOFXTVCKFDU

t

5PQSPWJEFBOPWFSWJFXPSBTZOUIFTJT

t

5PDPOWFZGBDUT TUBUJTUJDT

t

5PBEESFTTBMBSHFHSPVQ

Advantages
t

$PWFSTBMPUPGNBUFSJBMJOBTIPSUUJNF

t

6TFGVMGPSMBSHFHSPVQT

t

$BOCFBEBQUFEUPBOZLJOEPGMFBSOFS

t

$BOQSFDFEFNPSFQSBDUJDBMUSBJOJOHUFDIOJRVFT

t

ɥFMFDUVSFSIBTNPSFDPOUSPMUIBOJOPUIFSTJUVBUJPOT

Things to be aware of before you decide to use a lecture
t

&NQIBTJTFTPOFXBZDPNNVOJDBUJPO

t

*TOPUFYQFSJFOUJBMJOBQQSPBDI

t

-FBSOFSTSPMFJTQBTTJWF

t

-FDUVSFSOFFETTLJMMTUPCFBOFêFDUJWFQSFTFOUFS

t

*OBQQSPQSJBUFGPSDIBOHJOHCFIBWJPVSPSGPSMFBSOJOHTLJMMT

t

-FBSOFSSFUFOUJPOJTOPUBTHSFBUVOMFTTJUJTGPMMPXFEVQXJUIBNPSFQSBDUJDBMUFDIOJRVF

t

"QSFTFOUBUJPOJTDPNNPOJONPSFGPSNBMTJUVBUJPOT

Process
 *OUSPEVDFUIFUPQJDUFMMUIFMFBSOFSTXIBUZPVBSFHPJOHUPUFMMUIFN
 5FMMUIFNXIBUZPVXBOUUPUFMMUIFNQSFTFOUUIFNBUFSJBMVTJOHWJTVBMBJET
 4VNNBSJTFUIFLFZQPJOUTZPVWFNBEFUFMMUIFMFBSOFSTXIBUZPVIBWFUPMEUIFN
 *OWJUFUIFMFBSOFSTUPBTLRVFTUJPOT
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Handout 2.5.4
Training Technique: Demonstration
Description
"EFNPOTUSBUJPOJTBQSFTFOUBUJPOPGUFDIOJRVFTGPSEPJOHTPNFUIJOH
Uses
t

5PUFBDIBTQFDJëDTLJMMPSUFDIOJRVF

t

5PNPEFMBTUFQCZTUFQBQQSPBDI

Advantages
t

&BTZUPGPDVTMFBSOFSTBUUFOUJPO

t

4IPXTQSBDUJDBMBQQMJDBUJPOTPGBUFDIOJRVF

t

*OWPMWFTMFBSOFSTXIFOUIFZUSZUIFUFDIOJRVFTUIFNTFMWFT

Things to be aware of before you decide to use
t

3FRVJSFTQMBOOJOHBOEQSBDUJDFBIFBEPGUJNF

t

%FNPOTUSBUPSOFFETUPIBWFFOPVHINBUFSJBMTGPSFWFSZPOFUPUSZUIFUFDIOJRVFT

t

/PUVTFGVMJOMBSHFHSPVQT

t

3FRVJSFTHJWJOHGFFECBDLUPMFBSOFSTXIFOUIFZUSZUIFNTFMWFT

Process
 *OUSPEVDFUIFEFNPOTUSBUJPOXIBUJTUIFQVSQPTF
 1SFTFOUUIFNBUFSJBMZPVSFHPJOHUPVTF
 %FNPOTUSBUF
 %FNPOTUSBUFBHBJO FYQMBJOJOHFBDITUFQ
 *OWJUFUIFMFBSOFSTUPBTLRVFTUJPOT
 )BWFUIFMFBSOFSTQSBDUJDFUIFNTFMWFT
 %JTDVTTIPXFBTZEJïDVMUJUXBTGPSUIFN4VNNBSJTF
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Handout 2.5.5
Training Technique: Case Study
Description
A case study is a written description of a hypothetical situation that is used for analysis and discussion.
Uses
t

5PEJTDVTTDPNNPOQSPCMFNTJOBUZQJDBMTJUVBUJPO

t

1SPWJEFTBTBGFPQQPSUVOJUZUPEFWFMPQQSPCMFNTPMWJOHTLJMMT

t

5PQSPNPUFHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOBOEHSPVQQSPCMFNTPMWJOH

Advantages
t

-FBSOFSDBOSFMBUFUPUIFTJUVBUJPO

t

*OWPMWFTBOFMFNFOUPGNZTUFSZ

t

ɥFIZQPUIFUJDBMTJUVBUJPOEPFTOPUJOWPMWFQFSTPOBMSJTLT

t

-FBSOFSTBSFJOWPMWFE

Things to be aware of before you decide to use
t

ɥFDBTFNVTUCFDMPTFMZSFMBUFEUPUIFMFBSOFSTFYQFSJFODF

t

1SPCMFNTBSFPGUFODPNQMFYBOENVMUJGBDFUFE

t

ɥFSFJTOPUBMXBZTKVTUPOFSJHIUTPMVUJPO

t

3FRVJSFTBMPUPGQMBOOJOHUJNFJGZPVOFFEUPXSJUFUIFDBTFZPVSTFMG

t

%JTDVTTJPORVFTUJPOTOFFEUPCFDBSFGVMMZEFTJHOFE

Process
 *OUSPEVDFUIFDBTF
 (JWFMFBSOFSTUJNFUPGBNJMJBSJTFUIFNTFMWFTXJUIUIFDBTF
 1SFTFOURVFTUJPOTGPSEJTDVTTJPOPSUIFQSPCMFNUPCFTPMWFE
 %JTDVTTBMMQPTTJCMFTPMVUJPOTBOTXFST
 "TLUIFMFBSOFSTXIBUUIFZIBWFMFBSOFEGSPNUIFFYFSDJTF
 "TLUIFNIPXUIFDBTFNJHIUCFSFMFWBOUUPUIFJSPXOFOWJSPONFOUT
 4VNNBSJTF
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Handout 2.5.6
Training Technique: Role-Play
Description
*OBSPMFQMBZ UXPPSNPSFJOEJWJEVBMTFOBDUQBSUTJOBTDFOBSJPSFMBUFEUPBUSBJOJOHUPQJD
Uses
t

)FMQTUPDIBOHFQFPQMFTBUUJUVEFT

t

&OBCMFTQFPQMFUPTFFUIFDPOTFRVFODFTPGUIFJSBDUJPOTPOPUIFST

t

1SPWJEFTBOPQQPSUVOJUZGPSMFBSOFSTUPTFFIPXPUIFSTNJHIUGFFMCFIBWFJOBHJWFOTJUVBUJPO

t

1SPWJEFTBTBGFFOWJSPONFOUJOXIJDIQBSUJDJQBOUTDBOFYQMPSFQSPCMFNTUIFZNBZGFFMVODPNGPSUBCMF
about discussing in real life.

t

&OBCMFTMFBSOFSTUPFYQMPSFBMUFSOBUJWFBQQSPBDIFTUPEFBMJOHXJUITJUVBUJPOT

Advantages
t

4UJNVMBUJOHBOEGVO

t

&OHBHFTUIFHSPVQTBUUFOUJPO

t

4JNVMBUFTUIFSFBMXPSME

Things to be aware of before you decide to use a role-play
t

"SPMFQMBZJTTQPOUBOFPVTUIFSFJTOPTDSJQUUPGPMMPX

t

"DUPSTNVTUIBWFBHPPEVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIFJSSPMFGPSUIFSPMFQMBZUPTVDDFFE

t

"DUPSTNJHIUHFUDBSSJFEBXBZXJUIUIFJSSPMFT

Process
 1SFQBSFUIFBDUPSTTPUIFZVOEFSTUBOEUIFJSSPMFTBOEUIFTJUVBUJPO
 4FUUIFDMJNBUFTPUIFPCTFSWFSTLOPXXIBUUIFTJUVBUJPOJOWPMWFT
 0CTFSWFUIFSPMFQMBZ
 ɥBOLUIFBDUPSTBOEBTLUIFNIPXUIFZGFFMBCPVUUIFSPMFQMBZCFTVSFUIBUUIFZHFUPVUPGUIFJSSPMFT
and back to their real selves.
 4IBSFUIFSFBDUJPOTBOEPCTFSWBUJPOTPGUIFPCTFSWFST
 %JTDVTTEJêFSFOUSFBDUJPOTUPXIBUIBQQFOFE
 "TLUIFMFBSOFSTXIBUUIFZIBWFMFBSOFEBOEEFWFMPQQSJODJQMFT
 "TLUIFMFBSOFSTIPXUIFTJUVBUJPOSFMBUFTUPUIFJSPXOMJWFT
 4VNNBSJTF
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Handout 2.5.7
Training Technique: Simulation
Description
"TJNVMBUJPOJTBOFOBDUNFOUPGBSFBMMJGFTJUVBUJPO
Uses
t

"MMPXT MFBSOFST UP FYQFSJFODF EFDJTJPONBLJOH JO iSFBMw TJUVBUJPOT XJUIPVU XPSSZJOH BCPVU UIF
consequences of their decisions.

t

"XBZUPBQQMZJOHLOPXMFEHF EFWFMPQTTLJMMT BOEFYBNJOFTBUUJUVEFTJOUIFDPOUFYUPGBOFWFSZEBZ
situation.

Advantages
t

1SBDUJDBM

t

-FBSOFSTBSFBCMFUPEJTDPWFSBOESFBDUPOUIFJSPXO

t

)JHIJOWPMWFNFOUPGUIFMFBSOFS

t

*NNFEJBUFGFFECBDL

Things to be aware of before you decide to use a simulation
t

5JNFDPOTVNJOH

t

ɥFGBDJMJUBUPSNVTUCFXFMMQSFQBSFE FTQFDJBMMZXJUIMPHJTUJDT

t

"TJNVMBUJPOJTPGUFOBTJNQMJTUJDWJFXPGSFBMJUZ

Process
 1SFQBSFUIFMFBSOFSTUPUBLFPOTQFDJëDSPMFTEVSJOHUIFTJNVMBUJPO
 *OUSPEVDFUIFHPBMT SVMFT BOEUJNFGSBNFGPSUIFTJNVMBUJPO
 'BDJMJUBUFUIFTJNVMBUJPO
 "TLMFBSOFSTBCPVUUIFJSSFBDUJPOTUPUIFTJNVMBUJPO
 "TLMFBSOFSTXIBUUIFZIBWFMFBSOFEGSPNUIFTJNVMBUJPOBOEEFWFMPQQSJODJQMFT
 "TLMFBSOFSTIPXUIFTJNVMBUJPOSFMBUFTUPUIFJSPXOMJWFT
 4VNNBSJTF
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Handout 2.5.8
Training Technique: Small Group Discussion
Description
"TNBMMHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOJTBOBDUJWJUZUIBUBMMPXTMFBSOFSTUPTIBSFUIFJSFYQFSJFODFTBOEJEFBTPSUP
solve a problem.
Uses
t

&OIBODFTQSPCMFNTPMWJOHTLJMMT

t

)FMQTQBSUJDJQBOUTMFBSOGSPNFBDIPUIFS

t

(JWFTQBSUJDJQBOUTBHSFBUFSTFOTFPGSFTQPOTJCJMJUZJOUIFMFBSOJOHQSPDFTT

t

1SPNPUFTUFBNXPSL

t

$MBSJëFTQFSTPOBMWBMVFT

Advantages
t

-FBSOFSTEFWFMPQHSFBUFSDPOUSPMPWFSUIFJSMFBSOJOH

t

1BSUJDJQBUJPOJTFODPVSBHFE

t

"MMPXTGPSSFJOGPSDFNFOUBOEDMBSJëDBUJPOPGMFTTPOUISPVHIEJTDVTTJPO

Things to be aware of before you decide to use a small group discussion
t

ɥFUBTLHJWFOUPUIFHSPVQOFFETUPCFWFSZDMFBS

t

ɥFHSPVQTIPVMECFBXBSFPGUJNFMJNJUTGPSUIFEJTDVTTJPO

t

1BSUJDJQBOUTTIPVMECFBCMFUPMJTUFOUPFBDIPUIFS FWFOJGUIFZEPOPUBHSFF

t

(SPVQEJTDVTTJPOTIPVMEOPUCFEPNJOBUFECZBOZPOFPSUXPQFPQMF

t

2VFTUJPOTIFMQHVJEFUIFEJTDVTTJPO

t

&WFSZPOFTIPVMECFFODPVSBHFEUPQBSUJDJQBUF

Process
 "SSBOHFUIFMFBSOFSTJOHSPVQTPGGPVSUPTFWFO
 *OUSPEVDFUIFUBTLUIBUEFTDSJCFTXIBUTIPVMECFEJTDVTTFE
 "TLFBDIHSPVQUPEFTJHOBUFBEJTDVTTJPOGBDJMJUBUPS BSFDPSEFS BOEBQFSTPOUPQSFTFOUUIFHSPVQT
ëOEJOHTUPUIFMBSHFSHSPVQ
4. Check to make sure that each group understands the task.
 (JWFHSPVQTUJNFUPEJTDVTTUIJTTIPVMEOPUSFRVJSFUIFUSBJOFSTJOWPMWFNFOUVOMFTTUIFMFBSOFST
have questions for the trainer.
 )BWFPOFQFSTPOGSPNFBDIHSPVQTVNNBSJTFUIFëOEJOHTPGUIFHSPVQ UIJTDPVMECFBTPMVUJPOUPB
QSPCMFN BOTXFSTUPBRVFTUJPO PSBTVNNBSZPGJEFBT 
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 *EFOUJGZDPNNPOUIFNFTUIBUXFSFBQQBSFOUJOUIFHSPVQTQSFTFOUBUJPOT
 "TLUIFMFBSOFSTXIBUUIFZIBWFMFBSOFEGSPNUIFFYFSDJTF
 "TLUIFNIPXUIFZNJHIUVTFXIBUUIFZIBWFMFBSOFE
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2.6 Facilitation Skills for PFS Facilitators
Background
The word ‘facilitation’ has been used in different ways by different people. Facilitation comes from the Latin word
‘facile’ that means ‘easy’. Facilitation is a process that makes it easier for people to learn new things. Facilitation is
about empowering others. It involves letting go of control over the outcome of a process and giving that responsibility
to the group. Facilitation is the art, not of putting ideas into people’s heads, but of drawing ideas out. The facilitator’s
role is to draw out knowledge and ideas from different members of a group.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t %JTDVTTDPODFQUTPGGBDJMJUBUJPOJOUIFDPOUFYUPG1'4
t *EFOUJGZUIFSPMFPGUIFGBDJMJUBUPSJOUIFDPOUFYUPG1'4
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPGBDJMJUBUFMFBSOJOHJOBOJOUFSBDUJWFXBZJOUIFDPOUFYUPG1'4

Topic overview
1. What is and why facilitation
2. Good qualities of facilitator
3. Role of facilitator
4. Verbal and non-verbal facilitation skills

Method of facilitation
t 3JWFSDPEF
t %SBXJOH
t 'JTICPXM
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPO

Time: 2 hours
Materials: A4 sheets, cards, note book, pens, ruler, masking tape, display board, pre-prepared flip chart papers,
push pins, pictures showing characteristics of good and bad facilitation.

Handout: 2.6.1 and 2.6.2
Additional reference
t 4BN,BOFS Ųźźŷ 'BDJMJUBUPST(VJEFUP1BSUJDJQBUPSZ%FDJTJPO .BLJOH/FX4PDJFUZ1VCMJTIFST 64"

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: 8IBUJTBOE8IZ'BDJMJUBUJPO ŴűNJOVUFT

Ų "MMPXQBSUJDJQBOUTUPFYQFSJFODFUIFDPODFQUPGGBDJMJUBUJPOBOEJUTEJêFSFODFXJUIUSBEJUJPOBM
UFBDIJOHXJUIUIFGPMMPXJOHSPMFQMBZ 4FFFYFSDJTFųŶŲ 
ų "TLGPVSWPMVOUFFSTBNPOHUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPBDUJOUIFTJNVMBUJPOFYFSDJTF
3. To conduct this play you will need two pieces of rope or branches to represent the banks of a river,
some paper, stones or draw large circles on the ground to represent stepping stones by which to
DSPTTUIFSJWFTFF'JHVSFTųŶŲ
4. Ask the rest of the participants to observe the play attentively.
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Ŷ "GUFSUIFFYFSDJTF UIBOLUIFWPMVOUFFSBDUPST
ŷ "TLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPGPSNŴUPŵHSPVQTUPEJTDVTTPOUIFGPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOTVTJOHFYQFSJFOUJBM
learning cycle questions :
t

8IBUEPFTUIFQMBZSFQSFTFOU

t

8IBUEPZPVVOEFSTUBOECZGBDJMJUBUJPOTLJMMTGSPNUIFTJNVMBUJPOFYFSDJTF

t

8IZEPZPVUIJOLGBDJMJUBUJPOJTBVTFGVMUPPMGPS1'4

t

8IBUWBMVFTBOEQSJODJQMFTVOEFSQJOGBDJMJUBUJPO

t

8IBUEPZPVTFFBTUIFSPMFPGBGBDJMJUBUPSJO1'4 

7. The reporters present the results to the audience. About five minutes are available for each presentation.
After all the presentations, the facilitator invites the audience to have a brief discussion.
Ź 4VNNBSJTFUIFBDUJWJUJFTCBTFEPOUIFBCPWFTJNVMBUJPOFYFSDJTF
B  ɥFLFZFMFNFOUUPUIFQMBZJTUIBUUIFSJWFSSFQSFTFOUTDIBMMFOHF6OEFSTUBOEJOHUIFFYJTUJOH
TJUVBUJPOJTUIFëSTUTUFQGPSB1'4GBDJMJUBUPS
C  ɥFQMBZJOWPMWFTUXPDIBSBDUFST UXPBSFDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTBOEPOFQFSTPOJTUIFGBDJMJUBUPS
t

*OUIFëSTUDBTF UIFGBDJMJUBUPSCSJOHTFWFSZUIJOHUPUIFDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSɥJTSFQSFTFOUT
B1'4GBDJMJUBUPSTVQQMZJOHUIFDPNNVOJUZXJUIGSFFJOQVUT)PXFWFS BGUFSBUJNFUIF
facilitator gets too tired to continue. When this happens the community member is left
TUSBOEFECFDBVTFTIFEJEOPULOPXIPXUPHFUUPUIFPUIFSTJEF4IFXBTCFJOHDBSSJFEBOE
when support was withdrawn s/he was unable to continue the same pathway. This might
represents traditional teaching of community members.

t

*OUIFTFDPOEJOTUBODF UIFGBDJMJUBUPSFNQPXFSTUIFDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSCZHVJEJOHUIFN
through the river and very clearly shows the stepping stones that the community member
needs to use to get to the other side. This time the community member is slower to cross
CVUHFUTUIFSFCZXPSLJOHXJUIUIFGBDJMJUBUPS"UUIJTQPJOUUIFGBDJMJUBUPSMFBWFT)PXFWFS 
UIFDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSIBTMFBSOUIPXUPDSPTTUIFSJWFS4IFDBOOPXSFUVSOUPXIFSFT
he was and most importantly, help others to cross the river. This represents the purpose of
GBDJMJUBUJPOɥJTFNQIBTJ[FTUIFNFSJUTPGMFBSOJOHCZEPJOHJO1'4DPNQBSFEXJUITVQQMZ
driven solutions that can lead to dependency.

t



ɥFGBDJMJUBUPSTIPVMEFNQIBTJTFUIFNFSJUTPGMFBSOJOHCZEPJOH QMBZų DPNQBSFEXJUI
TVQQMZESJWFO QMBZŲ TPMVUJPOTUIBUDBOMFBEUPEFQFOEFODZ

-

The facilitator’s role is also to encourage each member of the group to contribute to the
best of their ability. Every member of the group has valuable knowledge but the people
NJHIUOPUDPOTJEFSUIFJSLOPXMFEHFBTJNQPSUBOU4PNFUJNFTQFPQMFEPOPUXBOUUP
share their knowledge because it gives them a certain amount of power and advantage
over others. The facilitator’s role is to build trust and respect between the members of
the group and to encourage dialogue and learning, from which the whole group will
benefit.

ɥFGBDJMJUBUPSNBLFTJUFBTJFSGPSQFPQMFCZDSFBUJOHBMFBSOJOHFOWJSPONFOUUIBUXJMMFOBCMF
them to speak up when they have problems, share responsibility for success, contribute their
JEFBTBOEFYQFSUJTF TUJNVMBUFìPXPGDPNNVOJDBUJPO FODPVSBHFUPUBLFJOJUJBUJWFT XPSL
with others, and make decisions.
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Activity 2: (PPE2VBMJUJFTPG"'BDJMJUBUPS%SBXJOH ŵűNJOVUFT

Ų "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTBCPVUUIFJSQSFWJPVTFYQFSJFODFJOGBDJMJUBUJPO"GUFSBCSJFGEJTDVTTJPOPGUIFJS
FYQFSJFODF FYQMBJOUIBUJOUIJTBDUJWJUZ UIFZXJMMCFDPWFSJOHTPNFPGUIFHPPERVBMJUJFTPGB
facilitator which are necessary for effective facilitation
2. Ask each participant to find a partner and give each pair a sheet of flip chart paper. Ask half of the
QBJSTUPESBXBQJDUVSFPGXIBUUIFZXPVMEDPOTJEFSUPCFBOFêFDUJWF1'4GBDJMJUBUPS JMMVTUSBUJOH
the characteristics on their drawing.
Ŵ &YQMBJOUIBUUIFZBSFUPEPUIJTXJUIPVUVTJOHXPSET4JODFUIFZXJMMIBWFPOMZųűNJOVUFTUP
complete the drawing, they should work quickly and not worry about being artistic. Their drawings
should be big enough to be visible to all in the room.
4. Ask each pair to show their drawing. If possible, post all on the walls to encourage comparison of
the group outputs.
Ŷ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUIFGPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOT
B  XIFUIFSUIFESBXJOHXBTGVO
C  UPHFOFSBUFBMJTUPGTJNJMBSJUJFTBOEEJêFSFODFTBNPOHUIFESBXJOHT
D  IPXUIFZNJHIUVTFiESBXJOHTwJO1'4MFBSOJOH
ŷ 'JOBMMZ BTLXIJDIDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTBSFNPSFBQQSPQSJBUFGPS1'4GBDJMJUBUPST

Possible responses
Good listener, good communicator, humble, more persuasive than sequential, more like a counsellor
than a sergeant, more like a coach than a scientist, negotiating rather than dictating decision-making,
willing to spend time in building relationships rather than always being task-oriented, creative to
communicate messages.
7.

Emphasise the following points:
t

"GBDJMJUBUPSJTMJLFBDPOEVDUPS(SFBUNVTJDFNFSHFTXIFOFWFSZPOFJTDPNNVOJDBUJOH
together. Good communication, just like good music, is more about listening than talking.
If everyone plays all the time, there is nothing but an unpleasant noise. It is the conductor’s
job to help each player to listen to others, to keep quiet until it is the right time for them to
play.

t

"HPPEGBDJMJUBUPSJTJOUFSFTUFEOPUPOMZJOXIFUIFSBOPCKFDUJWFJTBDIJFWFECVUIPXɥF
process is just as important as the product. The process of building local knowledge and
skills is vital if the group is to gain the confidence and ability to initiate and sustain positive
change.

t

&NQIBTJTFUIBUGBDJMJUBUJPOJTBCPVUHFUUJOHBCBMBODFCFUXFFOUIFTFEJêFSFOUDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT
GPSFYBNQMF CFUXFFOCFJOHBHPPEMJTUFOFSBOEBHPPEDPNNVOJDBUPS CFUXFFOCFJOHQBUJFOU
and dynamic. Certain skills and techniques can be learnt and applied.

Activity 3: 3PMFPG'BDJMJUBUPSJO1'4 ŴűNJOVUFT

Ų 5FMMUIFNUPXPSLJOQBJSTUIFSPMFPGGBDJMJUBUPSJO1'4-JOLUIJTFYFSDJTFXJUISJWFSDPEFFYFSDJTF
ųŶŲ
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2. Emphasise that the role of the facilitator is to help the learner to progress by asking provoking
RVFTUJPOTɥFQSPWPLJOHRVFTUJPOTBSFQISBTFEBT8IBU 8IZ )PX $PVMEZPV FUD
Ŵ 8SBQVQUIFEJTDVTTJPOCZFNQIBTJTJOHUIFGPMMPXJOHLFZQPJOUTɥFSPMFPGUIFGBDJMJUBUPSJO1'4JT
t

5PFODPVSBHFGVMMQBSUJDJQBUJPOɥFGBDJMJUBUPSDSFBUFTDPOEVDJWFFOWJSPONFOUGPSFBDINFNCFS
of the community to share their ideas freely.

t

"DBUBMZTUɥFGBDJMJUBUPSIFMQTUIFNUPMPPLTFSJPVTMZBUUIFQSPCMFN

t

"IFMQFSJOUIFQSPDFTTɥFGBDJMJUBUPSBTLQSPWPLJOHRVFTUJPOTTPQFPQMFDBOUIJOLUISPVHIBOE
analyse deeply the problem.

t

"SFTPVSDFQFSTPOɥFGBDJMJUBUPSTIBSFIJTIFSLOPXMFEHFXIFOFWFSUIFSFJTBOFFE*OBEEJUJPO 
the facilitator has the opportunity and responsibility to teach group members how to design
and manage an effective decision making process.

t

5PQSPNPUFNVUVBMVOEFSTUBOEJOHɥFGBDJMJUBUPSIFMQTUIFHSPVQSFBMJTFUIBUTVTUBJOBCMF
agreements are built on a foundation of mutual understanding.

t

5PGPTUFSJODMVTJWFTPMVUJPOTɥFGBDJMJUBUPSLOPXTIPXUPIFMQBHSPVQGPSJOOPWBUJWFJEFBTUIBU
incorporate everyone’s points of view.

Activity 4: 7FSCBMBOE7PO7FSCBMGBDJMJUBUJPO4LJMMT 4JNVMBUJPO"DUJWJUZ  ŵűNJOVUFT

1. Introduce the topic of the session.
2. Ask participants to think back to a particular facilitator they have come across whom they considered
to be among the best. Ask them to close their eyes and try to see what that person did that made
learning more effective.
3. Ask participants to list verbal and non verbal facilitation skills of the facilitator.
ŵ &YQMBJOUPUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUIBUWFSCBMBOEOPOWFSCBMDPNNVOJDBUJPOTBSFDSJUJDBMGPSFêFDUJWF
GBDJMJUBUJPOPG1'4MFBSOJOH
Ŷ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPXSJUFUIFJSOBNFTPOBQJFDFPGQBQFSBOEQVUUIFQFJDFTPGQBQFSJOBDBQ.JYUIF
papers and take back to the participants to draw out names randomly. Create four or five member
groups based on the size of the group.
6. Ask each respective group to stand in a circle facing inwards.
7. Ask each group to show as many non verbal actions as they can demonstrate. All the other members
of the group repeat the actions together at least once. Continue until the groups run out of ideas.
8. Finally, tell each group to categorise the non verbal actions into dominance, submissive and
good behaviours. Ask participants to write on three different cards the dominant behaviours, the
TVCNJTTJWFCFIBWJPVSTBOEëOBMMZHPPECFIBWJPVSTFYQSFTTFEJOOPOWFSCBMDVFT
ź "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPTPSUPVUUIFDBSETPOUIFHSPVOECZIBWJOHUIFDBUFHPSZPGEPNJOBOU TVCNJTTJWF
and good behaviours.
Ųű "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUIFGPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOTUPTZOUIFTJ[FMFBSOJOH
t

)PXEPZPVGFFMBCPVUUIFBCPWFFYQFSJFODF

t

8IBUEJEZPVMFBSOGSPNUIFFYQFSJFODF

t

8IBUEPFTBMMPGUIJTNFBOUPZPV

t

)PXDBOZPVBQQMZUIJTJOGBDJMJUBUJOH1'4-&"3/*/("$5*7*5*&4
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11. Wrap up the session by emphasising the following points:
t

0VSQPTUVSF HFTUVSF QIZTJDBMEJTUBODF FZFDPOUBDU NPVUIBOEWPJDFIBWFBOJNQBDUPOUIF
XBZXFFYQSFTTGFFMJOHT JOUFSFTUT BêFDUJPOT PSSFMBYBUJPOT*UJTUIFSFGPSFJNQPSUBOUUIBUUIF
facilitator takes care of these in creating a good relationship with learners and should be cautious
about culturally sensitive non verbal behaviours.


.BJOUBJOFZFDPOUBDUXJUIFWFSZPOFJOUIFHSPVQBTZPVTQFBL



%POPUBQQFBSUPGBWPVSDFSUBJOQFPQMFJOUIFHSPVQ



.PWFBSPVOEUIFSPPNXJUIPVUEJTUSBDUJOHUIFHSPVQ"WPJEQBDJOHPSBEESFTTJOHUIFHSPVQ
from a place where you cannot be easily seen.



"TLRVFTUJPOTUIBUFODPVSBHFSFTQPOTFT'PSFYBNQMF i8IBUEPZPVUIJOLBCPVU wi8IZ w
i)PX wi8IBUJG w

Ųų %JTUSJCVUF)BOEPVUųŶųUPBMMQBSUJDJQBOUT
&YFSDJTF
River code
*OUIFëSTUBDU UXPQFPQMFBUUFNQUUPDSPTTUIFSJWFS0OFQFSTPO 
representing a facilitator, tries to carry the other person across the
river on his / her back. The couple really struggles and then the one
DBSSZJOHUIFQFSTPOHFUTUPPUJSFEUPDPOUJOVF4IFMFBWFTUIFQFSTPO
being carried, in the middle of the river stranded and returns back
to the original side of the river. The person who was being carried is
abandoned to his/her fate; he/she receives no more help.
In the second act, the river crossing task is repeated with the same
person, representing the service provider, leading another person.
In this second act, the leading person does not carry the other but
IPMETUIFJSIBOEBOETIPXTIJNIFS WFSZDMFBSMZ XIFSFUIFOFYU
stone is positioned. The two people take some time to cross the river
CVUCZTIPXJOHUIFTFDPOEQFSTPOXIFSFUIFOFYUTUPOFJTMPDBUFE
the two people manage to cross.
0OSFBDIJOHUIFPUIFSTJEFPGUIFSJWFSUIFZDFMFCSBUFɥFQFSTPO
who showed the way then waves goodbye and leaves the play. The
person who was shown the way returns back to the original side of
the river.
In the third act, the person who was successfully shown how to cross
the river takes one of the members of the audience and shows them
BHBJOIPXUPDSPTTUIFSJWFS/PUIPMEJOHUIFJSIBOECVUCZMFBEJOH
them to the edge and then showing them where to step. The role play
ends when the two people have crossed for the last time.

The act of river crossing
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Handout 
Difference between facilitation skills and conventional teaching
Conventional teaching

Facilitation

5FBDIFSCSJOHTFYUFOTJWFLOPXMFEHFPGUIF
subject

Facilitator draws out and builds on the knowledge
of the group, and knows where to find further
information on the subject

Information flows in just one direction, from Information flows in many different directions
teacher to students
between the facilitator and individual group
NFNCFSToBHFOVJOFFYDIBOHFPGJEFBT
Teacher is concerned with students
understanding the right answer

Facilitator encourages and values different views

Teacher presents new information from the
front

Facilitator uses practical, participatory methods, for
FYBNQMFHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOBOEBDUJWJUJFTJOXIJDIBMM
members of the group participate

Teacher has a formal relationship with the
students, based on their status as a teacher

Facilitator is considered as an equal, and has
relationships based on trust, respect and a desire to
serve

Teacher starts from their own knowledge

Facilitator starts from the knowledge of the group

Teacher follows a pre-set curriculum

Facilitator addresses issues identified by the group
or their community and adapts new ideas to the
needs and culture of the group.
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Handout 
A. Non verbal facilitation skills5
The effect of non-verbal communication is much stronger than the verbal. If verbal and non-verbal are
contradicting, then the latter will be believed. Feelings and/or the relationship between people is mainly
FYQSFTTFEUISPVHIOPOWFSCBMDPNNVOJDBUJPO
Non verbal

Do’s and Don’ts

Appearance:

t 1FPQMFBSFKVEHFECZUIFJSBQQFBSBODF TUFSFPUZQFT 
t #FBQQSPQSJBUFMZESFTTFE
t %PFTZPVBQQFBSBODFTVQQPSUXIBUZPVBSFTBZJOH /PUNJYJOHUIFNFTTBHFT

1PTUVSF

t FYQSFTTFTEPNJOBODF JOUFSFTU BêFDUJPO SFMBYBUJPO
t "OPQFOQPTUVSF VQSJHIU GPSXBSE5BLFBSFMBYFEQPTJUJPO IBWFZPVSMFHTDSPTTFE#FBUUIFTBNF
height as the other person.
t %POPUDSPTTZPVSBSNT
t %POPUQVUZPVSGFFUPOUIFUBCMFPSTMPVDIJOZPVSDIBJS
t %POPUIJEFCFIJOEBEFTL

Gestures

t
t
t
t

%JTUBODF

t 8FIBWFBQFSTPOBM[POF GBNJMZ HPPEGSJFOET BTPDJBM[POF CVTJOFTTSFMBUJPOT BDRVBJOUBODFT BOEB
QVCMJD[POF VOLOPXO OPOTZNQBUIFUJD
t /PUUPPOFBS JOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIFBQQSPQSJBUF[POF/PUUPPGBS

Eye contact

t
t
t
t
t

&ZFDPOUBDUFYQSFTTFTSFDPHOJUJPO SFNFNCSBODF JOìVFODF BêFDUJPO
-PPLBUUIFQFSTPO
(B[FPQFOMZBOEEJSFDU
.BJOUBJOFZFDPOUBDU
%POPUMPPLBXBZPSTUBSFBUPOFQFSTPO

.PVUI

t
t
t
t

+BXSFMBYFE
4NJMFGSJFOEMZ
%POPUGSPXOPSTDPXM
%POPUDIFXQFOPSQFODJM

Voice

t
t
t
t

ɥFTPVOEPGUIFWPJDF UIFUBMLJOHTQFFE UIFNFMPEZBOETJMFODFTUFMMTPNFUIJOHBCPVUJOOFSGFFMJOHT
4QFBLJOUFSFTUJOHMZ
4QFBLDMFBSMZBOEBVEJCMZ
/PUUPPMPVE TBSDBTUJDPSTOFFSJOH

1VUFYUSBFNQIBTJTBOETIPXGFFMJOHT TVDIBTOFSWPVTOFTT BOYJPVTOFTTPSVOTUFBEJOFTT
"QQSPQSJBUFBOEOPUPWFSCFBSJOH
%POPUQPJOUXJUIPOFëOHFS
%POPUBQQFBSUFOTFBOEBOYJPVT

B. Verbal facilitation skills6
t

"TLRVFTUJPOTUIBUFODPVSBHFSFTQPOTFT0QFOFOEFERVFTUJPOTIFMQi8IBUEPZPVUIJOLBCPVU w
i8IZ wi)PX wBOEi8IBUJG w*GBQBSUJDJQBOUSFTQPOETXJUIBTJNQMFi:FTwPSi/P wBTLi8IZEP
ZPVTBZUIBU w

t

"TLUIFPUIFSQBSUJDJQBOUTJGUIFZBHSFFXJUIBTUBUFNFOUTPNFPOFNBLFT

djdj1 dfwd2
5
6

Adapted from Patrick Boel, June 2006
CEDPA training of trainers manual
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t

#FBXBSFPGZPVSUPOFPGWPJDF BOETQFBLTMPXMZBOEDMFBSMZ

t

#FTVSFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUBMLNPSFUIBOZPVEP

t

%POPUBOTXFSBMMRVFTUJPOTZPVSTFMG1BSUJDJQBOUTDBOBOTXFSFBDIPUIFSTRVFTUJPOTTVDIBTi%PFT
BOZPOFIBWFBOBOTXFSUPUIBURVFTUJPO w

t

1BSBQISBTFCZSFQFBUJOHTUBUFNFOUTJOZPVSPXOXPSET:PVDBODIFDLZPVSVOEFSTUBOEJOH BOE
reinforce statements.

t

4VNNBSJTFUIFEJTDVTTJPO#FTVSFFWFSZPOFVOEFSTUBOETJUBOELFFQTJUHPJOHJOUIFEJSFDUJPOZPV
XBOU4FFJGUIFSFBSFEJTBHSFFNFOUTBOEESBXDPODMVTJPOT

t

3FJOGPSDFTUBUFNFOUTCZTIBSJOHBSFMFWBOUQFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF:PVNJHIUTBZ iɥBUSFNJOETNFPG
TPNFUIJOHUIBUIBQQFOFEMBTUZFBSw
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2.7 Facilitating Open Discussion
Background
Open discussion is the unstructured, conventional, familiar way of talking in groups. In PFS, open discussion
serves many purposes. If someone raises an issue that is important to everyone, the entire group can discuss it.
Sometimes a few individuals who are influential may dominate. Some may be quite. The role of the facilitator is to
broaden participation and empowering people to voice their ideas freely and openly.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPDPOEVDUPQFOEJTDVTTJPOTCZVTJOHEJêFSFOUGBDJMJUBUJPOUFDIOJRVFTJOUIFDPOUFYUPG1'4

Topic overview
1. Facilitation techniques
2. How to conduct open discussions

Method of facilitation
t 'JTICPXM
t 1SBDUJDF

Time: 2 hours
Materials: A4 sheets, Cards, Note book, Pens, Ruler, Masking tape, Display board, Pre-prepared flip chart papers,
Push pins.

Handout: 2.7.1, and 2.7.2
Additional reference
t 4BN,BOFS Ųźźŷ 'BDJMJUBUPST(VJEFUP1BSUJDJQBUPSZ%FDJTJPO.BLJOH/FX4PDJFUZ1VCMJTIFST64"

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: 'BDJMJUBUJPOUFDIOJRVFT ëTICPXM

1. Ask participants the role of a facilitator in open discussion.
ų 3FDPSESFTQPOTFTPOBìJQDIBSU&YQMBJOUIBUFêFDUJWFGBDJMJUBUJPODBOIFMQUPJODSFBTFUIFJEFBT
FYQSFTTFEJOBDDFQUBCMFXBZT
3. Add the following if participants do not mention:
B  )FMQTPNFPOFXIPJTTQFBLJOHJOBXLXBSEPSCSPLFOTFOUFODFT
C  )FMQTPNFPOFXIPJTCFJOHSFQFUJUJPVT
D  "EESFTTJOUFSSVQUJPOT
E  .BLFTVSFFNPUJPOTEPOPUCMPDLJEFBT
4. Carry out the following activity.
B  %JWJEFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPGPVSHSPVQTBOEUFMMUIFNUIFZBSFHPJOHUPEFNPOTUSBUFUIFEJêFSFOU
techniques of facilitation to increase the involvement of participants and listening skilfully
C  %JTUSJCVUFUIFGPMMPXJOHGBDJMJUBUJPOUFDIOJRVFTUPUIFGPSNFEHSPVQT
t

#SBJOTUPSNJOH

t

1BSBQISBTJOH
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t

%SBXJOHQFPQMFPVU

t

#BMBODJOH

D  5FMM UP UIF QBSUJDJQBOUT UIBU CZ VTJOH UIF SFBEJOH )BOEPVU Ŷŷ &BDI PG UIF HSPVQ OFFE UP
demonstrate how and when to use the techniques which distributed to them.
E  ɥFHSPVQTXJMMIBWFŴűNJOVUFTUPQSFQBSFBOEXJMMIBWFŲűNJOVUFTUPQSFTFOU
Ŷ "GUFSUIFHSPVQFYFSDJTFBTLFBDIPGUIFHSPVQUPEFNPOTUSBUFIPXBOEXIFOUIFUFDIOJRVFTBSF
being used.
ŷ "SSBOHFUIFSPPNJOUPDPODFOUSJDDJSDMFTɥFJOOFSDJSDMFTTIPVMEDPOUBJODIBJSTUPUIFOVNCFS
of participants.
Ÿ "GUFSŴűNJOVUFT POFHSPVQUPTJUJOUIFJOOFSDJSDMFBOEUIFPUIFSTJOUIFPVUFS ɥJTJTëTICPXM 
Ź ɥFJOOFSDJSDMFXJMMCFEFNPOTUSBUJOHEJêFSFOUGBDJMJUBUJPOUFDIOJRVFTɥFPVUTJEFSTDBOOPUTQFBL
during this time but observing.
ź "GUFSUIFëTICPXM UIFZXJMMCF ŶoŸNJOVUFT EJTDVTTJPO
Ask outsiders
B

8IBUXPSLFEXFMM

C

8IBUXFSFUIFZEFNPOTUSBUJOH

Ask insiders
B

)PXEJEZPVEPJU

C

8IBUNJHIUZPVEPEJêFSFOUMZ

To all participants
B

8IBUBSFUIFTUSFOHUITPGUIFJOUFSWFOUJPOT

C

8FBLOFTTFT

D

8IBURVFTUJPOTEPZPVIBWFPOUIFJOUFSWFOUJPOT

14. Discuss in plenary
t

8IBUNJHIUZPVEPEJêFSFOUMZJGZPVHJWFBDIBODFUPEFNPOTUSBUFUIFUFDIOJRVFT

t

8IBUEJEZPVMFBSOGSPNUIFTFTTJPO )PXBSFZPVHPJOHUPBQQMZJOZPVSXPSLJOHFOWJSPONFOU 

t

8SBQVQBOETVNNBSJTF

Activity 2: Facilitating Open Discussion :Practice

1. Ask participants to form four groups .
ų %JTUSJCVUFFYFSDJTFŷŲUPUIFHSPVQNFNCFST0OFTDFOBSJPGPSFBDIHSPVQ
Ŵ 5FMMUIFNUPSFBEJOEJWJEVBMMZëSTUBOEUIFOJOHSPVQ
4. Remind them to use the facilitation techniques while facilitating the discussion .
Ŷ "TLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPTJNVMBUFUIFTDFOBSJP4IBSFSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTPOFGBDJMJUBUPSBOEUIFPUIFST
community members.
ŷ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPQSFTFOUUIFTDFOBSJPJOBTJNVMBUJPOSPMFQMBZ
7. Distribute Handout 4.3 for providing feedback and discuss in plenary:
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t

)PXEJEUIFGBDJMJUBUPSNBOBHFUIFEJïDVMUEZOBNJDT

t

8IJDIGBDJMJUBUJPOUFDIOJRVFTXFSFVTFEBOEXIJDIPOFTXFSFBQQSPQSJBUF

t

8IBUEJEZPVNPTUBQQSFDJBUFBCPVUUIFGBDJMJUBUPSTPWFSBMMTUZMFBOEEFMJWFSZ

t

0WFSBMMDMBSJUZPGUIFTFTTJPO QVSQPTF EJSFDUJPOT

t

&êFDUJWFOFTTPGWJTVBMBJET

t

6TFPGHSPVQQSPDFTTJOHTLJMMTTVDIBTQBSBQISBTJOH NJSSPSJOH BOETVNNBSJTJOH

t

"UUFNQUTUPDMBSJGZBOEHVJEFUIFHSPVQTEJTDVTTJPO

t

3FDPHOJTJOHBQQSFDJBUJOH BOENBOBHJOHEJêFSFODFTXJUIJOUIFHSPVQ

t

1MFBTFNBLFPOFIFMQGVMTVHHFTUJPOGPSUIFGBDJMJUBUPS

Ź 8SBQVQUIFEJTDVTTJPOCZFNQIBTJTJOHUIFQPJOUTJOEJDBUFEJO)BOEPVUųŷų
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Handout 2.7.1a
Technique 1: Brainstorming and Listing
Purpose: To examine the use of two different techniques of brainstorming and listing
Why brainstorming?
Brainstorming is divergent thinking process developed over thirty years ago by Psychologist. Divergent
means that this process encourages us to broaden our range of thinking and ideas. Brainstorming is a
DSFBUJWFUIJOLJOHUFDIOJRVF5PIFMQFTUBCMJTIBHPPEDMJNBUFGPSDSFBUJWJUZ XFOFFEUPGPMMPXUIFGPMMPXJOH
four rules.
Process of brainstorming
1. Non- judgement ideas or non-evaluation for a certain period of time allows us to form new connections
BOEQFSTQFDUJWFTPOUIFJEFBTQVUGPSUI8JUIIPMEJOHKVEHNFOUBOEDPNNFOUBMTPFODPVSBHFTVTUP
let our ideas flow more freely.
2. Quantity of ideas is important: the more ideas we have, the better the chance that we will have some good ones.
 #VJMEJOHPOPUIFSJEFBTJTBMMPXFE4PNFUJNFTXFNBLFBOBTTPDJBUJPOGSPNBOPUIFSTJEFBUIBUFOBCMFT
VTUPSFëOFPVSPXOPSFWFOHPPêJOBEJêFSFOUEJSFDUJPO
4. Crazy or unusual ideas are encouraged. It is often the unusual that we eventually come up with an
idea that works, the solution we had been seeking but did not know it
 "GUFSBMMVOEFSTUBOEUIFSVMFT&YQFSJNFOUBUPQJDTVDIBT)PXXFDPVMENBLFUIJTUSBJOJOHNPSF
participatory
6. Assign someone else to record
7. Do not worry about duplication at this point. That takes people into judging mode and out of their
freewheeling creative thinking mode.
8. Doing brainstorming is not enough. That is half work. Equally important is analyzing the ideas
developed during brainstorming. This is the time judging is important. The ideas need to be developed
into viable alternatives. From these viable alternatives the group can make decisions.
9. Begin this process by helping the group to do the following:
t &MJNJOBUFEVQMJDBUFT
t $MVTUFSJEFBTVOEFSPOFJEFB UIFNFPSUPQJD
t $PNFVQXJUIBMJTUPGJEFBTUPFYBNJOF FYQMPSFBOEEFWFMPQGVSUIFS
Listing
 &YQMBJOUIFEJêFSFODFCFUXFFOCSBJOTUPSNJOHBOEMJTUJOH
2. Listing is a convergent thinking process where the group is trying to recall a limited set of responses.
'PSFYBNQMF JGUIFHSPVQXBOUFEUPEFUFSNJOFIPXNBOZPSHBOJ[BUJPOTJOBHJWFOEJTUSJDUQSPWJEF
NBUFSOBMBOEDIJMEDBSFTFSWJDFTUIFZXPVMEVTFMJTUJOHQSPDFTTɥJTJTBTQFDJëDOVNCFSPGPSHBOJ[BUJPOT
providing such service. On the other hand if the group wanted to determine how to encourage new
mothers to use the available services, the group would use a brainstorming process. There could be
multitude of creative ways to interest mothers. Determining what originations provide the services
can be researched and known as a convergent process. Determining how to interest mothers requires
creative thinking- a divergent process,
3. Suggest situations where brainstorming would be appropriate and situations requiring listing
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Handout 2.7.1b
Technique 2: Paraphrasing
Why
Paraphrasing is a fundamental listening skill. It is the foundation for many other facilitative listening
skills, including mirroring, gathering, and drawing people out
1BSBQISBTJOHIBTCPUIBDBMNJOHFêFDUBOEBDMBSJGZJOHFêFDU*USFBTTVSFTUIFTQFBLFSUIBUIJTPSIFS
JEFBTBSFXPSUIMJTUFOJOHUP"OEJUQSPWJEFTUIFTQFBLFSXJUIBDIBODFUPIFBSIPXIJTIFSJEFBTBSF
being heard by others.
1BSBQISBTJOHJTFTQFDJBMMZVTFGVMPOPDDBTJPOTXIFOBTQFBLFSTTUBUFNFOUTBSFDPOWPMVUFEPSDPOGVTJOH
"UTVDIUJNFT UIFQBSBQISBTFXJMMIFMQUIFTQFBLFSHBVHFIPXXFMMIJTIFSJEFBTBSFHFUUJOHBDSPTT
In sum, paraphrasing is the tool of choice for supporting people to think out loud.
How
t

6TFZPVSPXOXPSETUPTBZXIBUZPVUIJOLUIFTQFBLFSTBJE

t

*GUIFTQFBLFSTTUBUFNFOUJTPOFPSUXPTFOUFODFT VTFSPVHIMZUIFTBNFOVNCFSPGXPSETXIFOZPV
paraphrase it

t

*GUIFTQFBLFSTTUBUFNFOUJTNBOZTFOUFODFTMPOH TVNNBSJTFJU

t

1SFGBDFZPVSQBSBQISBTFXJUIBDPNNFOUMJLFPOFPGUIFTF
i*UTPVOETMJLFXIBUZPVSFTBZJOHJTw
iɥJTJTXIBU*NIFBSJOHZPVTBZw
i-FUNFTFFJG*VOEFSTUBOEZPVw

t

8IFOZPVIBWFDPNQMFUFEUIFQBSBQISBTF MPPLGPSUIFTQFBLFSTSFBDUJPO4BZTPNFUIJOHMJLF i%JE*
HFUJU w7FSCBMMZPSOPOWFSCBMMZ TIFXJMMJOEJDBUFXIFUIFSPSOPUTIFGFFMTVOEFSTUPPE*GOPU LFFQ
BTLJOHGPSDMBSJëDBUJPOVOUJMZPVVOEFSTUBOEXIBUTIFNFBOU
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Handout 2.7.1c
Technique 3: Drawing People Out
Why

How

t %SBXJOHQFPQMFPVUJTBXBZPGTVQQPSUJOHQFPQMFUPUBLF
UIFOFYUTUFQJODMBSJGZJOHBOESFëOJOHUIFJSJEFBT*U
sends the speaker message, “I am with you, I understand
TPGBS/PXUFMMNFBMJUUMFNPSFw
t %SBXJOHQFPQMFPVUJTQBSUJDVMBSMZVTFGVMJOUXP
DJSDVNTUBODFT 8IFOTPNFPOFJTIBWJOHEJïDVMUZ
DMBSJGZJOHBOJEFB 8IFOTPNFPOFUIJOLTTIFJTCFJOH
clear, but the thought is actually vague, or confusing to
the listener
t %SBXJOHQFPQMFPVUTFOETUIFNFTTBHFw5BLFZPVSUJNF
BOEHFUZPVSJEFBTBMMUIFXBZPVUw
t 8IFOEFDJEJOHXIFUIFSUPESBXTPNFPOFPVU BTL
yourself this question “Do I think I understand the core
PGXIBUTIFJTUSZJOHUPTBZ *GUIFBOTXFSJTiOPwUIFO
draw the speaker out
t %SBXJOHQFPQMFPVUJTNPTUFêFDUJWFMZVTFEBMPOHXJUI
paraphrasing not instead of paraphrasing

Example ; the speaker says, “I think it is fair to say that
NPTUQFPQMFBSFQSFUUZVODPNGPSUBCMFXJUIDIBOHFwɥF
listener paraphrases, “ So it sounds like you are saying
UIBUDIBOHFJTIBSEGPSNPTUQFPQMFwɥFOUIFMJTUFOFS
BTLT i$BOZPVHJWFNFBOFYBNQMFPGXIBUZPVNFBO w
t ɥFNPTUCBTJDUFDIOJRVFPGESBXJOHPVUJTUP
QBSBQISBTFUIFTQFBLFSTTUBUFNFOUTUIFO BTLTPQFO
ended, non directive questions like:
 i$BOZPVTBZNPSFBCPVUUIBUw
i8IBUEPZPVNFBOCZy w
A)PXTPw
t )FSFJTMFTTDPNNPONFUIPEUIBUBMTPXPSLTXFMM
'JSTUQBSBQISBTFUIFTQFBLFSTTUBUFNFOU UIFOVTF
DPOOFDUPSTTVDIBTiTPywPSi"OEw
&YBNQMFiZPVBSFTBZJOHXFTIPVMEXBJUTJYNPSFXFFLT
CFGPSFXFTJHOUIFDPOUSBDU CFDBVTFyyw

Handout 2.7.1d
Technique 4 : Balancing
Why?
ɥFEJSFDUJPOPGBEJTDVTTJPOPGUFOGPMMPXTUIFMFBETFUCZUIFëSTUGFXQFPQMFXIPTQFBLPOUIBUUPQJD
6TJOHCBMBODJOH BGBDJMJUBUPSIFMQTBHSPVQSPVOEPVUJUTEJTDVTTJPOCZBTLJOHGPSPUIFSWJFXTUIBUNBZ
CFQSFTFOUCVUVOFYQSFTTFE
#BMBODJOHVOEFSDVUTUIFDPNNPONZUIUIBUiTJMFODFNFBOTDPOTFOUw*OEPJOHTP JUQSPWJEFTXFMDPNF
BTTJTUBODFUPJOEJWJEVBMTXIPEPOUGFFMTBGFFOPVHIUPFYQSFTTWJFXTUIBUUIFZQFSDFJWFBTNJOPSJUZ
positions.
Balancing not only assists individual members who need a little support at that moment; it also has
TUSPOHQPTJUJWFFêFDUTPOUIFOPSNTPGUIFHSPVQBTBXIPMF*UTFOETUIFNFTTBHF i*UJTBDDFQUBCMFIFSF
GPSQFPQMFUPTQFBLUIFJSNJOE OPNBUUFSXIBUPQJOJPOTUIFZIPMEw
How
)FSFBSFTPNFFYBNQMFTPGCBMBODJOH
A0LBZ OPXXFLOPXXIFSFUISFFQFPQMFTUBOEEPFTBOZPOFFMTFIBWFBEJêFSFOUQPTJUJPO w
i"SFUIFSFPUIFSXBZTPGMPPLJOHBUUIJT w
i8IBUEPPUIFSTUIJOL
i%PFTFWFSZPOFFMTFBHSFFXJUIUIJT w
i4P XFWFIFBSEUIF:QPJOUPGWJFX BOEUIFAZQPJOUPGWJFX*TUIFSFBUIJSEXBZPGMPPLJOHBUUIJT w
i-FUTTFFIPXNBOZQFPQMFTUBOEPOFBDITJEFPGUIJTJTTVF8FSFOPUNBLJOHBEFDJTJPO BOE*NOPU
BTLJOHZPVUPWPUFɥJTJTKVTUBOAPQJOJPOQPMMUPëOEPVUIPXNVDIDPOUSPWFSTZXFWFHPUJOUIFSPPN
3FBEZ )PXNBOZQFPQMFUIJOLJUXPVMECFHPPEJGyw
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Handout 2.7.2
Facilitating Open Discussion
:PVSSPMFEVSJOHBHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOJTUPGBDJMJUBUFUIFìPXPGDPNNFOUTGSPNQBSUJDJQBOUT"MUIPVHI
it is not necessary to interject your comments after each participant speaks, periodically assisting the
group with their contributions can be helpful. Here is a ten point facilitation menu to use as you lead
group discussion.
1. Questioning: Questioning is a critical facilitation skill. There are two basic types: closed and open ended
RVFTUJPOT$MPTFERVFTUJPOTHFOFSBMMZSFTVMUJOTIPSUZFTOPPSPUIFSPOFXPSEBOTXFSTɥFZTIPVME
CFVTFEPOMZXIFOZPVXBOUQSFDJTFRVJDLBOTXFST0UIFSXJTFUIFZJOIJCJUDPNNVOJDBUJPO8IFSFBT 
PQFOFOEFERVFTUJPOTBTLGPSNPSFEFUBJMFEJOGPSNBUJPO)PX 8IBU BOE8IZ "SFFYBNQMFTPG
XPSETUIBUCFHJOBOPQFOFOEFERVFTUJPO 
2. Paraphrase what participants have said so that he or she feels understood and so that the other
participants can hear a concise summary of what has been said. So, what you are saying is that you
have to be very careful about asking applicants where they live.
 $IFDLZPVSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGQBSUJDJQBOUTTUBUFNFOUTPSBTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUUPDMBSJGZXIBUTIFJT
saying.


"SFZPVTBZJOHUIBUUIJTQMBOJTOPUSFBMJTUJD *BNTVSFUIBU*VOEFSTUBOEFYBDUMZXIBUZPVNFBOU
$PVMEZPVQMFBTFVTBHBJO SFQFBUJUUPVTBHBJO

 $PNQMJNFOUBOJOUFSFTUJOHPSJOTJHIUGVMDPNNFOU'PSFYBNQMF


iɥBUJTBHPPEQPJOU*BNHMBEUIBUZPVCSPVHIUUIBUUPPVSBUUFOUJPOw

 &MBCPSBUFPOBQBSUJDJQBOUTDPOUSJCVUJPOUPUIFEJTDVTTJPOXJUIFYBNQMFTPSTVHHFTUBOFXXBZUPWJFX
the problem.


:PVSDPNNFOUTQSPWJEFBOJOUFSFTUJOHQPJOUGSPNUIFFNQMPZFFTQFSTQFDUJWF*UDPVMEBMTPCFVTFGVM
to consider how a manager would view this situation.

6. Energise a discussion by quickening the pace, using humour or if necessary, prodding the group for
more contribution.
7. Disagree with participants comments to stimulate further discussion.
)BTBOZPOFFMTFIBEBOFYQFSJFODFUIBUJTEJêFSFOUGSPN"CFCF
 .FEJBUFEJêFSFODFTPGPQJOJPOCFUXFFOQBSUJDJQBOUTBOESFMJFWFBOZUFOTJPOUIBUNBZCSFX*UIJOL
UIBU%BWJEBOE+VEJUIBSFOPUSFBMMZEJTBHSFFJOHXJUIFBDIPUIFSCVUBSFKVTUCSJOHJOHPVUUXPEJêFSFOU
sides of this issue.
 4VNNBSJTF SFDPSE JGEFTJSFE UIFNBKPSWJFXTPGUIFHSPVQ*IBWFOPUFEGPVSNBKPSSFBTPOTUIBUIBWF
DPNFGSPNPVSEJTDVTTJPOBTUPXIZNBOBHFSTEPOPUEFMFHBUF  MBDLPGDPOëEFODF  GFBSPGGBJMVSF
 DPNGPSUJOEPJOHUIFUBTLUIFNTFMWFTBOE  GFBSPGCFJOHSFQMBDFE
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2.8 Visual Aids
Background
Community members remember more of what they are told if the experience is multi-sensory, rather than just
listening to spoken words or reading printed words on a screen. In most cases community members are illiterate
and they need visualizing messages by using creating techniques for involving people in the learning process.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %JTDVTTUIFJNQPSUBODFPGWJTVBMBJETJOUIFDPOUFYUPG1'4
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPEFWFMPQWJTVBMBJET

Topic overview
1. What are visual aids and why use them?
2. Use of visual aids
3. Guidelines for developing visual aids

Method of facilitation
t #PYHBNF
t 1JDUVSF

Time: 2 hours
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE 1SFQSFQBSFEìJQDIBSU
QBQFST 1VTIQJOT
Handout: 2.8.1 to 2.8.5
Additional reference:
t 4VTBO4UFXBSU ŲźźŶ -FBSOJOHUPHFUIFSɥFBHSJDVMUVSBMQBSUJDJQBUPSZTPVSDFCPPL
t .BLJOH-FBSOJOH&BTJFSo"HVJEFGPSJNQSPWJOHFEVDBUJPOBMUSBJOJOHNBUFSJBMT '"0 3PNF Ųźźű QQųŶ
t 5SBJOJOH%FWFMPQNFOU5SBJOFSTJO'BDJMJUBUJPOBOEQSFTFOUBUJPOTLJMMTIBOEPVU 0DUPCFSųű ŲźźŸ **33

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: 8IBU7JTVBM"JETBOE8IZ6TFɥFN #PYHBNF  ŵűNJOVUFT

Ų &YQMBJOUIFTFTTJPOPCKFDUJWFBOEUIFMJOLXJUIQSFWJPVTTFTTJPO
ų 5FMMUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPGPSNBTNBMMHSPVQPGŶŷQFPQMFJOUISFFHSPVQT
Ŵ 'PSNBHSPVQPGAIFBSJOH GFFMJOHBOEARVFTUJPOJOH5FMMUIFNUPOPNJOBUFBSFQPSUFS
ŵ 1VUUIFCPYJOGSPOUPGBUBCMF"TLUIFëSTUHSPVQUPHVFTTUIFTPVOECZMJTUFOJOHUPUIFTPVOEUIF
box makes. Continue with the second group to guess by feeling the contents of the box. Ask also
the last group to guess by asking questions answerable by yes or no.
Ŷ "TLUIFSFTQFDUJWFHSPVQTUPQSFTFOUUIFJSSFTQPOTFTPOBìJQDIBSUBOEBTLBSFQPSUFSUPTVNNBSJTF
the responses.
ŷ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTXIBUTJNJMBSJUJFTBOEEJêFSFODFTUIFZPCTFSWFGSPNUIFHBNF "TLQBSUJDJQBOUT
what they conclude from this game?
1PTTJCMFBOTXFS*UTIPXTMFBSOFSTMFBSOCFTUCZVTJOHNPSFTFOTFT
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Ÿ 1PJOUPVUUIBUWJTVBMBJETBSFBOJNQPSUBOUEFUFSNJOBOUPGUSBJOJOHTVMUJNBUFFêFDUJWFOFTT
Activity 2: ɥF6TFPG7JTVBM"JET1JDUVSF ŴűNJOVUFT

Ų &YQMBJOUIBUUIFPUIFSNPTUJNQPSUBOUQPJOUJTQSPQFSVTFPGWJTVBMBJETTVDIBTìJQDIBSUT QPTUFST
and pictures.
2. Ask participants what the common problems in using visual aids are.
Ŵ &YQMBJOPOFPGUIFQSPCMFNJTXIFOBOEIPXUPVTFWJTVBMBJETɥFPUIFSQPJOUJTXIFOXFMPPLBU
UIFTBNFQJDUVSFPSTJUVBUJPOXFNBZTFFUXPFOUJSFMZEJêFSFOUUIJOHTɥJTEJêFSFODFJOQFSDFQUJPO
can cause a total break down in communication. We may think we are talking the same thing, but
we are not. It is therefore important to understand how we perceive a situation if we want a true
open communication.
ŵ 5FMMUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUIFGPMMPXJOHEFNPOTUSBUJPOXJMMDMBSJGZUIJTQPJOU
B 1PTUëHVSFŵŲQJDUVSFPOBCPBSEPSTIPXPOBOPWFSIFBEQSPKFDUPS
C "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUIFBHFPGBOPMEXPNBO 
D  ɥFSFTQPOTFTDPVMECFBHJSM BXPNBOPSCPUI
E "TLXIPXBTSJHIU 1PJOUPVUUIBUBMMPGUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTBSFSJHIU4FFIPXFBTZJUJTGPSEJêFSFOU
QFPQMFUPTFFUIFTBNFNFTTBHFEJêFSFOUMZ
Ŷ 1PJOUPVUUIBUQFPQMFXJMMSFBMJTFUIBUUIFZBSFOPUBMXBZTSJHIUɥFZDBOBMTPNBLFEFDJTJPOTUPUSZ
UPVOEFSTUBOEUIFPUIFSQFSTPOTQPJOUPGWJFXëSTU CFGPSFUSZJOHUPDPOWJODFUIFNPGUIFJSPXO
ŷ 8SBQVQCZ
t

$POTJEFSJOHUIFBCPWFQJDUVSF BTLQBSUJDJQBOUT
o 8IBUQSPCMFNTEPFTUIJTDBVTFXIFOJUIBQQFOTJOZPVSPSHBOJTBUJPO
o 8IBUDBOXFEPUPPWFSDPNFUIJTQSPCMFN 
o )PXDBOXFTFFLUPVOEFSTUBOEUIFPUIFSQFSTPOTQPJOUPGWJFX

t

&NQIBTJTFUIBUWJTVBMTIBWFUPCFQSFUFTUFEJOPSEFSUPDPNNVOJDBUFUIFSJHIUNFTTBHFGPSUIF
right audience.

t

5FMMUPUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPSFBE)BOEPVUųŹŲ ųŹų ųŹŴBOEųŹŵGPSCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEJOH

Activity 3: %FWFMPQJOH7JTVBM"JET ŴűNJOVUFT

1. Ask participants basic principles of preparing visual aids.
2. Allow participants to experience how to develop drawings by trying to use the square method for
copying drawings,
Ŵ 'PMMPXUIFHVJEFMJOFPOUIFCFMPXNFOUJPOFEJMMVTUSBUJPO
4. Ask the group to display their drawings to the rest of the participants; If possible post all their
outputs on a wall;
Ŷ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTIPXUIFZGFFMXIJMFUIFZBSFEFWFMPQJOHUIFWJTVBMBJET
ŷ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPXIBUFYUFOUESBXJOHTBSFNPSFBQQSPQSJBUFGPS1'4MFBSOJOHUIBUUIFZXJMMCF
EPJOH&ODPVSBHFEJTDVTTJPO1PTTJCMFBOTXFSTESBXJOHT QPTUFST NPEFMT ìBTIDBSET BDUVBMPCKFDUT 
displays and puppets.
Ÿ &YQMBJOUIFTRVBSFNFUIPEGPSDPQZJOHBOEFOMBSHJOHESBXJOHT
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The Square method for copying and enlarging

Use a piece of clear plastic and
draw a grid of lines on it with
marking pen.

1VUUIFDMFBSQMBTUJDXJUIMJOFT
over the picture. Now draw light
lines in pencil on your larger
OFXTQSJOU.BLFUIFTBNF
OVNCFSPGTRVBSFT FBDITRVBSF
XJMMCFMBSHFS

Begin to copy, square by square

Figure 6: The square method for copying and enlarging drawings

Ź 8SBQUIFTFTTJPOCZTVNNBSJTJOHUIFGPMMPXJOHLFZQPJOUTPOQJDUVSFT
t

%POPUVTFXSJUUFOXPSEFTQFDJBMMZJGHSPVQNFNCFSTBSFUPCFJODMVEFEJOBSFBTXIFSFMJUFSBDZ
is marginal

t

1JDUVSFTPSESBXJOHTTIPVMECFTJNQMF BUUSBDUJWFBOESFQSFTFOUUIFMPDBMTJUVBUJPO

t

1JDUVSFTPSESBXJOHTTIPVMETUJNVMBUFBDUJPO

t

,FFQQJDUVSFTPSESBXJOHTBTTJNQMFBTQPTTJCMF

t

"WPJENBLJOHWFSZTNBMMPCKFDUTPSBOJNBMTUPPCJH

t

$POTJEFSMPDBMBDDFQUBCMFDPMPVST

t

"MXBZTUFTUQJDUVSFTCFGPSFVTF

t

(JWFBNQMFUJNFUPTIPXQJDUVSFTGPSZPVSBVEJFODFBOEBTLRVFTUJPOTBCPVUUIFQJDUVSFT
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Handout 2.8.1
Why We Need Visual Aids
t

)FMQUPDSFBUFBOJOUFSFTUJOUIFTVCKFDUUPLFFQUIFBUUFOUJPO
and increase the learning retention of trainees

t

)FMQ UIF USBJOFS UP DPNNVOJDBUF UIF NFTTBHF GPS UIF
trainees to apply

t

$MBSJGZDPNQMJDBUFEQPJOUTCZGPDVTTJOHPOUIFFTTFOUJBM
information, showing what is important and presenting it
in a logical order, step by step

t

)FMQUIFUSBJOFFTUPQSBDUJDFUIFTLJMMTUIFZBSFCFJOHUSBJOFE
in through role-plays and case study.

t

)FMQ QFPQMF MFBSO CZ BDUJWFMZ QBSUJDJQBUJOH CZ EPJOH
EFNPOTUSBUJPO

t

.BUFSJBMT DBO IFMQ UIFN SFNFNCFS JOGPSNBUJPO  B TUFQ
towards the process of acquiring, practising a new skill
An effective visual aid(a) (Source: Posters design and
production, special circular)

Handout 2.8.2
The Characteristics of Effective Visual Aids
t

"DMFBSQVSQPTFJTTUBUFE*UXPVMECFVTFGVMUPJOEJDBUFIPX
the Visual aids would contribute to achieving purpose.

t

"TQFDJëDUBSHFUBVEJFODFJTJEFOUJëFE"TQFDJëDHSPVQPG
UBSHFUBVEJFODFJTJEFOUJëFEXIPTFLOPXMFEHF BUUJUVEFT 
skills and practice are expected to change as a result of the
use of visual aids.

t

1SFTFOUBUJPO JT MPHJDBM BOE TZTUFNBUJD 5IF DPOUFOUT
of the training are presented in a logical sequence and
are systematically arranged to facilitate learning and
understanding.

t

ɥFQSFTFOUBUJPOJTBUUSBDUJWFBOESFBEBCMF4QFDJBMBUUFOUJPO
is given to create an attractive format and layout and to use
a style of writing that is too easy to read and understand.
ɥFMFWFMPGDPOUFOUQSFTFOUBUJPOBOEQBDLBHJOHTIPVMECF
tailored to the needs and level of the target audience.
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An effective visual aid (b) (Source: Posters design
and production, special circular)

Handout 2.8.3
Get Away From the Written Word
t

%POPUVTFXSJUUFOXPSEFTQFDJBMMZJGXPNFOBSFUPCFJODMVEFEJOBSFBTXIFSFMJUFSBDZJTNBSHJOBM
ɥFSFBSFNBOZUFDIOJRVFTXIJDIEPOPUSFRVJSFXSJUJOHTLJMMT'PSFYBNQMF HBNFT QV[[MFT ìBOOFM
boards, posters, ranking mapping etc techniques do not require writing.

t

'PSFYBNQMF
o

In a problem analysis community members are asked to put their priority problems

P ɥFOFBDINFNCFSDPVMEëOEBOPCKFDUUPTZNCPMJ[FUIBUQSPCMFNTVDIBTBOJNBMGFFE DSPQ
disease.
P ɥFPCKFDUTBSFQMBDFEPOUIFHSPVOEBUUIFDFOUSFXIFSFQFPQMFDBOTFF
o

After putting on the ground, they can explain their priority problems by showing on the ground
to give more attention and participation by the rest of the participants.

o

In this way they can prioritize, suggest solutions and prepare an action plan.

03
t

ɥFGBDJMJUBUPSDBOBTLUIFDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTUPESBXUIFQSJPSJUZQSPCMFNTPOBQBQFSɥFGBDJMJUBUPS
OFFETUPNPUJWBUFJMMJUFSBUFDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTɥFZDBOEPJU

03
t

1FPQMFXIPBSFOPUMJUFSBUFIBWFHPPENFNPSJFTɥFSFGPSFBTPOHPSTBZJOHTNBZCFIFMQGVMGPSUIFN
to memorise the steps necessary to do something.

Handout 2.8.4
Guideline for Development of Visuals
t

-FUUFSTBOEJMMVTUSBUJPOTNVTUCFMBSHFFOPVHIUPCFFBTJMZSFDPHOJTFE

t

-FUUFSTNVTUCFSFBTPOBCMZCPMEGPSHPPEMFHJCJMJUZ

t

,FFQQJDUVSFTBTTJNQMFBTQPTTJCMF

t

"WPJENBLJOHWFSZTNBMMPCKFDUTPSBOJNBMTUPPCJH

t

$POTJEFSMPDBMBDDFQUBCMFDPMPVST

t

"MXBZTUFTUQJDUVSFTCFGPSFVTF

t

(JWFBNQMFUJNFUPTIPXQJDUVSFTGPSZPVSBVEJFODFBOEBTLRVFTUJPOTBCPVUJU
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Handout 2.8.5
SIZE

KEEP LETTERING
LARGE

KEEP LETTERING LARGE

CONTRAST

GOOD
CONTRAST

POOR
CONTRAST

STYLE

GOOD
READABILITY
Development of visuals
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2.9 Evaluating Learning Events
Background
Evaluation involves measuring the results of learning activity against the objectives. Creative learning should
incorporate evaluation at all key stages of the learning cycle. Evaluation is an ongoing process for the benefit of
the PFS facilitator and participants.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %JTDVTTUIFQVSQPTFPGFWBMVBUJOHMFBSOJOHTFTTJPOTEVSJOHUIF1'4GBDJMJUBUJPOQSPDFTT
t %FTDSJCFNFUIPETPGFWBMVBUJOHMFBSOJOHTFTTJPOTJOUIF1'4

Topic overview
1. Need for evaluating learning sessions.
2. Methods of evaluation of learning sessions.

Method of facilitation
t 1JDUVSF
t -BSHFHSPVQEJTDVTTJPO
t 4NBMMHSPVQEJTDVTTJPO

Time: 2 hours
Materials: "ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE 1SFQSFQBSFEìJQDIBSUQBQFST 
1VTIQJOT 1SFQSFQBSFEQJDUVSFPOFWBMVBUJPO

Handout: 2.9.1, 2.9.2, 2.9.3 and 2.9.4

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: /FFEGPS&WBMVBUJOH-FBSOJOH4FTTJPOT ŴűNJOVUFT 

1. Write the session objectives on a card and ask one volunteer to read the session objectives.
ų -JOLXJUIUIFQSFWJPVTTFTTJPO
Ŵ 8SJUFUIFRVFTUJPOPOUIFìJQDIBSUA8IZEPXFOFFEUPFWBMVBUF
ŵ %JTUSJCVUFJMMVTUSBUJPOPOQBHFŲŶųBOEBTLQBSUJDJQBOUTUIFGPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOT
t

8IBUEPZPVTFFGSPNUIFUXPQJDUVSFT

t

8IBUJTUIFEJêFSFODFCFUXFFOUIFUXPGBSNFSTQBTUPSBMJTUT

t

)PXEPZPVSFMBUFUIFQJDUVSFXJUINPOJUPSJOHPGBUSBJOJOHQSPHSBNNF

Ŷ 1PJOUPVUUIBUUIFQJDUVSFTIPXTUIFSFMFWBODFBOEUIFOFFEGPS.POJUPSJOHBOE&WBMVBUJPO
6. Facilitate a plenary discussion on the need for evaluating learning by relating the discussion with
the figure.
7. Consider training as a system consists of various levels. Explain each level using overhead projector.
ɥFMFWFMTBTJOEJDBUFEJOUIF)BOEPVUTIPXUIFSFBDUJPOMFWFM MFBSOJOHMFWFM KPCCFIBWJPSMFWFMBOE
the level of impact.
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Ź "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPEFDJEFXIJDIMFWFMTTIPVMECFFWBMVBUFEBOEXIBUXBTUIFJSFYQFSJFODF 5FMMUIF
QBSUJDJQBOUTUIBUFBDIMFWFMTIPVMECFFWBMVBUFE)PXFWFS UIFJOUFSFTUBOEFYUFOUPGFWBMVBUJPOCZ
UIFGBDJMJUBUPSBOEUIFEPOPSTNJHIUCFEJêFSFOU"GBDJMJUBUPSNBZGPDVTBUSFBDUJPO MFBSOJOHBOE
job behavioral level.
9. Ask participants what is to be evaluated at each level. The following points need to be stressed:
t

ɥFSFBDUJPOMFWFMɥJTMFWFMJTTPNFUJNFTSFGFSSFEUPBTUIFIBQQJOFTTPSTBEOFTTJOEFYɥF
level focuses on trainees’ reaction about facilitators, the method of presentation, usefulness
and interest of the subject matter.

t

ɥFMFBSOJOHMFWFMɥJTMFWFMEFBMTXJUIBDRVJTJUJPOPGLOPXMFEHF TLJMMT BOEBUUJUVEFTBCPVUUIF
training. This level is sometimes referred to as the level of immediate outcomes.

t

ɥFKPCCFIBWJPSMFWFMUSBJOFFTBQQMZUIJTMFBSOJOHJOUIFGPSNPGDIBOHFECFIBWJPSCBDLPOUIF
job. This level is sometimes referred to as the level of immediate outcomes.

t

ɥFGVODUJPOBMMFWFMɥJTDIBOHFECFIBWJPSBêFDUTUIFGVODUJPOJOHPGUIFPSHBOJTBUJPOɥJT
level is sometimes referred to as the level of impact.

Ųű "TLXIJDIMFWFMPGFWBMVBUJPOJTUIFFBTJFTU BOEXIJDIJTUIFIBSEFTUUPFWBMVBUF ɥFëSTUUXPMFWFMT
SFBDUJPOBOEMFBSOJOH BSFUIFFBTJFTUXIJMFUIFMFWFMPGJNQBDUJTUIFIBSEFTUUPFWBMVBUFɥJTJT
CFDBVTFJUJTEJïDVMUUPJEFOUJGZPUIFSGBDUPSTGSPNUIFFêFDUPGUIFUSBJOJOH
11. Close the discussion by asking: “At which level of evaluation do you have,and at which level don’t
ZPVIBWFBOFYQFSJFODF w
Activity 2: .FUIPETPG&WBMVBUJOH-FBSOJOH źűNJOVUFT

1. Ask participants when they evaluated their training. If they conducted evaluation only at certain
TUBHFTPGFWBMVBUJPO XIZEJEUIFZTLJQUIFPUIFST 8IBUXJMMCFUIFJNQMJDBUJPOGPSTVCTFRVFOU
USBJOJOHTJGPOMZBGFXMFWFMTPGFWBMVBUJPOBSFFWBMVBUFE 
2. Wrap up by giving a summary. Ask how they felt as they discussed time for evaluating training.
8IBUEJEUIFZMFBSOGSPNUIFTFTTJPO 
Ŵ %SBXBUUFOUJPOBHBJOUPUIF)BOEPVUBOEBTLQBSUJDJQBOUTXIBUUIFJSFYQFSJFODFJTJOFWBMVBUJOH
USBJOJOHBUEJêFSFOUMFWFMT
ŵ %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPGPVSHSPVQTBOEBTLFBDIHSPVQUPFMFDUBSFQPSUFS
Ŷ &BDIHSPVQEJTDVTTFTUIFNFUIPETPGFWBMVBUJPOPGUSBJOJOHBUSFBDUJPOMFWFM MFBSOJOHMFWFM KPC
behavior level and functional level.
6. Clarify any concerns they may have while working. Be sure to allocate sufficient time for discussion
and sharing.
Ÿ 3FNJOEQBSUJDJQBOUTUPESBXBUUFOUJPOUPUIFIJFSBSDIZPGFWBMVBUJPOPO)BOEPVUųźŲBOEųźų
8. After listing the methods of evaluation, ask participants to design each of the evaluation forms at
EJêFSFOUMFWFMTPGFWBMVBUJPOIJFSBSDIZ
9. The reporters present their groups’ results to the audience. Each reporter has about five minutes to
present the results. Facilitate a discussion on each of the evaluation methods
Ųű %JTDVTTTJNJMBSJUJFTBOEEJêFSFODFTCFUXFFOUIFHSPVQTSFTVMUT
ŲŲ "UUIFFOEPGUIJTFYFSDJTF QSPWJEFTVNNBSZPOEJêFSFOUUFDIOJRVFTPGFWBMVBUJPOBTEJTDVTTFE
CSJFìZJOUIFIBOEPVUT
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The following illustration shows the importance of monitoring and evaluation as portrayed by the two
farmers growing maize:

The importance of monitoring and evaluation
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Handout 2.9.1
Learning Evaluation
Purpose of learning evaluation
Evaluation techniques are used to find out:
t

)PXNVDIMFBSOJOHUPPLQMBDF

t

)PXFêFDUJWFUIFUSBJOJOHNFUIPETVTFEXFSF

t

)PXFêFDUJWFBOEVTFGVMFBDIPGUIFEJêFSFOUTFTTJPOTEVSJOHUIFUSBJOJOHXFSF

t

)PXUIFGBDJMJUBUPSTDBOJNQSPWFUIFNTFMWFT

t

*GUIFPCKFDUJWFTXFSFBQQSPQSJBUF

t

*GUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTFOKPZFEUIFNTFMWFT

t

*GUIFMFBSOJOHDBOCFBQQMJFEJOUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTKPCPSPUIFSTJUVBUJPOT

t

*GUIFUSBJOJOHGBDJMJUJFTXFSFTBUJTGBDUPSZ

)PXNVDIIBWFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTMFBSOUBTBSFTVMUPGUIFUSBJOJOH )BWFUIFZMFBSOUXIBUUIFZXFSFFYQFDUFE
UPMFBSO ɥJTUZQFPGFWBMVBUJPOJOWPMWFTBTTFTTJOHUIFLOPXMFEHF TLJMMT BOEBUUJUVEFTQBSUJDJQBOUTIBWF
gained through training; Its focus is on their learning rather than reactions and feelings.

How to do it:
t

0QFORVFTUJPOT

t

-FBSOJOHKPVSOBM

t

8SJUUFOUFTUTPSRVJ[[FT

t

1FSGPSNBODFUFTUT

Handout 2.9.2
Hierarchy of Training Evaluation

Levels of evaluation
The above four questions can be related to four levels of evaluation as follows:
 ɥF3FBDUJPOT-FWFM5SBJOFFTSFBDUUPUIFUSBJOJOH GPSNPQJOJPOTBCPVUUIFUSBJOFS UIFNFUIPEPG
presentation, usefulness and interest of the subject matter, their own enjoyment and involvement
ɥJTMFWFMJTTPNFUJNFTSFGFSSFEUPBTUIFi)BQQJOFTTJOEFYw
 ɥF-FBSOJOH-FWFM5SBJOFFTMFBSO BDRVJSFLOPXMFEHF TLJMMT BOEBUUJUVEFT BCPVUUIFTVCKFDU
matter of the training. This level is sometimes referred to as the level of immediate outcomes.
 ɥF+PC#FIBWJPVS-FWFM5SBJOFFTBQQMZUIJTMFBSOJOHJOUIFGPSNPGDIBOHFECFIBWJPVSCBDLPOUIF
job. This level is sometimes referred to as the level of intermediate outcomes.
 ɥF'VODUJPOJOH-FWFMɥJTDIBOHFECFIBWJPVSBêFDUTUIFGVODUJPOJOHPGUIFëSNPSPSHBOJTBUJPO PS
UIFCFIBWJPVSPGJOEJWJEVBMTPUIFSUIBOUIFUSBJOFFT ɥJTMFWFMJTTPNFUJNFTSFGFSSFEUPBTUIFMFWFM
PGVMUJNBUFPSMPOHUFSNPVUDPNFT
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For each of the above levels of evaluation, there are advantages and limitations, and, for each, decisions
must be made as to what, when and how information will be collected. In each case, evaluation should
CFUBJMPSNBEFUPëUUIFTJUVBUJPO
Evaluation at Reactions Level
ɥJTJTBTIPSUUFSN TVCKFDUJWFBTTFTTNFOUPGUIFUSBJOFFTSFBDUJPOUPUIFDPVSTF*UHJWFTBOJOEJDBUJPO
PGUIFBSFBTPGUIFDPVSTFXIJDIOFFEJNNFEJBUFBMUFSBUJPOT)PXFWFS XIFOVTFEBMPOF JUNBZOPUHJWF
enough information to indicate whether or not broader course objectives were actually met or what the
MPOHUFSNFêFDUTPGUIFUSBJOJOHXJMMCF
0OFDBOFWBMVBUFSFBDUJPOTEVSJOHUIFDPVSTFGPSFYBNQMF UISPVHIFWBMVBUJPOPGWBSJPVTUPQJDTPS
TFTTJPOTBTXFMMBTHFOFSBMMZ BUUIFFOEPGUIFDPVSTF PSTPNFUJNFMBUFS UPPCUBJOMPOHUFSNSFBDUJPOTPS
impressions. Methodology may include watching and listening for trainees’ reactions, group discussions,
or various questionnaires and rating scales.
Evaluation at Learning Level
"UUIJTMFWFM UIFFWBMVBUJPOIFMQTUPBTTFTTPSNFBTVSFUIFBNPVOUPGMFBSOJOH JOUFSNTPGLOPXMFEHF 
TLJMMTBOEBUUJUVEFT BDRVJSFEEVSJOHUIFDPVSTF*UIFMQTUIFUSBJOFSUPFTUBCMJTICBTFEBUBBOENBZBMTP
IFMQUIFUSBJOFFUPJEFOUJGZIJTPXOBSFBTPGOFFE)PXFWFS JUJTMJNJUFEJOUIBUJUEPFTOPUJOEJDBUF
whether or not the learning will be applied.
0OFDBOFWBMVBUFMFBSOJOHEVSJOHUIFDPVSTF BUUIFFOEPGUIFDPVSTFPSFWFOTPNFUJNFMBUFSJOPSEFS
to test retention. It may also be necessary to get a basis for comparison by testing knowledge at the
CFHJOOJOHPGUIFUSBJOJOH.FUIPEPMPHZNBZJODMVEFCFGPSFBGUFSUFTUT BGUFSPOMZUFTUT PCTFSWBUJPOTBOE
discussions, or practical tests.
Evaluation at Job Behaviour Level
"UUIJTMFWFM UIFFWBMVBUJPONFBTVSFTUIFFêFDUJWFOFTTPGUIFUSBJOJOHQSPHSBNTJOUFSNTPGPOUIFKPC
behaviour. It is quite useful in discovering whether or not former trainees are using new learning acquired
EVSJOHUIFDPVSTF)PXFWFS UIJTUZQFPGFWBMVBUJPOEPFTOPUNFBTVSFXIFUIFSPSOPUUIJTDIBOHFJOKPC
CFIBWJPVSJTIBWJOHBOFêFDUPOUIFPSHBOJTBUJPO'VSUIFSNPSF JUUFOETUPCFNPSFEJïDVMUBOEUJNF
DPOTVNJOHUIBOiSFBDUJPOTwPSiMFBSOJOHwMFWFMT
0OFDBOFWBMVBUFDIBOHFJOKPCCFIBWJPVSBGUFSUIFUSBJOFFTSFUVSOUPUIFKPC UIFBNPVOUPGEFMBZ
depending on the nature of the training and the job. The methodology could include use of observation,
TFMGEJBSJFT PCTFSWFSEJBSJFT BQQSBJTBMCZTVQFSJPST TFMGBQQSBJTBM PSRVFTUJPOOBJSFTPSJOUFSWJFXT
designed specifically for the purpose. It is sometimes helpful to ask trainees to develop a plan of action
at the end of the course to guide the evaluation of change in job behaviour, particularly where the trainees
are a heterogeneous group.
Evaluation at Functioning Level
"UUIJTMFWFM UIFFWBMVBUJPONFBTVSFTUIFFêFDUTPGUIFUSBJOFFTOFXKPCCFIBWJPVSPOUIFQSPEVDUJWJUZ
PSFïDJFODZPGUIFJSEFQBSUNFOUTPSHBOJ[BUJPOTPSPOUIFNPSBMFPGUIFJSTVCPSEJOBUFTɥJTIFMQTUP
assess the ultimate impact of the training. It should be done some time after the trainees have been back
on the job. Methodology would include collection of data from organizational records, questionnaires,
PSJOUFSWJFXT)PXFWFS TVDIFWBMVBUJPODBOCFUJNFDPOTVNJOHBOEJUJTEJïDVMUUPLOPXIPXNVDIPG
the improvement can be directly attributed to the training programme.
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Hierarchy of training evaluation

Impact
3FTVMUT

5SBOTGFSCFIBWJPVS
performance
What skills, knowledge,
attitudes are used on the job
in the work unit.

Learning
%JEQFPQMFDIBOHFCZUIF
FOEPGUIFUSBJOJOH
Reaction
Participants’ perceptions
GFFECBDLTIFFU SFBDUJPO
GPSN
Figure 7: Hierarchy of training evaluation

Handout 2.9.3
Techniques of Evaluating a Training
(a) Pre training evaluation
ɥJTMFWFMPGFWBMVBUJPOJOWPMWFTBTTFTTJOHUSBJOJOHEVSJOHJUTEFWFMPQNFOUTUBHF*UTQVSQPTFJTUPQSF
test the adequacy, scope and coverage of training program under preparation as well as the methods and
media to be used. Rather than wait until the end of the training, pre training evaluation aims to check
out its shortcomings at an early stage and to take corrective action, where necessary.
How to do it:
t

*OGPSNBMNFFUJOHTBOEEJTDVTTJPOT

t

1SFUFTUJOH

t

2VFTUJPOOBJSF
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(b) Evaluating trainees’ reaction
)PXEJEUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTMJLFUIFUSBJOJOH ɥJTRVFTUJPOJTCFTUQVUUPUSBJOFFTBUUIFFOEPGBOZTQFDJëD
session or during the course of the training. The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the participants’
reaction to the course. An analysis of results obtained would be of primary interest to trainers, for
improving the future runs of training.
How to do it
t

4FMGFWBMVBUJPO

t

%BJMZSFWJFX

t

.PPENFUFS

t

"QQMJDBUJPOGFFECBDLRVFTUJPOT

t

3BUJOHTIFFU

Daily review, feedback and readjustment
A daily review accomplishes a number of things:
t

&WFSZPOFSFWJTJUTUIFEBJMZNBUFSJBM

t

ɥFGBDJMJUBUPSëOETPVUIPXFWFSZPOFJTGFFMJOHUPSFDPHOJTFJGUIFSFBSFQSPCMFNTPSEPVCUT

t

1FPQMFFYQSFTTTBUJTGBDUJPOTBOEEJTTBUJTGBDUJPOTXJUIUIFUSBJOJOH

t

ɥFGBDJMJUBUPSMFBSOTXIBUBSFUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUUPQJDTPGUIFEBZBOEXIBUUPDIBOHFJOUIFGPMMPXJOH
sessions

t

1BSUJDJQBOUTESBXDPODMVTJPOTBOETFFUIFDPOOFDUJPOTJOUIFEBZTNBUFSJBMT

t

ɥFGBDJMJUBUPSVTFTUIFNBUFSJBMTUPNBLFQMBOTGPSUIFOFYUEBZ

The mood meter

5IJTDBOCFVTFEFWFSZNPSOJOH
and afternoon to gauge the daily
mood of participants. For each
session the participant put a tick
or a mark for how they are feeling.
You can use symbols for happy,
neutral and unhappy.

Example of mood meter
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Rating sheet
Please rate out of five for each parameters
S/N

Parameters

Score out of five
1

1

-PHJDBMìPX

2

Content

3

Clarity

4

Participants
involvement

5

0QQPSUVOJUZGPS
practice

6

Relevance to
participants jobs

7

Visual aids

8

0UIFSDPNNFOUT

2

3

4

5

Table 7: Rating sheet

(c) Evaluating participant’s learning
)PXNVDIIBWFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTMFBSOUBTBSFTVMUPGUIFUSBJOJOH )BWFUIFZMFBSOUXIBUUIFZXFSF
FYQFDUFEUPMFBSO 5IJTUZQFPGFWBMVBUJPOJOWPMWFTBTTFTTJOHUIFLOPXMFEHF TLJMMT BOEBUUJUVEFT
participants have gained through training; It focus is on their learning rather than reactions and feelings.
How to do it:
t

0QFORVFTUJPOT

t

-FBSOJOHKPVSOBM

t

8SJUUFOUFTUTPSRVJ[[FT

t

1FSGPSNBODFUFTUT

Example for asking open questions
ɥFGBDJMJUBUPSDBOVTFEJêFSFOURVFTUJPOTɥFTFJODMVEF
 8IBUEJEZPVMFBSOUPEBZ
 8IBUUIJOHTXFSFNPTUVTFGVMUPEBZ
 8IBUXPVMEZPVTVHHFTUUPJNQSPWFUIFUSBJOJOH
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Handout 2.9.4
Guideline to Provide Feedback on Training
1. Content : Relevance and structure
t

6TFGVMOFTTSFMFWBODF

t

"NPVOUPGJOGPSNBUJPO

t

4FRVFODF

t

%VSBUJPO

t

#BMBODFCFUXFFOUSBJOFSTBOEUSBJOFFTQBSUJDJQBUJPO

t

*OTUSVDUJPOTUPUSBJOFST

t

7JTVBMBJET

t

)BOEPVUT FYFSDJTFT

t

&WBMVBUJPO

2. Process: training techniques and direction
t

6TFGVMOFTTSFMFWBODFFêFDUJWFOFTT

t (SPVQJOUFSBDUJPO

t

$MBSJUZPGRVFTUJPOTFYFSDJTFTJOTUSVDUJPOT

t 0QFOJOHBOEDMPTVSFPGUIFEBZT

3. Trainers’ and trainees’ performance
t

QSFTFOUBUJPODPNNVOJDBUJPOTLJMMT

t JOUFSBDUJPOFêFDUJWFQBSUJDJQBUJPO

t

QVODUVBMJUZJOUFSFTUDPNNJUNFOUXJMMJOHOFTTUPGBDJMJUBUFMFBSOJOHXJMMJOHOFTTUPQBSUJDJQBUF

t

PUIFSBUUJUVEFT

4. Learning environment
t

QIZTJDBM USBJOJOHGBDJMJUJFT USBJOJOHNBUFSJBM IPUFMGBDJMJUJFTJOHFOFSBM 

t

QTZDIPMPHJDBM QFSTPOBMGFFMJOHTTVDIBTTFMGNPUJWBUJPO JOUFSFTU TBUJTGBDUJPO TFMGBDIJFWFNFOU 

t

4PDJBM EFWFMPQNFOUPGGSJFOETIJQ SFMBYFEBOEDPNGPSUBNPOHQBSUJDJQBOUT 
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2.10 Participatory Tools for Appraisal
Background
The Purpose of this session is to enable the PFS facilitator to differentiate and apply the appropriate participatory
tools for appraisal.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FTDSJCFUIFWBSJPVTQBSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTGPSBQQSBJTBM
t "QQMZQBSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTGPSBQQSBJTBMXIJMFXPSLJOHXJUIQBTUPSBMDPNNVOJUJFT

Topic overview
1. What are, and why Participatory tools tools for appraisal?
2. Participatory toolstools for appraisal.

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH
t 7JTVBMT
t %SBNB
t &YFSDJTFT

Time: 5 hours
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $PMPVSFE$BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE $IBML TUJDLT BOJNBM
ESPQQJOHT HSPVOE

Handout: 2.10.1 and 2.10.2
Additional reference
t 13"NFUIPEPMPHZCPPLT
t 2VBOH/HBJųűűŸ1BSUJDJQBUPSZSVSBMBQQSBJTBMNBOVBM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: What is and Why Participatory TPPMTGPS"QQSBJTBM ŵűNJOVUFT

Ų (SFFUQBSUJDJQBOUTBOESFBEBMPVEUIFQPTUFETFTTJPOPCKFDUJWFGPSUIFTFTTJPO
ų "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTBCPVUUIFJSQSFWJPVTFYQFSJFODFJOVTJOHUIFQBSUJDJQBUPSZtools for appraisal"GUFS
BCSJFGEJTDVTTJPOPGUIFJSFYQFSJFODF FYQMBJOUIBUJOUIJTBDUJWJUZUIFZXJMMCFDPWFSJOHTPNFPG
QBSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTXIJDIBSFJOWPMWFEJOFêFDUJWFDPNNVOJUZQBSUJDJQBUJPOPSJOWPMWFNFOUJO
NBUUFSTBêFDUJOHUIFJSMJWFT
Ŵ %JTDVTTXIBUJTBOEXIZQBSUJDJQBUPSZtools for appraisal .
Activity 2: Participatory TPPMTGPS"QQSBJTBM ŵIPVSTŴűNJOVUFT

Ų "TLFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUUPëOEBQBSUOFSBOEHJWFFBDIQBJSBTIFFUPGìJQDIBSUQBQFS"TLIBMGPGUIF
QBJSTUPESBXBQJDUVSFPGXIBUUIFZXPVMEDPOTJEFSUPCFBOFêFDUJWFDPNNVOJUZQBSUJDJQBUPSZ
UPPMT XIJDIXJMMQVUDPNNVOJUZBUUIFDFOUSFTUBHFPGNBLJOHEFDJTJPOT PSHFUUJOHUIFNJOWPMWFE
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JOUIFJSDPNNVOJUZEFWFMPQNFOUBOEDPOWFOUJPOBMUFBDIFS JMMVTUSBUJOHUIFDPOWFOUJPOBMUPPMPO
UIFJSESBXJOH
Exercise 2
%SBXUXPQJDUVSFTTIPXJOHFBDIPGUIFGPMMPXJOHBTZPVNBZSFNFNCFSUIFN


$PNNVOJUZNFNCFSTVTJOHBQBSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMJOBTFTTJPO



$POWFOUJPOBMUFBDIFSVTJOHUIFDPOWFOUJPOBMUPPMJOBTFTTJPO

ų &YQMBJOUIBUUIFZBSFUPEPUIJTXJUIPVUVTJOHXPSET4JODFUIFZXJMMIBWFPOMZŲŶNJOVUFTUPDPNQMFUF
UIFUXPESBXJOHT UIFZTIPVMEXPSLRVJDLMZBOEOPUXPSSZBCPVUCFJOHBSUJTUJDɥFJSESBXJOHT
TIPVMECFCJHFOPVHIUPCFWJTJCMFUPBMMJOUIFSPPN
Ŵ %JTUSJCVUFUXPMBSHFTIFFUTBOEBNBSLFSUPFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUPOMZBGUFSHJWJOHUIFBCPWFJOTUSVDUJPOT
ŵ "TLFBDIQFSTPOUPTIPXIJTPSIFSESBXJOH*GQPTTJCMF QPTUBMMPOUIFXBMMTUPFODPVSBHFDPNQBSJTPO
UIPTFQBJSTESBXJOHPODPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTVTJOHQBSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTPOPOFXBMMBOEUIPTFXIP
BSFDPOWFOUJPOBMUFBDIFSTPOUIFPUIFSXBMM
Ŷ "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUIFGPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOT
B  8IFUIFSUIFESBXJOHXBTGVO
C  8IBUDBOUIFZTFFJOFBDIPGUIFESBXJOHT
D  $PNQBSFUIFDPNNVOJUZQBSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTBOEDPOWFOUJPOBMUPPMTVTFECZUIFUFBDIFS
E  8IBUEPUIFUXPESBXJOHTEFQJDU 
F  "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPHFOFSBUFBMJTUPGEJêFSFODFTCFUXFFOUIFDPNNVOJUZCBTFEQBSUJDJQBUPSZ
UPPMTBOEDPOWFOUJPOBMUPPMT
G  )PXUIFZNJHIUVTFiESBXJOHTwJOUIFJSXPSLPSSFBMMJGFTJUVBUJPO
H  'JOBMMZ BTLXIJDIUPPMTBSFNPSFBQQSPQSJBUFGPS1'4DPNNVOJUZXPSL

Application and wrap up (10 minutes)
Ų "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUIFGPMMPXJOHRVFTUJPOTJOPSEFSUPCFHJOUIJOLJOHBCPVUUIFBQQMJDBUJPOPGXIBU
UIFZIBWFMFBSOFEJOUIFTFTTJPO
t

)PXDBOZPVBQQMZUIJTJOZPVSTJUVBUJPOBUIPNF

t

)PXDPVMEUIJTFYFSDJTFIBWFCFFONPSFNFBOJOHGVMUPZPV

t

8IBUEPZPVUIJOLXJMMCFNPTUEJïDVMUXIFOZPVVTFUIJT

t

8IBUEPZPVëOENPTUEJïDVMU

t

8IBUDBOZPVEPUPPWFSDPNFSFTJTUBODFGSPNPUIFST

ų &NQIBTJTFUIFGPMMPXJOHQPJOUT
t

1BSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTBOEUFDIOJRVFTBSFBQQSPBDIFTBOENFUIPETUPFOBCMFQFPQMFTIBSF QSFTFOU 
BOBMZTFUIFJSLOPXMFEHFPGMJGFBOEDPOEJUJPOTBOEQMBOUPBDUBOEUSBOTGPSNUIFVOEFTJSBCMF
realities.

t

*OFTTFODF BMMUIJTJTBJNFEBUBDIJFWJOHBDDFQUBCMFBOESFTQPOTJWFJOUFSWFOUJPOTɥFNFUIPEPMPHZ
BOEBQQSPBDIFTUFDIOJRVFTBSFJOOBUVSF
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J  1BSUJDJQBUPSZBOEJOUFSBDUJWF

JJ  'MFYJCMF

JJJ "EBQUBCMF

JW  &YQMPSBUPSZ

W  &NQPXFSJOHBOEFOBCMJOH

WJ  *OWFOUJWFBOEJOOPWBUJWF

Handout 2.10.1
What are Participatory Tools and Techniques?
1BSUJDJQBUPSZ3VSBM"QQSBJTBM 13" JTBTFUPGUPPMTBOEUFDIOJRVFTVTFEXJUIIPVTFIPMETUPHBUIFSBOE
BOBMZTFJOGPSNBUJPOPODPNNVOJUZSFTPVSDFT QSPCMFNT QPUFOUJBMBOEJTVTFEGPS
t

%FWFMPQJOHUIFQSPëMFPGQSPCMFNT

t

"OBMZTJOHUIFQSPCMFNT

t

"OBMZTJOHUIFDVSSFOUTJUVBUJPOBOEQPUFOUJBMJOBWJMMBHFPS1'4

t

4VQQPSUJOHIPVTFIPMETUPJEFOUJGZBDUJWJUJFTUIBUSFTQPOEUPEJïDVMUJFT

t

*EFOUJGZJOHUIFPQQPSUVOJUJFT

t

%FWFMPQJOHUIF$PNNVOJUZ"DUJPO1MBO $"1 

13"JTBGBNJMZPGBQQSPBDIFTBOENFUIPETUPFOBCMFQFPQMFTIBSF QSFTFOU BOBMZTFUIFJSLOPXMFEHFPG
MJGFBOEDPOEJUJPOTBOEQMBOUPBDUBOEUSBOTGPSNUIFVOEFTJSBCMFSFBMJUJFT
*OFTTFODF UIJTJTBJNFEBUBDIJFWJOHBDDFQUBCMFBOESFTQPOTJWFJOUFSWFOUJPOTɥFNFUIPEPMPHZBOE
BQQSPBDIFTUFDIOJRVFTBSFJOOBUVSF
t

1BSUJDJQBUPSZBOEJOUFSBDUJWF

t

'MFYJCMF

t

"EBQUBCMF

t

&YQMPSBUPSZ

t

&NQPXFSJOHBOEFOBCMJOH

t

*OWFOUJWFBOEJOOPWBUJWF

13"UPPMTBSFVTFSGSJFOEMZ13"BMTPPêTFUTUIFCJBTFTPGSVSBMVSCBOEFWFMPQNFOUUPVSJTUTXIP
t

.FFUPOMZDFSUBJOLJOETPGQFPQMFGPSFYBNQMF UIFJNQPSUBOUNFO UIPTFXIPIBQQFOUPCFBSPVOE

t

%POPUNFFUPUIFSLJOETPGQFPQMFUIFQPPSFTU XPNFO UIFQPXFSMFTT DIJMESFO BOEEJTBCMFE

t

$PNFXJUIUIFJSPXOQSFDPODFQUJPOQSFKVEJDFTBOEJNQPTFUIFJSPXOëYFEJEFBT

t

"SFJOIVSSZ

t

%JTSFHBSEDVMUVSBMBOEUSBEJUJPOBMWBMVFT

t

.JTJOUFSQSFUBUJPOUISPVHIUSBOTMBUJPOJTPGUFOFYQFSJFODFEGSPNCPUIUIFPVUTJEFSTBOEJOTJEFST
MFBEJOHUPNPSFNJTVOEFSTUBOEJOH

t

"SFPWFSGFEPWFSQSBJTFEBTWJTJUPST
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Handout 2.10.2
PRA Tools
ɥFGPMMPXJOHBSFUIFDPNNPOMZVTFEUPPMT
1. Tools related to space:ɥFTFHJWFVTJOGPSNBUJPOSFMBUFEUPUIFTQBDFBSFBVOEFSTUVEZɥFBSF
t

$PNNVOJUZNBQT

t

5SBOTFDUT

t

)PVTFIPMETLFUDINBQT

t

.PCJMJUZNBQT

2. Time related: ɥFTFUPPMTFOBCMFVTUPHBUIFSJOGPSNBUJPOSFMBUFEUPDIBOHFTUIBUIBWFUBLFOQMBDF
JOUIFDPNNVOJUZPWFSUJNF'PSFYBNQMF
t

5JNFMJOFTIJTUPSJDBMQSPëMFT

t

4FBTPOBMBOEEBJMZBDUJWJUZDBMFOEBST

t

5SFOEMJOFT

3. Socio-economic tools."JNBUDPMMFDUJOHEBUBPODPNNVOJUZTXBZTPGMJGFBOENFBOTPGMJWFMJIPPET
Such tools are:
t

(FOEFS%BJMZ$BMFOEBS

t

7FOOEJBHSBNChapati%JBHSBNT

t

-JWFMJIPPE%JBHSBNT

t

'PDVTFE(SPVQ%JTDVTTJPOT '(% 

t

4FNJ4USVDUVSFE*OUFSWJFXT 44* 

t

*OEJHFOPVT5FDIOJDBM,OPXMFEHF *5, 

4. Analysis tools
t

1BJSXJTFSBOLJOH

t

1SFGFSFODFSBOLJOH

t

%JSFDUNBUSJYSBOLJOH

t

1SPQPSUJPOBMQJMJOH

t

'MPXEJBHSBNT

5. Technical /secondary tools
t

"MMQVCMJTIFENBUFSJBMT

t

0ïDJBMSFQPSUT

t

0SEJOBODFNBQT

t

3FTFBSDIQBQFST

Commonly Applicable Participatory Training Tools In The Field/Pastoralist Field Schools
t

Community maps:BDPNNVOJUZTLFUDINBQJTBWJTVBMSFQSFTFOUBUJPOPGXIBUUIFDPNNVOJUZ
QFSDFJWFTBTUIFJSTQBDFɥJTJODMVEFTTIPXJOHUIF
TIBQFPGUIFDPNNVOJUZCPVOEBSZBOEBMMUIFNBKPS
GFBUVSFTBTVOEFSTUPPEBOELOPXOCZUIFDPNNVOJUZ
NFNCFST

t

Transects:ɥJTJTBTJNQMFXBMLBDSPTTUIFTUVEZ
BSFBCZUIFUFBNBDDPNQBOJFECZTPNFDPNNVOJUZ
NFNCFSTɥJTJTBOPCTFSWBUJPOBMXBMLUPTUVEZBOE
MFBSOBCPVUUPQPHSBQIZ OBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT TPJMT MBOE
VTFQBUUFSOT IZHJFOFTJUVBUJPOT IPVTJOH QSPCMFNT
and opportunities.

t

Household sketch mapsɥFTFTIPXUIFGPMMPXJOH

t

%JêFSFOUSFTPVSDFUZQFTBOEIPXUIFTFBSFVTFE

t

3FTPVSDFTUIBUBSFTDBSDFPSBCVOEBOU
A household sketch map
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*EFOUJGZPQQPSUVOJUJFTBOEQSPQPTFBDUJWJUJFTUPJNQSPWFPSEFWFMPQUIFTF
Mobility maps:"NPCJMJUZNBQJTVTVBMMZBTBDJSDMFXJUIBSSPXTTIPXJOHXIJDITFDUPSJOUIF
DPNNVOJUZHPFTXIFSFBOEGPSXIBUQVSQPTF$POUBDUTXJUIUIFAPVUTJEFXPSMEBOEEFDJTJPO
NBLJOHQPXFSJOUIFDPNNVOJUZBSFPGUFODMPTFMZMJOLFEɥFNPCJMJUZNBQBMMPXTVTUPSFDPSE 
DPNQBSFBOEBOBMZTFUIFNPCJMJUZPGEJêFSFOUHSPVQTPGQFPQMFJOUIFDPNNVOJUZGPSFYBNQMF
NFO XPNFO CPZT BOEHJSMT*UJTJNQPSUBOUUPJEFOUJGZEJêFSFOUQBUUFSOTPGTQBUJBMNPCJMJUZGPS
EJêFSFOUTFHNFOUTPGBDPNNVOJUZ
Timelines/historical profiles:"IJTUPSJDBMUJNFMJOFJTBMJTUPGLFZFWFOUTJOUIFIJTUPSZPGUIF
DPNNVOJUZUIBUIFMQTUPJEFOUJGZUIFQBTUUSFOET FWFOUT QSPCMFNTBOEBDIJFWFNFOUJOJUTMJGF
UJNFɥJTJTCFTUEPOFVTJOHUIFHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOTCFDBVTFJUFODPVSBHFTEJBMPHVFBOEBMTPIFMQT
DPNNVOJUZBSSJWFBUXIBUJTBDDFQUBCMF*UJTBMTPFBTZUPDSPTTDIFDLJOGPSNBUJPO'PSFWFSZFWFOU
UIFHSPVQTIPVMEBMTPTUBUFUIFFêFDUJUIBEPOUIFDPNNVOJUZBOEIPXJUDPQFEXJUIJUɥFUPPM
JTCFTUEPOFJOTNBMMHSPVQT

An example of a historical profile taken from Bufow Village South of Somalia
YEAR EVENT
1972

$IPMFSBPVUCSFBL

EFFECT

COPING MECHANISM

.BOZQFPQMFEJFE

t
t

(PWFSONFOUQSPWJEFEBOUDIPMFSB
ESVHT
)PMZ2VSBOXJEFMZSFBE

1973

t
t

(PPEIBSWFTU
(PWFSONFOUDPOëTDBUFEMBOEUPUVSO .FNCFSTTPVHIUFNQMPZNFOUJOUIF
(PWFSONFOUPXOFEGBSNT
$SBTIQSPHSBNJOUSPEVDFE JOUP(PWFSONFOUBHSJDVMUVSBMMBOE

1974

t

"HSJDVMUVSBMDPPQTTFUVQ
CZ(PWFSONFOU
"%$NPOPQPMJTFEUIF
BHSJDVMUVSBMNBSLFU

t

1978

"HSJDVMUVSBMDPPQTDBODFMMFE
CZ(PWFSONFOU

t
t

1987

%FTUSVDUJPOPGDSPQTPOGBSNT %JTQMBDFNFOUPGQFPQMF
CFMPOHJOHUPUIF(PWFSONFOU

.JHSBUJPOUPPUIFSBSFBT

1991

$JWJMXBSSFBDIFTDMJNBY

$BOBMSFIBCJMJUBUJPOOFHMFDUFE
-PPUJOHPGQFPQMFTGPPESFTFSWFT

*OUFSOBUJPOBMOPOHPWFSONFOUBM
PSHBOJTBUJPOTCSPVHIUGPPEBJE

1992

'BNJOFBOETUBSWBUJPO

.PTUPMEQFPQMFBOEDIJMESFOEJFE

*OUFSOBUJPOBMGPPEDBNQBJHOMBVODIFE
UPBMMFWJBUFTVêFSJOH

1993

$SPQGBJMVSFEVFUPMBDLPG
FOPVHIXBUFS

4BWFUIF$IJMESFO'VOE 64" 
SFIBCJMJUBUFEUIFNBJOQSJNBSZDBOBM
(PPEJSSJHBUJPOBDDFTTFE
(PPEIBSWFTU

*ODSFBTFEQSPEVDUJPOBOEUSBEJOHXJUI
OFJHICPVSJOHDPNNVOJUJFT

1994

Floods

$SPQTEFTUSPZFE

$PNNVOJUZVTFEVOEFSHSPVOEHSBJO
SFTFSWPJSTUPSFEGSPNUIFQSFWJPVT
IBSWFTU

1997

'MBTIìPPET

$SPQEFTUSPZFE

$PNNVOJUZVTJOHVOEFSHSPVOEHSBJO
TUPSBHFGBDJMJUJFT

t

t

$PNNVOJUZGBSNTUBLFOPWFSCZ
UIF(PWFSONFOU
.PTUNFNCFSTGPSDFEUPCVZGPPE
GSPN"%$

.JHSBUJPOUPPUIFSTBSFBTPSEFSUP
TVSWJWF

'BSNFSTSFHBJOFEUIFJSMBOE
"HSJDVMUVSBMQSPEVDFJODSFBTFE

4FUUMFNFOUDBNFVQGPSDPNNVOJUJFT
DPVMEOPXGFFEUIFNTFMWFT

Table 8: Historical profile from Bufow Village

t

Seasonal calendars: ɥJTDPNQBSFTUIFDPNNVOJUZBDUJWJUJFTNPOUICZNPOUIɥFBDUVBMUIFNFT
UPCFSFDPSEFEXJMMWBSZGSPNDPNNVOJUZUPDPNNVOJUZ$PNNPOUIFNFTJODMVEFSBJOGBMMQBUUFSOT 
XBUFSBWBJMBCJMJUZ EJTFBTFT IBSWFTUJOHQMBOUJOH MBCPVSEFNBOEUIFDBMFOEBSTIPVMEBMTPTIPX
XIFOQSPCMFNTBSFNPTUBDVUFɥFUJNFTDBMFTIPVMECFPOUIFIPSJ[POUBMBYJT
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Seasonal calender

t

Gender Daily Calendar:UIFNBJOSFBTPOGPSBHFOEFSDBMFOEBSJTUPJEFOUJGZSPMFEJWJTJPOTJO
BDPNNVOJUZ*UIFMQTUPJEFOUJGZXIPEPFTXIBUBOENBLFTUIFDPNNVOJUZBSUJDVMBUFBTTVNFE
SPMFTXIJDIVOEFSOPSNBMDJSDVNTUBODFTBSFOPUEJTDVTTFE CVUBSFUBLFOGPSHSBOUFEɥJTIFMQT
UPBOBMZTFUIFEJWJTJPOPGMBCPVSJOUIFDPNNVOJUZBOESBJTFBXBSFOFTTBCPVUSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTGPS
TIBSJOHBDUJWJUJFT
TIME

ACTIVITIES

3JTJOHGSPNCFE

'FUDIJOHXBUFSQSPDFTTJOHNJML

&BSMZNPSOJOHUPOPPO

4XFFQJOHUIFIPVTF QSFQBSJOHCSFBLGBTUBOEXBTIJOHVUFOTJMT

&BSMZBGUFSOPPO

1SFQBSJOHMVODI 8BTIJOHVUFOTJMT

"GUFSOPPO

'FUDIJOHXBUFS

-BUFBGUFSOPPO

SFTUJOH

&BSMZFWFOJOH

1SFQBSJOHTVQQFS

&WFOJOH

%JTDVTTJPOTBETIBSJOHBNPOHGBNJMZNFNCFST

-BUFFWFOJOH

(PJOHUPCFE

3FQSPEVDUJWFSPMFTŲŷIPVST4MFFQJOHIPVSTŷIPVST3FTUųIPVST

Table 9: Gender daily calender

t

Livelihood Diagrams:ɥFTFBSFVTFEUPJOUFSQSFUUIFCFIBWJPVST EFDJTJPOTBOEDPQJOHTUSBUFHJFT
PG IPVTFIPMET XJUI EJêFSFOU TPDJPFDPOPNJD DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT 7BSJBCMFTGBDUPST GPS MJWFMJIPPE
BOBMZTJTNBZJODMVEFIPVTFIPMETJ[FBOEDPNQPTJUJPO OVNCFSPGMBCPVSNJHSBOUTJOUIFIPVTFIPME 
QSPQPSUJPOPGJODPNFCZTPVSDF FYQFOEJUVSFTBOESFMBUJWFJODPNF

t

Focused Group Discussions (FGD):ɥJTBUPPMVTFEGPSHFUUJOHJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNUIFDPNNVOJUZ
NFNCFSTPOBQBSUJDVMBSJTTVF FWFOUPSMJWFMJIPPEɥJTJTOPSNBMMZBUUFOEFECZBTNBMMHSPVQUIBU
SBOHFTGSPNŷŲųQFPQMFGSPNUIFDPNNVOJUZDPNQSJTJOHPGNFO ZPVUIBOEGFNBMF

t

Indigenous Technical Knowledge (ITK):ɥJTJTBUPPMLOPXMFEHFUIBUJTQSPWJEFECZUIF
DPNNVOJUZBOEDBOCFVTFEGPSUIFJSEFWFMPQNFOUɥJTJTOPSNBMMZEPOFUISPVHIDPOEVDUJOH
DPNNVOJUZNFFUJOHTPSDPOUBDUJOH UIFDPNNVOJUZJOGPSNBOUTPSEJêFSFOUTFHNFOUTPGUIF
DPNNVOJUZ
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MODULE 3: TEAM BUILDING,
GROUP MANAGEMENT AND
LEADERSHIP
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3.1 Team building
Background
A team is a very complicated creature and the more you know about what to expect as your team develops, the better
equipped you will be to support your team. There are commonly asked questions on teams as regards to alignment
to group, the mission, vision and goals. Others such as matching cultures and being in touch are issues that need
to be put into consideration. It is hoped that this session will enable the participants describe and explain teams,
team building, team evolution and dynamics.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %JêFSFOUJBUFCFUXFFOHSPVQBOEBUFBN
t &YQMBJOEJêFSFOUTUBHFTPGUFBNHSPXUI
t &YQMBJOUIFSPMFPGGBDJMJUBUPSJOUFBNCVJMEJOH
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPCVJMEBOFêFDUJWFUFBN
t "QQMZQSBDUJDFUFBNCVJMEJOHFYFSDJTFTJOUIF1'4

Topic overview
Ų %JêFSFODFCFUXFFOBUFBNBOEHSPVQ
ų 4UBHFTPGUFBNHSPXUI
3. Role of a facilitator in team building.
4. How to build a successful team.
5. Common problems in teams.
6. How to use team building exercises.

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH
t 2VFTUJPOBOEBOTXFS
t %SBXJOHT
t 8SJUUFOFYQMBOBUJPOTPO.BOJMBQBQFS

Time: 2 hours
Materials:"ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE
Handout: 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4 and 3.1.5

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Introductory Exercise 1: The Rope Square Game (20 minutes)
1. Use a rope which is about 3 meters in length and tied once to form a loop. The rope is placed on the
floor.
ų "TLGPSëWFWPMVOUFFSTBOEBTLTUIFNUPTUBOEJOBDJSDMFBSPVOEUIFSPQF(JWFUIFWPMVOUFFSTUIF
following instructions:
B  &ZFTDMPTFEBOEOPUPQFOEVSJOHUIFHBNF
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(b) Volunteers to bend down and touch the rope.
(c) Ask a group of volunteers to make a square.
(d) Only open eyes when as a group you are confident that a square has been made.
3. Other participants are asked to observe what is happening during the game.
4. Another alternative game that can be performed is the rope biding game.
Activity 1: ɥF%JêFSFODF#FUXFFOB(SPVQBOEB5FBN ųűNJOVUFT

Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTPSHJWFDBSETUPJOEJWJEVBMTBOEBTLUIFNUPBOTXFSUIFGPMMPXJOH
RVFTUJPO8IBUJTUIFEJêFSFODFCFUXFFOBHSPVQBOEBUFBN
2. There after use the individual or groups responses to reinforce your presentation and also to elicit
discussions.
Ŵ 4VNNBSJTFCZBTLJOHUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT
t

8IFUIFSBHSPVQDBOCFBUFBN

t

8IFUIFSBUFBNDBOCFBHSPVQ

t

ɥFEJêFSFODFCFUXFFOBUFBNBOEBHSPVQ

t

8IZ1'4JTBUFBN

Activity 2: 4UBHFTPG5FBN(SPXUI ųűNJOVUFT

1. Using power point or writing on flip chart paper,
TZTUFNBUJDBMMZFYQMBJOUIFEJêFSFOUTUBHFTPGUFBNHSPXUI 
ask questions as you proceed and also allow participants to
interject with questions. Ask a few questions to participants
to gauge their understanding on the stages of team growth.
Use local examples if possible to emphasise certain points.
ų "GUFSHPJOHUISPVHIUIFUPQJD4VNNBSJTFLFZQPJOUTUISPVHI
question and answer sessions with the participants and put
emphasis on the important points to remember. Choose the
most appropriate methods from drawings, brainstorming,
question and answer, or power point to enhance understanding
PGUIFEJêFSFOUTUBHFTPGUFBNHSPXUI

Two donkeys pulling in different directions

Activity 3: 3PMFPGB'BDJMJUBUPSPS(SPVQ-FBEFSJO5FBNCVJMEJOH ųűNJOVUFT

1. Ask the participants what the roles of a facilitator or group leader in team building are. Record their
responses and fill in a flip chart.
2. Thereafter discuss and input on missing points.
Ŵ 4VNNBSJTFPOQPXFSQPJOUQSFTFOUBUJPOPSQPJOUTXSJUUFOPOìJQDIBSUQBQFS
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Activity 4: 3FDJQFGPSB4VDDFTTGVM5FBN ųűNJOVUFT

Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOHSPVQTBOEUISPVHICSBJOTUPSNJOHBNPOHTUUIFN BTLUIFGPMMPXJOH
RVFTUJPO)PXJTBTVDDFTTGVMUFBNCVJMUPSXIBUJTUIFSFDJQFGPSBTVDDFTTGVMUFBN 
2. After they have answered the question in a flip chart, each group to present its findings in plenary
while other groups comment or input on their presentation. This is done for all groups and a summary
is made either in power point or flip chart paper.
Activity 5: $PNNPO(SPVQ1SPCMFNT ųűNJOVUFT

Ask the participants what are the common
problems experienced in a team. Record their
responses and fill in a flip chart. Thereafter
EJTDVTTBOEJOQVUPONJTTJOHQPJOUT4VNNBSJTF
on power point presentation or points written
on flip chart paper.
Activity 6: 5FBNCVJMEJOH&YFSDJTFT ųűNJOVUFT 

Ask participants to identify and practice in
groups on a few selected team building exercises
Examples of team building Exercises
t

ɥFSPQFCJOEJOHHBNF

t

ɥFSPQFTRVBSFHBNF

t

5VHPGXBS

t

1V[[MFT

A team building exercise

Handout 3.1.1
The Difference Between a Group and a Team:
A team can be described as a group that functions in an organised and coordinated manner, giving room
for members to express their opinions and exploit their talents to the fullest in order achieve a certain
PCKFDUJWFHPBM
A group is not necessarily a team but a team can be a group.
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Handout 3.1.2
Stages of Team Growth
As the team matures, members gradually learn to cope with emotional and group pressures.
STAGE 1: FORMING
$BVUJPVTFYQMPSJOHPGUIFCPVOEBSJFTPGBDDFQUBCMFHSPVQCFIBWJPVS-JLFIFTJUBOUTXJNNFSTUIFZTUBOE
by the pool dabbing their toes in the water. This is a transition stage from individual to member status
and tests the leader’s guidance both formally and informally.
Forming includes these feelings
t

FYDJUFNFOU BOUJDJQBUJPO PQUJNJTN

t

*OJUJBMUFOUBUJWFBUUBDINFOUUPUIFUFBN

t

4VTQJDJPO GFBSBOEBOYJFUZPWFSUIFKPCBIFBE

Team forming includes these behaviours
t

"UUFNQUTUPEFëOFBDDPNQMJTIUIFUBTL

t

"UUFNQUTUPEFUFSNJOFBDDFQUBCMFHSPVQCFIBWJPVS

t

'SVTUSBUJPOTXJUIEJTDVTTJPOTPGQSPCMFNTOPUSFMFWBOUUPUIFUBTL

t

$PNQMBJOUTBCPVUUIFPSHBOJTBUJPOHSPVQBOECBSSJFSTUPUIFUBTL

NB: The team at this stage accomplishes little as members are distracted. But this is perfectly normal
Action of team leader at forming stage
t

#VJMEUSVTUBOEPQFODPNNVOJDBUJPO

t

&TUBCMJTIDPEFPGDPOEVDU

t

)FMQFOTVSFFWFSZPOFIBTTQFDJëDSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT

t

1SPWJEFTUSVDUVSFCZIBWJOHSFHVMBSUFBNNFFUJOHT

t

%FëOFBNJTTJPOTFUHPBMT

t

'BDJMJUBUFUFBNNFNCFSTUPMFBSOBCPVUPOFBOPUIFS

t

&ODPVSBHFSJTLUBLJOH

t

-FBEJOUFBNCVJMEJOHFYFSDJTFT
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STAGE 2: STORMING
t

.PTUEJïDVMUTUBHFGPSUIFUFBN

t

*UJTMJLFNFNCFSTKVNQJOUPUIFXBUFSBOEUIJOLJOHUIFZBSFESPXOJOHTUBSUUISBTIJOHBCPVU

t

*NQBUJFOUEVFUPMBDLPGQSPHSFTT

t

*OFYQFSJFODFE MFBEJOHUPBSHVNFOUT

t

3FMJBODFPOQFSTPOBMBOEQSPGFTTJPOBMFYQFSJFODF

t

3FTJTUJOHBUUFNQUTPGDPMMBCPSBUJPO

Storming includes these feelings
t

3FTJTUBODFUPUIFUBTLBOEPUIFSBQQSPBDIFTEJêFSFOUGSPNXIBUFBDIJOEJWJEVBMNFNCFSLOPXT

t

4IBSQìVDUVBUJPOTJOBUUJUVEFBCPVUUIFUFBN

t

4UVDLBOEVOBCMFUPNPWFGPSXBSE

Storming includes these behaviours
t

"SHVJOHFWFOXIFOBHSFFJOHPOSFBMJTTVFT

t

%FGFOTJWFOFTT DPNQFUJUJPO DSFBUJOHGBDUJPOTBOEDIPPTJOHTJEFT

t

2VFTUJPOJOHUIFXJTEPNPGUIPTFXIPTFMFDUFEQSPKFDUPSJOJUJBUJWF

t

6OSFBMJTUJDHPBMT DPODFSOTPWFSFYDFTTJWFXPSL

t

"QFSDFJWFEiQFDLJOHPSEFSwEJTVOJUZ JODSFBTFEUFOTJPOBOEKFBMPVTZ

Action of a team leader at storming stage
t

1SFBDIWJTJPO WJTJPO BOEWJTJPO

t

1SPWJEFUJNFGPSUFBNUPWFOUGSVTUSBUJPO

t

'BDJMJUBUFXJOT DSFBUFQPTJUJWFTVQQPSUJWFFOWJSPONFOU

t

3FDPHOJTFBOEQVCMJDJ[FUFBNXJOT

t

1SPWJEFNFNCFSTXJUIOFFEFESFTPVSDFT

t

3FNPWFCBSSJFST

t

&ODPVSBHFFYQSFTTJPOPGEJêFSJOHWJFXT

t

&ODPVSBHFUFBNQSPCMFNTPMWJOH

STAGE 3: NORMING
t

.FNCFSTSFDPODJMFDPNQFUJOHMPZBMUJFTBOESFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT

t

"DDFQUUFBNDPEFPGDPOEVDUBOEUIFJSSPMFTJOUIFUFBNBOEJOEJWJEVBMJUZPGGFMMPXNFNCFST

t

3FEVDFEFNPUJPOBMDPOìJDU

t

$PPQFSBUJPOJODSFBTFE

5FBNNFNCFSTSFBMJTFUIFZBSFOPUHPJOHUPESPXOBOETUPQUISBTIJOH IFMQJOHFBDIPUIFSUPTUBZBìPBU
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Norming includes these feelings
t

"OFXBCJMJUZUPFYQSFTTDSJUJDJTNDPOTUSVDUJWFMZ

t

"DDFQUBODFPGNFNCFSTIJQJOUIFUFBN

t

3FMJFGBTJUTFFNTUIJOHTXJMMXPSLPVU

Norming includes these behaviours
t

"UUFNQUTUPBDIJFWFIBSNPOZBOEBWPJEDPOìJDU

t

'SJFOEMJOFTT DPOëEJOHJOFBDIPUIFS TIBSJOHQFSTPOBMQSPCMFNTBOEEJTDVTTJOHUFBNEZOBNJDT

t

&TUBCMJTIJOHBOENBJOUBJOJOHUFBNTDPEFPGDPOEVDU

t

%FWFMPQJOHUFBNTLJMMTBOEQSPWJEJOHGFFECBDL

t

$POGSPOUJOHJTTVFT

t

&TUBCMJTIJOHQSPDFEVSFT

Action of a team leader at norming stage
t

&TUBCMJTISFHVMBSQFSGPSNBODFNFBTVSFT

t

&NQIBTJTFDSFBUJWFUIJOLJOH QSPCMFNTPMWJOHBOEBEWBODFEUFDIOJDBMBOEJOUFSQFSTPOBMTLJMMT

t

,FFQVQUIFUFBNXJOT

t

3FDPHOJTFBOESFJOGPSDFUFBNCFIBWJPVS

t

5BMLPQFOMZBCPVUJTTVFT

t

(JWFBOESFRVFTUDPOTUSVDUJWFGFFECBDL

t

,FFQTFUUJOHOFXIJHIFSHPBMT

t

%FMFHBUFBQQSPQSJBUFUBTLT

STAGE 4: PERFORMING
t

5FBNIBTOPXTFUUMFEJUTSFMBUJPOTIJQTBOEFYQFDUBUJPOT

t

$BOCFHJOQFSGPSNJOH EJBHOPTJOHBOETPMWJOHQSPCMFNT DIPPTJOHBOEJNQMFNFOUJOHDIBOHFT

t

)BWFEJTDPWFSFEBOEBDDFQUFEFBDIPUIFSTTUSFOHUITBOEXFBLOFTTFT

t

)BWFMFBSOFEXIBUUIFJSSPMFTBSF

Now they can swim in a concert.
Performing includes these feelings
t

*OTJHIUTJOUPQFSTPOBMBOEHSPVQQSPDFTTFT

t

#FUUFSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGFBDIPUIFSTTUSFOHUITBOEXFBLOFTTFT

t

4BUJTGBDUJPOPGUIFUFBNTQSPHSFTT

Performing includes these behaviours
t

$POTUSVDUJWFTFMGDIBOHF

t

3FTPVSDFGVMBOEìFYJCMF
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t

"CJMJUZUPQSFWFOUPSXPSLUISPVHIHSPVQQSPCMFNT

t

$MPTFBUUBDINFOUUPUIFUFBN

t

4VQQPSUJWFUPUFBN

Action of a team leader in Performing stage
t

4FUDIBMMFOHJOHHPBMT

t

-PPLGPSPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPJODSFBTFUFBNTTDPQF

t

2VFTUJPOBTTVNQUJPOTBOEUSBEJUJPOBMXBZTPGCFIBWJOH

t

%FWFMPQNFDIBOJTNTGPSHSPVQTFMGBTTFTTNFOU

t

%FWFMPQNFNCFSTUPUIFJSGVMMFTUQPUFOUJBMUISPVHIUBTLTBOEGFFECBDL

t

&TUBCMJTIDPOUJOVPVTJNQSPWFNFOUBTiBXBZPGMJGFw

Duration of the stages
t

%VSBUJPOBOEJOUFOTJUZWBSZGSPNUFBNUPUFBN

t

4PNFUJNFTUIFTUBHFPGQFSGPSNJOHNBZCFBDIJFWFEJOBNFFUJOHPSUXP PUIFSUJNFTJUNBZUBLF
months.

t

6OEFSTUBOEJOHUIFTFTUBHFTXJMMLFFQZPVGSPNPWFSSFBDUJOHUPOPSNBMQSPCMFNTBOETFUUJOHVOSFBMJTUJD
expectations that only add to frustrations.

t

1BUJFODFBOEFêPSUFOBCMFTJOEFQFOEFOUJOEJWJEVBMTHSPXJOUPBUFBN

Handout 3.1.3
Role of a facilitator or group leader in team building:
t

*OJUJBUFEJTDVTTJPOT

t

4FFLJOGPSNBUJPOBOEPQJOJPOT

t

4VHHFTUQSPDFEVSFTGPSSFBDIJOHBHPBM

t

$MBSJGZPSFMBCPSBUFPOJEFBT

t

4VNNBSJTF

t

5FTUGPSDPOTFOTVT

t

"DUBTHBUFLFFQFSTUPBWPJETJNVMUBOFPVTDPOWFSTBUJPOT

t

,FFQEJTDVTTJPOTGSPNEJHSFTTJOH

t

$PNQSPNJTFBOECFDSFBUJWFJOSFTPMWJOHEJêFSFODFT

t

&BTFUFOTJPOJOEJïDVMUNBUUFST

t

&YQSFTTHSPVQGFFMJOH

t

"HSFFPOTUBOEBSET

t

3FGFSUPEPDVNFOUBUJPOBOEEBUB

t

#FGBJSJOBDDFQUJOHCPUIQSBJTFBOEDPNQMBJOUT

t

#VJMETLJMMTBOEFWBMVBUFQSPHSFTT
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Handout 3.1.4
Recipe For a Successful Team;
How close a team comes to this ideal depends on the following ten essential elements;
t

$MBSJUZJOUFBNHPBMT

t

"OJNQSPWFNFOUQMBO

t

$MFBSMZEFëOFESPMFT

t

$MFBSDPNNVOJDBUJPO

t

#FOFëDJBMUFBNCFIBWJPVST

t

8FMMEFëOFEEFDJTJPOQSPDFEVSFT

t

#BMBODFEQBSUJDJQBUJPO

t

&TUBCMJTIFEHSPVOESVMFT

t

"XBSFOFTTPGUIFHSPVQQSPDFTT

t

6TFPGHPPEEBUB

Handout 3.1.5
Common group problems
t

'MPVOEFSJOH

t

0WFSCFBSJOHQBSUJDJQBOUT

t

%PNJOBUJOHQBSUJDJQBOUT

t

3FMVDUBOUQBSUJDJQBOUT

t

6ORVFTUJPOFEBDDFQUBODFPGPQJOJPOTBTGBDUT

t

3VTIUPBDDPNQMJTINFOU

t

"UUSJCVUJPO

t

'FVEJOHUFBNNFNCFST
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3.2 PFS Group Management and Leadership
Background
Management is important for the smooth and effective functioning of a PFS, like it is in any other organisation,
association or group. Management involves planning, directing and controlling the operations and activities of the
PFS. This management in PFS takes two forms: the structures that act as pillars for, and the systems that support
the management functions as well as the catalysts.
The structures in this case are primarily the leadership function in the PFS. The systems could be called the software
rules, regulations embodied in the constitution and the record keeping, which the leadership use in carrying out
their functions. Catalysts include the resources that facilitate the leadership to run the systems. In a PFS, these
include subscription, membership and other fees mobilised by the group members.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t 6OEFSTUBOEUIFJNQPSUBODFPGHSPVQTUSVDUVSFTBOEWBSJPVTTZTUFNTGPSFêFDUJWF1'4NBOBHFNFOU
t 'BDJMJUBUFBOETVQQPSUUIF1'4UPQVUJOQMBDFBQQSPQSJBUFTUSVDUVSFTBOETZTUFNTUPHVJEFUIF1'4PQFSBUJPOT

Topic overview
1. Developing a PFS Constitution
2. PFS leadership
3. PFS Records
4. PFS Resource mobilisation

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH
t 2VFTUJPOBOEBOTXFS
t 3PMFQMBZTGPMLNFEJBTUPSZUFMMJOH

Time: 4 hours
Materials: A4 sheets, Cards, Note book, Pens, Ruler, Masking tape, Display board, Sample copies of group
constitution, Pictorial of leadership styles, record formats.

Handout: 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3
Additional reference
t ''4'BDJMJUBUPSTHVJEFo6HBOEBųűŲű
t 6HBOEB''4/FUXPSL.BOVBM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: 1'4$POTUJUVUJPOBOE#ZMBXT ŲIPVS

1. Brainstorm with the participants on what they understand by a constitution
ų %JTDVTTUIFJNQPSUBODFSPMFPGBDPOTUJUVUJPOJOB1'4BOEIBWJOHSVMFTBOESFHVMBUJPOT
3. Ask the participants to explain the possible components of a PFS constitution
4. Wrap up their discussions by explaining any additional components that they might have left out.
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5. Present a format for the group constitution making process and explain each in detail, giving the
JNQPSUBODF BOEIPXUPEFSJWFUIFCZMBXTGSPNFBDIDPNQPOFOU
Activity 2: -FBEFSTIJQJO1'4 ŲIPVS

1. Brainstorm on what is generally meant by leadership and who a leader is.
2. Discuss the characteristics of a good leader in the context of the PFS.
Ŵ "TL UIF QBSUJDJQBOUT UP MJTU BOE EFTDSJCF UIF MFBEFSTIJQ BQQSPBDIFTTUZMFT UIFZ LOPX -FU UIF
QBSUJDJQBOUTMJTUBTNBOZBQQSPBDIFTBTQPTTJCMF(PUISPVHIBMMUIFQPJOUTQSFTFOUFEBOEBEE
additional inputs emphasising on strong points. Alternatively, give each participant flash cards
and ask them to list leadership styles. Pick the flash cards from the participants and Analyse the
results and input on missing points while emphasising on strong points.
Finalise this discussion by summarising on leadership styles by asking these questions:
t

A1FPQMFHFUUIFUZQFPGMFBEFSUIFZEFTFSWF XIBUJTUIFNFBOJOHPGUIJTTUBUFNFOU 

t

8IBUNBLFTBMFBEFSVTFBDFSUBJOMFBEFSTIJQBQQSPBDI

4. Pin up the leadership approaches in front of the training hall and in question and answer form
HPUISPVHIBMMUIFMFBEFSTIJQTUZMFTBOEMJTUJOQVUPOUIFJSJNQMJDBUJPOTXIFOVTFE*OQVUXFMM
on missing points then summarise on right implications through power point or other relevant
facilitation means.
Ŷ 6TJOHRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFS BTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTVTJOHPOFXPSEUPMJTUUIFUZQFPGMFBEFSTGPVOEJO
groups. After the listing is complete pick participants randomly and ask to explain each type of leader
listed. After all is through, add up any missing points, beef up the explanations and summarise.
If time allows ask the participants to list some of the best ways in which a leader can lead a group
effectively.
6. Ask the participant to identify and list the different leadership positions required for management
of the PFS affairs.
7. Discuss the different roles and responsibilities of each position and the desired qualities for the
individuals that PFS members should consider during the election of office bearers.
8. Ask the participants to discuss how a PFS can ensure democratic election process for their leaders.
Note:ɥFUSBJOFSDPVMEVTFHSPVQEJTDVTTJPOTGPSMFBEFSTIJQTUZMFTUZQFTPGMFBEFSTDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPG
leaders.
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In these pictures, the cart represents the PFS group

All the members are seated in the cart
and the two representatives are trying
to pull the cart. This is hard to achieve
as the burden is solely on the shoulders
of two people.

All the members are pushing the
cart with the representative seated
in the cart. This is inappropriate as it
symbolizes domination by a few.

Everybody takes turn in steering the
cart. This is an example of how it must
be in a PFS group.

Leadership styles

Activity 3: 1'43FDPSE,FFQJOH ŲIPVS

1. Ask the participants what is meant by records and record keeping.
2. Divide the participants into 3 groups, each to discuss one of the following.
B  ɥFJNQPSUBODFPGSFDPSELFFQJOHJONBOBHFNFOUPG1'4
C  5ZQFTPGSFDPSETSFMFWBOUUPUIF1'4
D  ɥFSPMFPG1'4MFBEFSTJOFOTVSJOHBQQSPQSJBUFSFDPSETBSFQSPQFSMZLFQU
3. Ask each group to present their discussions. For each presentation, wrap up the discussion with
the relevant information as provided in the hand out.
4. Expose the participants to the different record formats discussing each and how to record the
required information.
Note: The participants to be informed that when handling this with the PFS, they will only
introduce the topic and the importance of record keeping and give examples of key records for PFS.
The actual records will be introduced during the implementation as and when they will be required.
Tip:*OPSEFSUPTBWFUJNFEVSJOHUIF5P' UIFQBSUJDJQBOUTDPVMECFQSPWJEFEXJUIUIFTBNQMF
formats to copy in their journals during their free time prior to the session. During the session,
the trainer should use practical exercises to enable the participants actually make sample records.
Activity 4: 3FTPVSDF.PCJMJTBUJPOGPS'VOEJOH1'40QFSBUJPOT ŲIPVS 

Ų *OUSPEVDFUIFJNQPSUBODFPGSFTPVSDFNPCJMJ[BUJPOBOETFUUJOHVQPGBHSPVQPQFSBUJPOBMGVOEJO
the PFS.
2. Divide the participants in 2 groups to brainstorm on ways that the PFS could raise funds for running
UIF1'4BDUJWJUJFT ŲŶNJOVUFT
3. Ask the groups to present their ideas; wrap up with any ideas that may be feasible.
Note: The common ways of raising operational funds in PFS and other groups is through
membership fees, subscriptions, fines and other fees. The trainer should inform the facilitators
to discuss this issue with each individual PFS to come up with strategies of raising group funds.
<*UTIPVMECFNBEFDMFBSUIBUNFNCFSTTBWJOHTDBOOPUCFVTFEUPSVOPQFSBUJPOTPGUIFHSPVQ>
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Handout 3.2.1
Constitution
The constitution is a document that sets out the goal and objectives of the group that guide its operations.
It sets out clear guidelines on the obligations and rights of members of the PFS. It is a living document
that evolves as the group grows. It can thus be amended by the members as and when it is necessary to
provide for new developments in the group at different stages. A PFS constitution should be made by
all members of the PFS and not outsiders; the language used in the constitution should be simple to be
understood by all members. Where a group is illiterate, it should be assisted to write their constitution
in the local language. The document should be approved by, and accessible to all members.
Bylaws are the rules and regulations that guide the daily operations of the group. Bylaws operationalise
the provisions made in the constitution. They are derived from the constitution. While the constitution
lists the core principles of the group, the bylaws are rules about how the group will achieve those principles.
The constitution has general ideas and the bylaws have more details.
ɥFGPMMPXJOHJTBTVHHFTUFEHVJEFUPEFWFMPQJOHB1'4DPOTUJUVUJPOBOEUIFSFMFWBOUCZFMBXT*UDPOUBJOT
some of the key areas for consideration when developing a constitution for the PFS. It is important for
the trainer to brainstorm with the participants on other important components that can be included in
UIFDPOTUJUVUJPOBOECZFMBXT<2VJUFPGUFOUIFSFJTDPOGVTJPOCFUXFFOBDPOTUJUVUJPOBOECZMBXT(SPVQT
sometimes develop bylaws and call it a constitution. What is important at that level is for the group to
IBWFTPNFHVJEJOHEPDVNFOU>
What to include in the Constitution
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What to include in the Bylaws

Group Identity
t

(SPVQOBNF

t

(SPVQOBNF

t

"EESFTT

t

"EESFTT

t

4MPHBO

t

4MPHBO

t

0CKFDUJWF1VSQPTF

t

0CKFDUJWF1VSQPTF

Membership
t

1SJODJQMFTCFIJOENFNCFSTIJQ DPNNPO
JOUFSFTUT MPDBUJPO HFOEFSJTTVFT DPNQPTJUJPO

t

3VMFTSFRVJSFNFOUTGPSCFDPNJOHBNFNCFS

t

&MJHJCJMJUZ

t

.FNCFSTIJQGFFTBNPVOUBOEGSFRVFODZ 

t

.FNCFSTPCMJHBUJPOT

t

3FRVJSFNFOUTGPSOFXNFNCFST

Leadership
t

/BUVSFPGQPTJUJPOT

t

3PMFTBOESFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTGPSFBDIMFBEFSTIJQQPTJUJPO

t

-FBEFSTIJQTFMFDUJPODSJUFSJB

t

-FOHUIPGTFSWJDFUJNFPGPïDF

t

%VUJFTPGMFBEFST HFOFSBM

t

1FOBMUJFTGPSOPOBEIFSFODFUPSVMFT

t

$PNNJUUFFTUPCFQVUJOQMBDF

t

(FOFSBMSPMFTPGDPNNJUUFFTPïDFCFBSFST

t

5FSNTPGPïDF

Meeting Schedules
t

5ZQFTPGNFFUJOHTUPCFDPOEVDUFE

t

%BZ T UJNF QMBDFGPSNFFUJOHT

t

3FHVMBSJUZ

t

1FOBMUJFTGPSOPOBUUFOEBODF

Disciplinary Actions
t

3FBTPOTGPSEJTDJQMJOBSZBDUJPO

t

4QFDJëDBDUJPOTSFRVJSJOHEJTDJQMJOBSZBDUJPO

t

%JTDJQMJOBSZQPXFST

t

%JTDJQMJOBSZNFBTVSFTBOENPEBMJUJFT
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Finances
t

4PVSDFTPGGVOEJOHGPSUIFHSPVQPQFSBUJPOT
and activities

t

.BOBHFNFOUoTBGFDVTUPEZPGUIF1'4GVOET

t

.BOBHFNFOUPGUIFëOBODFTTZTUFNTQVUJO
place, i.e for transparency, accountability

t

3FTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSLFFQJOHUIFëOBODJBMSFDPSET

t

.FDIBOJTNTGPSUSBOTQBSFODZBOEBDDPVOUBCJMJUZ

t

4BODUJPOTGPSNJTVTFPGSFTPVSDFT

Savings
t

4BWJOHTNFDIBOJTNUPCFBEPQUFECZUIFHSPVQ t

.JOJNVNBNPVOUTQFSNFNCFS

t

4BWJOHT1MBO1VSQPTFHPBM T

t

'SFRVFODZPGTBWJOHT

t

4BODUJPOTGPSOPODPNQMJBODF

Record keeping
t

%FTDSJQUJPOPGUIFUZQFTPGSFDPSETUIBUXJMMCF
kept by the PFSs

t

3FTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSLFFQJOHEJêFSFOUSFDPSET

t

ɥFSFBTPOGPSLFFQJOHUIFWBSJPVTSFDPSET

t

'SFRVFODZBOEQSPDFEVSFTGPSVQEBUFJOHSFDPSET

t

"DDFTTJCJMJUZCZNFNCFST

Loans
VSLs/VICOBA

Loans to PFS members:

t

$POEJUJPOTGPSCPSSPXJOH

5FSNTPGUIFMPBO JOUFSFTUSBUF SFQBZNFOUTDIFEVMF 
FMJHJCJMJUZ QFOBMUJFTGPSOPOQBZNFOU HVBSBOUPST

t

.BYJNVNBNPVOUQFSNFNCFSQFSCPSSPXJOH

t

"DDFQUBCMFSBUJPPGTBWJOHTUPMPBOSFRVFTUFE

Loans from external sources

Loans from external sources/financial institutions:

t

$POEJUJPOTTJUVBUJPOTGPSPVUTJEFMPBOT

t

8IFO1'4TTIPVMECPSSPX

t

1SPWJTJPOTGPSJOEJWJEVBMMPBOT

t

-JBCJMJUZGPSSFQBZNFOU

t

1SPWJTJPOTGPSCPSSPXJOHGSPNFYUFSOBMTPVSDFT

t

4JHOBUPSJFTGPSUIFMPBO

t

8IPJTSFTQPOTJCMFJOFOTVSJOHUIFXPSLQMBOJT
followed

t

.PEBMJUJFTGPSCFOFëUTTIBSJOHBNPOHHSPVQ
members;

t

.FNCFSTSPMFT

Work plans
t

%JêFSFOUBDUJWJUJFTGPSXIJDIXPSLQMBOTIBWF
to be developed

t

8IPEFWFMPQTBOEQSFQBSFTXPSLQMBO

t

'SFRVFODZGPSSFWJFXJOHUIFXPSLQMBO

Benefit Sharing
t

(FOFSBMTUBUFNFOUBCPVUIPXUIFHSPVQBOE
community will benefit from the PFS

t

$POEJUJPOTGPSCFOFëUTIBSJOH

Collective Activities
t

/BUVSFPGBDUJWJUJFTUPCFVOEFSUBLFO
collectively

t

4DIFEVMFGPSUIFDPMMFDUJWFBDUJWJUJFT

t

1MBOOJOHGPSUIFBDUJWJUJFT

t

4BODUJPOTGPSOPOQBSUJDJQBUJPO FUD

Dissolution of the group
t

$JSDVNTUBODFTGPSEJTTPMVUJPOGPSFYBNQMF
management and conflict

Not relevant in bylaws
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Handout 3.2.2
PFS Leadership
Leadership refers to the guiding and directing others to strive willingly towards the achievement of set
goals. A functional and sustainable PFS requires effective leaders to guide and direct other members
UPXBSETBUUBJOJOHUIFHSPVQTHPBMBTXFMMBTUPBSUJDVMBUFUIFHSPVQOFFETBOEBTQJSBUJPOTɥFSFGPSF
the success of any PFS is very much hinged on the strength and vision of its leadership.
ɥF1'4MFBEFSTIJQNVTUDPNQSJTFPGEFNPDSBUJDBMMZFMFDUFENFNCFST(PPEMFBEFSTQSBDUJDFQBSUJDJQBUPSZ
leadership and this is desired for all PFSs. Thus the PFS leaders should be elected by all members of the
PFS. The individuals elected must be willing to sacrifice their time to support the running of the PFS
since the leadership is voluntary and has no monetary benefit attached. They are the custodians of the
PFS resources including finances and assets if any.
Qualities of a good leader
The following are some of the qualities of a good leader.
A good leader:
t

Is knowledgeable and understandingo1'4MFBEFSTTIPVMECFDPNQFUFOUJOEJWJEVBMTXIPVOEFSTUBOE
how to manage PFS affairs, as well as be willing to listen to and pay attention to the needs of the
members, they are decisive, trustworthy and act with integrity

t

Has good communication skills and abilityo-JTUFOTBOEHJWFTGFFECBDLUPUIFHSPVQNFNCFST 
does not demand but requests, mediates interpersonal conflicts among group members, accepts and
encourages constructive criticism.

t

Encourages Teamworko5BLFTJOUFSFTUJOUIFQFPQMFTIFIFMFBET FODPVSBHFTBOECVJMETUFBN
spirit, actively participates, is impartial and warm.

t

Is visionaryoɥJOLTGPSUIFEFWFMPQNFOUBOETVDDFTTPGUIF1'48PSLTGPSUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPG
the group, encourages and leads members to plan for the future of the group.

Leadership skills
For effective leadership, the following skills must be applied: ability to communicate orally, listening to
BMMNFNCFST SFìFDUJOH HJWJOHGFFECBDL LFFQJOHNFNCFSTNPSBMFIJHICZDSFBUJOHBTFOTFPGCFMPOHJOH 
NFEJBUJPOPGJOUFSQFSTPOBMDPOìJDUT BXBLFOJOHFOUIVTJBTN NBLFNFNCFSTFBHFSUPMJTUFOBOEXPSL 
JOTQJSJOHPUIFST DSFBUJOHIFBMUIZQPTJUJWFDPNQFUJUJPOBNPOHTUQFPQMFCFJOHMFE USFBUJOHBMMNFNCFST
equally.
Leadership approaches/styles
There are many ways in which leaders approach their tasks. The approach selected by a leader is determined
by the group or people he leads, their activities, attitudes, traditions & beliefs, behaviours and confidence
of the leader. No single leadership approach can be recommended as the best one to adopt for all groups
or at all times. The leader therefore needs to understand the group, and their task, the community in
which the group exists and his own strengths and weaknesses before deciding how to proceed.
t

Dominating leadershipoUBMLTBMMUIFUJNFBOEEPFTOPUHJWFDIBODFUPTIBSFJOEFDJTJPONBLJOH

t

Participative (Involving) leadershipoBMTPDBMMFEBEFNPDSBUJDMFBEFSBOETIBSFTIJTQPXFSXJUI
group members. Members of the group are involved in decision making, planning and executing.
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t

Commanding leadershipoMFBEFSNBLFTBMMUIFEFDJTJPOTBOEBOOPVODFTUIFNUPUIFHSPVQNFNCFST
Members receive ready made decisions and are asked to follow orders.

t

Passive leadershipoJOUIJTDBTFUIFSFJTBMFBEFSCVUIFEPFTOPUIBWFBOZJOìVFODFɥJOHTHFUEPOF
the way the group wishes as nobody gives guidance. Some members try to fill in the leadership gap
and quite often cause confusion and competition among group members.

NOTE:
1. Leaders adopt any of the four different approaches depending on the prevailing circumstances and
conditions in a community.
 /PQFSTPOBEPQUTPOFTUZMFJOBMMDJSDVNTUBODFTBOEBUBMMUJNFT2VJUFPGUFOMFBEFSTDPNCJOFBMMUIF
characteristics or change from one style to another depending on the type of group and time.
The PFS requires leaders who make it possible for all members to participate in managing the affairs of
the group.
Participatory leaderships

Dictatorial leadership

t

&ODPVSBHFTHSPVQNFNCFST
“If we achieve the PFS goal, we will all benefit”
4BZTBOEUIJOLTi8Fw
i8F UIF1'4 BSFHPJOHUPBDIJFWFUIFPCKFDUJWFw
(JWFTPUIFSTDSFEJUGPSTVDDFTT
“You members deserve credit for our achievement. Your
hard work made it possible”.

t

"DDFQUTSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSGBJMVSFT
“I am fully responsible. Had I managed this activity
properly, the results would have been positive”
.BLFTXPSLBHBNF
i-FUTXPSLUPHFUIFSUPDPNQMFUFUIJTXPSL*UXJMMCF
fun if we all participate”
%FQFOETPOEFNPOTUSBUFEBCJMJUZ
“I have achieved similar goals before and with your help
XFMMBDIJFWFUIJTPOFw

t

t

t

t

t

t

t
t

t

t


ɥSFBUFOTHSPVQNFNCFST
“Either achieve the objectives or you leave the PFS”
4BZTBOEUIJOLTi*w
”I am going to achieve the objectives”
5BLFTGVMMDSFEJUQPTJUJWFSFTVMUT
“Only through my efforts were we able to solve the
problem”
#MBNFTUFBNNBUFTGPSGBJMVSFT
“You people are responsible for the problem. If you
had listened to me, we would have succeeded”
.BLFTXPSLESVEHFSZ
i*LOPXUIJTKPCJTCPSJOH CVUZPVSFQBJEUPEPJU TP
do it”
,OPXTBMMUIFBOTXFST
i.ZXBZJTCFTU"GUFSBMM *NJODIBSHFyw

Implications of leadership approaches/styles:
Type of leadership Reasons adopted

Likely effects

Dominating

High opinion of abilities, seeking personal
power and influence

Resentfulness, antagonism, less contribution,
disintegration.

Commanding

Emergency, urgent action. Imposed leadership Complaints, resentment, no growth, disinterest.

Participative

Confidence in members. Sharing roles and
tasks, avoid opposition

High morale and participation. Contribution,
support & growth

Passive

Lack of self confidence, interest, skills
experience

Infighting, lack of direction and consistency,
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Types of leaders found in groups
Common descriptions of types of leaders found in groups:
t

ɥFEJTBQQFBSJOHMFBEFS

t

ɥFEFTQBJSJOHMFBEFS

t

ɥFFYQJSJOHMFBEFS

t

ɥFJOTQJSJOHMFBEFS

t

ɥFDPOTQJSJOHMFBEFS

How to lead a group effectively
t

(JWFHSPVQNFNCFSTDIBODFUPNBLFBEFDJTJPO

t

&ODPVSBHFNFNCFSTUPDPOUSJCVUFJOTLJMMTNBUFSJBMTBOETVHHFTUJPOT

t

.BLFDPOTUSVDUJWFDSJUJDJTNTUIBUIFMQNFNCFSTJNQSPWF

t

)FMQHSPVQUPSFBDIEFDJTJPOT

t

#FQVODUVBMJONFFUJOHTBOEFODPVSBHFPUIFSTUPBUUFOESFHVMBSMZ

t

#FBHPPEMJTUFOFS

t

"DUPOUIFEFDJTJPOTNBEFCZNFNCFST

t

,FFQQSPNJTFT

t

"QQSFDJBUFPUIFSDPOUSJCVUJPOTBOEHJWFQSBJTFXIFOJUJTEFTFSWFE

t

"WPJEUBLJOHTJEFTXIFOTFUUMJOHDPOìJDUT

t

,OPXJOEJWJEVBMNFNCFSTBOECFGSJFOEMZUPBMM

t

"DDFQUNFNCFSTBTJOEJWJEVBMTSFHBSEMFTTPGUIFJSTUBUVT

t

4VNNBSJTFHSPVQEFDJTJPOT

t

$PPSEJOBUFEJêFSFOUWJFXTBOEBDUJWJUJFT

Leadership positions and roles in the PFS
B

$IBJSQFSTPO

oEZOBNJD SFTQFDUFEBOESFTQFDUGVM WJTJPOBSZ BHPPENPCJMJTFS IBTHPPESFQVUF
in community
C  4FDSFUBSZ oNVTULOPXIPXUPSFBEBOEXSJUF BOEEPCBTJDBSJUINFUJD USVTUXPSUIZ
D  USFBTVSFS oDBOEPCBTJDBEEJUJPOBOETVCUSBDUJPO SFBEBOEXSJUF USVTUFEQFSTPO
ɥFUSBJOFSTIPVMECFBCMFUPMJTUPUIFSQPTJUJPOTBOERVBMJUJFTSPMFTBTNBZCFOFDFTTBSZ
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Handout 3.2.3
PFS records
Record keeping is a core component of the PFS and a prerequisite for effective management of the PFS.
It helps to track the group activities and events. Proper record keeping enables transparency in the PFS
because they enable the leaders to account to the PFS membership.
What are records?
A record is written proof of a happening or something anticipated to happen. A record is also a written
proof of something said and by whom it was said. For example, minutes of a meeting, number of group
members who attended the PFS meeting, or worked in the group garden, names of members who have
brought in their membership contribution.
Record Keeping: Record keeping is the practice of making, maintaining and storing of records in a safe
manner.
Importance of Record keeping
Record keeping is important because it helps members to remember or keep track of what happened. It
also provides information and data for periodic reporting, monitoring and evaluation. In PFS records
are essential for:
t

1MBOOJOH

t

-JWFTUPDLUSFBUNFOU

t

%FDJTJPONBLJOH

t

.POJUPSJOHBOE&WBMVBUJPO

Types of records in PFS
Activity records
Provides a series of information on all the important events and activities that take PFS chronologically
JODMVEJOHUIFUJNFEBUF BOZDPTUTJODVSSFECZUIF1'4PSJODPNFFBSOFEɥFSFDPSEJTVQEBUFESFHVMBSMZ
BTBOEXIFOUIFBDUJWJUZPDDVST NBZCFEBJMZ PSBOVNCFSPGUJNFTBXFFLPSNPOUIMZEFQFOEJOHPOUIF
WPMVNFPGBDUJWJUJFT 
The record provides important information for future planning, helps pastoralists take precautionary
measures, to undertake special preparations, or in the general planning of the PFS activities and
BQQSPQSJBUFEFDJTJPONBLJOH
Financial records
Financial records are important to the management of the PFS financial resources including savings,
membership, and any other income coming into the PFS as well as tracking expenditures. Financial
records are important because they provide figures for planning and budgeting, show the profitability
of the business, enable the monitoring of performance of the PFS business. Some of these may include
income and expenditure records, cash book, profit and loss statements.
Production records
These records document whatever is produced by the PFS. The frequency of recording depends on the
MFWFMPGQSPEVDUJPO*UDPVMECFEBJMZ<GPSFYBNQMFGPSNJMLZJFMETBOEFHHT> XFFLMZ CJXFFLMZPSNPOUIMZ
However, for the PFS with minimal activities, this can be kept on a monthly basis. The records help the
1'4/FUXPSLUPNFBTVSFQSPHSFTTJOQSPEVDUJPO
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In the PFS, production records may include the following :
t

-JWFTUPDLSFHJTUFSoDPVMEJODMVEFOVNCFSPGTUPDLPXOFE CPVHIUBOETPME

t

5SFBUNFOUWBDDJOBUJPOSFDPSEToWBDDJOBUJPOT EFXPSNJOH TQSBZJOH

t

#SFFEJOHSFDPSET

t

/VUSJUJPOSFDPSETo'PSFYBNQMF POTVQQMFNFOUBSZGFFEJOH

t

)FBMUISFDPSET

t

4BMFT3FDPSEoNJML FHHT 

The Inventory Record
ɥF*OWFOUPSZSFDPSEDPOUBJOTEFUBJMTPGTUPSFSFMBUFEJUFNT EBUFXIFOQVSDIBTFE UIFJSWBMVFBOE
condition. These may include equipment such as sprayers, tools and stationery. These are maintained in
PSEFSUPFOTVSFUIBUUIFBTTFUTBSFOPUMPTUPSNJTVTFEɥFJUFNTBSFDBUFHPSJTFEJOUPTIPSUNFEJVN
long term. The leaders of the group should ensure that the record is regularly updated, and monitor the
use of the assets.
How can the PFS leaders ensure records are properly managed
t

3FHVMBSVQEBUJOH

t

3FHVMBSBUUFOEBODFPGNFFUJOHTCZUIFNFNCFSTBOEMFBEFSTIJQQFSTPOTDIBSHFEXJUISFDPSELFFQJOH
role.

t

5SBOTQBSFODZJOSFDPSELFFQJOHoNFNCFSTOFFEUPCFSFNJOEFEPGUIFQSFWJPVTQBTUEFDJTJPOT 
deliberations during meetings. The records should be open and accessible by members if they wish to
verify any information

Note:
ɥFOBUVSFPGSFDPSETLFQUJOUIF1'4XJMMEFQFOEPOUIFBCJMJUZPGUIFHSPVQUPSFDPSE VOEFSTUBOE 
and interpret the records, and this is dependent on the literacy levels of the leadership and members.
6OEFSFYUSFNFDPOEJUJPOTMJLFJOUIFQBTUPSBMTFUUJOHT NJOJNVNMFWFMPGSFDPSELFFQJOHJTBEWJTFE
VTVBMMZMJNJUFEUPNBJOUBJOJOHPOMZUIFLFZCBTJDSFDPSET6TFPGQJDUPSJBMTJOSFDPSELFFQJOHJTUIFNPTU
appropriate.

Handout 3.2.4
Resource mobilisation
Resources are required by the PFS to put in place and maintain the systems mentioned above, as well as
enable the leadership to run and manage the systems. Thus, the group requires funds to purchase the
record books and other stationery for writing the constitution. They may need pens, calculators. The
leaders may need money for transport to carry out specific activities such as to register their PFS with the
HPWFSONFOUDPNNVOJUZEFWFMPQNFOUPïDFɥFZNBZBMTPSFRVJSFGVOETGPSSVOOJOHUIFFYQFSJNFOUT
during the learning process for example, buying acaricide.
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3.3 &RQÁLFW0DQDJHPHQWDQG3HDFH%XLOGLQJ
Background
Conflict is a natural and necessary part of our lives. It happens at home with our families, at work with colleagues,
between groups, associations and governments. Therefore conflict is an inevitable feature that occurs in life’s
circumstances. Hence the challenge that faces the human race is not the elimination of conflicts but rather how to
address conflict when it arises. Conflict may be managed positively through open discussions, negotiation, joint
problem solving and consensus building. Conflict also be managed negatively through avoidance at one extreme
and through the use of threats or force at the other. Conflict can arise in PFS groups leading to suspicion amongst
members, threatening harmony that may eventually lead into fights and eventual disintegration of the group.
Conflict resolution is therefore an important aspect that needs to be addressed in PFS groups so that when it occurs it
can be well handled and the group’s activities are not disrupted or the group does not disintegrate. Resolving conflict
is an art and a science that can be learnt for the good benefit of individuals, groups, associations and governments.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

&YQMBJOXIBUDPOìJDUJT
&YQMBJOUIFDBVTFTPGDPOìJDU
&YQMBJOUIFUZQFTPGDPOìJDU
%FTDSJCFUIFSFTVMUTPGDPOìJDU
%FTDSJCFUIFTUBHFTBOEEZOBNJDTPGDPOìJDU
%FTDSJCFDPOìJDUUSBOTGPSNBUJPOBOEQFBDFCVJMEJOH
&YQMBJOUIFQPTJUJWFPVUDPNFTPGDPOìJDU

Topic overview
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is conflict.
Causes of conflict.
Types of conflict.
Results of conflict.
Stages and dynamics of conflict.
Conflict transformation and peace building.
Functions and positives of conflict

Method of facilitation
t
t
t
t

1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
(SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT BOEQMFOBSZQSFTFOUBUJPOT
2VFTUJPOBOEBOTXFS
3PMFQMBZTGPMLNFEJBTUPSZUFMMJOH

Time: 3 hours
Materials:.FBTVSJOHUBQF $SBZPOT %SBXJOHT QJDUVSFT "ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOH
UBQF %JTQMBZCPBSE

Handout: 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, 3.3.5, 3.3.6 and 3.3.7
Additional reference
t -''4NBOVBM
t $BSJUBT1FBDF#VJMEJOHBOE$POìJDU3FTPMVUJPO.BOVBM
t 505.BOVBM$POìJDU5SBOTGPSNBUJPOBOE1FBDF#VJMEJOH*O3XBOEB
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: What is Conflict (20 minutes)

This is a crucial step in helping the participants understand what conflict is and give their opinions with
regard to their set ups or situations.
Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNXIBUDPOìJDUJT-FUUIFNDPNFVQXJUIBTNBOZ
EFëOJUJPOTBTQPTTJCMFUIFOBTLUIFHSPVQTUPQSFTFOUJOQMFOBSZ"GUFSQSFTFOUBUJPOHPUISPVHIBMM
the points presented and add additional inputs emphasising on strong points. This exercise can take
about 20 to 30 minutes.
ų "MUFSOBUJWFMZ HJWFFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUBìBTIDBSEBOEBTLUIFNUPDPNFVQXJUIEFëOJUJPOTPGDPOìJDU
1JDLUIFìBTIDBSETGSPNUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTBOE"OBMZTFUIFSFTVMUTBOEJOQVUPONJTTJOHQPJOUTXIJMF
emphasising on strong points.
To finalise this session, ask the participants if conflict is a normal occurrence in life, and ask them
to recite real life situations where they have been involved in
conflict under different contexts.
Activity 2: Causes of Conflict (20 minutes)

Repeat the steps as above for the causes of conflict; the exercise
should take approximately the same time as above. To summarise
ask the participants to recite real life situations of things that
caused conflict.
Activity 3: Types of Conflict (20 minutes)

Repeat the steps as above for the types of conflict; the exercise
should take approximately the same time as above. To Summarise,
ask the participants to recite real life situations on types of
conflict that they were involved in or witnessed.
Activity 4: Results of Conflict (20 minutes)

Repeat the steps as above for the results of conflict; the exercise
should take approximately the same time as above. To summarise,
ask the participants to recite real life situations on results of
conflict that they were involved in or witnessed.

Conflict tree

Activity 5: 4UBHFTBOE%ZOBNJDTPG$POìJDU ŴűNJOVUFT

Using the question and answer session, ask the participants different stages and dynamics of conflict
GSPNUIFTUBSUUPFOE8SJUFUIFSFTQPOTFTPOBìJQDIBSUBTUIFBOTXFSTDPNFBOEXIFOUISPVHISF
arrange the stages in consultation with the participants in order to get the right order.
Summarise the session by going through the real stages of conflict and giving the due emphasis.
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Activity 6: Conflict Transformation and Peace Building (30 minutes)
 (JWFFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUUXPìBTIDBSETBOEBTLUIFNUPXSJUFXIBUUIFZVOEFSTUBOECZUIFUFSNTDPOìJDU
USBOTGPSNBUJPOBOEQFBDFCVJMEJOH(JWFBCPVUëWFNJOVUFTUIFOQJDLUIFDBSETBOEHPUISPVHIUIF
definitions. Finally explain the right terms, emphasising on important inputs from the participants
 %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNUPMJTUUIFEJêFSFOUNFUIPETJOXIJDIDPOìJDUTBSF
IBOEMFEBOEDPNFVQXJUISFBMJTUJDXBZTUISPVHIXIJDIDPOìJDUTDBOCFIBOEMFE0ODFUIFZBSFUISPVHI
XJUIUIFFYFSDJTF BTLUIFNUPQSFTFOUJOQMFOBSZ0ODFBMMHSPVQTBSFUISPVHI CSBJOTUPSNPOUIFJTTVFT
and add comments. To cement the issue finalise with the realistic conflict transformation and peace
building mechanisms giving emphasis where it is due. Wrap up session with the outcomes of conflict
resolution situations.
Activity 7: Functions and Positives of Conflict (30 minutes)

%JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNUPEJTDVTTBOEDPNFVQXJUIQPTJUJWFBTQFDUTPGDPOìJDU
"TLUIFHSPVQNFNCFSTUPDPNFVQXJUISFBMMJGFTJUVBUJPOTJOXIJDIBDPOìJDUTJUVBUJPOIBEBQPTJUJWF
effect on them or their friends. Summarise, emphasise and add onto other points in presentation.

Wrap up (10 minutes)
Summarise key points in conflict through question and answer sessions with the participants and put
emphasis on the important points to remember.

Handout 3.3.1
What is conflict?
Conflict is sometimes caused by miscommunication, but more often is about other issues like values or
CFMJFGT"DPNNPOEFëOJUJPOPGTPDJBMDPOìJDUJTi"TUSVHHMFPWFSWBMVFTBOEDMBJNTUPTDBSDFTUBUVT QPXFS
BOESFTPVSDFTwBOPUIFSJTi"OZTJUVBUJPOJOXIJDIUXPPSNPSFTPDJBMFOUJUJFTPSQBSUJFTQFSDFJWFUIBU
they possess mutually incompatible goals” This definition emphasizes the existence of incompatible or
contradictory goals and the element of perception that leads to conflict. Most people associate negative
words or ideas with conflict, war, violence, anger, or hurt feelings. However conflict is a natural part of
human existence, and the overall aim is to transform the destructive ways we use to deal with conflict
in order to lead to more constructive outcomes.
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Handout 3.3.2
Causes of conflict
Conflicts are a natural happening in human existence and will always occur in different social set ups.
However it is important to look into some of the issues that cause conflicts to arise. They include:
B  %JêFSFODFTJOTPDJBMCBDLHSPVOE QFSDFQUJPO OFFET BUUJUVEFT JEFPMPHJFTBOEXBZPGUIJOLJOH
C -BDLPGNVUVBMUSVTUBNPOHTUJOEJWJEVBMT HSPVQNFNCFST HPWFSONFOUT
(c) Poor communication means that lead to lack of good understanding of messages or bad interpretation
of communication messages.
E  3JHJEJUZPGPQJOJPOBOEWJFXTCZUBLJOHBIBSEMJOFTUBODF
(e) Perceived injustices and inequitable distribution and use of resources.
(f) Social tradition and religious obligations.
Causes of conflict at group level
(i)

Poor leadership style

JJ  -FBEFSTIJQXSBOHMFTPWFSQPTJUJPOT VUJMJTBUJPOBOEEJTUSJCVUJPOPGHSPVQSFTPVSDFT
(iii) Communication breakdown amongst group members leading to misunderstandings
(iv)

Cultural and religious differences amongst group members.

W  0DDVQBUJPOBMEJêFSFODFT
(vi)

Poor management and utilisation of group resources.

(vii) Politics and external interference to the group.
(viii) Inadequate attention to gender concerns.
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Handout 3.3.3
Types of Conflict
To begin with, conflicts may be understood as follows:
 *OUSBQFSTPOBMDPOìJDUSFGFSTUPDPOìJDUTPDDVSSJOHXJUIJOBQFSTPO6TVBMMZQFPQMFOFFEUPXPSL
POUIFJSPXOJOOFSTUSVHHMFTBOEJTTVFTJOPSEFSUPCFDPOTUSVDUJWFJOTPDJBMDPOìJDUT "SFUIFSFBOZ
stories of personal transformation that you know that finally resulted to successful negotiations that
stopped conflict?)
 *OUFSQFSTPOBMDPOìJDUoSFGFSTUPDPOìJDUTPDDVSSJOHCFUXFFOJOEJWJEVBMTPSTNBMMHSPVQTPGQFPQMF
Before negotiating for broader social change, individuals engaged in interpersonal conflict have to
engage each other first and overcome any conflicts between them.
 *OUSBoHSPVQDPOìJDUoSFGFSTUPUIPTFDPOìJDUTUIBUIBQQFOXJUIJOBQBSUJDVMBSHSPVQ XIFUIFSJUJT
religious, ethnic, political or other type of identity group. It is important to be able to manage the
conflicts within your own group, and be able to communicate with others within your group in order
to build support for long term peace processes.
 *OUFSHSPVQDPOìJDUoSFGFSTUPDPOìJDUTPDDVSSJOHCFUXFFOMBSHFPSHBOJTFETPDJBMPSJEFOUJUZHSPVQT
To be successful in alleviating or reducing conflict, we need to have the skills to work within our own
groups as well as between groups.

Handout 3.3.4
Results of conflict
 /POFQFSGPSNBODF TMPXFEQSPHSFTTBOEDPMMBQTFPGHSPVQT QBSUJFTPSPSHBOJTBUJPOT
2. Strained relationships between individuals, groups, parties.
3. Promotion of antagonism and animosity.
4. Harmony unity and cohesiveness threatened.
 %JTDPOUFOUNFOUBOEGSVTUSBUJPO
6. Impaired communication.
7. Fighting that can lead to maiming and deaths.
 -PPUJOH EFTUSVDUJPOBOEMPTTPGQSPQFSUZ
 %FTUSVDUJPOPGJOGSBTUSVDUVSFUIBUJTJNQPSUBOUGPSVTFCZDPNNVOJUJFT
10. Inability to use vital structures that are of benefit for survival by the group or community.
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Handout 3.3.5
Stages and Dynamics of Conflict
Potential conflict: In this stage, which is sometimes referred to as latent conflict, people usually
experience structural violence , which refers to situations of injustice where people are not allowed to
experience their rights and responsibilities equally. People are treated unequally within social structures,
TZTUFNTBOEJOTUJUVUJPOTBOEUIFEJTQBSJUJFTBSFVOCFBSBCMFɥFBQBSUIFJETZTUFNJO4PVUI"GSJDBXBT
an example of a social system of control that oppressed people without necessarily engaging in physical
violence.
Confrontation: This usually means that the cover or structural forms of violence are being rejected
publicly. This usually happens as in the case of confrontation between two parties, and a large public
EFNPOTUSBUJPO"SFUIFSFPUIFSFYBNQMFTUIBUZPVLOPX
Crisis:8IFODPOìJDUTHFUiIPUw UIPTFJOWPMWFEPGUFOSFTPSUUPPWFSUWJPMFODFJOPSEFSUPXJO BMUIPVHI
VTVBMMZCPUITJEFTFOEVQMPTJOHTPNFUIJOH0WFSUWJPMFODFSFGFSTUPUIPTFBDUJPOTUIBUQFPQMFQVSQPTFGVMMZ
do to harm, maim, or kill others. War is the most organised form of overt violence that humans have
invented. Political groups usually engage in overt violence when they are frustrated, scared and believe
there is no other way of achieving their goals.
Regeneration:"UUIJTTUBHF JUJTUJNFUPGPDVTPOPUIFSUIJOHTCFTJEFUIFëSF BOEUPSFCVJMEBOE
regenerate what was lost. If the injustices of structures and systems are adequately addressed, there will
be space for reconciliation, regeneration and renewal. These processes are not easy and involve as much
energy as the fire, only channelled in different ways. Regeneration takes years and years, just as a forest
CVSOFEEPXOEPFTOPUSFBQQFBSJOBZFBS

Handout 3.3.6
Conflict Transformation and Peace Building Mechanisms
Conflict transformation goes beyond the concept of conflict resolution in that it requires the transformation
of parties, their relationships to each other, and the structural elements that underlie the conflict. These
relationships and social structures are often unjust and unequal, and transforming conflict seeks to alter
these structures in ways that build a more just society.
Conflict handling styles
Accommodating:1FPQMFXIPBDDPNNPEBUFBSFVOBTTFSUJWFBOEWFSZDPPQFSBUJWFɥFZOFHMFDUUIFJS
own concerns to satisfy the concerns of others. They often give in during a conflict and acknowledge they
NBEFBNJTUBLFPSEFDJEFJUJTOPCJHEFBM"DDPNNPEBUJOHJTUIFPQQPTJUFTUZMFPGDPNQFUJOH1FPQMFXIP
accommodate may be selflessly generous or charitable, they may obey another person when they would
prefer not to, or yield to another’s point of view. Usually accommodators put relationships first, ignore
the issues and try to keep peace at any price.
Competing/forcing: This is approaching conflict in a competitive way without cooperating in pursuance
of own concerns at the expense of others. Here, whatever power that is necessary in order to win is used.
Competing may mean standing up and defending a position believed to be correct, or simply trying to
win. Forcing is another way of competing.
Avoiding: People who void conflict are generally unassertive and uncooperative. They do not immediately
pursue their own concerns or that of the other person, but rather they avoid the conflict entirely or delay
their response. To do so, they may diplomatically sidestep or postpone discussion until a better time,
withdraw from the threatening situation or divert attention. They perceive conflict as hopeless and
therefore something to be avoided, differences are overlooked and disagreement accepted.
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Collaborating: Collaborating or cooperating, unlike avoiders are both assertive and cooperative. They
assert their own views while listening to other views and welcome differences. They attempt to work with
others to find solutions that fully satisfy the concerns of both parties. This approach involves identifying
the concerns that underlie the conflict by exploring the disagreement from both sides of the conflict,
learning from each other’s insights and creatively coming up with solutions that address the concerns
of both. This style recognises that there are tensions and contrasting views in relationships and seeks
to work through them.
Compromising: Compromisers are moderately assertive and moderately cooperative. They try to find
fast, mutually acceptable solutions to conflicts that partially satisfy both parties. Compromisers give up
less than accommodators, but more than competitors. They explore issues more than avoiders, but less
UIBODPMMBCPSBUPSTɥFJSTPMVUJPOTPGUFOJOWPMWFiTQMJUUJOHUIFEJêFSFODFwPSFYDIBOHJOHDPODFTTJPOT
Conflict is mutual difference best resolved by cooperation and compromise.
Problem solving: This is a technique that encourages individuals in conflict to jointly define the conflict
PSQSPCMFN "OBMZTFJUTDBVTFT TVHHFTUWBSJPVTPQUJPOTGPSTPMWJOHUIFDPOìJDUBOEUIFOTFMFDUBOE
implement the preferred solution. It is a five step process:
 %FëOFTUIFDPOìJDU
 "OBMZTFTUIFDBVTFTPGDPOìJDU
 (FOFSBUFTPSCSBJOTUPSNTPQUJPOTGPSSFTPMVUJPO
4. Selects the preferred option.
 *NQMFNFOUTPGUIFTPMVUJPOoEPOFTFQBSBUFMZBUBMBUFSTUBHF
"QQSFDJBUJWFFORVJSZJTBOPUIFSNFUIPEUIBUJTVTFEBOEUBLFTBNPSFQPTJUJWFBQQSPBDI BOBMZ[JOHBOE
appreciating capacities that exist rather than problems.
Negotiation: Voluntary process in which conflicting parties meet face to face to reach a mutually
acceptable resolution. The following principles of negotiation apply:
t

4FQBSBUFQFPQMFGSPNUIFQSPCMFN SFMBUJPOTIJQTTFQBSBUFEGSPNTVCTUBOUJWFJTTVFT

t

'PDVTPOJOUFSFTUTBOEOPUQPTJUJPOT

t

*OWFOUPQUJPOTGPSNVUVBMHBJO UISPVHICSBJOTUPSNJOH

t *OTJTUPOVTJOHPCKFDUJWFPSNVUVBMMZBDDFQUFEDSJUFSJB
Mediation: Sometimes referred to as assisted negotiation. Mediation involves third party whose role is to
help the parties reach mutually agreeable solution to the conflict problem or disagreement. Mediation is
a voluntary process and the exact process differs from mediator to mediator and according to the culture
in which the mediation takes place. Mediators are neutral and impartial. Stages of mediation include:
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t

*OUSPEVDUJPOoJOUSPEVDJOHSPMFPGNFEJBUPSBOEQBSUJFTUPHFUIFSXJUINFEJBUPSFTUBCMJTIHSPVOESVMFT
for the mediation process.

t

4UPSZUFMMJOHoFBDIQBSUZUFMMTUIFJSTUPSZGSPNUIFJSPXOQFSTQFDUJWF UIFNFEJBUPS4VNNBSJTFTFBDI
of the stories and lists the issues for resolution and parties agree to the list.

t

1SPCMFNTPMWJOHoQBSUJFTFOHBHFJOQSPCMFNTPMWJOHQSPDFTTUPHFOFSBUFBOEFWBMVBUFWBSJPVTPQUJPOT
GPSTPMWJOHDPOìJDU"UUJNFTUIFNFEJBUPSVTFTBDBVDVT XIJDIJTBTFQBSBUFTFTTJPOXJUIFBDIQBSUZ
to explore emotions, unstated interests or goals.

t

"HSFFNFOUo$PNFTBGUFSFWBMVBUJOHUIFWBSJPVTPQUJPOTGPSTPMWJOHUIFEJTBHSFFNFOUBOEQBSUJFT
decide on a solution. The mediator facilitates discussion about the details of the agreement and it is
put into writing with details of the outcomes if either party does not honour the agreement.

Outcomes of conflict resolution situations
 -PTFoMPTFPOFQBSUZXBOUJOHDPOìJDUUPEFUFSJPSBUFTVDIUIBUUIFSFJTOPXJOOFS
 -PTFoXJOPOFQBSUZBDDFQUJOHUPMPTFGPSUIFTBLFPGQFBDF
 8JOoMPTFPOFQBSUZTFOFSHZEJSFDUFEUPXJOOJOHBOETFFJOHUIFPUIFSQBSUZMPTF
 8JOoXJODSFBUJWFTPMVUJPOTQSPWJEJOHCFOFëUTGPSCPUIQBSUJFT

Handout 3.3.7
The Functions/Positives of Conflict
t

$POìJDUIFMQTFTUBCMJTIPVSJEFOUJUZBOEJOEFQFOEFODF

t

*OUFOTJUZPGDPOìJDUEFNPOTUSBUFTUIFDMPTFOFTTBOEJNQPSUBODFPGSFMBUJPOTIJQT

t

$POìJDUDBOCVJMEOFXSFMBUJPOTIJQT

t

$POìJDUDBODSFBUFDPBMJUJPOT

t

$POìJDUTFSWFTBTBTBGFUZWBMWFNFDIBOJTNXIJDIIFMQTUPTVTUBJOSFMBUJPOTIJQT

t

$POìJDUFTUBCMJTIFTBOENBJOUBJOTHSPVQJEFOUJUJFT

t

$POìJDUDSFBUFTPSNPEJëFTSVMFT OPSNT MBXBOEJOTUJUVUJPOT

t

$POìJDUFOIBODFTHSPVQDPIFTJPOUISPVHIJTTVFBOECFMJFGDMBSJëDBUJPO
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TOPICS AND CROSS
CUTTING ISSUES
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4.1 Business Skills
Background
Most of the PFS participants will be subsistence pastoralists, meaning that they eat what they produce. While
subsistence production helps pastoralists meet their basic food needs, it is a dangerous lifestyle. If the crop/
livestock fails, the pastoralists have no safety net. They will need to get help from outside sources. This module
will put emphasis on the value of moving from subsistence to commercial production. If the participants make
good management decisions, they can feed themselves and create their own safety net. The next time a crop fails/
livestock struck by disease or drought, the pastoralists will remain financially secure because they have learned
how to diversify their livelihoods sources, how to save money and how to maximise profits.
The starting point of the PFS process is a small plot of land or a few numbers of animals that pastoralists can use to
experiment and practice farming techniques. The goal, however, is for the PFS to use this practice and the knowledge
it has gained from the learning programme to develop a sustainable commercial activity.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t %FTDSJCFUIFCBTJDDPODFQUTPG'BSNJOH"T"#VTJOFTT '""#
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPTFMFDUUIFNPTUWJBCMFDPNNFSDJBMFOUFSQSJTFT
t 6TFUIFUPPMTGPSBOBMZTJOHBOETFMFDUJOHUIFNPTUWJBCMFDPNNFSDJBMFOUFSQSJTF T
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPQSFQBSFCVTJOFTTQMBOTBOECVEHFUT

Topic overview
1. Introduction to farming as a business
2. Selection of the PFS commercial enterprise
Ŵ 1SPëUBCJMJUZ"OBMZTJTPG1'4&OUFSQSJTFT
ŵ #VEHFUJOHBOEQMBOOJOHUIF1'4$PNNFSDJBM&OUFSQSJTF

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH
t 3PMFQMBZ
t $BTFTUVEZ
t 1JDUPHSBN
t 5BJMPSFEFYFSDJTFT

Time: 7 hours
Materials: "ŵTIFFUT DBSET OPUFCPPL QFOT SVMFS NBTLJOHUBQF EJTQMBZCPBSE FOUFSQSJTFTFMFDUJPONBUSJY
form, sample of a PFS Budget, sample of a PFS Business Plan, samples of business records.

Handout: 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
Additional reference
t ''4'BDJMJUBUPSTHVJEFo6HBOEBųűŲű
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: *OUSPEVDUJPOUP'""# ŲIPVSųűNJOVUFT

1. In a brainstorming exercise:
t

&YQMPSFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTVOEFSTUBOEJOHPG'""#

t

-JTUDPNNPOCVTJOFTTFTJOUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTDPNNVOJUZUPëOEPVUJGUIFZDPOTJEFSGBSNJOHUP
be a business.

t

&YQMPSFXIZGBSNFSTPGUFOEPOPUDPOTJEFSGBSNJOHBTBCVTJOFTT

ų %FëOFBOEFYQMBJOLFZDPODFQUTo'BSNJOH #VTJOFTT 1SPëU 'BDUPSTPGQSPEVDUJPO LFZQSPEVDUJWF
SFTPVSDFT o$BQJUBM DBTI -BCPVS -BOE 5JNF .BOBHFNFOUFOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ FNQIBTJTFPOUIF
UXPNPTUOFHMFDUFESFTPVSDFToUJNF NBOBHFNFOUTLJMMT 
3. Brainstorm and explain how the different FoP depreciate and the importance of treating our farming
as a business.
ŵ &YQMBJOUIFDPODFQUPGCVTJOFTTPCKFDUJWFTFNQIBTJTJOHPOUIFUISFFQSJODJQMFPCKFDUJWFTUIBUMFBE
UPUIFPWFSBMMHPBMPGQSPëUNBYJNJTBUJPO NJOJNJTJOHDPTUT NBYJNJTJOHPVUQVUQFSVOJUBSFBBOE
UBLJOHBEWBOUBHFPGIJHINBSLFUQSJDFT 
Ŷ 3FMBUFUIFUISFFPCKFDUJWFTUPQSPëUNBYJNJTBUJPO
1SPëU5PUBM3FWFOVFo5PUBMDPTU
Where:
5PUBM3FWFOVF0VUQVU9.BSLFU1SJDF
Implying that:
t

)JHIFS5PUBM3FWFOVFJTBDIJFWFEXJUIJODSFBTFEPVUQVUBOEIJHIFSNBSLFUQSJDFT

t

)JHIFS1SPëUTBSFBDIJFWFEXJUIMPXFSUPUBMDPTUTPGQSPEVDUJPOBOEIJHIFSUPUBMSFWFOVF

6. In three separate groups, participants should brainstorm and list means of attaining one of the
UISFFQSJODJQMFPCKFDUJWFTPGQSPëUNBYJNJTBUJPO /PUFNPTUXJMMSFMBUFUPHPPEQSPEVDUJPOBOE
QPTUIBSWFTUIBOEMJOHQSBDUJDFT 
7. Wrap up by relating the relevance and interrelationship between this topic and the rest of the
UFDIOJDBMUPQJDTUIF1'4"1'4NVTUMFBSOUPBDIJFWFFBDIPGUIFBCPWFŴQSJODJQMFT
Activity 2: 4FMFDUJPOPGUIF1'4$PNNFSDJBM&OUFSQSJTF ŲIPVSųűNJOVUFT

There are as many business ideas as the number of participants. In selecting an enterprise for the PFS,
UIF1'4NVTUIBWFBOPCKFDUJWFɥFSFGPSF JOPSEFSGPS1'4UPFOHBHFJOQSPëUBCMFFOUFSQSJTFT UIF
members must select an appropriate enterprise
Ų #SJFìZSFWJFXUIFUISFFQSJODJQMFPCKFDUJWFTPGQSPëUNBYJNJTBUJPO
2. Through group work explore.
t

$POUSBTUCFUXFFOJOEJWJEVBMBOEHSPVQCVTJOFTT

t

8IZ1'4SFRVJSFBHSPVQFOUFSQSJTF
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t

ɥFUZQFTBOEQPUFOUJBMFOUFSQSJTFTUIBUUIF1'4DBOVOEFSUBLF CVTJOFTTJEFBT

t

ɥFQPUFOUJBMDIBMMFOHFTUPIBWJOH1'4HSPVQFOUFSQSJTF

Ŵ "GUFSUIFHSPVQQSFTFOUBUJPOEJTDVTTUIFJNQPSUBODFPGB1'4DPNNFSDJBMFOUFSQSJTFBOETPNFPG
the key success factors.
4. Introduce the concept of enterprise selection.
Ŷ &YQMBJOUIFSFMFWBODFPGSFEVDJOHUIFMJTUPGCVTJOFTTJEFBTBTBCBTJTGPSTFMFDUJOHUIFNPTUMJLFMZ
profitable business idea.
ŷ 6TFQSFGFSFODFPSQBJSXJTFSBOLJOHUPTFMFDUUIFCFTUŶCVTJOFTTJEFBT
7. Identify and prioritise the most critical factors that have to
be included in the criteria for the PFS commercial enterprise
TFMFDUJPOɥFTFDPVMEJODMVEFQSPëUBCJMJUZ NBSLFUBCJMJUZ 
start up costs, risks associate with the enterprise, knowledge
and skill among pastoralists/farmers, maturity period,
compatibility with PFS, compatibility with customs/
norms, gender, poverty focus, sustainable use, availability
of factors of production etc depending on the nature of
enterprise.
Ź "TTJHOXFJHIUTUPUIFBHSFFEDPNQPOFOUTPGUIFDSJUFSJB
giving the highest weight to the most important.
9. Through a participatory tailored exercise, introduce the
QBSUJDJQBOUTUPUIF&OUFSQSJTF4FMFDUJPO.BUSJYBOEVTJOH
a simple set of 5 enterprises that they are familiar with,
systematically explain the process
Ųű &YQMPSFUIFHSPVQTQFSDFQUJPOPOUIFPVUDPNFPGUIFQSPDFTT
BCPWF TVDIBTJTUIFQSJPSJUJTBUJPOSFQSFTFOUBUJWF 
11. If the process is not representative, rank to get the best
Ŵ FOUFSQSJTFT XIJDI DBO UIFO CF TVCKFDUFE UP B GVSUIFS
profitability analysis.

Enterprise selection through ranking

Suppose the Pastoralists filtered out their business ideas and selected the following crops as the potential
commercial enterprise; nappier, sorghum, maize, beans, and kales.
Ų (VJEFUIFNFNCFSTUPXFJHIUIFJUFNTBDDPSEJOHUPUIFJNQPSUBODFBOEHJWFUIFIJHIFTUXFJHIUUP
the most important:
B  4JODFUIF1'4HPBMJTUPFBSONBYJNVNQSPëUT QSPëUBCJMJUZJTBMXBZTHJWFOUIFIJHIFTUXFJHIU 
UIBUJT1SPëU 8Ųű
C  .BSLFUBWBJMBCJMJUZEJSFDUMZBêFDUTQSPëUBCJMJUZUIVT JTHJWFO8ź
D  4UBSUVQDPTUTDPNFOFYUHJWFOUIFXFBLDBQJUBMCBTFPGSVSBMQPPSQBTUPSBMJTU 8Ź
E  4JODFSFUVSOTGSPNUIFFOUFSQSJTFUPCFTFMFDUFEXJMMCFVTFEUPQBZCBDLUIFMPBO EVSBUJPOUP
maturity is considered next most important factor, W = 7.
F  3JTLTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIFFOUFSQSJTFUIBUNBLFJUTVTDFQUJCMFUPQFTUTBOEEJTFBTFTWBHBSJFTPG
weather and other natural calamities come next, W = 6
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G  4LJMMTDPNFMBTUIFSFoCFDBVTFUIFFOUFSQSJTFTTFMFDUFEBSFOPUOFXUPUIFQBTUPSBMJTUTGBSNFST
oUIFZBSFDPNNPOFOUFSQSJTFTVOEFSUBLFOJOUIFDPNNVOJUZ 8Ŷ)PXFWFS JGTPNFPGUIF
enterprises selected were foreign and not known to the farmers, skills would have been given
a higher weight.
ų )BWFQBSUJDJQBOUTWPUFCZTIPXPGIBOETXIJDIFOUFSQSJTFTDPSFTIJHIFTUBHBJOTUFBDITFMFDUFE
criteria.
Ŵ 5BMMZUIFWPUFTBHBJOTUUIFSFTQFDUJWFCPYFTBTTIPXOJOUIFUBCMFCFMPX
4. Multiply the tallies for each criterion by the weight.
Ŷ "EEUIFTDPSFTGPSBMMUIFDSJUFSJBGPSFBDIFOUFSQSJTFUPHFUUIFUPUBMTDPSF
ŷ 3BOLUIFFOUFSQSJTFTCZUPUBMTDPSFTɥFIJHIFTUTDPSFSBOLTOVNCFSPOF
Enterprise

Profit
W=10

Market
W=9

Capital
W=8

Risk
W=7

Duration
W=6

Skills
W=5

Total
Score

Rank

/BQQJFS

27×10
=273

27×9
=243

5×8
=40

4×7
=28

23×6
=138

23×5
=115

837

2

Sorghum

23×10
=230

28×9
=252

25×8
=200

11×7
=77

17×6
=102

26×5
=130

991

1

Maize

3×10
=30

14×9
=126

24×8
=192

29×7
=203

25×6
=150

26×5
=130

826

3

Beans

12×10
=120

16×9
=144

22×8
=176

6×7
=42

25×6
=150

25×5
=125

757

4

Kales

14×10
=140

15×9
=135

16×8
=128

14×7
=98

23×6
=138

18×5
=90

729

5

Table 10: Ranking enterprises

The above will have been generated out of the enterprise knowledge and experience by the pastoralists.
ɥFSFGPSF UIFFOUFSQSJTFTBSFTVCKFDUUPGVSUIFSBOBMZTJTVTJOHUIFQSPëUBCJMJUZBOBMZTJTUPFOTVSFUIBU
the enterprise which is finally selected is not only technically viable, but profitable as well
NOTE: Before filtering out the numerous business ideas, it is important to categorise the list into
-JWFTUPDLPS$SPQT JTBEWJTBCMFUPGVSUIFSDBUFHPSJTFUIFNJOUP"OOVBMPS1FSFOOJBMCFDBVTFUIFBCPWF
process is only applicable to more homogeneous enterprises
Activity 3: 1SPëUBCJMJUZ"OBMZTJTPG1'4&OUFSQSJTFT ŲIPVSŶűNJOVUFT

5BLFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTTZTUFNBUJDBMMZUISPVHIUIFQSPDFEVSFPGDBSSZJOHPVUHSPTTNBSHJOBOBMZTJTGPS
each of the potential enterprise as follows:
t

-JTUBOERVBOUJGZBMMJOQVUTUIBUBSFSFRVJSFEUPSVOUIFFOUFSQSJTFɥJTXJMMJODMVEF-BOE MBCPVS
HSPVQIJSFE IBOEUPPMT JNQMFNFOUT TFFE TUSVDUVSFT BHSPDIFNJDBMT BEWJTPSZUFDIOJDBMTFSWJDFT 
wages, processing equipment, promotion/advertising costs and actual marketing costs.

t

&TUBCMJTIUIFDPTUPGFBDIJOQVU

t

&TUJNBUFUIFUPUBMDPTUTPGQSPEVDUJPOGPSUIFFOUFSQSJTFCZNVMUJQMZJOHUIFUPUBMRVBOUJUZPGFBDI
input by the unit cost.
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4UFQo%FUFSNJOFUIFUPUBMDPTUTPGQSPEVDUJPO
Input

Description

Quantity

-BOE

)JSF

1 acre

Bush clearing

Man days

5

Seed

Seredo

Unit Cost ($)

Total Cost ($)

10 Kgs

0.8

8

st

1 acre

19

19

nd

2 ploughing

1 acre

15

15

Planting

Man days

10

Weeding

Man days

20

%"1

125 kgs

0.5

62.5

6SFB

75 kgs

0.5

37.5

)BSWFTUJOH

Man days

20

Threshing/winnowing

Man days

20

Packing

Bags

15

0.5

7.5

Storage

-JOEBOFEVTU

5 tins

1

5

5SBOTQPSU

Vehicle hire

15 bags

1.5

22.5

Market dues

Bags

15

0.5

7.5

Ploughing

1 ploughing

Fertiliser

505"-7"3*"#-&$0454

184.5
Table 11: Determining total costs of production

t

&TUJNBUFUIFUPUBMPVUQVUPSZJFMEPGUIFFOUFSQSJTFVTJOHMPOHUFSNBWFSBHFQSPEVDUJPOëHVSFTJO
the locality.

t

&TUBCMJTIUIFQSPKFDUFENBSLFUQSJDFGPSUIFFOEQSPEVDU UIJTJOGPSNBUJPODPVMECFPCUBJOFEGSPN
BNBSLFUTVSWFZPSTPVSDFTPGNBSLFUJOHJOGPSNBUJPOJOUIFMPDBMJUZ 

t

$PNQVUFFYQFDUFESFUVSOTCZNVMUJQMZJOHFYQFDUFEPVUQVUZJFMECZUIFNBSLFUQSJDFQFSVOJUPG
output
Yield (kg/acre)
Market price/kg
Sorghum
1,500
0.15
Gross Margin = Expected Total Returns less Estimated total costs
From above:
5PUBM1SPEVDUJPO$PTU

&YQFDUFE0VUQVU .BSLFUBCMF:JFME 
 LH
Selling Price per kg
= 0.15
&YQFDUFE3FWFOVF
 Y
(SPTT.BSHJO
&YQFDUFE3FWFOVFo5PUBM1SPEVDUJPO$PTU

o40.5

Returns/acre
225

Table 12: Estimating total output

"GUFSUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTIBWFGVMMZVOEFSTUPPEUIFDPODFQUBOEQSPDFTTGPSFTUJNBUJOHUIFHSPTTNBSHJO
analysis, then using the same example above, introduce them to the concept of risk analysis and how
it is carried out as follows:
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t

"TTVNFBSJTLGBDUPSUPUIFNBHOJUVEFPGŶoŲűǜJOUFSNTPGJODSFBTFEDPTUPGQSPEVDUJPOEFDSFBTFE
yield or decreased market price in the example above.

t

$PNQVUFDIBOHFTJOQSPKFDUFEHSPTTNBSHJOTBSJTJOHGSPNBOJODSFBTFJOUIFDPTUTPGQSPEVDUJPOPG
Ŷǜ
1SPEVDUJPODPTUJODSFBTF

  PG
= 184.5 + 9.20 = 193.7

/FX&TUJNBUFE(SPTT.BSHJO

0SJHJOBM&YQFDUFE3FWFOVFo/FX1SPEVDUJPO$PTU



o31.3

Thus the gross margin has decreased from 40.5 dollars to 31.3 dollars as a result of a 5% increase in production costs.
Table 13: Computing changes in projected gross

t

4JNJMBSMZDPNQVUFDIBOHFTJOHSPTTNBSHJOTEVFUPŶǜSFEVDUJPOTJOZJFMETPVUQVU
:JFMEEFDSFBTF

LHo PGLH 



oLH

/FX3FWFOVF

/FX:JFME90SJHJOBM.BSLFU1SJDF



 ,H9
= 213.75

/FX&TUJNBUFE(SPTT.BSHJO

/FX&YQFDUFE3FWFOVFo0SJHJOBM1SPEVDUJPO$PTU



o29.2

Thus the gross margin has decreased from 40.5 dollars to 29.2 dollars as a result of a 5% decrease in yield.

t

%PUIFTBNFXJUIBGBMMJONBSLFUQSJDFTŶǜ1SJDFEFDSFBTF
.BSLFUQSJDFEFDSFBTF

o PG



o

/FX3FWFOVF

0SJHJOBM:JFME9/FX.BSLFU1SJDF



 ,H9
= 210

/FX&TUJNBUFE(SPTT.BSHJO

/FX&YQFDUFE3FWFOVFo0SJHJOBM1SPEVDUJPO$PTU



o25.5

Thus the gross margin has decreased from 40.5 dollars to 25.5 dollars as a result of a 5% decrease in yield.

t

*OUIFJSSFTQFDUJWFHSPVQT UIFQBSUJDJQBOUTTIPVMECFSFRVFTUFEUPDBSSZPVUUIFBCPWFQSPDFTTPO
the other four crops.

t

$PNQBSFUIFPVUDPNFT

NOTE:ɥFëOBMEFDJTJPOPOUIFDSPQ T UPCFTFMFDUFEEFQFOETPOUIFPWFSBMMHSPTTNBSHJOBOEUPXIBU
FYUFOUUIFHSPTTNBSHJOJTBêFDUFECZUIFoSJTLGBDUPSTVCKFDUFEUPJU
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Activity 4: #VEHFUJOHBOE1MBOOJOHUIF1'4$PNNFSDJBM&OUFSQSJTF ųIPVSTŴűNJOVUFT

(a) PFS Business Plan
t

#SJFìZSFDBQPOUIFFOUFSQSJTFTFMFDUJPOQSPDFTTBOEMJOLJUUPUIFTVCTFRVFOUTUFQPGCVTJOFTT
planning.

t

*OBCSBJOTUPSNFYFSDJTFBTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPMJTUSFBTPOTXIZB1'4TIPVMEIBWFBCVTJOFTT
plan for its commercial enterprise

t

&YQMBJOUIFLFZBTQFDUTPGCVTJOFTTQMBOOJOHXIJDIJODMVEF%FëOJOHUIFCVTJOFTT BDUJWJUJFT 
EFDJEJOHTDBMFPGUIFCVTJOFTT JOQVUTSFRVJSFE RVBOUJUJFTSFRVJSFE DPTUFTUJNBUJPO ëYFEBOE
PQFSBUJPOBMDPTUT TPVSDFTPGGVOEJOH BTTJHOJOHPGSPMFTBOESFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT TFUUJOHPGSVMFT
BOESFHVMBUJPOT EBZUPEBZNBOBHFNFOU SFDPSELFFQJOHëOBODJBMBDDPVOUT BOENBSLFUJOH

t

)JHIMJHIUTPNFPGUIFLFZCBSSJFSTUPQMBOOJOHJOSFMBUJPOUPB1'4TJUVBUJPO

t

#SBJOTUPSNPOUIFLFZDPNQPOFOUTPGBO1'4CVTJOFTTQMBO

t

4ZTUFNBUJDBMMZFYQMBJOUIFGPMMPXJOHLFZTUFQTJOUPCFVOEFSUBLFOJOUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGBO
PFS business plan:
J  $PNQVUJOHTUBSUVQBOEPQFSBUJOHDPTUT
JJ  .PCJMJTJOHSFTPVSDFTUPTUBSUUIFCVTJOFTT
JJJ  "TTJHOJOHSPMFTBOESFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTBNPOHNFNCFST
JW  "HSFFJOHPOSVMFTBOESFHVMBUJPOTHPWFSOJOHUIFSVOOJOHPGUIFCVTJOFTT
W  %FDJEJOHPOUIFTDBMFPSTJ[FPGUIFCVTJOFTT
WJ  8SJUJOHPVUBTJNQMFXPSLQMBO
WJJ  (FUUJOHTUBSUFE

t

*OUIFJSNJOJHSPVQT QBSUJDJQBOUTEFWFMPQ1'4CVTJOFTTQMBOTGPSPOFPGUIFFOUFSQSJTFTTFMFDUFE
JOUIFQSFWJPVTTFTTJPOPGFOUFSQSJTFTFMFDUJPO"TUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTQSFTFOUUPUIFQMFOBSZ UIF
facilitator guides the discussion ensuring that the key elements of a business plan are all included
and thereafter introduces the concept of business management and managerial function in
relation to the PFS.

Sample of a PFS Business Plan
Name of PFS:
3FOHFO1BTUPSBM'JFME4DIPPM
Village:
"VLPU
Subcounty:
3FOHFO
District:
Kotido
Group enterprise:
Commercial Production of Beans
Overall objective5PNBYJNJTFUIFHSPVQTJODPNFUISPVHIDPNNFSDJBMQSPEVDUJPOPGCFBOT
Specific Objectives
t 5PNBYJNJTFZJFMEUISPVHIVTFPGJNQSPWFECFBOWBSJFUJFT
t 5PNJOJNJTFDPTUTUISPVHIVTFPGHSPVQMBCPVS
t 5PHFUQSFNJVNQSJDFTCZTFMMJOHIJHIRVBMJUZCFBOTEVSJOHPêTFBTPO
Estimated start up costs: $. 125
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Sources of Funding
t

.FNCFSTDPOUSJCVUJPOT ǌŸŶ

t

(SPVQ'VOE ǌŶű

Scale of enterprise: 2 Acres
.FNCFST3PMFTBOE3FTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
Four working committees under the leadership of a coordinator
t

1VSDIBTFTDPNNJUUFF ŴNFNCFST 

t

1SPEVDUJPODPNNJUUFF ŵNFNCFST 

t

'JOBODFDPNNJUUFF 5SFBTVSFSBOEŴNFNCFST 

t

.BSLFUJOHDPNNJUUFF ŴNFNCFST

Rules and regulations
t

"MMNFNCFSTUPQBZDPOUSJCVUJPOPGǌŶFBDI

t

"MMNFNCFSTUPXPSLPOHSPVQHBSEFOBUMFBTUPODFBXFFL

t

"ëOFPGǌűŹGPSBCTFOUJOHGSPNHSPVQXPSL

t

"MMNFNCFSTUPDBSSZPVUNPOUIMZNPOJUPSJOHWJTJUT

Work plan
Activity

When

Where

Responsible person

Resources

Expected output

Ploughing

February

(SPVQQMPU

Production coordinator

0YFO QMPVHI

Ploughed field

Seed purchases

February

"HSP4VQQMZTUPSF Purchases coordinator

Cash, seed

Seed purchased

Planting

March

(SPVQQMPU

"MMNFNCFST

(SPVQMBCPVS

Crop planted

Weeding

May

(SPVQQMPU

"MMNFNCFST

(SPVQMBCPVS

Crop weeded

)BSWFTUJOH

June

(SPVQQMPU

"MMNFNCFST

(SPVQMBCPVS

Crop harvested

%SZJOHBOEUISFTIJOH

June

$NBOTIPNF

"MMNFNCFST

)JSFEMBCPVS

Clean crop

Sorting and bagging

July

$NBOTIPNF

Marketing coordinator

)JSFEMBCPVS

)JHIRVBMJUZ
beans

Marketing

%FDFNCFS

Kotido town

Marketing coordinator

5SBOTQPSU

)JHIJODPNF

Table 14: Work plan

(b) PFS Budget
t

*OBCSBJOTUPSNJOHTFTTJPO JOUSPEVDFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPUIFDPODFQUPGCVEHFUJOHBOEJUTJNQPSUBODF
towards the success of the PFS business

t

4FMFDUBOFOUFSQSJTFBOETZTUFNBUJDBMMZEFWFMPQBCVEHFU FYQMBJOJOHUIFLFZDPNQPOFOUT $PTUT 
'JOBODJBM1MBO 1SPKFDUFESFUVSOT 1SPKFDUFE$BTIìPX

t

(VJEFUIFNFNCFSTUISPVHIUIFQSPDFTTUPEFWFMPQBCVEHFUGPSUIFJSTFMFDUFEFOUFSQSJTF
Specifically guide the group to:


*EFOUJGZ RVBOUJGZBOEDPTUUIFëYFEDPTUT



*EFOUJGZRVBOUJGZBOEDPTUUIFWBSJBCMFPQFSBUJPOBMDPTUT



*EFOUJGZJOHUIFTPVSDFTPGGVOEJOH



1SPKFDUUIFSFUVSOTFYQFDUFEPVUQVU



1SPKFDUUIFDBTIìPXBOBMZTJT

For illustration, consider the following poultry enterprise.
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Enterprise#SPJMFST4DBMF ųűűCJSETJOŴCBUDIFT
Assumptions:
t

ɥBUUIFNFNCFSTPGUIF1'4XJMMQSPWJEFBMMUIFMBCPVSSFRVJSFEJOUIFFOUFSQSJTF

t

"MMTBMFTXJMMCFNBEFBUUIFGBSNHBUF

A.

Fixed costs
Item (inputs)

Detailed description

Quantity

Unit cost

Total cost

Poultry house

Poles

20

0.8

16

ɥBUDI HSBTT

40 bundles

0.8

32

Wire mesh

2 rolls

8

16

Shutters

1

8

8

-BCPVS

15 man days

0.5

7.5
79.5

Feeders

'%CJSET

20

2.5

50

Waterers

1 W/10 birds

20

1.6

32

-BNQT

Kerosene lamps

3

5

15

-JUUFS

3JDF NBJ[F DPêFFIVTLT

2 tippers

7.5

15
112

Subtotal Fixed Cost

191.5
Table 15: Fixed costs

B.

Operational /variable costs
Item (inputs)

Detailed description

Quantity

Unit cost

Total cost

Chicks

CBUDIFTPGEBZPMEDIJDLT CSFFE

660

0.5

330

5SBOTQPSU

Vehicle hire

3

15

45

Feeds

$IJDLNBTI%VDLNBTI LHTCJSEUP
NBUVSJUZ

4,620

0.25

1,155

5 litres/week*18weeks

90 litres

0.9

81

Paraffin

vials of vaccine

6

10

60

5SFBUNFOU

5SBOTQPSUIJSF

/"

Marketing

Market dues

/"

4VCUPUBM0QFSBUJPOBM$PTUT

1,671

5PUBM$PTU
'JYFE$PTUT 7BSJBCMF0QFSBUJPO$PTUT
ɥFSFGPSF5PUBM$PTU " #    
Table 16: Operational/variable cost
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C.

Financial plan
Source of funding

Amount

.FNCFSTDPOUSJCVUJPOT

75

2. PFS savings

125

(SBOU

450

0UIFSTPVSDFT
-PBO .'* /(0

75

(JGUTGSPNMPDBMQPMJUJDJBO

15

5PUBMDPOUSJCVUJPOT

740

5PUBMQSPKFDUFEDPTUT

1,862.50

%FëDJU

1,122.50
Table 17: Financial plan

D.

Projected Returns
Product

:JFMEPVUQVU

Market price

5PUBMSFUVSO

#SPJMFST CBUDIFT

600 birds

2.5

1,500
1,500

Table 18: Projected returns

E.


Projected Cash Flow
"DBTIìPXTUBUFNFOUTIPXTXIFONPOFZìPXTJOUPUIFCVTJOFTT JOìPXT BOEXIFONPOFZìPXT
PVUPGUIFCVTJOFTT PVUìPXT *UIFMQTUIF1'4UPLFFQUSBDLPGEBJMZNPOUIMZDBTIUSBOTBDUJPOT
iDBTIJOwBOEiDBTIPVUw BOEBMTPIFMQTFOTVSFUIBUUIFSFJTBMXBZTFOPVHIDBTIUPNFFUDVSSFOU
and future expenses. It provides opportunity to verify all cash transactions and helps confirm the
iDBTIBUIBOEwBOZUJNF*UBTTJTUTUIF1'4NBLFJOGPSNFEEFDJTJPOTFHXIFSFUIFOFUJOìPXJT
negative the members either have to seek additional funds from the reserve; request for members
DPOUSJCVUJPOTCPSSPXGSPNUIFCBOLPS.JDSP'JOBODF*OTUJUVUJPOT .'*T ɥFGPMMPXJOHJTB
QSPKFDUFEDBTIìPXGPSUIFBCPWFQPVMUSZFOUFSQSJTF
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Projected Cash Flow for the Poultry Enterprise
Expenses/Income

Period (2013)
"QSJM

May

June

July

"VH

Sept

0DU

/PW

%FD

Jan

" &YQFOTFT PVUìPXT
1.

Poultry house



2.

Feeders



3.

Waters



 -BNQT



 -JUUFS








 )JSFUSBOTQPSU







8.

Feed



















9.

Paraffin































6.

Chicks

 5SFBUNFOU
 3FGVOEPGNFNCFST
contribution



 -PBOSFQBZNFOU
Principle



P



*OUFSFTU 

505"-065'-08





















# *ODPNF JOìPXT
.FNCFSTDPOUSJCVUJPO

75

PFS revolving fund

450

PFS savings

125

0UIFSTPVSDFT(JGUT

15

3FWPMWJOH-PBOGSPN1'4
network
Broiler sales
505"-*/'-084

665

/&5*/'-08

480

500




368

500




368

500




253

Table 19: Projected cash flow

Conclusion
'SPNUIFQSPKFDUFEDBTIìPXBCPWF JUJTBQQBSFOUUIBUBTNVDIBTUIFSFXBTBOPWFSBMMEFëDJUPG 
as depicted in the financial plan, the PFS did not need to abandon the enterprise, because not all the
GVOETXJMMCFSFRVJSFEBUUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFFOUFSQSJTF/FJUIFS XJMMJUCFOFDFTTBSZGPSUIF1'4UP
CPSSPXBMPBOBUUIFBUPOTFU)BWJOHTQSFBEUIFDPTUTPWFSUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOQFSJPE JUDBOCFTFFO
that:
B  UIFBWBJMBCMFGVOETJOUIFëSTUNPOUIBSFTVïDJFOUUPDPWFSUIFDPTUTJOUIBUNPOUI BTXFMMBTMFBWF
a sufficient positive net inflow to cover the negative net inflows for the two subsequent months.
C  *OUIFGPVSUINPOUI +VMZ UIFFOUFSQSJTFJTBCMFUPSFëOBODFJUTPQFSBUJPOTGSPNUIFTBMFTPG
broilers, therefore, the PFS does not have to go into borrowing additional funds at the beginning of
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JNQMFNFOUBUJPOUPDBUFSGPSUIFEFëDJU4JNJMBSMZ JOUIFTFWFOUINPOUI 0DUPCFS UIF1'4XJMMCF
able to finance its operations from broiler sales.
D  *O%FDFNCFS UIF1'4NBZCPSSPXBMJNJUFEBNPVOUPGGVOET ŸŶ UPDBUFSGPSUIFBEEJUJPOBMDPTUPG
operations in that month, and as seen, the loan will be repaid back in the next month after broiler
TBMFTɥFSFGPSF UIF1'4EPFTOPUIBWFUPJODVSDPTUTPGUIFMPBO JOUFSFTUQBZNFOUT GPSBMPOH
period, since the inflow is sufficient to cover all its costs as well as leave a positive net inflow in the
last month.
*OUIFQMFOBSZ GBDJMJUBUFUIFEFDJTJPONBLJOHQSPDFTTUBLJOHBMMUIFMPDBMSFBMJUJFTJOUPDPOTJEFSBUJPO

Handout 4.1.1
Profitability Analysis
"UZQJDBMQSPëUBCJMJUZBOBMZTJTJODMVEFTUXPDMPTFMZMJOLFETUFQTBHSPTTNBSHJOBOBMZTJTBOEBSJTLBOBMZTJT
(SPTTNBSHJOBOBMZTJTNBUDIFTUIFDPTUT QSPEVDUJPOBOENBSLFUJOH BHBJOTUUIFFYQFDUFECFOFëUTPS
SFUVSOTGSPNUIFFOUFSQSJTF0OUIFPUIFSIBOE UIFSJTLBOBMZTJTJTBJNFEBUëOEJOHPVUIPXDIBOHFTJO
the 3 key determinants of gross margin affect the overall profitability of the enterprise namely:
t

$IBOHFTJODPTUTPGQSPEVDUJPO

t

$IBOHFTJOPVUQVUPSZJFMET

t

$IBOHFTJONBSLFUQSJDFT

"OZTIBSQSJTFJODPTUTPGQSPEVDUJPOXJMMSFOEFSUIFFOUFSQSJTFMFTTPSFWFOVOQSPëUBCMFXIJMFBTVEEFO
fall in output/yields and market prices too will reduce the profitability of the enterprise. This is common
XJUISBJOGFEBHSJDVMUVSBMSFMBUFEFOUFSQSJTFT XIJDIBSFGSFRVFOUMZTVCKFDUUPWBHBSJFTTVDIBTESPVHIU 
water logging, pest and diseases and poor access to productivity enhancing technologies. Therefore, all
PFSs should endeavour to carry out a risk analysis in addition to the gross margin analysis.

Handout 4.1.2
Budgeting and Planning the PFS Commercial Enterprise
"CVTJOFTTQMBOJTBUPPMGPSHVJEJOHUIFCVTJOFTTo*UMBZTEPXOBMMUIFSFTPVSDFTSFRVJSFEJOJNQMFNFOUJOH
UIFFOUFSQSJTF XIFO UJNF UIFSFTPVSDFTXJMMCFSFRVJSFE BOEXIFSF TPVSDF UIFSFTPVSDFTXJMMDPNF
from in order to achieve the outputs of the business/enterprise.
#VTJOFTTQMBOOJOHJOWPMWFTQSFQBSJOHBOEPSHBOJ[JOHBMMSFTPVSDFT IVNBOBOENBUFSJBM XIJDIBSF
required to run the business. It ensures that time and resources are optimally utilized and costs are
minimized. Therefore, this must be done before starting the enterprise.
#VEHFUJOHJTUIFBMMPDBUJPOPGSFTPVSDFTUPQMBOOFEBDUJWJUJFTBOETVNNBSZPGDPTUFESFTPVSDFT"GUFS
drawing the business plan, and deciding on the scale of production, the PFS should be helped to draw
a budget to enable them evaluate whether they have sufficient funds to implement the enterprise, and
to plan for its implementation. Management is making best use of the human, financial and material
SFTPVSDFTJOPSEFSUPBDIJFWFCVTJOFTTPCKFDUJWFTɥJTJTEJSFDUMZSFMBUFEUPUIFUISFFLFZCVTJOFTTPCKFDUJWFT
that contribute to profit maximisation.

In the PFS, members themselves assume the management functions by allocating business roles and
responsibilities among members. If roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined or if some members
show reluctance in performing their assigned tasks, the PFS business is unlikely to succeed. Proper
management of funds and assets together with proper record keeping are some of the most important
management functions in business and should be assigned to literate, dedicated and trustworthy persons.
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4.2 Livestock Production in Pastoral Areas
Background
Livestock production is the main driver of pastoral production systems and as such it cannot be underestimated.
Over the ages, pastoralists have relied on livestock as their main means of livelihood, keeping various species that
are well suited and adapted to the harsh pastoral environment.
The livestock species kept in the pastoral areas are basically the same with slight variations depending on breeds and
community preferences. The pastoral means of livestock production are also basically the same based on migration
in search of pasture and water for the livestock as well as the human beings.
In spite of the difficulties and challenges facing the pastoral livestock production systems, these systems continue
to dominate in the supply of livestock especially for meat in many countries.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t &YQMBJOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPO
t -JTUUIFTQFDJFTBOECSFFETPGMJWFTUPDLGPVOEJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT
t %FTDSJCFUIFMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNTJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT
t -JTUBOEFYQMBJOUIFEJêFSFOUBOJNBMIVTCBOESZQSBDUJDFT
t %FTDSJCFUIFGBDUPSTEFUFSNJOJOHMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPO
t &YQMBJOXIBUMJWFTUPDLNBSLFUJOHJT BOEUIFEJêFSFOUGPSNTPGMJWFTUPDLNBSLFUJOH
t -JTUBOEFYQMBJOUIFDIBMMFOHFTBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFTGBDJOHUIFQBTUPSBMMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNT

Topic overview
1. Importance of livestock production.
2. Species and breeds of livestock in pastoral areas.
3. Livestock production systems in pastoral areas.
4. Livestock production husbandry practices.
5. Factors determining livestock production in pastoral areas.
6. Livestock marketing
7. Challenges and opportunities facing pastoral livestock production.

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH
t 3PMFQMBZ
t %SBXJOH

Time: 3 hours
Materials: measuring tape, crayons, drawings, pictures, A4 sheets, cards, note book, pens, ruler, masking tape,
display board..

Handout: 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.4, 4.2.5, 4.2.6 and 4.2.7
Additional reference
t -JWFTUPDL'BSNFS'JFME4DIPPM.BOVBM
t 1BTUPSBMJTU'JFME4DIPPM.BOVBM(VJEFMJOFTGPS'BDJMJUBUJPO
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: *NQPSUBODFPG-JWFTUPDL1SPEVDUJPO ųűNJOVUFT

%JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNUPMJTUUIFJNQPSUBODFPGMJWFTUPDLJOQBTUPSBMQSPEVDUJPO
TZTUFNT-FUUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTFYIBVTUUIFJNQPSUBODFPGUIFMJWFTUPDLFWFOJGJUNFBOTEFMWJOHJOUP
individual species of livestock. When the participants are through, ask two or so groups to present in
plenary with additional points or discussions if necessary.
Activity 2: 4QFDJFTBOE#SFFETPG-JWFTUPDLJO1BTUPSBM"SFBT ųűNJOVUFT

In plenary, ask participants to name the species and breeds of livestock found in pastoral areas. Start
XJUIUIFOBNJOHPGUIFEJêFSFOUTQFDJFTBOEFOEXJUIUIFOBNJOHPGUIFEJêFSFOUCSFFET"TLUIF
QBSUJDJQBOUTUPEJêFSFOUJBUFCFUXFFOTQFDJFTBOECSFFET
Activity 3: -JWFTUPDL1SPEVDUJPO4ZTUFNTJO1BTUPSBM"SFBT ųűNJOVUFT

%JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNUPMJTUUIFEJêFSFOUMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNTJO
pastoral areas. After listing, all the presentations are put in front and two or more groups are asked to
present their findings in plenary with additional points or discussions if necessary. Ask some participants
which pastoral production system they practice in their areas.
Activity 4: -JWFTUPDL1SPEVDUJPO)VTCBOESZ1SBDUJDFT ŵűNJOVUFT

%JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNUPMJTUUIFEJêFSFOUMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOIVTCBOESZ
practices in pastoral areas. The findings of the group are presented in plenary; allow discussions and
additions of any vital missing information. Ask the participants to list some husbandry practices that
BSFQFSGPSNFEUSBEJUJPOBMMZBOEJGQPTTJCMFFYQMBJOIPXUIFTFBSFQFSGPSNFEBOEUIFTJHOJëDBODFPGUIF
practices.
Activity 5: 'BDUPST%FUFSNJOJOH-JWFTUPDL1SPEVDUJPOJO1BTUPSBM"SFBT ųűNJOVUFT

Using the question and answer method, ask the participants to list factors determining livestock
QSPEVDUJPOJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT$POUJOVFVOUJMBMMUIFQPJOUTBSFFYIBVTUFEBOEFOTVSFUIBUEJTDVTTJPOT
are allowed to enhance participation. Ask one or two participants to rank the three most important
GBDUPSTBêFDUJOHQSPEVDUJPOJOPSEFSPGQSJPSJUZBTLUIFPUIFSQBSUJDJQBOUTXIFUIFSUIFZBHSFFXJUI
the ranking.
Activity 6: -JWFTUPDL.BSLFUJOH ŵűNJOVUFT

In plenary, ask the participants to define what they understand by livestock marketing and hold
discussions. To follow up, divide the participants into groups and ask them to list the type of markets
they know locally and outside the production area and also ask them to list the importance of livestock
NBSLFUJOH3BOEPNMZTFMFDUUXPPSTPQBSUJDJQBOUTBOEBTLUIFNUPMJTUEPXOGBDUPSTUIBUBêFDUBOE
hinder livestock production in pastoral areas. To sum up, the participants can come up with a case study
of a pastoralist whose life was transformed through livestock marketing initiative
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Activity 7: $IBMMFOHFTBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFTGBDJOHMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPO ŴűNJOVUFT

B  6TJOHUIFRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSNFUIPEBTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPMJTUUIFDIBMMFOHFTGBDJOHMJWFTUPDL
QSPEVDUJPOJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT$POUJOVFVOUJMBMMUIFQPJOUTBSFFYIBVTUFEBOEFOTVSFUIBUEJTDVTTJPOT
are allowed to enhance participation. Ask one or two participants to rank the four most important
challenges facing livestock production in order of priority; ask the other participants whether they
agree with the ranking.
C  $POUJOVFBOEBTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPMJTUUIFPQQPSUVOJUJFTBWBJMBCMFGPSMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOJO
QBTUPSBMBSFBT$POUJOVFVOUJMBMMUIFQPJOUTBSFFYIBVTUFEBOEFOTVSFUIBUEJTDVTTJPOTBSFBMMPXFE
to enhance participation. Ask one or two participants to rank the two most important opportunities
available for livestock production in order of priority; ask the other participants whether they agree
with the ranking
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Handout 4.2.1
Importance of Livestock Production
Livestock production is the main means of livelihood for the pastoral communities. The livestock kept by
the pastoral communities are varied in breeds but the species are almost similar across the board. These
being the main means of livelihood with a lot of cultural significance and attachment, livestock have a
big economic importance such as:
 1SPWJEFNPOFUBSZWBMVFUPDPNNVOJUJFTBOEDPVOUSJFTGSPNUIFTBMFPGUIFMJWFTUPDLBOEMJWFTUPDL
products.
2. Livestock manure can be used as fertilizer or for the production of biogas.
3. Livestock are a good source of food in terms of milk, meat, fat, butter and other food products.
4. Livestock can be used for transport purposes or draught power.
5. Livestock are used for social and ceremonial purposes in the cases of bride price, as fines in solving
disputes and other traditional ceremonial rituals depending on the concerned community.
6. Some livestock products such as hides and skins are used for making shoes, clothing, bags, wallets,
and other traditional ornaments. Some products such as bones are used to make curios.
7. For some communities, consumption of some livestock products such as meat and milk is medicinal.
ɥFNJMLPGDBNFMTGPSFYBNQMFIBTCFFOUIPVHIUUPIFMQJOEJBCFUFTXIJMFUPTPNFDPNNVOJUJFTUIF
meat of a donkey is medicinal.
8. Livestock are a source of wealth and as such the money accrued from their sale can be used to purchase
other goods and services such as food grains, clothing, and payment of school fees and hospital bills.

Handout 4.2.2
Species and Breeds of Livestock in Pastoral Areas
The species of livestock kept in pastoral areas are almost uniform with slight variations from one area
UPBOPUIFS)PXFWFSUIFCSFFEEJêFSFODFTDBOCFPCTFSWFECFUXFFODPNNVOJUJFTLFFQJOHUIFTBNF
species of livestock. The species and breeds of livestock seen in pastoral areas do not just happen to be
there, they are well suited and adapted to the harsh pastoral environments and hence, should not be
disregarded against other species and breeds in other areas. The chicken is not common but is getting
wide acceptance especially amongst the settled sedentary pastoral set ups. The following are the common
species of livestock found in pastoral areas:
 $BUUMFUIFNBJOCSFFETBSFUIF#PSBOBOEUIFTNBMM&BTU"GSJDBO;FCV
 $BNFMoUIFNBJOCSFFETBSFUIF4PNBMJ 5VSLBOB 3FOEJMMF
 %POLFZ
 4IFFQoUIFNBJOCSFFETBSFCMBDL1FSTJBOIFBEBOEUIF3FE.BTBJ
 (PBUToɥFNBJOCSFFETBSFTNBMM&BTU"GSJDBOHPBUBOEUIF(BMB
 1PVMUSZo-PDBMCSFFET
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Handout 4.2.3
Livestock Production Systems in Pastoral Areas
Livestock production systems in pastoral areas mainly anchor on nomadic pastoralism. In this case,
livestock move in a particular manner depending on the season in search of pasture and water. The
migration is very systematic and clearly defines the wet season grazing grounds, the dry season grazing
grounds and the reserve grazing grounds to be used in times of crisis. Other production systems may
not be fully mobile with some species of livestock returning to a particular location where there is
a permanent homestead while other species move with the seasonal changes. In times of crisis, the
pastoral production system operates on split herd management and the movement of livestock across
international boundaries. The last and least production mode in pastoral areas is the one of ranches
where huge chunks of land are segregated for livestock production purposes. It is worth to also note that
some settled sedentary pastoral communities do practice the confining and feeding of some livestock
especially sheep, goats and poultry, others may opt to a semi confining system that only supplements
what the livestock have fed on from the fields.

Handout 4.2.4
Livestock Production Husbandry Practices
There are a number of “requirements” by which animals should be managed so that the best performance
is achieved in a way acceptable to those responsible for the care of the animals and to the community
generally. These requirements which are the keys to good management are called husbandry practices.
)VTCBOESZQSBDUJDFTNBZWBSZBNPOHTUEJêFSFOUQBTUPSBMDPNNVOJUJFTUIPVHITPNFNBZCFDPNNPOMZ
QSBDUJDFEBDSPTTUIFCPBSEXIJMFPUIFSTBSFOPU%FTQJUFUIJT HPPEIVTCBOESZQSBDUJDFTBSFFTTFOUJBM
in livestock management in order to improve on production. The most common livestock husbandry
practices are:
1. Dehorning or horn shaping – this aims to reduce injury to other animals and human beings as well
as for aesthetic purposes.
2. Branding – this depends from one pastoral area to another and is used for identification purposes
of the livestock.
3. Hoof trimming – This is aimed at avoiding injuries / lameness to the legs of livestock caused by
overgrown hoofs.
4. Castration - This is performed on male animals as a way of controlling breeding. Castration is
performed on old animals to prevent inbreeding or animals with poor genetic traits to prevent them
GSPNTQSFBEJOHUIFUSBJUTUPPêTQSJOHT"OPUIFSXBZPGDPOUSPMMJOHCSFFEJOHJTUISPVHIUIFVTFPG
aprons especially in small stock or surgical penile deviation.
5. HousingoUIJTJTGPSQSPUFDUJPOBHBJOTUFYUSFNFXFBUIFSDPOEJUJPOTGPSTNBMMTUPDLBOEBMTPWFSNJO
BOEUIFGU)PVTJOHJTWFSZJNQPSUBOUBOEJUJTTVQQPTFEUPCFOPUPOMZTFDVSFCVUXFMMWFOUJMBUFEBOE
hygienic.
6. Breeding – This is the mechanism of ensuring that certain good traits from a particular animal are
USBOTGFSSFEUPPêTQSJOHUISPVHINBUJOH#SFFEJOHJTEPOFUISPVHIUIFVTFPGTFMFDUFECSFFEJOHTUPDL
with the required traits to improve production.
7. Selection - The ability to select breeding stock by using performance records, visual evaluations, and
other tools used in selecting livestock.
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8. Culling – the removal of livestock with unwanted or unfavorable traits, livestock with injuries, none
performing stock, old, sick and weak livestock etc.
9. Feeding/supplementation – this refers to additional feed or mineral supplements to livestock in
order to improve on body mass or milk production.
10. Pasture and water – this refers to ensuring that the livestock are well accessed to pasture and water
because these two are the main basis on which survival of the livestock depends and are the keys to
good production.
11. Hygiene/sanitation – this refers to mechanisms, methods and procedure through which certain acts
BSFQFSGPSNFEUPMJWFTUPDLIFODFNJOJNJ[JOHUIFSJTLTPGJOGFDUJPOTBOEEJTFBTFGPSFYBNQMFIZHJFOJD
milking procedures and hygienic housing.
12. Deworming – may be strategic or tactical and aims at reducing the worm load in livestock and hence
improve production.
13. Vaccination – this is the act of immunizing livestock so that they may gain immunity against diseases
that may interfere with production or even cause deaths.

Handout 4.2.5
Factors Determining Livestock Production in Pastoral Areas
Livestock production in pastoral areas is not as smooth as it seems, as there are some factors that may
IJOEFSNBYJNVNQSPEVDUJPO*OTQJUFPGUIFDIBMMFOHFTGBDJOHQBTUPSBMBSFBT QBTUPSBMJTNJOJUTFMGJTB
means of addressing the challenges with an aim of keeping production going. The factors determining
production are therefore;
1. Availability of good rainfall. A good seasonal calendar is good for optimal availability of water and
pasture.
 4QFDJFTBOECSFFETPGMJWFTUPDLɥJTJTXJUISFHBSEUPFYUSFNFDMJNBUJDDPOEJUJPOTXIFSFUIFHSB[FST
MJLFDBUUMFBOETIFFQBSFBêFDUFEMFBEJOHUPEFBUITXIJMTUUIFDBNFMTBOEHPBUTDBOTVSWJWFGPSMPOHFS
3. Frequent droughts that lead to deaths and poor production in livestock and even migration across
international boundaries.
 *OTFDVSJUZDBVTFECZDBUUMFSBJEJOHMFBWJOHBêFDUFEQBTUPSBMJTUTXJUIOPNFBOTPGMJWFMJIPPETUPEFQFOE
on. The insecurity also causes inaccessibility to grazing and watering points.
 %JTBTUFSTTVDIBTìPPETUIBUNBZQSFEJTQPTFBOJNBMTUPEJTFBTFTBQBSUGSPNUIFMPTTUPìPPET
 1PTTJCJMJUZPGMJWFTUPDLDPOUSBDUJOHEJTFBTFTBTUIFZDSPTTJOUFSOBUJPOBMCPVOEBSJFTJOTFBSDIPGXBUFS
and pasture.
 %SPQPVUTGSPNUIFNBJOQBTUPSBMTZTUFNEVFUPESPVHIUBOEDPOìJDUMFBEJOHUPUIFDSPQQJOHVQPG
sedentary settlements that interfere with the grazing routes.
 .VTISPPNJOHPGTFUUMFNFOUTBOEUPXOTEVFUPEFWFMPQNFOUPSHBOJ[BUJPOTJOJUJBUJWFTUIVTJOUFSGFSJOH
with the original grazing and watering points for the pastoralists.
9. The reserve grazing grounds having a lot of pasture but scarcity of water and at times insecurity.
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Handout 4.2.6
Livestock marketing
Livestock marketing in pastoral areas is faced with a lot of challenges but still thrives though at most
times to the disadvantage of the producer. Livestock from the pastoral communities form the major
TVQQMZPGNFBUUPVSCBODFOUFST1SJNBSZNBSLFUTBWBJMBCMFJOQBTUPSBMBSFBTJODMVEFUIFGPMMPXJOH
t

4NBMMWJMMBHFNBSLFUDFOUFSTUIBUTFMMBMJNJUFEOVNCFSPGMJWFTUPDL

t

#JHUPXOTBOEDFOUFSTXJUIJOUIFQBTUPSBMBSFBT

The other markets are the secondary and tertiary markets that are far away and receive the livestock
from the primary markets of the pastoral areas.
Livestock marketing in the pastoral areas is mainly under the control of the local authorities, middlemen
and traders. The middlemen act as negotiators between the traders and the producers and this at most
times leaves the producer disadvantaged.
Importance of livestock marketing
Livestock marketing is important for the pastoral communities. By selling livestock, the pastoral
DPNNVOJUJFTBSFBCMFUPQVSDIBTFPUIFSJUFNTUIFZSFRVJSFTVDIBTHSBJO GPPETUVêT DMPUIJOHBOEBMTP
pay for services such as school fees and medical care. Besides, some pastoralists also use the income they
get from their livestock to set up small businesses at the village level or in big towns. Livestock marketing
JTBMTPWFSZDSVDJBMFTQFDJBMMZJOUJNFTPGDSJTJTTVDIBTEVSJOHESPVHIUBTJUIFMQTUPPêUBLFUIFMJWFTUPDL
from the depleted pastures before the animals lose condition and hence provide an income that would
have otherwise been lost if the animals deteriorated or died.
Livestock marketing can therefore not be taken lightly as a component of the production process, because
in real sense livestock marketing is the driver of production.
Challenges of livestock marketing in pastoral areas
Livestock marketing, though quite important, is faced by some challenges which in essence also hinder
the production process. The challenges facing marketing in pastoral areas are:


&YQMPJUBUJPOPGUIFQSPEVDFSTCZNJEEMFNFOBOEUSBEFST

2.

Lack of markets especially in the production areas.

3.

The primary markets being too far from the production sites.



%JTFBTFBOERVBSBOUJOF



1PPSNBSLFUJOGSBTUSVDUVSF



1PPSJOGSBTUSVDUVSFJOUFSNTPGSPBETSFEVDJOHJOBDDFTTJCJMJUZUPNBSLFUTCZUSBEFST



1PPSNBSLFUJOGPSNBUJPOTZTUFN



1PPSQSJDFTPêFSFECZUSBEFSTBOENJEEMFNFO



1SPEVDFSTMBDLPGVOEFSTUBOEJOHPOHPPEHSBEFBOJNBMTUIBUGFUDIHPPEQSJDFT

10.

Theft and insecurity in pastoral areas in general and also in some markets.



-JWFTUPDLSBJEJOHGPSTBMF $PNNFSDJBMSBJEJOH
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Handout 4.2.7
Challenges and Opportunities Facing Pastoral Livestock Production
Challenges
1. Sedentarisation of the pastoralists due to dropping out of the main pastoral system.
 'SFRVFOUESPVHIUTBOEBUUJNFTìPPETUIBUJNQBDUOFHBUJWFMZPOQSPEVDUJPO
 )BSTIBOEEJïDVMUUFSSBJO
4. Limited availability of adequate water sources
5. Insecurity.
6. Trans-boundary disease outbreaks.
 *OBEFRVBUFMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOFYUFOTJPOTFSWJDFTBOEBOJNBMIFBMUI
 1PPSOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOUBDUJWJUJFTXJUISFHBSEUPXBUFS QBTUVSFBOEWFHFUBUJPOEVFUP
weakening of the traditional institutions.
9. Food relief interventions that create a dependency syndrome.
10. Livestock marketing is poor in some pastoral areas and hence the livestock keepers do not benefit well
from the sale of their livestock.
Opportunities
1. Adequate land mass to practice pastoralism.
2. Availability of livestock that is well suited and able to withstand the harsh environment.
 1BTUPSBMJTUTIBWFUIFLOPXMFEHFPGUIFJSMBOETDBQFBOEUIFQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNBOEXIBUUIFZLOPX
can be used to further advance production.
 1BTUPSBMJTUTIBWFPWFSUJNFLOPXODPQJOHNFDIBOJTNTUIBUDBOCFVTFEUPTBWFUIFJSMJWFTUPDLJOUJNFT
PGESPVHIUPSìPPET
5. Availability of strong traditional institutions that can be used to promote and protect the natural
resource base for the benefit of the livestock.
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4.3 Pasture Production in Pastoral Areas.
Background
Pastures are a vital resource for the pastoralists. Communities in the pastoral areas rely on natural pastures. These
are pastures that regenerate when rains fall. Unreliable rainfall and frequent rainfall failures have led to poor
regeneration of pastures resulting in chronic pasture scarcity. Pasture quality also declines tremendously in periods
of drought. This can however change if pastoralists can tap into the enormous pasture production potential that
exists. Production under rain fed can be promoted with the use of appropriate water harvesting technologies while
production under irrigation can be promoted in areas with reliable water sources and suitable soils. Supplements
UMMB (Urea Mollases Mineral Block) have been used in many countries as drought feed with success. The main
justification for using blocks, to provide deficient nutrients is, therefore, their convenience for packaging, storage,
transport and ease of feeding.

Topic Objectives.
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t &YQMBJOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGQBTUVSFQSPEVDUJPOJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT
t *EFOUJGZQBTUVSFWBSJFUJFTTVJUBCMFGPSQSPQBHBUJPOJOWBSJPVTQBTUPSBMBSFBT
t %FNPOTUSBUFEJêFSFOUNFUIPETPGQSPEVDJOHBOEDPOTFSWJOHQBTUVSFT
t &YQMBJOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGVTJOH6..#

Topic Overview
Ų *NQPSUBODFPGQBTUVSFQSPEVDUJPOBOEDPOTFSWBUJPOJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT
2. Pasture varieties
3. Methods of pasture production
4. Methods and importance of pasture conservation
5. Mineral supplementation

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH
t %FNPOTUSBUJPOT

Time: 1. 45 hours
Materials: Pictures, note books, pens, ruler, flipchart, display board, sisal twine, seed samples, samples of
UMMB blocks

Handout: 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.4, 4.3.5

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: *NQPSUBODFPGQBTUVSFQSPEVDUJPOBOEDPOTFSWBUJPOJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT ŲŶNJOVUFT

%JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNUPMJTUUIFJNQPSUBODFPGQBTUVSFJOQBTUPSBMQSPEVDUJPO
systems, methods deployed to conserve pastures and importance of pasture conservation. When the
participants are through, ask them to make group presentations and encourage all members present to
contribute during the plenary discussions.
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Activity 2: Pasture varieties (15 minutes)

%JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNUPMJTUUIFOBNFTPGQBTUVSFWBSJFUJFTGPVOEJOUIFJS
common grazing grounds that they can positively identify in the local language identify areas where
pastures used to grow well but are now bare, propose reasons as they attribute this development too.
Ask them to make group presentations and encourage all members present to contribute during the
plenary discussions.
Activity 3: Methods of pasture production (30 minutes)

%JTDVTTBMUFSOBUJWFNFUIPETPGQBTUVSFQSPEVDUJPO6TFRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSNFUIPETUPFOHBHFUIF
QBSUJDJQBOUT%FNPOTUSBUFBQQSPQSJBUFNFUIPETPGQSPQBHBUJPOBOETFFESBUFJOTJUVBUJPOTUIBUDBO
allow.
Activity 4: Methods and importance of pasture conservation (30 minutes)

%JTDVTTDVSSFOUQSBDUJDFTEFQMPZFEUPDPOTFSWFQBTUVSFTBOEBMUFSOBUJWFNFUIPETUIBUDBOCFVTFE
6TFRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSNFUIPETUPFOHBHFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT%FNPOTUSBUFBQQSPQSJBUFVTJOHMPDBMMZ
available resources hay making, bailing and storage.
Activity 5: Mineral Supplementation (15 minutes)

6TFQMFOBSZEJTDVTTJPOTUPJOUSPEVDFNJOFSBMTVQQMFNFOUBUJPOBOEJUTJNQPSUBODF&MJDJUGSPNUIF
participants if they have past experience in using them and their perception towards utilization.
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Handout 4.3.1
Importance of Pasture Production and Conservation in Pastoral Areas
%FMJCFSBUFFêPSUTUPQSPEVDFGPEEFSJOQBTUPSBMBSFBTJTJODSFBTJOHMZCFDPNJOHSFMFWBOUCFDBVTF*UIFMQT
BWFSUTFBTPOBMTDBSDJUZ *NQSPWFTQBTUVSFBWBJMBCJMJUZ *NQSPWFTMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJWJUZ 3FEVDFTMJWFTUPDL
EFBUIEVSJOHUIFESZTFBTPO 1SFWFOUTSFTPVSDFCBTFEDPOìJDUT *TBTPVSDFPGJODPNF $BOCFVTFEUP
trigger adaptable research and Prevention of conflicts

Handout 4.3.2
Pasture varieties
$PNNPOQBTUVSFTQFDJFTGPVOEJOUIF"TBMTJODMVEF&SBHSPTUJTTQT $FODISVTTQT $IMPSJTTQT &OUSFQPHPO
TQT $ZOBEPOTQT .BLVFOJHVJOFBHSBTT 4QPSPCPMVTTQT "SJTJUJEBTQQ $FODISVTTQQ %JHJUBSJBTQT 
Aristida sps, Panicum spp

Handout 4.3.3
Methods of Pasture Production
1BTUVSFTBSFQSPEVDFEVOEFSSBJOGFETZTUFNPGQSPEVDUJPOPSVOEFSJSSJHBUJPO5PFêFDUJWFMZTVQQPSU
production, farmers are encouraged to used mainly semi circular bands improve on water retention for
improved production. While under irrigation, production can be done in basins or on ridges.
Agronomic practices involved in fodder production - Site identification, Seed bed preparation,
Preparation of irrigation structures, preparation of water harvesting structures (for rain fed production),
Seed selection/identification, Planting- proper spacing, watering, weed and pest control and manuring
where applicable.
Factors to consider before establishment6OEFSTUBOEUIFHSB[JOHQBUUFSOMJWFTUPDLNPWFNFOU
know the rain pattern, labour availability, seeds types & availability, availability of storage facilities, soil
types, irrigation infrastructure, security, availability of water and soil salinity.

Handout 4.3.4
Methods and Importance of Pasture Conservation
Pastures are conserved either as standing hay or bailing. For bailing, producers need to consider the
GPMMPXJOH4UBHFPGIBSWFTUJOHQBTUVSFToNVTUCFBUFBSMJOHTUBHF ESZJOHPGQBTUVSFTVOEFSTIBEF CBJMJOH
and stacking.
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Handout 4.3.5
1BTUVSFRVBOUJUZBOERVBMJUZBSFBêFDUFEEVSJOHESPVHIUQFSJPET4VQQMFNFOUTBSFVTFEJOGPSESPVHIU
feeding and for cattle fattening. UMMB are lick blocks containing urea, molasses, vitamins, minerals and
other multi nutrients. Use of feeding of the blocks is a convenient and an inexpensive method of providing
a range of nutrients required by both the rumen microbes and the animal, which may be deficient in the
diet. The main justification for using the blocks depends on their convenience for packaging, storage,
transport and ease of feeding. The ingredients are designed to provide a wide range of nutrients to cover
all potential deficiencies.
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4.4 Animal Health
Background
Livestock are an important component in pastoral production systems and as such their health cannot be underestimated.
Diseases affect production through deaths, or poor production in terms of milk, eggs, and slowed or poor breeding
habits. Diseases of livestock are of economic importance in that they lead to big losses in monetary terms accruing
from deaths and decreased production. If the livestock are healthy, production will also increase and this will result
into better health of the people. In a nutshell, healthy animals lead to healthy people and better livelihoods.
This module therefore helps the participants to be familiar with the normal habits, behaviour, actions, the appearance
of skin and hair, mucus membranes, secretions and excretions, respiration etc of an animal. This would enable
them to distinguish between healthy and sick animals, and form the basis for tentative diagnosis of a disease in
the field. As a result, the participants could treat sick animals quickly and prevent the spread of the diseases. The
module also focuses on the causes of diseases, mode of transmission, disease description and control measures. The
participants should understand the causes of disease in livestock and the various modes of disease transmission
as this can lead to disease prevention and control. The participants should facilitate identification and description
of locally important diseases as they relate to clinical signs and post mortem lesions for the different species of
animals kept in the specific area.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
t 3FDPHOJTFBOEEFTDSJCFIFBMUIZBOEVOIFBMUIZBOJNBMT
t %FTDSJCFUIFCBTJDDBVTFTPGEJTFBTFTJOMJWFTUPDL
t &YQMBJOUIFEJêFSFOUXBZTJOXIJDIEJTFBTFTTQSFBEBNPOHMJWFTUPDL
t %FTDSJCFUIFCBTJDEJTFBTFQSFWFOUJPOTUSBUFHJFT
t *EFOUJGZ SBOLBOEEFTDSJCFUIFDMJOJDBMTJHOTPGNBKPSJNQPSUBOUEJTFBTFTJOUIFEJêFSFOUMJWFTUPDLTQFDJFTJO
their locality.

Topic overview
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Healthy and unhealthy animals
Causes of livestock diseases
Disease spread (transmission)
Disease prevention/ control
Listing and ranking of diseases in each species of animals
Treatment
Veterinary public health

Method of facilitation
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

1BSUJDJQBOUTQSFTFOUBUJPO
%JTFBTFDIBSUT
#SBJOTUPSNJOH
(SPVQEJTDVTTJPO
1BSUJDJQBUPSZFYFSDJTFT
1SBDUJDBMEFNPOTUSBUJPO
%JSFDUPCTFSWBUJPO

Time: 4 hours
Materials:1JDUVSFT EJTFBTFUSBOTNJTTJPODIBSUT ESBXJOHT TBNQMFTPG$#&84 "ŵTIFFUT DBSET OPUFCPPL QFOT 
ruler, masking tape, coloured paper, display board, sick and healthy animals, healthy and diseased organs.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: Healthy and unhealthy Animals (40 minutes)
Signs of health and the learning advantage

Divide the participants into small groups of 4-5 people
and ask them to list what they consider signs of normal
health in an animal, and the advantage of knowing signs
of normal health in an animal. The different groups should
present their findings to the plenary.
1JDUVSFDPEF1VUVQQJDUVSFDPEF *MMVTUSBUJPO BOE
add more information on the signs of health that are
not depicted in the picture, and discuss the advantage of
knowing signs of health in depth.
A healthy goat

Signs of disease and the learning advantage

Divide the trainees into small groups of 4-5 people and ask
them to list what they consider signs of illness in an animal,
and the advantage of knowing signs of illness in an animal.
The different groups should present their findings to the
plenary.
1JDUVSFDPEF1VUVQQJDUVSFDPEFBOEBEENPSFJOGPSNBUJPO
on the signs of disease that are not depicted in the picture,
and discuss the advantage of knowing signs of illness in
depth.

A sick goat

How to distinguish signs of health and disease in live animal

Field practical: Take the participants to the nearby livestock kraal or grazing / watering point and ask
them to pick out a healthy animal and explain the signs of health in the animal. The same exercise
should be repeated for an unhealthy animal. Make sure that each of the participants has participated
in the exercise, and different species have been used in the practical.
How to distinguish signs of health and disease in organs and systems

Divide the participants into small groups of 4-5 people and ask them to identify and list the features
of healthy and diseased organs.
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%FNPOTUSBUJPO 1PTUNPSUFN FYBNJOBUJPO PG TJDL BOE IFBMUIZ BOJNBMT TIPVME CF DBSSJFE PVU UP
demonstrate and compare signs of health and disease in body organs with emphasis on the size and
appearance.
Summary

The facilitator should summarise systematically how one can distinguish between healthy and unhealthy
animals as outlined in the following table:
Signs of health

Signs of disease

(FOFSBMDPOEJUJPO

(PPECPEZDPOEJUJPO

&NBDJBUFE

Behaviour

Alert and hold their heads up

Dummy, restless, lonely

Movement (gait)

3FHVMBSBOETUFBEZTUFQT
4USPOHMJNCTBOENPWFFBTJMZXJUIPUIFSTJOB
group

4IVðJOHBOETUVNCMJOH
3FNBJOCFIJOEUIFHSPVQ

&ZFT

Bright and alert,
No discharge

Lacrimation (discharge);
Colour: red, pink, brown or white

Nose and Muzzle

No discharge from the nose,
Muzzle moist in cattle,
Nose clean & dry in sheep & goats dry

Discharge from the nose;
Muzzle dry in cattle,

Mouth

Clean and chewing properly

4BMJWBESJQQJOH
Lesions on the lips;
Chewing slow or incomplete if there is problem in
the teeth

&BST

&SFDU
Move in the direction of sound
Quick movement to get rid of flies

Dropped;
Not responding to sounds or no movement to get rid
of flies

Mucus membrane

1JOLSFENVDVTNFNCSBOFTIPXJOHCMPPE
vessels clearly

8IJUFQBMF ZFMMPX WFSZEBSLSFEPSSFE

Hair coat

4NPPUIBOETIJOZ
Lick their coats and you can often see the lick
marks

3PVHIPSSBJTFE

Appetite and
rumination

&BUBOEESJOLOPSNBMMZ
3VNJOBUJOH DIFXJOH UIFDVE GPSSVNJOBOUT

Not eating and drinking normally,
Not ruminating

3FTQJSBUJPO

4NPPUIBOESFHVMBSBUSFTU
Increased and irregular breathing
Movement and hot weather increase the rate of
breathing

Urine

Clear in colour
No sign of pain or difficulty during urination

Cloudy or red
1BJOEVSJOHVSJOBUJPO

Faeces

Firm

Very soft (Diarrhoea)
Constipation

Udder and Milk

Healthy teats;
4NPPUIBOEDMFBOVEEFS
(PPENJMLQSPEVDUJPO
Clean milk.

#MJOEBOEJOKVSZPGUIFUFBU
Blood or other matter in the milk;
4XFMMJOHPGVEEFS
4JHOPGQBJOBOEIFBUXIFOUIFVEEFSJTUPVDIFE

Table 20: Signs of health and signs of diseases in animals
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General inspection of sick animal from a distance

4UBOECBDLBOEPCTFSWFBUUIFVOEJTUVSCFEBOJNBMGSPNBEJTUBODFTPBTOPUUPFYDJUFUIFBOJNBM
*MMVTUSBUJPO BOEPCTFSWFUIFGPMMPXJOH
Behaviour:

How does the animal behave?
Is it excited, aggressive, or calm?
Does the animal look like distressed, or in pain? …. Is it
kicking itself? It is shaking its head or grinding itself?

1PTUVSFBOEHBJU

How does the animal stand?…. Is the back arched?
*TUIFTIPVMEFSBCEVDUFE y*TUIFMFHSBJTFE y)PXJTJUXBMLJOH 4IVðJOH TUVNCMJOH
walk, circling movement? Or unable to move?

Body condition:

Is it fat, thin or emaciated?
How is the skin and coat? Is the skin dry and leathery?…Is it biting, rubbing or scratching
itself?

3FTQJSBUJPO

Is it breathing easily and normally or does its breathing look distressed?… How fast is the
animal breathing?… Is it breathing deep slow breaths or shallow short breaths?… Does its
abdomen move as well as its chest when it breathes out?… Does it show pain by grunting,
especially when it breathes out?

Urination and defecation:

Is it urinating and passing faeces? …Volume, frequency and characteristics of the urine and
faeces?

Observing undisturbed animal from a distance

Close inspection of body regions of a sick animal

Inspection of body region should be done systematically starting from the head through the neck, chest,
abdomen and the hindquarters including the tail. First take the animal’s temperature.
Activity 2: Causes of Diseases (30 minutes)

1. Divide the participants into small groups of 4-5 people and ask them to list what they perceive to
be the causes of diseases in their animals.
ų &BDIHSPVQTIPVMEQSFTFOUUIFJSMJTUTPGDBVTFTPGEJTFBTFTUPUIFQMFOBSZBOEUIJTTIPVMECFEJTDVTTFE
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3. To build on the participants knowledge, the facilitator should highlight the following as the main
causes of diseases:
t

1PPSGPPE .BMOVUSJUJPO

t

1IZTJDBMJOKVSJFT XPVOET

t

$IFNJDBMTQPJTPOTUPYJDQMBOUT

t

(FSNT
The term “germ” will be probably new for the participants, and therefore the facilitator should
GVSUIFSFYQMBJOXIBUBHFSNJTJOHFOFSBM&YQMBJOUPUIFUSBJOFFTUIBUNPTUPGUIFEJTFBTFTBSF
actually caused by germs, and there are two types of germs according to their sizes. These are:

t

7FSZTNBMMHFSNTUIBUDBOOPUCFTFFOCZUIFOBLFEFZF&YBNQMFTPGEJTFBTFTDBVTFECZJOWJTJCMF
germs can be given e.g. - Diseases causing high fever,

t

#JHEJTFBTFDBVTJOHPSHBOJTNTUIBUDBOCFTFFOCZUIFOBLFEFZFFHo8PSNT 5JDLTBOEMJDF

ŵ 4VNNBSJTFUIFUPQJDUISPVHIRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSUPNBLFTVSFUIBUUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTIBWFVOEFSTUPPE
the lesson.
Activity 3: Disease Transmission (30 minutes)

1. The facilitator should brainstorm the participants on the following question:
“How does disease spread from sick animals to healthy animals?”
ų 8SJUFEPXOPOìJQDIBSUQBSUJDJQBOUTQFSDFQUJPOPGEJTFBTFUSBOTNJTTJPO BEENJTTJOHQPJOUTBOE
discuss the different causes of diseases as outlined:
(a) Diseases transmitted via direct contact between animals:
t

ɥJTUZQFPGEJTFBTFTQSFBEIBQQFOTXIFOBTJDLBOJNBMCSFBUIFTPWFSPUIFSBOJNBMT
"TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPHJWFFYBNQMFTPGEJTFBTFTUSBOTNJUUFEJOUIJTXBZGPSFYBNQMF$#11
BOE$$11

t

%JTFBTFBMTPTQSFBETXIFOBOJNBMTSVCBHBJOTUFBDIPUIFS"TLUIFUSBJOFFTUPHJWFBO
example of diseases transmitted in this way such as Mange.

(b) Disease transmitted via parasites:
t

"QBSBTJUFDBSSJFTPSUSBOTNJUTEJTFBTFGSPNBTJDLBOJNBMUPBIFBMUIZBOJNBM"TLUIF
trainees to give an example of parasites that transmit diseases from one animal to the
PUIFS BOEUIFEJTFBTFTUIFZUSBOTNJUGPSFYBNQMF5JDLoUSBOTNJUT#BCFTJB"OBQMBTNB 
Tsetse- Trypanosome

(c) Diseases transmitted via contaminated soil, food and water
t

4PJM GPPEBOEXBUFSDBOCFDPOUBNJOBUFECZFYDSFUJPOPSTFDSFUJPOGSPNBTJDLBOJNBM
and thus transmitted to other animals while grazing/drinking or walking through
contaminated soil, food or water. Ask trainees to give examples of diseases transmitted
UISPVHIUIJTXBZ MJLF*OUFSOBMQBSBTJUFT8PSNT 'PPUSPU
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Activity 4: $PNNPO%JTFBTF$POUSPMBOE1SFWFOUJPO.FUIPET ŵűNJOVUFT

1. In plenary, ask the participants to list the common disease control and prevention methods. Ask
the participants to list also the traditional disease control and prevention methods according to the
locality they come from.
2. Ask the participants whether disease control methods differ according to disease.
3. After all the listing has been done, go through the list emphasising important points and at the end
add up on any methods that have been left out.
4. Ask one participant to sum up by giving up a real life example of a traditional disease control method
that has worked over time and its application within the community he/she comes from.
Disease type

Modern control method

Traditional control method

3FNBSLT

Activity 5: Listing and ranking of diseases in each species of animals (40 minutes)
1. Divide the participants into small groups of 4-5 people and ask them to list at least the 5 most
important diseases in each species of animals in their locality using local vernacular.
ų 8SJUFEPXOUIFMJTUTPGEJTFBTFTJEFOUJëFECZUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTPOìJQDIBSU BOEVTJOHBQBJSXJTF
ranking method identify the relative importance of the different diseases and ask the participants
the reason for the rankings. The findings of the pair-wise ranking should be summarised as shown
in table below.
5BCMF3FTVMUTPGQBJSXJTFEJTFBTFSBOLJOH
4QFDJFT

Disease name

3BOL

3FBTPOTGPSSBOLHJWFO *OEJDBUPSTPG
importance)

Activity 6: Treatment (30 minutes)

1. In plenary, ask the participants to list the common diseases and their treatment, both modern and
traditional treatment methods.
2. Ask the participants whether disease treatment methods differ according to diseases. Are there
different diseases that can be treated using the same method?
3. After all the listing has been done, go through the list emphasising the important points and at the
end, add up on any treatment methods that have been left out.
4. Ask one participant to sum up by giving up a real life example of a traditional disease treatment
method that has worked over time and its application within the community he/she comes from.
Disease type

Traditional treatment

Modern treatment

3FNBSLT

Note that the section above can be emphasized further by the table below on drugs and their uses
since the diseases or conditions the drugs are used for are well spelt.
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Drugs and their use
Types of drugs

Diseases and problems they treat or prevent

Anthelmintics
t

-JWFSìVLF

t

(BTUSPJOUFTUJOBMXPSNT

t

-VOHXPSNT

t

&ZFXPSNT

t

5JDLJOGFTUBUJPO

t

5JDLCPSOFEJTFBTFT

t

.BOHF POMZTPNFBDBSJDJEFT

t

-JDFBOEìFB

Acaricides

Antibiotics

Infections

4FDPOEBSZJOGFDUJPOT

t

8PVOETBOEBCTDFTTFT

t

4IFFQBOEHPBUQPY

t

$POUBHJPVT#PWJOF1MFVSPQOFVNPOJB $#11

t

$BNFMQPY

t

$POUBHJPVT$BQSJOF1MFVSPOFVNPOJB $$11

t

-VNQZTLJOEJTFBTF -4%

t

1BTUFVSFMMPTJT

t

'PPUBOENPVUIEJTFBTF '.%

t

"OUISBY

t

1FTUEFTQFUJUTSVNJOBOUT 113

t

#MBDLMFH

t

'PPUSPU

t

1JOLFZF

t

.BTUJUJT

t

#MPPEZEJBSSIPFB

t

/POTQFDJëDDPVHIJOH

t

5SZQBOPTPNPTJT

t

5JDLCPSOEJTFBTFT

t

#MBDLMFH

t

"OUISBY

t

1BTUFVSFMMPTJT

t

$#11

t

$$11

t

113

t

-4%

t

1PYEJTFBTFT

t

3JOEFSQFTU

Antiprotozoa

Vaccines

Vitamins and
mineral

Food supplement and support therapy
Table 21: Drugs and their use

Activity 7: 7FUFSJOBSZ1VCMJD)FBMUI ŴűNJOVUFT

1. Divide the participants into small groups of 4-5 people and ask them to list disease or conditions
associated with the consumption or handling of livestock products that affect human beings.
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2. The facilitator should facilitate discussion to further clarify the response of the participants on the
bases of the following questions:
t

8IBUBSFUIFTJHOTPGUIFDPOEJUJPOTJOIVNBOCFJOHT

t

8IBUMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUTJOQBSUJDVMBSDBVTFUIFTFDPOEJUJPOT

t

)PXDBOUIFTFDPOEJUJPOTCFBWPJEFEDPOUSPMMFE

3. Hygiene measures when dealing with livestock and important zoonotic diseases such as Anthrax,
3BCJFT #SVDFMMPTJT 5BFOJBTJT )ZEBUJEPTJT 5VCFSDVMPTJTFUDTIPVMECFEJTDVTTFEXJUIEVFFNQIBTJTPO
how they are transmitted from animal to human beings and vies-versa and their control strategies.
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4.5 Natural Resource Management
Background
Natural resources management is a broad discipline and involves quite a number of things to consider. But looking
at natural resource management in the pastoral areas, three things come into our minds, the plants and vegetation,
the livestock and others such as wildlife, the soils and water. These issues are quite important and critical especially
bearing their importance towards the sustenance of life. All these issues have an interrelationship with each other
and the maintenance of their relationships is quite important towards ensuring an ecological balance that will
provide a good environment that can maximize production.
It is becoming evident that pastoral environments are changing over times due to degradation of the natural
habitats due to human activities and climate variation. The result of this is evidenced through the frequent droughts
that impact negatively on production and the pastoral livelihood systems.
Dry land environments are fragile. Their vegetative cover is sparse; when removed through overgrazing or
excessive tillage, exposed soils quickly erode and lose fertility, and the surface sealed soils cause water to be lost
as runoff. Sustainable solutions that preserve and enhance soil cover and organic matter such as mixed crop-treelivestock systems, water harvesting and conservation, and the judicious use of manure and inorganic fertilizers
at economically-optimal rates are showing success in many countries. These types of solutions are knowledgeintensive, so improved systems for knowledge exchange are vital.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t
t
t
t
t
t

%FTDSJCFXIBUOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTBSF
&YQMBJOUIFDMBTTJëDBUJPOPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT
&YQMBJOXIBUOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOUJT
&YQMBJOPXOFSTIJQSFHJNFTJO/3.
&YQMBJOTUBLFIPMEFSBOBMZTJTJO/3.
&YQMBJOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOU

Topic overview
1.
ų
3.
ŵ
Ŷ
6.

What are natural resources
$MBTTJëDBUJPOPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT
What is natural resource management
0XOFSTIJQSFHJNFTJO/3.
4UBLFIPMEFSBOBMZTJTJO/3.
Importance natural resource management.

Method of facilitation
t
t
t
t

1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
(SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT BOEQMFOBSZQSFTFOUBUJPOT
2VFTUJPOBOEBOTXFS
3PMFQMBZTGPMLNFEJBTUPSZUFMMJOH

Time: 5 hours
Materials:.FBTVSFUBQF $SBZPOT %SBXJOHT QJDUVSFT "ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF 
Display board.

Handout: 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4, 4.5.5 and 4.5.6
Additional reference
t -''4NBOVBM

t

1'4NBOVBM
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: 8IBUBSF/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFT ųűNJOVUFT

Divide the participants into groups and ask them what a resource is, ask then to list the important
natural resources occurring in their area. When the participants are through ask two or so groups to
present in plenary with additional points or discussions if necessary.
Is a river a resource? What is it used for? How do humans interact with a river – the same questions can
be asked about wildlife, forests etc.
Activity 2: $MBTTJëDBUJPOPG/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFT ŴűNJOVUFT

Ų *OQMFOBSZBTLQBSUJDJQBOUTXIBUUIFZVOEFSTUBOECZDMBTTJëDBUJPOPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTUIFOEJWJEF
JOUPHSPVQTBOEBTLUIFNUPDMBTTJGZOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT"SFBMMUIFDMBTTJëDBUJPOTBWBJMBCMFJOZPVS
area?
ų 3BOLUIFOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTBDDPSEJOHUPPSEFSPGJNQPSUBODFXJUISFHBSETUPQBTUPSBMFOWJSPONFOU
Activity 3: 8IBUJT/BUVSBM3FTPVSDF.BOBHFNFOU ųűNJOVUFT

In plenary, ask participants to state what they understand by natural resource management, and list
XBZTBOENFBOTUISPVHIXIJDIOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTBSFNBOBHFE%JTDVTTëOEJOHTBEEBEEJUJPOBMJOQVUT
BOETVNNBSJTF"SFUIFSFBOZ/3.NBOBHFNFOUQSBDUJDFTJOZPVSBSFB *GTPTUBUFXIJDI
Activity 4: 0XOFSTIJQ3FHJNFTJO/3. ŴűNJOVUFT

Ų *OQMFOBSZBTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPMJTUBOEFYQMBJOUIFEJêFSFOUPXOFSTIJQSFHJNFTJO/3.-FUUIF
participants list exhaustively discuss and add additional inputs.
2. Ask the participants to name the types of ownership regimes that exist in their area and how they
are managed.
Activity 5: 4UBLFIPMEFS"OBMZTJTJO/3. ŴűNJOVUFT

1. Divide the participants into groups and ask them to discuss the following questions and present in
plenary
t

8IPBSFTUBLFIPMEFSTJO/3.

t

8IBUBSFUIFBJNTPGTUBLFIPMEFSBOBMZTJTJO/3.

t

8IBUBSFUIFTUBHFTJOTUBLFIPMEFSBOBMZTJT

t

8IBUBSFUIFBQQMJDBUJPOTPGTUBLFIPMEFSBOBMZTJT

ų "GUFSQSFTFOUJOHJOQMFOBSZEJTDVTTUIFëOEJOHTBOEBEEPOUPNJTTJOHJOQVUTBOEFNQIBTJTFPO
important points.
Activity 6: *NQPSUBODFPG/BUVSBM3FTPVSDF.BOBHFNFOU ŴűNJOVUFT

In plenary, ask the participants to list the importance of natural resources management. After the
participants have exhausted their inputs, discuss their inputs and emphasise on important inputs, also
add up on missing inputs to summarise.
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Exercise:
What is the importance of wildlife, forests, pastures and rivers.

Handout 4.5.1
Natural Resources
/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFTBSFCBTJDBOEFTTFOUJBMGPSTVSWJWBMPGQFPQMF/BUVSBMSFTPVSDFTBSFVTVBMMZSFGFSSFE
to as land or raw materials from economic point of view, which occur naturally in environments without
human intervention. Natural resources are often characterised by amounts of biodiversity existent in
various ecosystems. Natural resources are derived from the environment and are essential for our survival
XIJMFPUIFSTBSFVTFEGPSTBUJTGZJOHPVSXBOUT/BUVSBMSFTPVSDFTNBZCFGVSUIFSDMBTTJëFEJOEJêFSFOU
ways. On the basis of origin, resources may be divided into biotic resources which are obtained from the
CJPTQIFSF TVDIBTGPSFTUTBOEUIFJSQSPEVDUT BOJNBMT CJSETBOEUIFJSQSPEVDUT ëTIBOEPUIFSNBSJOF
organisms mineral fuels such as coal and petroleum are also included in this category because they are
GPSNFEGSPNEFDBZFEPSHBOJDNBUUFS"CJPUJDSFTPVSDFTJODMVEFOPOMJWJOHUIJOHT&YBNQMFTJODMVEFMBOE 
water, air and ores such as gold, iron, copper and silver. Considering their stage of development, natural
resources may be referred to in the following ways:

Handout 4.5.2
Classification of Natural resources
On basis of origin
1.

Biotic

2.

Abiotic

On basis of Stage of Development
1PUFOUJBM3FTPVSDFT1PUFOUJBMSFTPVSDFTBSFUIPTFUIBUFYJTUJOBSFHJPOBOENBZCFVTFEJOUIFGVUVSF
'PSFYBNQMF QFUSPMFVNNBZFYJTUJONBOZQBSUTPGBDPVOUSZ IBWJOHTFEJNFOUBSZSPDLTCVUVOUJMUIF
time it is actually drilled out and put into use, it remains a potential resource.
"DUVBM3FTPVSDFTBSFUIPTFUIBUIBWFCFFOTVSWFZFE UIFJSRVBOUJUZBOERVBMJUZEFUFSNJOFEBOEBSFCFJOH
used in present times. The development of an actual resource, such as wood processing depends upon
the technology available and the cost involved. That part of the actual resource that can be developed
QSPëUBCMZXJUIBWBJMBCMFUFDIOPMPHZJTDBMMFEBSFTFSWF
On Basis of Renewability
Renewable resources: these are the ones that can be replenished or reproduced easily. Some of them,
like sunlight, air and wind and are continuously available and their quantity is not affected by human
DPOTVNQUJPO.BOZSFOFXBCMFSFTPVSDFTDBOCFEFQMFUFECZIVNBOVTF CVUNBZBMTPCFSFQMFOJTIFE 
thus maintaining a flow. Some of these, like agricultural crops, take a short time for renewal; others, like
water, take a comparatively longer time, while still others, like forests, take even longer.
Non-renewable resourcesɥFZBSFGPSNFEPWFSWFSZMPOHHFPMPHJDBMQFSJPET.JOFSBMTGVFMTBOE
fossil fuels are included in this category. Since their rate of formation is extremely slow, they cannot be
replenished once they get depleted. Of these, the metallic minerals can be re-used by recycling them but
coal and petroleum cannot be recycled.
ResourcesBSFUIJOHTUIBUIBWFVUJMJUZ /3BSFUIFSBXNBUFSJBMTVTFEUPTBUJTGZIVNBOOFFET/3BSF
those materials derived from the earth that exist completely independent of human activity.
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Handout 4.5.3
Natural Resource Management
/BUVSBM3FTPVSDF.BOBHFNFOUSFGFSTUPUIFNBOBHFNFOUPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTTVDIBTMBOE XBUFS TPJM 
plants and animals, with a particular focus on how management affects the quality of life for both present
BOEGVUVSFHFOFSBUJPOT TUFXBSETIJQ 
Natural resource management deals with managing the way in which people and natural landscapes
interact. It brings together land use planning, water management, biodiversity conservation, and the
GVUVSFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZPGJOEVTUSJFTMJLFBHSJDVMUVSF NJOJOH UPVSJTN ëTIFSJFTBOEGPSFTUSZ*USFDPHOJTFT
that people and their livelihoods rely on the health and productivity of our landscapes, and their actions
as stewards of the land play a critical role in maintaining this health and productivity
/BUVSBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOUJTBMTPDPOHSVFOUXJUIUIFDPODFQUPGTVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOU BTDJFOUJëD
principle that forms a basis for sustainable global land management and environmental governance to
conserve and preserve natural resources.
/BUVSBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOUTQFDJëDBMMZGPDVTFTPOBTDJFOUJëDBOEUFDIOJDBMVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGSFTPVSDFT
and ecology, and the life-supporting capacity of those resources.
/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFTDBOCFNBOBHFE PXOFE NBJOUBJOFEPSOPUNBJOUBJOFECZEJêFSFOUQFPQMF HSPVQT 
agencies and government
/BUVSBM3FTPVSDF.BOBHFNFOUJTUIFQMBOOJOHBOEBDUJWFNBOJQVMBUJPOPGFDPTZTUFNTBOEQSPDFTTFTGPS
IVNBOCFOFëU1FPQMFBSFUIFTUBLFIPMEFST/BUVSBM3FTPVSDF.BOBHFNFOUJTGPSQFPQMF PSUPNBJOUBJO
resources in spite of people, or because of people.

Handout 4.5.4
Ownership Regimes (Natural Resource Management)
Natural resource management approaches can be categorized according to the kind and right of
TUBLFIPMEFST/BUVSBM3FTPVSDF.BOBHFNFOUPXOFSTIJQSFHJNFTBSF
t

4UBUF1SPQFSUZ3FHJNF

t

1SJWBUF1SPQFSUZ3FHJNF

t

$PNNPO1SPQFSUZ3FHJNF

t

/POQSPQFSUZ3FHJNFT PQFOBDDFTT 

t

)ZCSJE3FHJNFT

State Property Regime
Ownership and control over the use of resources is in the hands of the state. Individuals or groups may
be able to make use of the resources, but only with the permission of the state. National forests, National
parks and military reservations are some examples.
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Private Property Regime
ɥJTSFGFSTUPBOZQSPQFSUZPXOFECZBEFëOFEJOEJWJEVBMPSDPSQPSBUFFOUJUZ#PUIUIFCFOFëUTPGBOE
EVUJFTUPUIFSFTPVSDFTGBMMUPUIFPXOFS T 1SJWBUFMBOEJTUIFNPTUDPNNPOFYBNQMF
Common Property Regimes
It is a private property of a group. The group may vary in size, nature and internal structure e.g. indigenous
tribe, neighbours of village. Some examples of common property are community forests and water
resources.
Non-property Regimes (open access)
ɥFSFJTOPEFëOJUFPXOFSPGUIFTFQSPQFSUJFT&BDIQPUFOUJBMVTFSIBTFRVBMBCJMJUZUPVTFJUBTUIFZXJTI
ɥFTFBSFBTBSFUIFNPTUFYQMPJUFE*UJTTBJEUIBUi&WFSZCPEZTQSPQFSUZJTOPCPEZTQSPQFSUZw"OFYBNQMF
JTBMBLFëTIFSZɥJTPXOFSTIJQSFHJNFJTPGUFOMJOLFEUPUIFUSBHFEZPGUIFDPNNPOT
Hybrid Regimes
.BOZPXOFSTIJQSFHJNFTHPWFSOJOHOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTXJMMDPOUBJOQBSUTPGNPSFUIBOPOFPGUIFSFHJNFT
described above, so natural resource managers need to consider the impact of hybrid regimes. An example
of such a hybrid regime is native vegetation management in NSW, Australia, where legislation recognizes
a public interest in the preservation of native vegetation, but where most native vegetation exists on
private land.

Handout 4.5.5
Stakeholders and Stakeholder Analysis in Natural Resource Management
t

AAyBOZHSPVQPGQFPQMF PSHBOJTFEPSVOPSHBOJTFE XIPTIBSFBDPNNPOJOUFSFTUPSTUBLFJOBQBSUJDVMBS
JTTVFPSTZTUFNy

t

AAyBOZHSPVQPSJOEJWJEVBMXIPNBZEJSFDUMZPSJOEJSFDUMZBêFDUPSCFBêFDUFEPSQMBOOJOHUPCFBU
MFBTUQPUFOUJBMTUBLFIPMEFST

t

AAyBOZJOEJWJEVBM HSPVQBOEJOTUJUVUJPOXIPXPVMEQPUFOUJBMMZCFBêFDUFE XIFUIFSQPTJUJWFMZPS
OFHBUJWFMZ CZBTQFDJëFEFWFOU QSPDFTTPSDIBOHF

The aims of stakeholder analysis in natural resource management are to:
t

*EFOUJGZBOEDBUFHPSJTFUIFTUBLFIPMEFSTUIBUNBZIBWFJOìVFODF

t

%FWFMPQBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGXIZDIBOHFTPDDVS

t

&TUBCMJTIXIPDBONBLFDIBOHFTIBQQFO

t

%FDJEFIPXUPCFTUNBOBHFOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT

This gives transparency and clarity to policy making allowing stakeholders to recognise conflicts of
interest and facilitate resolutions.
Stages in Stakeholder Analysis
1. Clarify objectives of the analysis
 1MBDFJTTVFTJOBTZTUFNTDPOUFYU
3. Identify decision-makers and stakeholders
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4. Investigate stakeholder interests and agendas
5. Investigate patterns of inter-action and dependence for example conflicts and compatibilities, tradeoffs and synergies
Application
Stakeholder analysis in natural resource management is most relevant where issues can be characterised
as:
t

$SPTTDVUUJOHTZTUFNTBOETUBLFIPMEFSJOUFSFTUT

t

.VMUJQMFVTFTBOEVTFSTPGUIFSFTPVSDF

t

.BSLFUGBJMVSF

t

4VCUSBDUBCJMJUZBOEUFNQPSBMUSBEFPêT

t

6ODMFBSPSPQFOBDDFTTQSPQFSUZSJHIUT

t

6OUSBEFEQSPEVDUTBOETFSWJDFT

t

1PWFSUZBOEVOEFSSFQSFTFOUBUJPO

Management of natural resources
All the things we use and consume are obtained from natural resources. Due to increase in population,
industrialisation and urbanization, the demand for natural resources is increasing and their availability
is limited. So there is a need for proper management of natural resources.
The proper management of natural resources consists of:
B  +VEJDJPVTVTFPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTBOEBWPJEJOHXBTUBHF
C  -POHUFSNQMBOOJOHGPSUIFVTFPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTTPUIBUUIFZMBTUOPUPOMZGPSUIFQSFTFOUCVUBMTP
for future generations.
D  ɥFFYQMPJUBUJPOPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTTIPVMEOPUCFGPSUIFCFOFëUPGBGFXQFPQMFCVUTIPVMECF
distributed equally for all.
E  8IJMFFYUSBDUJOHBOEVTJOHOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT XFTIPVMEBMTPQMBOGPSUIFTBGFEJTQPTBMPGXBTUFTTP
that no damage is caused to the environment.

Handout 4.5.6
Importance of Natural Resource Management.
t

3FEVDFTBUNPTQIFSJDQPMMVUJPOBOEBMTPQPMMVUJPOJOSJWFST

t

5PSFEVDFUIFiGreen House EffectwUIJTJTUIFNBKPSDBVTFPGHMPCBMXBSN

t

"FTUIFUJDBOESFDSFBUJPOBMCFOFëUT

t

4PDJBMBOEFEVDBUJPOBMCFOFëUT

t

&DPMPHJDBMCFOFëUT

t

&DPOPNJDCFOFëUT
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Example 1
(a) Importance of wildlife
J  8JMEMJGFIFMQTUPQSFTFSWFCJPEJWFSTJUZ
JJ  8JMEMJGFIFMQTUPNBJOUBJOGPPEDIBJOTBOEGPPEXFC
JJJ  8FHFUVTFGVMQSPEVDUTGSPNXJMEMJGFMJLFGPPE NFEJDJOFT MFBUIFS CPOFTBOEIPOFZ
JW  8JMEMJGFQSPNPUFTUPVSJTN
(b) Conservation of wildlife
J  1SFTFSWJOHUIFOBUVSBMIBCJUBUTPGBOJNBMT
JJ  #BOOJOHQPBDIJOHPGBOJNBMT
JJJ  1SPUFDUJOHFOEBOHFSFETQFDJFTPGBOJNBMT
JW  4FUUJOHVQPGXJMEMJGFTBODUVBSJFT OBUJPOBMQBSLTBOECJPTQIFSFSFTFSWFT
Example 2
(a) Importance of forests
J  'PSFTUTIFMQUPQSFTFSWFCJPEJWFSTJUZ
JJ  'PSFTUTBSFOBUVSBMIBCJUBUTPGQMBOUTBOEBOJNBMT
JJJ  'PSFTUTQSPWJEFUJNCFS XPPE GVFM NFEJDJOFTBOEGPEEFS
JW  'PSFTUTIFMQUPNBJOUBJOFDPMPHJDBMCBMBODF
W  'PSFTUTIFMQUPDPOUSPMDMJNBUFBOESBJOGBMM
WJ  'PSFTUTIFMQUPQSFWFOUTPJMFSPTJPOBOEDPOUSPMìPPET
WJJ 'PSFTUTIFMQUPNBJOUBJOUIFPYZHFOoDBSCPOEJPYJEFCBMBODFJOOBUVSF
(b)

Stake holders of forests
1FPQMFXIPBSFBTTPDJBUFEXJUIGPSFTUTEJSFDUMZPSJOEJSFDUMZBSF
J  1FPQMFMJWJOHJOBOEBSPVOEGPSFTUTEFQFOEPOGPSFTUTGPSUIFJSMJWFMJIPPE
JJ  *OEVTUSJBMJTUTXIPVTFUIFSBXNBUFSJBMTGSPNGPSFTUTGPSNBOVGBDUVSJOHQBQFS NFEJDJOFTBOE
furniture
JJJ  'PSFTU%FQBSUNFOUPGUIF(PWFSONFOUXIJDIPXOTUIFGPSFTUTBOEDPOUSPMTUIFSFTPVSDFTGSPN
the forests.
JW  /BUVSFBOEXJMEMJGFPSHBOJTBUJPOTUIBUXBOUUPDPOTFSWFBOEQSFTFSWFGPSFTUT

'PSFTUTDBOCFDPOTFSWFECZ
J  "êPSFTUBUJPOoQMBOUJOHPGNPSFUSFFT
JJ  1SFWFOUJOHPSSFEVDJOHEFGPSFTUBUJPO
JJJ  1SFWFOUJOHPWFSHSB[JOHCZDBUUMF
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JW  #ZTFUUJOHVQXJMEMJGFTBODUVBSJFT OBUJPOBMQBSLTBOECJPTQIFSFSFTFSWFT
W  6OEFSUBLJOHTPDJBMGPSFTUSZQSPHSBNTJFNPWFNFOUGPSQMBOUJOHBOEQSPUFDUJOHUSFFTPOBMBSHF
scale.
As we have read, we can conclude that everything we use or consume is obtained from resources on this
earth. Therefore, depleting the natural resources too fast without the possibility of their regeneration,
creates untold misery for ourselves and for the future generation.
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4.6 Crop Production in Pastoral Setting
Background
Pastoral areas are subject to extreme climatic conditions (erratic, low rainfall and recurring dry spells) which limit
cultivation and make cropping extremely difficult and risky. In a year of reasonable harvest, most households
only meet between one-third and two-thirds of their food needs from their own fields. Agricultural production
constraints include declining land fertility due to monoculture and poor land husbandry practices, poor pre- and
post harvest technology, rudimentary tools and manual labour, low quality seeds, lack of drought-resistant varieties
of crops, insecurity, human disease, low coverage of agricultural extension services and poor infrastructure,
particularly the lack of adequate access to markets.
Unreliable and insufficient rain patterns make it difficult for pastoralists to know when to plant seeds. Traditional
coping mechanisms include diversification of risks through semi-nomadic livestock rearing and selection of droughttolerant grains like sorghum or pearl millet which are best-suited to local conditions. In years of good production,
proceeds from the sale of grain surpluses are often reinvested in livestock. However, the risks associated with
crop production can be partly mitigated by a better utilization of soil and water resources, use of drought-tolerant
varieties and the adoption of adequate cropping practices in dry lands areas. PFS endeavours to enhance capacities
and resilience in this sector. Promoting better integration between crop and livestock contributes to more efficient
use of the available resources.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic, participants will be able to:
% Explain Integrated Production and pest management
% Discuss suitable agricultural practices for pastoral areas and agricultural practices for selected crops.
% Understand the importance of soil cover
% Build sack gardens for vegetable production

Topic overview
λ͘ Integrated Production and Pest Management
μ͘ Suitable agricultural practices for pastoral areas
ν͘ Good agricultural practices for selected crops
ξ͘ The importance of soil cover
ο͘ Sack gardening

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t (SPVQFYFSDJTFT 
t &YQFSJFODFTIBSJOH
t *MMVTUSBUJPOTQJDUPHSBNT

Time: 5 hours 30 minutes
Materials: A4 sheets, cards, note book,pens, ruler, masking tape,coloured paper, photos, display board.
Handout: 4.6.1 and 4.6.2
Additional reference
t %SBGU"1'4,BSBNPKB.BOVBM6HBOEB
t '"3.&4"''4TPJMBOEXBUFSDPOTFSWBUJPONBOVBM
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: Integrated Production and Pest Management (IPPM) (30 minutes)

1. Explain IPPM to the group. Why is it important to the pastoralist
2. In mini groups, have participants discuss how to raise and maintain a healthy crop. What aspects
of the field would a good farmer try to observe in the garden? What makes a crop healthy? What
makes a crop unhealthy?
3. The mini groups should make presentations.
4. Introduce the four main principles of IPPM.
5. Brainstorm how the IPPM principles relate to the PFS’s anticipated activities.
Activity 2: Suitable Agricultural Practices for Pastoral Areas (1 hour)

Using brainstorming technique discuss with participants some suitable agricultural practices for pastoral
set ups (Handout 4.6.2).
Activity 3: Good Agricultural Practices for Selected Crops (1 hour 30 minutes)

1. Through brainstorming, identify two or three key crops recommended for the region.
2. For each crop, discuss with the participants the good agricultural practices starting from land
preparation to post harvest management and marketing.
Activity 4: The importance of soil cover (1 hour)

In this exercise participants will be able to see how evaporation (air continuously absorbing moisture
from the soil) takes place and discover the benefit of soil cover to reduce the amount of water lost. The
exercise should be carried out in the middle of a sunny and hot day.
Materials needed: mulch (dry grass or crop residues) cut into small pieces, 2 big transparent plastic
bags, watering can and water
1. Locate a flat area on bare soil and mark out two squares with half a metre sides. Place a 1 cm layer
of mulch (grass, leaves or debris) on one of the squares.
2. Water the two plots with about 10 litres of water.
3. Place the plastic bags over the soil so that the open end of the plastic bags covers as big area as
possible of the plot. The plastic bags should be full of air and take up as much volume as possible.
Place sticks inside the bags to keep them upright. Finally, use nails to fasten the opening of the bags
into the ground.
4. Leave the plots in the sunshine for four hours. After the four hours return to the plot and study
the amount of water that have evaporated from the soil and now hangs on the inside of the plastic
bags.
5. Discuss the following questions:
t

8IBUEPFTUIJTNFBOGPSPVSDSPQëFMETBOEQBTUVSFT XIFSFEPXFMPTFNPSFPSMFTTXBUFS

t

8IBUDBOXFEPUPTBGFHVBSEUIFXBUFSPOPVSMBOEBOEBWPJEUIBUJUHPFTVQJOUIFBJS 

t

8IBUSPMFEPFTWFHFUBUJPOBOEUSFFTIBWFJOTBGFHVBSEJOHXBUFSJOUIFTPJM
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Activity 5: Sack gardening (1 hour 30 minutes)

In this activity participants will familiarise themselves with the construction of a sack garden. Sack
gardens are a great way to optimise vegetable production and to get a good harvest from little space,
and small amounts of soil and water.
Materials needed: food aid or animal feed sacks, one wheelbarrow of soil mixed with some manure or
organic matter (old leaves, grass, etc.)., a bucket of gravel, a plastic container of about one litre with the
bottom cut out, seedling vegetable plants.
1. Put a shallow layer of soil in the bottom of the sack, place the container (or coffee can or a similar
container) in the centre and fill it with gravel.
2. Shovel the soil around the rock-filled container and fill out the sack to the edges. When the soil
SFBDIFTUIFUPQPGUIFDPOUBJOFS QVMMJUVQHFOUMZ MFBWJOHUIFSPDLTJOBDPMVNOJOUIFDFOUSF3FQFBU
until the bag is full with a centre column of gravel. The column is for drainage and water distribution
throughout the sack.
3. Plant seedling in the soil at the top of the sack.
4. Cut small holes in the sides of the sack for planting along the sides.
5. Water the sack regularly and when possible feed the soil in the sack with kitchen waste or other
organic materials.

A sack garden
(footnote: adapted from www.netplaces.com)
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Handout 4.6.1
Integrated Production and Pest Management (IPPM)
In an attempt to meet increasing food demand, it is important that pastoralists use sustainable production
practices that preserve or improve the production resource base for future generations. Integrated
Production and Pest Management (IPPM) is an ecosystem-based management concept entailing improved
practices that respect the environment while also enhancing the overall goal of making a profit. IPPM
QMBDFTBTUSPOHFNQIBTJTPOHSPXJOHSBJTJOHBIFBMUIZDSPQBOJNBMXJUIUIFMFBTUEJTSVQUJPOUPUIF
environment.
IPPM is a holistic approach that combines a number of practices throughout the production cycle. Some
of these practices include:
t

-PPTFOJOHUIFTPJMTUSVDUVSF

t

6TJOHDMFBOTFFEQMBOUJOHNBUFSJBM

t

5JNFMZQMBOUJOH

t

.JYFEDSPQQJOH

t

1SPQFSTQBDJOH

t

.VMDIJOH

t

6TJOHPSHBOJDNBUUFSNBOVSF

t

3PUBUJOHDSPQT

t

6TJOHDPWFSDSPQT

t

3FTUJOHUIFHBSEFO

More broadly, there are four basic principles of IPPM:
t

(SPXJOHBIFBMUIZDSPQ GSPNBOIFBMUIZTFFEJOBIFBMUIZTPJM 

t

0CTFSWJOHUIFëFMESFHVMBSMZ

t

1SFTFSWJOHOBUVSBMFOFNJFT

t

&NQPXFSJOHUIFGBSNFSUPNBLFHPPENBOBHFNFOUEFDJTJPOT

Handout 4.6.2
Suitable Agricultural Practices for Arid and Semi-Arid Lands (ASAL)
Pastoral areas experience many agricultural production constraints including declining land fertility due
to monoculture and poor land husbandry practices, poor pre- and post harvest technology, rudimentary
tools and manual labour, low quality seeds, lack of drought-resistant varieties of crops, insecurity, human
disease, low coverage of agricultural extension services and poor infrastructure, particularly the lack of
adequate access to markets. Unreliable and insufficient rain patterns make it difficult for pastoralists to
know when to plant seeds. Therefore it is important to introduce and promote suitable practices for Arid
and Semi-Arid Lands (ASAL). Some of these practices include:
1. Promotion of drought-tolerant crop and fast maturing varieties. These drought-tolerant
varieties can significantly reduce risk of crop failure especially during periods of moderate drought
and help assure small-scale pastoralists of harvests.
2. Spacing of planting dates. Because rain patterns are increasingly unpredictable, phased planting
from first rains until mid season can contribute to spread the risk of crops drying up in case of dry
spell.
3. Transplantation of cereals. Transplanting cereals within dry land farming system is a practical
option which enables agro-pastoralists to maximise the growing season and minimise the risk of failed
crops, patchy stands and reduce the costs of re-planting. Early crops are important as they break the
hunger gap; transplanting early crops breaks this gap to two to three weeks earlier, and yields more
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(often double) than normal direct-sown crops, providing food when it is in short supply and very
expensive in the market place.
4. Crop diversification and mixed-cropping. Diversification is not simply a way of spreading risks, but
it can also help to smooth out seasonal peaks and troughs of income as well as alleviate the common
pre-harvest hunger period. Mixed cropping is followed to minimize the effect of unpredictability
of rain. Mixed cropping may have low yield potential but it works as a buffer against failure under
possible unfavourable conditions. Inter-cropping can also be used to mitigate attack of pests (pushpull approach) and stimulate crop-livestock integration by the cultivation of fodder crops.
5. Soil and Water Management. Conservation practices related to limit water runoff and reduce soil
erosion can be promoted to improve water retention and soil regeneration. Some of the techniques
that can be implemented include contour bunds, semi-circular bunds, trapezoidal bunds, contour
ridges, planting pits. The selection of the most appropriate techniques should be based on the terrain
and the social cultural aspects prevailing in the area.
6. Bio-intensive gardening. Different type of kitchen gardening can be introduced to promote year
MPOHWFHFUBCMFQSPEVDUJPOGPSIPVTFIPMEQVSQPTFT,JUDIFOHBSEFOTDPOUSJCVUFUPJNQSPWFIPVTFIPME
diet and nutritional status. In addition, dry-season vegetable production for marketing purposes can
be promoted if the groups have a sustained access to water (SSD and associated shallow well).
7. Post-Harvest Management. Traditional storage facilities and lack of adequate knowledge on
preservation entails significant post-harvest losses of grain and seeds due to predation, germination
or contamination. Improved storage should include the promotion of metal silo and good practices in
post-harvest handling especially drying.

Handout 4.6.3 Evaporation and moisture loss
Evaporation is the term for soil-water transfer to the atmosphere. The air continuously absorb moisture
from the soil. That is why the soil surface dries out quicker than the underlying soil layers in a soil
profile. Evaporation in the field can take place from plant canopies, from the soil surface or from a freewater surface. When the soil is bare from vegetation, big amounts of water can be lost from the soil by
evaporation. Strong sun and winds increase evaporation. When growing annual field crops, the soil surface
may remain largely bare throughout the period of tillage, planting, germination and early seedling growth,
and such high evaporation might take place that soil moisture is lost to the extent that it affect the growth
of the young plants during their most vulnerable stage. Quick drying of a seedbed can doom an entire
crop from the start. In drylands where water is scarce it is important to try to minimise evaporation as
much as possible. This can be done by appropriate soil moisture retention practices. Evaporation can be
reduced by keeping the soil surface covered, in crop land this might mean planting a cover crop together
XJUIUIFNBJODSPQ PSCZDPWFSJOHUIFTPJMTVSGBDFXJUINVMDIPSDSPQSFTJEVFT0OQBTUVSFMBOEUIJT
might mean preventing over grazing by animals so that there always remain a minimum grass cover.
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4.7 HIV/AIDS in PFS
Background
HIV/AIDS increasingly exerts adverse pressure on rural and pastoralist livelihoods. The impacts of HIV/AIDS
include loss of labour, reduction of household incomes, increased medical and funeral costs, high dependency
ratio and loss of indigenous knowledge. These impacts negatively affect agricultural and livestock production,
increase food insecurity and reduce the population’s resilience to shocks. Food insecurity and malnutrition stand
out as the main drivers of the spread of HIV, and are key mediators of the impacts of AIDS. HIV/AIDS must be
understood and addressed within the context of livelihood security in pastoral areas context (isolation, poor health
and education infrastructure, low awareness, high food insecurity and high exposure to shocks) and way of life
which increase vulnerability to HIV exposure (polygamous marriage, early sexual debut for females, high levels of
sexual networking within and outside marriage as well as certain traditional practices such as female circumcision,
male circumcision, tattoo and piercing ).
This module is intended to explain the basic facts about HIV/AIDS, and the specific risks to which pastoralists are
exposed to in their community (traditional practices, migration).

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FëOF)*7BOE"*%4
t -JTUNPEFTPGUSBOTNJTTJPOPGUIF)*77JSVT
t .FOUJPOXBZTUISPVHIXIJDI)*7JTOPUUSBOTNJUUFE
t -JTUXBZTPGQSPUFDUJPOBHBJOTU)*7"*%4
t &YQMBJOIPX)*7BêFDUTMJWFTUPDLBOEQBTUPSBMTZTUFNT

Topic overview
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is HIV and AIDS?
Ways of HIV transmission, Ways of which HIV is not transmitted, and Protection against AIDS.
HIV/AIDS pathway
Understanding the dynamics of the disease in rural communities

Method of facilitation
t
t
t
t
t

1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPOPOCBTJD)*7"*%4JOGPSNBUJPO
(SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
(SPVQFYFSDJTFT
&YQFSJFODFTIBSJOH
*MMVTUSBUJPOTQJDUPHSBNNFT

Time: 4 hours
Materials: A4 sheets, cards, note book, pens, ruler, masking tape, coloured paper, photos, beans (white and red),
Ball, A4 envelopes, display board.
Handout: 4.7.1, 4.7.2 and 4.7.3
Additional reference
t 1MBOOJOHMJWFTUPDLJOUFSWFOUJPOXJUIBHFOEFSBOE)*7MFOT '"0
t *NQBDUPG)*7"*%4BNPOHQBTUPSBMJTUDPNNVOJUJFTJO,FOZB ųűűŵ
t $PODFQUVBMJ[JOHUIF-JOLT#FUXFFO)*7"*%4BOE1BTUPSBMJTUMJWFMJIPPET +PIO.PSUPO
t (FOEFSBOE)*7"*%4JOBNBSLFUPSJFOUFEBHSJDVMUVSBMEFWFMPQNFOUDPOUFYU"USBJOJOHNBOVBMGPSGSPOUMJOF
TUBê *-3*
t )*7BOE"*%4QFFSFEVDBUPSNBOVBM 1"$0:&,
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: What is HIV and AIDS? (15 minutes)

1. Ask the participants to tell you what he/she thinks HIV and AIDS is.
2. Use the responses to build up the proper definition of HIV and AIDS.
Activity 2: )*75SBOTNJTTJPO ŴűNJOVUFT
Part A: HIV Transmission

1. Ask the participants whether they know how one can get HIV.
ų -JTUUIFQPJOUTPOUIFìJQDIBSUGPSGVSUIFSEJTDVTTJPOT
3. Identify the main modes of HIV transmission contextualised to pastoralist setting.
Part B: HIV Transmission- fluids activity

Ų 1SFQBSFTNBMMDBSETMBCFMMFEXJUICPEZìVJET CMPPE TFNFO QSFFKBDVMBUJPOìVJET WBHJOBMTFDSFUJPOT 
breast milk, tears, sweat, saliva, urine, faeces, nasal secretions, sputum)
ų %JTUSJCVUFUIFDBSETUPUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTBOEBTLUIFNUPTPSUUIFNPVUBDDPSEJOHUPASJTLZBOEAOPO
SJTLZìVJET
3. Discuss
Part C: HIV cannot be transmitted through

1. Ask the participants to give you ways through which HIV cannot be transmitted.
2. Discuss
Part D: Prevention of HIV transmission

1. Ask the participants to give you ways through which HIV can be prevented.
2. Discuss
Part E: Play the bean Game on HIV transmission (30 minutes)

This activity aims to experience the spread of HIV within a community and develop individual conclusion
on HIV transmission.
Materials:

A4 envelopes, 2kg of white beans, 200g of red beans
Steps

t

&BDIQBSUJDJQBOUHFUTBOFOWFMPQF "ŵ PSBOPQBRVFCBHXJUI8IJUF#FBOT

t

0OMZPOFFOWFMPQFUPDPOUBJOCFBOTPGBEJêFSFOUDPMPS SFEGPSFYBNQMF

t

1BSUJDJQBOUTXBMLBSPVOEUIFSPPN TIBLFIBOETBOEFYDIBOHFUIFDPOUFOUTPGUIFJSQBDLBHFXJUI
at least 5 others.

t

'BDJMJUBUPSBTLTUIFNOPUUPMPPLJOUPUIFDPOUFOUTPGUIFJSQBDLBHFT

t

"MMQBSUJDJQBOUTBSFBTLFEUPQPVSDPOUFOUTPOUIFJSUBCMFBGUFSŶNJOVUFTPGHSFFUJOHTBOEFYDIBOHFT
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Facilitator may ask the following questions

t

8IBUXBTIBQQFOJOH

t

8IBUEPXIJUFCFBOTSFQSFTFOU 3FE

t

$PVMEZPVUFMMXIPIBEUIFSFECFBOT

t

)PXEPZPVGFFM

t

ɥFNVMUJQMJFSFêFDUPOUSBOTNJTTJPO

t

*GXFXFSFUPEPJUBHBJO

Reactions expected

t

ɥPTFUIBUëOEUIFNTFMWFT
1. Negative results: distress, angry, lonely, denial, discriminated against, mistake, alienated,
unlucky, scared, nobody knows, retested
2. positive results lucky, guilty, take precautions, supportive, retested

Lessons learnt

t

$BOOPUUFMMLOPXUIF)*7TUBUVTCZUIFMPPLT

t

0QFOJOHUIFQBDLBHFJTMJLFHPJOHGPS7$5

t

)*7USBOTNJTTJPO

t

*OGFDUTBOEBêFDUTFWFSZPOF

t

3FJOGFDUJPO

t

4UJHNBBOEEJTDSJNJOBUJPO

Part F: Ball game (15 minutes)

This activity aims to summarise the learning on basic information on HIV and AIDS through the HIV
CBMMRVJ[HBNF
Steps:

The participants form a circle and the facilitator throws the ball to a first participant who is asked the
ëSTURVFTUJPO*GUIFQBSUJDJQBOUHFUTUIFSJHIUBOTXFSIFTIFSFNBJOTJOUIFHBNFBOEUISPXTUIFCBMM
to another participant. If the participant gets the wrong answer, he/she throws the ball but sits down
as he/she is eliminated.
Game questions:

Ų 8IBUEPFT"*%4TUBOEGPS  "OTXFS"DRVJSFE*NNVOF%FëDJFODZ4ZOESPNF
ų 5SVF'BMTF:PVDBOHFU)*7UIFëSTUUJNFZPVIBWFTFY "OTXFS5SVF
Ŵ 5SVF'BMTF0ODFZPVIBWF)*7 ZPVXJMMBMXBZTIBWF)*7 "OTXFS5SVF
4. What part of the body does HIV attack? (Answer: The immune system)
5. True/False: HIV can be spread by shaking hands. (Answer: False)
6. What does it mean to be faithful? (Answer: To have only one sexual partner at a time.)
7. True/False: A person with HIV can live longer if he or she eats well and does exercise. (Answer: True)
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8. What is the period called, immediately after infection, when a person might have HIV but can still
test negative? (Answer: Window Period)
ź 8IBUJTUIFPOMZŲűűǜTBGFXBZUPQSPUFDUZPVSTFMGGSPN)*7  "OTXFS"CTUJOFODF BOECFJOH
DBSFGVMPGTIBSJOHOFFEMFT SB[PSCMBEFTBOEPUIFSTIBSQPCKFDUT 
Ųű 5SVF'BMTF:PVDBOUFMMCZMPPLJOHBUBQFSTPOUIBUIFTIFJT)*7QPTJUJWF "OTXFS'BMTF
ŲŲ 5SVF'BMTF.PTRVJUPFTDBOUSBOTNJU)*7 "OTXFS'BMTF
Ųų 8IBUBSFUIFTJYìVJETUIBUUSBOTNJU)*7  "OTXFS#MPPE TFNFO WBHJOBMìVJE QVT CSFBTUNJML
BOECMJTUFSìVJE
ŲŴ 5SVF'BMTF$POEPNTSFEVDFUIFSJTLPGUSBOTNJUUJOH)*7 "OTXFS5SVF
14. True/False: HIV positive mothers can pass HIV to their babies. (Answer: True)
ŲŶ 8IBUEPF)*7TUBOEGPS  "OTXFS)VNBO*NNVOPEFëDJFODZ7JSVT
16. True/False: HIV and AIDS is the same thing. (Answer: False. HIV is the virus that causes AIDS.)
17. True/False: A sexually transmitted infection, or STI, increases a person’s risk of getting HIV. (Answer:
True)
18. What is the difference between prevalence and incidence of HIV? ( answer: prevalence is the number
of people living with HIV and the incidence is the new infections )
Activity 3: HIV/AIDS Pathway (2 hours)

The facilitator will discuss the purpose of conducting HIV/AIDS analysis and will provide the structure
for this session:
Ų &YQMBJOUIF)*7"*%4QBUIXBZVTJOHBìJQDIBSU 'JHVSFŴ JO)BOEPVUŵŸų
2. Ask the participants for examples of the main means of transmission of HIV and the main symptoms
PG"*%4SFMBUFEJMMOFTTFT
Ŵ &YQMBJOUIFEJêFSFODFTCFUXFFOUIFESJWFSTPGUIFFQJEFNJDBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPBEESFTTUIFEJTFBTF
4. Ask the participants, in groups, to identify one of the following (Figure 3, in Handout 4.7.3):
t

4PVSDFTPGSJTLPGJOGFDUJPO

t

0QQPSUVOJUJFTUIBUIFMQQSFWFOUBQFSTPOGSPNCFDPNJOHJOGFDUFE

t

'BDUPSTUIBUIBTUFOUIFPOTFUPG"*%4SFMBUFEJMMOFTTFTBOEEFBUI

t

0QQPSUVOJUJFTUIBUDBOQSFWFOUPSTMPXEPXOUIFPOTFUPGUIFTFJMMOFTTFTBOEEFBUI

t

'BDUPSTUIBUNBLFSFNBJOJOHIPVTFIPMENFNCFSTWVMOFSBCMFUPUIFJNQBDUTPGBO"*%4SFMBUFE
death.

t

0QQPSUVOJUJFTUIBUSFEVDFUIFWVMOFSBCJMJUZPGSFNBJOJOHIPVTFIPMENFNCFSTUPUIFEFBUIPG
a key adult.

5. Ask the participants to report back in plenary; use the pathway to explain the three stages of
UIFFQJEFNJDBUUIFDPNNVOJUZMFWFM "*%4JOJUJBUJOH "*%4JNQFOEJOHPS"*%4JNQBDUFE ɥJT
information is necessary in order to identify appropriate responses.
6. Identify what can be done within PFS to address HIV/AIDS.
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Activity 4: 6OEFSTUBOEJOHUIF%ZOBNJDTPGUIF%JTFBTFJOSVSBM$PNNVOJUJFT ŲIPVS

Ų &YQMBJOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIFTPVSDFTPGSJTLPGJOGFDUJPOBOEUIFTUBHFPGUIF
epidemic in the rural community in order to make meaningful responses to the HIV/AIDS epidemic.
ų $PNQBSFUIF)*7QSFWBMFODFSBUFTCFUXFFOUIFVSCBOBSFBTBOESVSBMBSFBTUIFGPSNFSJTNVDI
higher than the rural communities, so does it mean that rural populations are not really at risk?
"OTXFSSVSBMQPQVMBUJPOTBSFBUSJTLCFDBVTFPGUIFSPMFPGCSJEHJOHQPQVMBUJPOTBOEDVTUPNTBOE
norms within communities
3. Use a schematic map of the rural community and town hotspots and ask the participants in plenary
(or each group to list examples of one of the following) (Figure 9, in Handout 4.7.3):
B  )*7SJTLZFOWJSPONFOUTJOUIFBSFB
(b) Bridging populations (moving from and to rural communities as well as within rural communities);
(c) Norms, traditions and cultures within communities that hasten the spread of the disease.
ŵ $PODMVEFUIBUMJWJOHJOBSVSBMDPNNVOJUZJTJOIFSFOUMZSJTLZ JOUFSNTPG)*7JOGFDUJPO EFQFOEJOH
on the age, sex, wealth and lifestyle of the individuals
5. Discuss the need to use proxies in order to identify the impact of AIDS on a community because of the
absence of hard data about prevalence rates and the causes of death recorded on death certificates,
and also denial by the community about the presence of the disease (Figure 3, in Handout 4.7.2).
ŷ %JTDVTTJOEJDBUPSTPGBO"*%4JOGFDUFEBOEJNQBDUFEDPNNVOJUZCZBTLJOHUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJO
plenary (or each group to list examples of one of) the following: as a result of AIDS impacts in a
community:
(i) Behaviour change and changes in community responses to coping with illness and death
JJ  $IBOHFTJOIPVTFIPMEDPNQPTJUJPO
JJJ $IBOHFTJOGBSNJOHBOEPUIFSMJWFMJIPPEQSBDUJDFT
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Handout 4.7.1
Basic Information on HIV/AIDS
What is HIV?
Human: Human beings
Immuno-deficiency"XFBLFOJOHJOUIFCPEZTJNNVOFTZTUFNUIFXIJUFCMPPEDFMMTUPëHIUEJTFBTFT
and other infections
Virus: An infectious organism that multiplies and destroys human body cells
HIV causes AIDS, a disease that destroys a person’s immune system. There are no clear symptoms of HIV
infection but an infected person can pass on the virus to others.
What is AIDS?
Acquired: The virus is passed on from an infected person
Immune Deficiency: A weakening in the body’s immune system to fight off diseases
Syndrome: A group of health problems that occur together or one after another but are all part of the
same underlying medical condition
AIDS is the final stage of the infection. As HIV slowly damages the immune system, the body’s ability
UPëHIUPêEJTFBTFTBOEPUIFSJOGFDUJPOTJTXFBLFOFE&WFOUVBMMZBOJOGFDUFEQFSTPOTVêFSTGSPNB
combination of illnesses which results in his/her death.
AIDS symptoms typically include rapid weight loss, dry cough, diarrhoea lasting more than a week,
recurring fever, swollen lymph glands, skin rashes, memory loss, depression, dementia and severe chronic
fatigue.
What a Sexually Transmitted Infections is (STI)
STI stands for Sexually Transmitted Infections are infections that are transmitted from one infected
person to another through sexual means. They cause a lot of discomfort and they primarily affect
reproductive organs. It is possible for one to have an infection that does not manifest or show itself
outwardly as a disease. STIs increase susceptibility to HIV.
Modes of transmission
B  6OQSPUFDUFETFYVBMJOUFSDPVSTFXJUIBOJOGFDUFEQBSUOFSUIF)*7WJSVTJTXJUIJOUIFTFDSFUJPOTBOE
enters through the cells in the vagina or opening of the penis or through small cuts and lesions that
may occur while having sex
C  'SPN.PUIFS5P$IJMEDBOPDDVSJOXBZT
(i) While the baby is in the womb, mainly through damaged placenta,
JJ  %VSJOHEFMJWFSZBTUIFCBCZJTJODPOUBDUXJUIUIFNPUIFSTJOGFDUFECMPPEBOECPEZìVJET
JJJ ɥSPVHICSFBTUNJMLBTUIFWJSVTJTBMTPGPVOEJOCSFBTUNJML
(c) Transfusion of infected blood,
E  $POUBDUXJUIDPNQSPNJTFETLJOXJUIJOGFDUFECMPPEPSPUIFSCPEZìVJET
(e) Sharing of instruments that have been contaminated with infected blood (for example sharing knives
at circumcision, skin and ear piercing)
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G  3JTLZ'MVJET .PEFSBUFPS)JHIMFWFMTPGWJSVT #MPPE 4FNFO 1SFFKBDVMBUJPOìVJET 7BHJOBM4FDSFUJPOT 
#SFBTU.JML
H  /PO3JTLZ'MVJET XJUINJOJNBMPSOPWJSVT 4XFBU 5FBST 4BMJWB 6SJOF 'BFDFT /BTBM4FDSFUJPOT 
Sputum
(h) Ways through which HIV cannot be transmitted: Sharing food/drink, sharing utensils, holding
hands, hugging, shaking hands, sharing a toilet, living together, dancing/swimming/ any other sport,
EPOBUJOHCMPPE NPTRVJUPFTBOEPUIFSJOTFDUCJUJOH
Ways of preventing HIV infection
The ABC of prevention
t

"CTUJOFODF

t

#FGBJUIGVMUPPOFVOJOGFDUFEQBSUOFSXIPTF)*7TUBUVTZPVLOPX

t

$PSSFDUBOEDPOTJTUFOUVTFPGDPOEPNT

Handout 4.7.2
HIV/AIDS lifecycle
"OJOEJWJEVBMQBTTFTUISPVHIUISFFTUBHFTCFUXFFOJOGFDUJPOBOEEFBUI JOUIFBCTFODFPGBOUJSFUSPWJSBMT
"37T ɥJTQSPDFTTNBZTQSFBEPWFSBQFSJPEPGVQUPUPZFBSTɥFTUBHFTBSFEFTDSJCFECFMPXBOE
illustrated in Figure:
t

)*7JOGFDUFECVUOPUZFUBêFDUFE"GUFSBQFSTPOCFDPNFTJOGFDUFEXJUI)*7 IFPSTIFDBOTQFOEB
number of years looking and feeling healthy and strong. This stage is very risky for the spread of the
disease because an infected person can pass on the virus to others without knowing they are doing
TP UISPVHIVOQSPUFDUFETFYPSTIBSJOHVOTUFSJMJ[FETLJOQJFSDJOHJOTUSVNFOUT(PPEOVUSJUJPOBOE
medical treatment can slow down the rate at which HIV weakens the immune system. This stage,
without any symptoms, may last between six to eight years.

t

)*7JOGFDUFEBOEBêFDUFEɥFJOGFDUFEQFSTPOTUBSUTCFDPNJOHTJDLXJUIPQQPSUVOJTUJDJOGFDUJPOT TVDI
as tuberculosis, pneumonia, viral and fungal infections, which take advantage of the body’s weakened
JNNVOFTZTUFN"TUIFTFJMMOFTTFTCFDPNFNPSFGSFRVFOUBOEQFSTJTUFOU UIFQBUJFOUTVêFSTGSPN
DISPOJDGBUJHVF.FEJDBMUSFBUNFOUTDBOQSFWFOUPSDVSFTPNFPGUIFJMMOFTTFTBTTPDJBUFEXJUI"*%4
Household resources are diverted into patient care, involving not only the time of other household
members to tend to the sick but also financial resources for medical treatment. The ability of someone
TVêFSJOHGSPN"*%4SFMBUFEJMMOFTTFTUPDBSSZPOXJUIUIFJSOPSNBMMJWFTEFQFOETPOUIFFYUFOUUP
XIJDIQIZTJDBMTUSFOHUIBOEWJTVBMBQQFBSBODFJTJNQPSUBOU0ODFUIFQFSTPOIBTGVMMCMPXO"*%4 
life expectancy is two to three years.

t

"*%4SFMBUFEEFBUIBOEJNQBDUPOPUIFSIPVTFIPMENFNCFST*NNFEJBUFMZGPMMPXJOHUIFEFBUIPGBO
infected person, many households observe funeral and mourning rites. This can be a time consuming
and expensive process, further draining a household’s limited resource base. If the deceased had a
spouse, it is very likely that the spouse is also infected and it is only a matter of time before he or she
CFDPNFTTJDL"IPVTFIPMENBZSFNBJOJOBTUBUFPGCFJOHJOGFDUFEBOEBêFDUFEGPSTFWFSBMZFBST.BOZ
households struggle to survive the death of key household members, particularly in communities
where the property inheritance system is weak or characterised by property grabbing by relatives of
the deceased
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0OTFUPG"*%4
related death…

0OTFUPG"*%4
related illness…

HIV Infection…

ZFBSTy

ZFBSTy

Figure 8: Individual HIV/AIDS timeline (without ARV treatment)

Handout 
Basic Concepts of HIV/AIDS Analysis in Rural Communities
What an individual’s HIV/AIDS pathway is
Before examining the sources of risk at community level, it is useful to examine the nature of the HIV/
AIDS disease for an individual. This may be represented diagrammatically in the form of the HIV/ADS
pathway (Figure 9). The pathway assists in identifying what makes individuals more or less likely to
become infected with HIV and what makes them more or less vulnerable to the impacts of AIDS. The
pathway has three gates:
t

(BUF)*7JOGFDUJPO

t

(BUF"*%4SFMBUFEJMMOFTTFT

Driver

t

(BUF"*%4SFMBUFEEFBUI

0QQPSUVOFT
Timeline

Source of risk of
HIV Infection

(BUF)*7*OGFDUJPO

to reduce riskof
HIV
ZFBST

Factors that hasten
the onset of AIDS
related illness and
death

(BUF"*%4SFMBUFEJMMOFTT

to delay
onset
ZFBST

Factors that make
remaining household
members vulnerable to
the impacts of an AIDS
related death

(BUF"*%4SFMBUFEEFBUI

$POUJOVBUJPOPO
survivor’s pathway
Figure 9: HIV/AIDS pathway.
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to help cope

*OUIFBCTFODFPGBOZDBSFBOEUSFBUNFOU JODMVEJOHBOUJSFUSPWJSBMUIFSBQZ JUUBLFTUIFGPMMPXJOHUJNFT
to move between the gates:
(BUFTUPPOBWFSBHFoZFBST
(BUFTUPPOBWFSBHFoZFBST
&OUSBODFUISPVHIHBUFJTBOJSSFWFSTJCMFTUFQ XIJDIXJMMJOFWJUBCMZBSSJWFBUUIFTFDPOEBOEUIJSEHBUFT
BUTPNFUJNFJOUIFGVUVSF FWFOUIPVHIUIFKPVSOFZNBZUBLFQMBDFPWFSUPZFBST PSMPOHFS XJUI
FêFDUJWFBOUJSFUSPWJSBMUIFSBQZ ɥFSBUFBUXIJDIJOEJWJEVBMTQBTTBMPOHUIFQBUIXBZ PSFWFODPNNFODF
UIFKPVSOFZ EFQFOETPOBOVNCFSPGGBDUPST
The drivers of the epidemic
There are three groups of drivers:
t

GBDUPSTUIBUQVUQFPQMFBUSJTLPG)*7JOGFDUJPO MBSHFMZUISPVHIVOQSPUFDUFETFYXJUIBOJOGFDUFE
person), such as poverty, mobility, displacement from the family, lack of social cohesion, excessive
alcohol consumption and cultural practices;

t

GBDUPSTUIBUIBTUFOUIFPOTFUPG"*%4SFMBUFEJMMOFTTFTBOEEFBUI TVDIBTSFJOGFDUJPOXJUI)*7WJSVT 
household composition, weak household asset base, limited diversity of livelihood strategies, and
stigma and discrimination;

t

GBDUPSTUIBUJODSFBTFWVMOFSBCJMJUZPGTVSWJWJOHIPVTFIPMENFNCFSTUPUIFJNQBDUTPG"*%4 TVDIBT
sex and age of the remaining household head, household composition, strength of the household asset
base, asset ownership, diversity of livelihood strategies and stigma and discrimination.

Opportunities that are there to address the epidemic
The purpose of HIV/AIDS interventions is to do one of the following:
t

UPBWPJEFOUFSJOHHBUFCZHJWJOHQFPQMFUIFMJGFTLJMMTUPFOBCMFUIFNOPUUPCFDPNFJOGFDUFEXJUI
HIV through raising awareness and understanding of HIV/AIDS, behaviour change communication,
availability and use of health services, treatment of sexually transmitted infections, condoms and
empowerment;

t

UPTMPXEPXOQSPHSFTTUPHBUFCZëOEJOHXBZTUPEFMBZUIFQSPHSFTTJPOPGUIFJOGFDUFEQFSTPOUPXBSET
"*%4SFMBUFEJMMOFTTFTBOEEFBUIUISPVHICFIBWJPVSDIBOHFDPNNVOJDBUJPO JNQSPWJOHUIFOVUSJUJPOBM
TUBUVT MBCPVSTBWJOHUFDIOPMPHJFT DBSFQSBDUJDFT IFBMUIDBSFTFSWJDFT BDDFTTUP"37TBOEDPNNVOJUZ
safety nets; and

t

UPIFMQTVSWJWJOHIPVTFIPMENFNCFSTDPQFBOEBEKVTUUPMJGFBGUFSUIFEFBUIPGBLFZBEVMUNFNCFST
CFZPOEHBUF CZTUSFOHUIFOJOHUIFJSBDDFTTBOEDPOUSPMPWFSBTTFUT EFWFMPQJOHMJWFMJIPPETLJMMT 
and strengthening safety nets.

The stages of the epidemic that a community may pass through
t

"*%4JOJUJBUJOHUIF)*7QSFWBMFODFSBUFJTMPXBUQSFTFOUCVUJTFYQFDUFEUPSJTFJOUIFOFBSGVUVSF
EVFUPUIFQSFTFODFPG)*7SJTLZFOWJSPONFOUTBOECSJEHJOHQPQVMBUJPOT BOEOPSNTBOEUSBEJUJPOT
within the community;

t

"*%4JNQFOEJOHUIF)*7QSFWBMFODFSBUFJTBMSFBEZIJHI CBTFEPOEBUBBOEPCTFSWFECFIBWJPVS CVU
UIFDPNNVOJUZJTOPUZFUIFBWJMZJNQBDUFECZ"*%4SFMBUFEJMMOFTTFTBOEEFBUITBOE
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"*%4JNQBDUFEUIF)*7QSFWBMFODFSBUFJTIJHIBOEIPVTFIPMETBOEUIFDPNNVOJUZBSFBMSFBEZ
JNQBDUFECZ"*%4SFMBUFEJMMOFTTFTBOEEFBUIT
These stages may be represented on the HIV/AIDS pathway. If a community is at the initiating stage,
most of the community members are before gate 1; at the impending stage, a significant number of
UIFDPNNVOJUZXJMMBMSFBEZCFJOGFDUFEBOEQSPHSFTTJOHUPXBSETHBUFJGUIFSFBSFNBOZ"*%4SFMBUFE
EFBUIT UIFDPNNVOJUZJTBMSFBEZCFZPOEHBUF

What are the sources of risk of HIV infection in rural communities
There are three sources of risk of infection in rural communities:
t

1PUFOUJBMMZ)*7SJTLZFOWJSPONFOUTPSIPUTQPUTJOBOEBSPVOEFBDIUPXO

t

#SJEHJOHQPQVMBUJPOTDPNQSJTJOHQFPQMFXIPBSFBUIJHIFSSJTLBOEUIBUQSPWJEFTVCTUBOUJBMMJOLTXJUI
other subpopulations who have lower risk behaviour.

t

$VMUVSBMUSBEJUJPOTBOEQSBDUJDFTXIJDINBZIBTUFOUIFTQSFBEPGUIFEJTFBTFPODFJUJTQSFTFOUJOSVSBM
communities.
The interrelationships between these three components and the rural community are presented
in Figure below. It is also important to be aware of risks of infection specifically associated with
agricultural production and marketing.

Rural Community
People moving from
rural communities
MJOLJOHUPIJHIFSSJTL
urban hinterlands

Town
Hotpots

People moving
between neighbouring
communities

People moving into rural
communities from higher
risk environments
$VMUVSBM
and social practises
within rural
communities

Figure 10: Inter- and intra-linkages between rural communities and urban hinterland
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4.8 Gender in PFS
Background
Gender refers to the socially constructed roles, behaviour, activities and attributes that a particular society
considers appropriate for men and women. The distinct roles and behaviour may give rise to gender inequalities,
i.e. differences between men and women that systematically favour one group. Gender equality is essential in the
achievement of the development goal as it benefits the entire household and community. PFS encourages that the
group composition aims at achieving gender balance and that participation from men and women is encouraged as
well as engagement in leadership roles. These gender equality mechanisms should be reinforced and complemented
with improved knowledge and sensibility on gender of its participants.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FTDSJCFHFOEFSEZOBNJDTJOUIFJSDPNNVOJUZ
t &YQMBJOUIFOFFEUPBEESFTTHFOEFSJTTVFTJOUIFDPOUFYUPG1'4
t 1SBDUJDFIPXUPDPOEVDUHFOEFSBOBMZTJTJOUIFDPOUFYUPG1'4

Topic overview
1. What is Gender
2. Gender roles
3. Socio-cultural aspects
4. Gender Analysis
5. PFS gender indicators
6. Types of Gender Based Violence (GBV)

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZ1SFTFOUBUJPO
t &YFSDJTFTCPZTBOEHJSMT 1SPWFSCT (#7USFF
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPO

Time: 4 hours
Materials: A4 sheets, cards, note book, pens, ruler, masking tape, coloured paper, photos, display board.
Handout: 4.8
Additional reference
t (FOEFSBOE)*7"*%4NBJOTUSFBNJOHJOBNBSLFUPSJFOUFEBHSJDVMUVSBMEFWFMPQNFOUDPOUFYU *-3*
t $IBOHJOHOBUVSFPGHFOEFSSPMFTJOUIFESZMBOETPGUIF)PSOBOE&BTU"GSJDB 3&(-"1
t 1SPNPUJOH (FOEFS .BJOTUSFBNJOH XJUIJO 1BTUPSBM 1SPHSBNT BOE 0SHBOJTBUJPOT B HFOFSJD HVJEFMJOF CZ
1BTUPSBMJTU'PSVN&UIJPQJB

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: %FëOJUJPOT ųűNJOVUFT

1. Using brainstorming as a technique, ask the participants their understanding of the term gender.
$BQUVSFBMMUIFSFTQPOTFTPOìJQDIBSU
t

)JHIMJHIULFZXPSETJOUIFEFëOJUJPOTHFOFSBUFEGSPNUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT
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4JODFHFOEFSJTBDPNNPOMZNJTVOEFSTUPPEEFWFMPQNFOUQBSBEJHN UIFGBDJMJUBUPSTIPVMEESBX
up a working definition appropriate for the forum.

ų %JêFSFOUJBUFCFUXFFO(FOEFSBOE4FY
Activity 2: (FOEFS3PMFT ŵŶNJOVUFT

Ų #SBJOTUPSNPODBTFTXIFSFSPMFTQSFTDSJCFEGPSNBMFTBOEGFNBMFTDPOìJDUCZDPNQBSJOHUIFJSDVMUVSF
and other cultures in the following areas:
t

8IPJTJOWPMWFEJODIJMEDBSF CBCZTJUUJOH HVJEBODF DPVOTFMMJOHBOEEJTDJQMJOF

t

8IPQSPWJEFTXBUFSBOEGPPE GFUDIJOH DPPLJOHBOETFSWJOH

t

)PVTFLFFQJOH DMFBOJOH MBVOESZ

t

1MPVHIJOH QMBOUJOH XFFEJOH IBSWFTUJOH

t

8FEEJOHTGVOFSBMTDFSFNPOJFT

ų $POEVDUUIFFYFSDJTF#PZTBOE(JSMT
Steps
Ų 4FQBSBUFUIFHSPVQJOUPUXP POFTJEFXJMMCFUIFCPZTBOEUIFPUIFSTJEFUIFHJSMT.BLFTVSFUP
NJYVQNFOBOEXPNFOJOCPUIHSPVQT
ų (JWFUIFNUXPTFUTPGDPMPVSFEDBSETBOEBTLFEUIFNSFNFNCFSXIBUXBTFYQFDUFEUIBUZPVXPVME
EPPSXPVMECFZPVXIFOZPVXFSFBDIJME BOEXIBUXBTFYQFDUFEUIBUZPVXPVMEOPUEP
Ŵ (JWFUIFHSPVQTŲŶųűNJOVUFTUPEJTDVTTBOEQSPEVDFDBSET
4. Then ask the groups to put them on the ground and for a representative from each group to present
5. Get the comments from the others on what could be missing.
ŷ ɥFOBTLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPSFìFDUPOUIFEJêFSFODFCFUXFFOHFOEFSBOETFYCBTFEPOUIFFYQFSJFODF
Activity 3: 4PDJP$VMUVSBM"TQFDUT ųűNJOVUFT

$POEVDUUIF1SPWFSCT 4BZJOHBOE(FOEFS&YFSDJTF
*OTUSVDUJPOTGPSUIFFYFSDJTF
(a) Please read through the attached samples of proverbs
and saying and discuss what you think they mean
with your neighbour and add others from
ZPVSDPVOUSZ:PVIBWFUFONJOVUFT0ODF
you have decided on the meaning there will
be a short plenary discussion (the name of
the country where the saying or proverb
originates from is provided)

Women and men take part in decision-making

Sample proverbs and sayings:
t

i)FXIPMJTUFOTUPXPNFOTVêFSTGSPNGBNJOFBUIBSWFTUUJNFw5POHBQSPWFSCGSPN;BNCJB

t

i*GUIFIPVSTBSFMPOHFOPVHIBOEUIFQBZJTTIPSUFOPVHI TPNFPOFXJMMTBZJUTXPNFOTXPSLw
Swahili proverb.

(NB: Participants can also be asked to generate proverbs from their community and these are discussed)
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(b) Please revisit these proverbs and sayings and discuss in your group what impact they might have on:
t

8PNFOBOENFOTEFDJTJPONBLJOHSPMFTBUUIFIPVTFIPMEBOEDPNNVOJUZMFWFMT

t

8PNFOBOENFOTBDDFTTUP
J  3FTPVSDFT
(ii) Services (health, and education.)
JJJ &NQMPZNFOU

Activity 4: Gender Analysis and Gender Analysis Tools (45 minutes)

Ų %FëOF(FOEFS"OBMZTJT
ų *OUSPEVDF(FOEFS"OBMZTJT5PPMTBOEUIFJSQVSQPTF
A. Activity profile (example) - Who does what
Role

Men

Women

Boys

Girls

Productive work
t 'PPEDSPQQSPEVDUJPO
t -JGFTUPDLLFFQJOH
t %JHHJOHPGXFMMT
t 'JTIJOHXJMEGSVJUHBUIFSJOH
Reproductive activities
t 8BUFSGFUDIJOH
t 'JSFDPMMFDUJPO
t $IJMEDBSF
Socio-cultural
t 1BSUJDJQBUJPOJOWJMMBHFHSPVQT
t 4BWJOHBOE$SFEJU
t $PMMFDUJWFDPNNVOJUZXPSL
Table 22: Activity profile

B. Access and control over resources (example) - Who owns what
Resources

Access
Men

Control
Women

Women

Men

Natural material resources
t -BOE HSB[JOHBSFBT 
t 8BUFSJOHQPJOUT
t $BQJUBM
t -JWFTUPDL
t 1SPEVDUJPOJOQVUT
Socio-cultural resources
t *OGPSNBUJPO
t &EVDBUJPO
t 5SBJOJOH
t 1VCMJDTFSWJDFT
Etc
Table 23: Access and control over resources
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C. Benefit sharing (example) - who gets how much
Products of

Access
Men

Control
Women

Women

Men

Livestock
 0YFOBOEDPXT
 $BNFM
3. Goat
 %POLFZ
&UD
Livestock products
 .JML
2. Butter
 &HH
4. Skins, hides
&UD
Crop products
 .BJ[F
2. Sorghum
&UD
Table 24: Benefit sharing (a)

Table 25: Benefit sharing (b)

D. Daily routine activities (example)
Activities

Time
05



$VMUJWBUJPO



.BSLFUJOH



.BLJOHGPPE



$PPLJOH



-PPLJOHBGUFSMJWFTUPDL



3FTU

7.

Fuel wood fetching



.JMLJOHMJWFTUPDL

06

07

Table 26: Daily routine activities
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08

09

10

11

Activity 5: (FOEFS*OEJDBUPSTJO1'4 ŶűNJOVUFT

Steps
-PPLJOHBUFBDITUFQPOUIF1'4QSPDFTT JEFOUJGZUIFHFOEFSJOEJDBUPST
Example of PFS gender indicators
t

(FOEFSDPNQPTJUJPOPGJOJUJBMHSPVQ

t

/VNCFSPGGBDJMJUBUPSTUSBJOFE NBMFBOEGFNBMF

t

/VNCFSPGTVCHSPVQTBOEXPNFOQBSUJDJQBOUT

t

/VNCFSPGHFOEFSSFMBUFEUPQJDTJOUIFDVSSJDVMVN

t

/VNCFSPG1'4TFTTJPOTIFMEBOEOVNCFSPGXPNFOBOENFOQBSUJDJQBOUT

t

/VNCFSPGDPNQBSBUJWFFYQFSJNFOUTQFSGPSNFE XPNFOMFEFYQFSJNFOUT 

t

/VNCFSPGGFNBMFBOENBMFCFOFëUUJOHGSPNFYDIBOHFWJTJUT

t

/VNCFSPGGFNBMFBOENBMFBDUJWFMZQBSUJDJQBUJOHGSPNëFMEEBZT

t

1FSDFOUBHFPG(FOEFSSFMBUFEQSPCMFNTJEFOUJëFE

t

(FOEFSSFMBUFEGPDBMFOUFSQSJTF
-

Percentage

-

Number

t

/VNCFSPGGFNBMFTTVDDFTTGVMMZHSBEVBUJOH

t

1PTUHSBEVBUFTPG1'4

t

%FDSFBTFPGJODJEFODFPGHFOEFSCBTFEWJPMFODF

t

/VNCFSPGTFTTJPOTGBDJMJUBUFECZNFOBOEXPNFO

t

%FDSFBTFJOXPSLMPBEGPSXPNBO

Activity 6: Types of Gender Based Violence (GBV) (1 hour)

Exercise: GBV TREE
Steps:
1. Ask participants to identify some forms of gender-based violence.
ų %SBXBTJNQMFUSFFPOUIFìJQDIBSU
3. Ask participants to identify different forms of gender-based
WJPMFODFMJTUJOHFBDIFYBNQMFBUUIFUSVOLPGUIFUSFF
ŵ %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPUXPHSPVQT POFHSPVQXJMMGPDVT
on the causes of gender-based violence and another group will
focus on the consequences of gender-based violence in our
DPNNVOJUJFT&YQMBJO UIBU UIF DPOTFRVFODFT PG (#7 DBO CF
organised into four general areas:
t

)FBMUI

t

&NPUJPOBM TPDJBMBOEQTZDIPTPDJBM

t

-FHBMKVTUJDFTZTUFN

t

$PNNVOJUZBOEQIZTJDBMTBGFUZBOETFDVSJUZ

Gender-based violence tree
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5. The groups will present to the other participants and stick the writing cards on the GBV tree. With
the causes on the roots and the consequences on the branches.
ŷ %JTDVTTUIFDBVTFTBOEDPOUSJCVUJOHGBDUPSTBOEUIFDPOTFRVFODFTBOEXIBUDBOCFEPOFJO1'4UP
prevent and mitigate GBV.

Handout 4.8
Some Definitions of Gender
t

(FOEFSSFGFSTUPUIFTPDJBMEJêFSFODFTCFUXFFOXPNFOBOENFO JFUIFEJêFSFOUSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTPG
women and men in a given culture or location. These roles of women and men are learned and they
are dynamic.

t

(FOEFSDPODFSOTUIFTPDJBMMZDPOTUSVDUFESPMFTBOEUIFSFTVMUJOHSFMBUJPOTIJQTCFUXFFOXPNFOBOE
men, girls and boys in terms of rights, obligations and opportunities in a specified setting.

t

(FOEFSSFGFSTUPUIFTPDJBMMZEFUFSNJOFEJEFBTBOEQSBDUJDFTPGXIBUJUJTUPCFGFNBMFPSNBMFUIF
XJEFMZTIBSFEFYQFDUBUJPOTBOEOPSNTXJUIJOBTPDJFUZBCPVUBQQSPQSJBUFNBMFBOEGFNBMFCFIBWJPVS 
characteristics, and roles.

Differentiate between Gender and Sex
4FYSFGFSTUPUIFCJPMPHJDBMDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTUIBUDBUFHPSJTFTPNFPOFBTFJUIFSGFNBMFPSNBMFXIFSFBT
HFOEFSSFGFSTUPUIFTPDJBMMZEFUFSNJOFEJEFBTBOEQSBDUJDFTPGXIBUJUJTUPCFGFNBMFPSNBMF.FOBOE
women play different roles that are shaped by biological, ideological, historical, religious, economic and
social cultural determinants.
Sex
3FGFSTUPUIFCJPMPHJDBMEJêFSFODFT
between men and women

Biological

Born with

$BOOPUCFDIBOHFE

Gender

Socially constructed

Not born with

$BOCFDIBOHFE

Reproductive Work/Role: This includes the biological function of child bearing and child rearing and
BMTPTPDJBMSFQSPEVDUJPOBOENBJOUFOBODFPGUIFXPSLGPSDF FHCZDPPLJOHBOEIPVTFLFFQJOH<.PTFS 
1999]. Though this work requires skills and takes the time of those who perform these tasks such work
IBTCFFOEJTSFHBSEFECZFYUFOTJPOTFSWJDFQSPWJEFST
Productive Work/Role:ɥJTJTJOWPMWFTUIFQSPEVDUJPOPGHPPETBOETFSWJDFTGPSQBZNFOU<.PTFS >
Community Work/Role:ɥFDPNNVOJUZSPMFPGXPNFOJTVTVBMMZBOFYUFOTJPOPGUIFJSSFQSPEVDUJWF
SPMFBOEJODMVEFTTVDIUBTLTBTUIFNBJOUFOBODFPGDPMMFDUJWFSFTPVSDFTTVDIBTSPBET<.PTFS >
Gender Analysis: ɥJTJTUIFTZTUFNBUJDHBUIFSJOHBOEFYBNJOBUJPOPGJOGPSNBUJPOPOHFOEFSEJêFSFODFT
and social relations in order to identify understand and redress inequalities based on gender.
Gender Analysis Tools: They IFMQVTUPHBUIFSBOEFYBNJOFJOGPSNBUJPOPOHFOEFSEJêFSFODFTBOETPDJBM
relations in order to identify, understand and redress gender issues and concerns. These tools include:
 "DUJWJUZ1SPëMF



(FOEFS%BJMZ$BMFOEBS

 "DDFTTBOE$POUSPM1SPëMF



#FOFëUT"OBMZTJT$IBSU

 (FOEFS"OBMZTJT.BUSJY
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4.9 Nutrition in PFS
Background
Nutrition is the area of knowledge and practice concerned with food, and how it is used in the body. It includes
how food is produced, collected, bought, processed, sold, prepared, shared and eaten as well as how it is digested,
absorbed and used in the body and how it influences the well-being. Nutrition is fundamental and a cross cutting
issue in pastoral setting.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t &YQMBJOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGOVUSJUJPOJO1'4
t )BWFCBTJDLOPXMFEHFPOOVUSJUJPO
t *EFOUJGZMPDBMGPPETBOEUIFJSOVUSJUJWFWBMVF
t %JTDVTTNFUIPETPGGPPEIBOEMJOHBOEQSFTFSWBUJPOJOBQBTUPSBMTFUUJOH
t &YQMBJOUIFSPMFPGOVUSJUJPOJO)*7"*%4

Topic overview
1. Basic facts on Nutrition.
ų %FëOJUJPOTBOEGPPEHSPVQT %JFUEJWFSTJëDBUJPO
Ŵ 'PPE)BOEMJOHBOE1SFTFSWBUJPO
ŵ /VUSJUJPOBOE)*7"*%4

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPOPOCBTJDOVUSJUJPOJOGPSNBUJPO
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t (SPVQFYFSDJTFT
t &YQFSJFODFTIBSJOH
t *MMVTUSBUJPOTQJDUPHSBNT

Time: 3 hours
Materials:1JDUPHSBNT "ŵTIFFUT DBSET OPUFCPPL QFOT SVMFS NBTLJOHUBQF EJTQMBZCPBSE
Handout: 4.9.1, and 4.9.2
Additional reference
t +''-4/FX.PEVMFT
t .BYJNJTJOHOVUSJUJPOBMJNQBDUPG'4BOE-JWFMJIPPE*OUFSWFOUJPOTo"$'*OU
t .JMLBOENFBUJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT ,BUFFUBM
t .JML1SPEVDFS(SPVQ '"0

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: #BTJDGBDUTPO/VUSJUJPO ųűNJOVUFT

&YQMBJOUPUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTVTJOHBOZQBSUJDJQBUPSZBQQSPBDIUIFCBTJDGBDUTPO/VUSJUJPO
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Activity 2: "OBMZTJTPG-PDBMMZ"WBJMBCMF'PPETBOE.FBM1MBOOJOH ŲIPVS

Objective:
t

5PJEFOUJGZUIFMPDBMMZBWBJMBCMFGPPETBOEUIFJSNBKPSOVUSJUJPOBMWBMVF

t

5PUFMMQBSUJDJQBOUTUPQMBOGPSBCBMBODFENFBMCZVTFPGUIFMPDBMMZBWBJMBCMFGPPET

t

5PBOBMZTFGSFRVFODZPGDPOTVNQUJPOPGUIFTFGPPETJOUIFDPNNVOJUZ

Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTCBTFEPOUIFSFHJPOTXIJDIUIFZDPNFGSPN
ų 1SFQBSFųűTNBMMQJFDFTPGXSJUJOHQBQFSTGPSFBDIHSPVQ
Ŵ %JTUSJCVUFUIFXSJUJOHNBUFSJBMTBOEQFOT
ŵ 0OFBDIQJFDFPGQBQFS BTLUIFHSPVQTUPXSJUFPOFJOHSFEJFOUPGBGPPEUIBUJTMPDBMMZBWBJMBCMFGPS
FYBNQMF NJML NBJ[FBOENFBU
Ŷ (JWFFBDIHSPVQBMBSHFNBOJMBQBQFSUPESBXBSPVOEQMBUF
ŷ "TLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPEJWJEFUIFQMBUFBDDPSEJOHUPUIFQSPQPSUJPOTPGFBDIUZQFPGGPPEUIBUXF
OFFEUPFBUJOBIFBMUIZNFBMɥFGPMMPXJOHJTBOFYBNQMF
Fats & Oils
7FHFUBCMF
cooking oils
Protein
.FBU
.JML
&HH
Vitamin &
Minerals
1VNQLJOMFBWFT

Carbohydrate
.JMMFU
.BJ[F

.BOHPFT
,BMF

A plate with different proportions of food groups and examples of foods.

Ÿ &BDIHSPVQXJMMTUJDLUIFJSJOHSFEJFOUQBQFST BDDPSEJOHUPUIFOVUSJFOUTUIFZUIJOLUIFZQSPWJEF 
on the different parts of their plate.
Ź &BDIHSPVQXJMMQSFTFOUUIFJSQMBUFUPUIFPUIFST BOEEJTDVTTJGUIFJSJOHSFEJFOUTBSFXFMMQMBDFEBOE
if their meals are balanced.
ź -PPLJOHBUUIFEJêFSFOUJOHSFEJFOUTMJTUFECZFBDIHSPVQEJTDVTTUIFBWFSBHFGSFRVFODZPGDPOTVNQUJPO
as shown in the following table:
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Ingredient

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Rarely

'JTI
Beef

√

.BJ[F

√

Beans

√

.JML

√

&HHT
5SBEJUJPOBMWFHFUBCMFT
(PBUNFBU
Table 27: Average frequency of consumption of various ingredients

Ųű %JTDVTTXJUIUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUIFJNQPSUBODFPGFBUJOHNFBMTBOEGSFRVFODZPGDPOTVNQUJPOPG
different food groups.4
Activity 3: $VMUVSBM*OìVFODFTPO'PPE$IPJDFTBOE$POTVNQUJPO ŴűNJOVUFT

Objective:
5PIJHIMJHIUCPUIQPTJUJWFBOEOFHBUJWFDVMUVSBMCFMJFGTUIBUBêFDUGPPEDPOTVNQUJPO
Ų %FëOFDVMUVSF
ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPUXPHSPVQT
Ŵ (JWFDPMPVSFEDBSETUPFBDIHSPVQBOEBTLUIFNUPEJTDVTTBOEXSJUFEPXOBUMFBTUëWFEJêFSFOU
traditional sayings, beliefs or practices in their communities that touch on consumption of different
GPPETCZEJêFSFOUHSPVQTPGQFPQMF UIFZDBOCFQPTJUJWFPSOFHBUJWF ɥJTBDUJWJUZNBZUBLFŲű
minutes.
ŵ &BDIHSPVQXJMMQSFTFOUUPUIFSFTUXIBUUIFZIBWFXSJUUFOEPXO
Ŷ #SBJOTUPSNPOXIBUJNQBDUUIFTFTBZJOHTCFMJFGTQSBDUJDFTIBWFPOCPUIUIFGPPEDIPJDFTBOE
consumption of:
B 8PNFO
C $IJMESFO
D  .FO
E (FOFSBMIPVTFIPME
ŷ )JHIMJHIUPOUIFQPTJUJWFPOFTUIBUTIPVMECFQSPNPUFEBOEEJTDPVSBHFUIFPOFTUIBUIBWFBOFHBUJWF
impact on nutrition.
4

7KLVH[HUFLVHKDVEHHQDGDSWHGDQGPRGL¿HGIURPµ+HDOWK\+DUYHVW$WUDLQLQJPDQXDOIRUFRPPXQLW\ZRUNHUVLQJRRGQXWULWLRQ
DQGWKHJURZLQJSUHSDULQJDQGSURFHVVLQJRIKHDOWK\IRRGV¶
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Activity 4: 'PPE)BOEMJOH 1SFQBSBUJPO 1SFTFSWBUJPO ŶűNJOVUFT 

'PPEQSFTFSWBUJPOJTUIFQSPDFTTPGUSFBUJOHBOEIBOEMJOHGPPEUPTUPQPSTMPXEPXOTQPJMBHF MPTTPG
RVBMJUZ FEJCJMJUZPSOVUSJUJPOBMWBMVF BOEUIVTBMMPXGPSMPOHFSTUPSBHF*UBJETJOQSFWFOUJOHUIFHSPXUI
of bacteria, yeasts, fungi and other micro-organisms to the food. It is important to become familiar with
IZHJFOFSPVUJOFTJOQSFQBSJOHGPPE TPBTUPBWPJETQPJMBHFBOEBMTPGPPEQPJTPOJOH
Objective:
5PBTTJTUUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPJEFOUJGZCPUIUIFQPTJUJWFBOE
OFHBUJWFMPDBMGPPEIBOEMJOH QSFQBSBUJPOBOEQSFTFSWBUJPO
practices in their communities and how they can assist the
DPNNVOJUZUPJNQSPWFUIFQPTJUJWFQSBDUJDFTBOEEJTDPVSBHF
UIFOFHBUJWFPOFTUIBUNBZBêFDUUIFOVUSJUJPODPOUFOUPS
hygienic factors of the foods.
Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTCBTFEPOUIFEJêFSFOUSFHJPOT
UIFZDPNFGSPN  JGBMMUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTDPNFGSPNPOF
HSPVQ PSBSFJOSFHJPOTXJUITJNJMBSQSBDUJDFT KVTUGPSN
POFHSPVQ 
ų %JTUSJCVUFUIFXSJUJOHNBUFSJBMTUPUIFHSPVQ T 
Ŵ "TLUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTUPXSJUFEPXO POEJêFSFOUTIFFUT
of paper, the different food handling practices in their
community, different preparation methods of the most
common foods, and different ways through which they
QSFTFSWFUIFGPPET

Food preparation process.
%JBHSBNBEBQUFEGSPN$5"1SBDUJDBMT(VJEF4FSJFT 
/P

For example, in community D, wild fruits are eaten directly after
plucking without cleaning; milk containers are cleaned with hot ashes before storing milk.
In community E, meat is roasted before eating; milk is sun dried for later use in the drier seasons or certain herbs
are inserted into the container with milk for preservation.
ŵ "TLFBDIHSPVQUPQSFTFOUUIFJSëOEJOHT$PNQBSFBOEBOBMZTFUIFSFTQPOTFTGSPNUIFEJêFSFOU
DPNNVOJUJFT)JHIMJHIUUIFHPPEQSBDUJDFTBOEUIFCBEPOFTUIBUSFEVDFUIFOVUSJUJPORVBMJUZPGUIF
foods.
Ŷ %JTDVTTUIFQSBDUJDFTUPFODPVSBHFPSUPJNQSPWFPOBOEXIJDIPOFTUPEJTDPVSBHF
ŷ %JTDVTTUIFGBDUPSTUIBUBMTPBêFDUHFOFSBMHPPEGPPEIBOEMJOH QSFQBSBUJPOPGGPPEBOEQSFTFSWBUJPO
in the community.
7. Identify practical recommendations to the challenges that can be implemented at the community
MFWFM

Exercise
Ų*OŲŶNJOVUFT DMFBONJMLTUPSBHFFRVJQNFOU CPUUMFT HVBSET VTJOHUSBEJUJPOBMBOENPEFSO
materials.
ų4UPSFTPNFNJMLJOEJêFSFOUXBZTUIFOEJTDVTTUIFQSFTFSWBUJPONFUIPET
Activity 5: /VUSJUJPOBOE)*7"*%4 ųűNJOVUFT

&YQMBJOUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOOVUSJUJPOBOE)*7"*%4
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Handout 4.9.1: Basic information on nutrition
Nutrition: It is the sum of the process by which the body uses food for energy, maintenance and growth.
Nutritional status: It is the condition of the body as it relates to the consumption and use food.
Malnutrition: *UJTUIFTUBUFJOXIJDIUIFSFJTBQSPMPOHFEMBDLPGFYDFTTPGPOFPSNPSFOVUSJFOUTXIJDI
SFUBSEQIZTJDBMEFWFMPQNFOUPSDBVTFTUIFBQQFBSBODFPGTQFDJëDDMJOJDBMDPOEJUJPOT
"IPVTFIPMETOVUSJUJPOBMXFMMCFJOHEFQFOETPOBDDFTTUPBOVUSJUJPVTEJFUBUBMMUJNFT/VUSJUJPOBMXFMM
CFJOHSFRVJSFTBDDFTTUPFOPVHIOVUSJUJPVTBOETBGFGPPETUPNFFUUIFEJFUBSZOFFETPGBMMNFNCFSTPG
the households throughout the year.
"CBMBODFEEJFUSFRVJSFT
Carbohydrates: ɥFTFBSFFOFSHZHJWJOHGPPETɥFZQSPWJEFFOFSHZUPXPSLBOEHSPX&BUJOHNPSFPG
DPNQMFYDBSCPIZESBUFTUIBOQPMJTIFETJNQMFDBSCPIZESBUFTJTFODPVSBHFE4PVSDFTPGDBSCPIZESBUFTBSF
MJLFSJDF NBJ[F CSFBE chapati, ZBN DBTTBWB TXFFUQPUBUPFT QBTUB BSSPXSPPUTBOEDFSFBMT
Proteins: These are body building foods. They are needed for growth and repair of worn out tissues.
ɥFZBSFGPVOEJOCPUIQMBOUTBOEBOJNBMTQSPEVDUTTVDIBTBOJNBMQSPUFJO ëTI DIJDLFO CFFG NVUUPO 
pork, dairy products, lentils, soya, beans, peanuts and peas.
Vitamins: ɥFTFBSFQSPUFDUJWFGPPETɥFZBSFEJWJEFEJOUP
% 'BUTPMVCMFWJUBNJOTTVDIBTWJUBNJOT" % & ,
% 8BUFSTPMVCMFWJUBNJOTMJLFWJUBNJOT$BOE#DPNQMFY
ɥFZNBZCFGPVOEJOGSVJUT WFHFUBCMFTBOEXIPMFHSBJODFSFBMT PSHBONFBUTBOEEBJSZQSPEVDUT
Mineral salts: ɥFTFTBSFBMTPQSPUFDUJWFGPPET)PXFWFSUIFZBSFSFRVJSFEJOTNBMMBNPVOUT4PVSDFT
PGUIFTFJODMVEFWFHFUBCMFT GSVJUT NJMLBOENFBU
Fats: (PPEGBUTBSFEFSJWFEGSPNPNFHBGBUT BWPDBEP PMJWFPJM TVOìPXFSBOEDPSOPJM
Fibre: 4PVSDFTPGUIFTFJODMVEFGSVJUT XIPMFNFBMHSBJOT OVUTBOETFFET BOEWFHFUBCMFT
Water: "UMFBTUTJYUPFJHIUHMBTTFTPGDMFBO CPJMFEXBUFSJTSFDPNNFOEFE
The foods must be taken in hte correct proportions and combinations depending on age, gender, physical
BDUJWJUZBOENFEJDBMDPOEJUJPO
"CBMBODFEEJFUNVTU
% .FFUZPVSEBJMZFOFSHZDBMPSJFTSFRVJSFNFOUT
% .FFUZPVSOVUSJUJPOBMSFRVJSFNFOUGPSPQUJNBMHSPXUIBOEEFWFMPQNFOU
% (JWFZPVRVBMJUZMJGFUIBUJT GSFFGSPNJMMOFTTBOENFEJDBMCJMMT QSPQFSTMFFQBOEBTUSFTTGSFFMJGF
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Handout 4.9.2
HIV/AIDS and NUTRITION
/VUSJUJPOBOE)*7"*%4JTDPNQMFY.BMOVUSJUJPOMFBETUPJNNVOFJNQBJSNFOUBOEBOZJNNVOF
JNQBJSNFOUMFBETUPNBMOVUSJUJPO*O)*7 NBMOVUSJUJPODPOUSJCVUFTUPNPSFSBQJEQSPHSFTTJPOUP"*%40O
UIFPUIFSIBOE )*7QSPHSFTTJWFMZEBNBHFTUIFJNNVOFTZTUFNBOENBMOVUSJUJPOJUTFMGNBZBMTPJODSFBTF
the susceptibility to infection. Both scenarios can make a person susceptible to a range of opportunistic
JOGFDUJPOTBOEDPOEJUJPOT TVDIBTXFJHIUMPTT GFWFSBOEEJBSSIPFBɥFTFDPOEJUJPOTDBOBMTPMPXFSGPPE
JOUBLFCFDBVTFUIFZCPUISFEVDFBQQFUJUFBOEJOUFSGFSFXJUIUIFCPEZTBCJMJUZUPBCTPSCGPPE
)*7JOGFDUJPOJODSFBTFTOVUSJUJPOSFRVJSFNFOUT*UBêFDUTOVUSJUJPOJO TPNFUJNFTPWFSMBQQJOHXBZT
t

%FDSFBTFJOUIFBNPVOUPGGPPEDPOTVNFE

t

*NQBJSFEOVUSJFOUBCTPSQUJPO

t

$IBOHFTJONFUBCPMJTN

)*7"*%4MPXFSTGPPEJOUBLFEVFUP
t

1PPSBQQFUJUF

t

%JïDVMUJFTXJUIDIFXJOHBOETXBMMPXJOH

t

/BVTFBBOEWPNJUJOH

t

1PPSTFOTFPGUBTUF

t

-FTTNPOFZBWBJMBCMFGPSGPPE

t

%FQSFTTJPOBOEBOYJFUZ

t

*TPMBUJPO

t

3FEVDFEBCJMJUZUPDBSFGPSPOFTFMG

#FOFëUTPGHPPEOVUSJUJPOJO)*7"*%4
t

1SFWFOUTNBMOVUSJUJPOBOEXBTUJOH

t

&OIBODFTCPEZTBCJMJUZUPëHIUEJTFBTFT

t

*NQSPWFTUIFFêFDUJWFOFTTPGESVHT

t

"DIJFWFTBOENBJOUBJOTPQUJNBMCPEZXFJHIUBOETUSFOHUI

t

.BZIFMQEFMBZUIFQSPHSFTTJPOPG)*7

t *NQSPWFTUIFRVBMJUZPGMJGF
"EWBOUBHFTPGEJFUBSZNBOBHFNFOUJO)*7"*%4
t

&OBCMFTHSFBUFSGPPEJOUBLF

t

$POUSJCVUFTUPJODSFBTFEDPNGPSU

t

$PNQFOTBUFTGPSOVUSJFOUMPTTFT

t

1SFWFOUTEFIZESBUJPO

t

$PNQMFNFOUTBOETUSFOHUIFOTNFEJDBMUSFBUNFOU

t

3FEVDFTTFWFSJUZPGTZNQUPNT
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4.10 Community Managed Disaster Risk Reduction
Background
Community Managed Disaster Risk Reduction (CMDRR) is a process in which a community systematically manages
its disaster risk reduction measures towards becoming a safer and resilient community. By identifying the problems
or hazards that may take place normally but which could become disasters during extreme circumstances, the
community can prepare itself better.
The process of CMDRR that the community will go through helps it identify hazards within it, what needs to be done
to make sure a hazard does not become a disaster, how much capacity it already possesses to cope and what kind
of outside help it may need (if any). This exercise will also help a community prioritise which steps to take first in
planning for disasters in an orderly well laid out plan. The sessions on CMDRR will help tackle these four questions.

Topic objectives
By the end of this topic participants will be able to:
t %FTDSJCFUIFCBTJDDPODFQUT QSJODJQMFTBOEQSBDUJDFTPG$.%33BOEJUTVTFT
t *EFOUJGZBOEQSJPSJUJTFIB[BSETBOEVOEFSUBLFWVMOFSBCJMJUZBOEDBQBDJUZBOBMZTJTJOPSEFSEFTDSJCFUIFMFWFMPG
SJTLBUDPNNVOJUZMFWFM
t %FWFMPQBOEJNQMFNFOU%33QMBOTBUDPNNVOJUZMFWFMJODPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUIPUIFSTUBLFIPMEFST

Topic overview
1. Constructing a Seasonal Calendar
ų *EFOUJGZJOHUIFIB[BSETXJUIJOBDPNNVOJUZ
3. How does a disaster affect my life
ŵ 6OEFSTUBOEJOHDPNNVOJUZWVMOFSBCJMJUZ
5. Capacity assessment
6. Hazard mitigation

Method of facilitation
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZQSFTFOUBUJPOT
t #SBJOTUPSNJOH
t (SPVQEJTDVTTJPOT
t (SPVQFYFSDJTFT 
t &YQFSJFODFTIBSJOHBOEDBTFTUVEJFT
t 1SBDUJDJOH13"UPPMT
t 'JFMEWJTJUT
t 3PMFQMBZT
t *MMVTUSBUJPOTQJDUPHSBNT

Time: 14 hours (2 days)
Materials: "ŵTIFFUT $BSET /PUFCPPL 1FOT 3VMFS .BTLJOHUBQF $PMPVSFEQBQFS 1IPUPT 4DJTTPST 4NBMM
balls, idea cards, Display board.

Handout: 4.10.1, 4.10.2, 4.10.3, 4.10.4, 4.10.5 and 4.10.6
Additional reference
t #VJMEJOH3FTJMJFOU$PNNVOJUJFT"USBJOJOHNBOVBMPO$PNNVOJUZ.BOBHFE%JTBTUFS3JTL3FEVDUJPO
t -JWFMJIPPE$FOUSFE%JTBTUFS3JTL3FEVDUJPO -$%33 "(VJEFGPS'BDJMJUBUPST#BTFEPO'JFME&YQFSJFODFTJO
;JNCBCXF QVCMJTIFECZ1SBDUJDBM"DUJPO4PVUIFSO"GSJDB  ųűŲŲ 
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity 1: Constructing a Seasonal Calendar (1 hour)

By the end of this session, the participants should be able to produce a seasonal calendar and seasonal
BDUJWJUJFTPGUIFDPNNVOJUZPGBOPSNBMZFBSBOEUIFFMFNFOUTUIBUBêFDUBDUJWJUJFT
1. Draw up a seasonal calendar for a normal year in your area. (Do not worry too much about defining
AOPSNBM*UKVTUNFBOTAUIFLJOEPGZFBSJOXIJDIJUXBTOPUBCPPNPSBCVTU 
ų 4UBSUBUUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFZFBSBOEEFTDSJCFUIFUIJOHTUIBUIBQQFOPWFSBŲųNPOUIQFSJPEJOB
OPSNBMZFBSɥJTXJMMWBSZGSPNQMBDFUPQMBDF:PVNBZXBOUUPJODMVEF
t

3BJOGBMM

t

1BTUVSFDPOEJUJPO

t

8BUFSBWBJMBCJMJUZ RVBOUJUZ MPDBUJPOoBOENBZCFDPTU

t

-JWFTUPDLDPOEJUJPO FBDIJNQPSUBOUTQFDJFTTFQBSBUFMZ

t

-JWFTUPDLEFBUIT

t

-JWFTUPDLQSJDFT

t

/PSNBMNJHSBUJPOQBUUFSOToXIPHPFTXIFSFXJUIXIJDIBOJNBMT

t

.JMLTVQQMZ

t

1FBLDBMWJOHQFSJPETBOENJMLBWBJMBCJMJUZGSPNEJêFSFOUTQFDJFT

t

1SJDFPGHSBJOBOEPUIFSQVSDIBTFEGPPETUVêT

t

0UIFSTFBTPOBMJODPNFTVDIBTëSFXPPEDIBSDPBM DBTVBMMBCPVSJOUPXOT

t

0UIFSTFBTPOBMGPPETPVSDFTTVDIBTXJMEGPPET IVOUJOHPSëTIJOH

ɥFDBMFOEBSTIPVMECFGPSBNPOUIQFSJPEVTJOHUIFBCPWFDBUFHPSJFTEPXOUIFMFGUIBOETJEFXJUI
UIFUJNFQFSJPE NPOUIT BDSPTTUIFUPQ'PSFYBNQMF
INDICATORS

Jan - 09

Feb -09

Mar - 09

Apr - 09

May - 09

poor rain

poor rain

no pasture

some pasture
SFDPWFSZ

declining

TFWFSFXBUFS
shortage

TPNFSFDPWFSZ

TPNFSFDPWFSZ

Rainfall
1BTUVSF

minimum pasture

minimum pasture

-JWFTUPDL
8BUFS

RVBMJUZ

Human access
-JWFTUPDLBDDFTT

water source
empty

-JWFTUPDLDPOEJUJPO

cattle condition declining

-JWFTUPDLQSJDFT
uncertainty on
what would be sold,
demand and prices

low demand, low
price

-JWFTUPDL
conception
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access to water
JNQSPWFE
possible loss of
XFBLFSMJWFTUPDL

possible
JNQSPWFNFOU

reluctant to sell

JNQSPWFEQSJDF
due to lack of
animals in the
market

CFMPXOPSNBMMJWFTUPDLDPODFQUJPO
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-JWFTUPDLCJSUIT

few cattle births

few cattle births
Milk production
reduced

GFXTIPBUTLJEEJOHTMBVHIUFSUP
protect breeding stock
milk ends early

/PNJML

Cows milk
-JWFTUPDLNPSUBMJUZ

*ODSFBTFENPSUBMJUZ

(SBJOQSJDFT
ToT

stable

high

high

high

stable

stable

TMJHIUMZJNQSPWFE

Debts

normal seasonal debt not repaid
(".PWFS

Malnutrition rates
Mortality rates

low mortality
Seasonal calender

Activity 2: *EFOUJGZJOHɥF)B[BSET8JUIJOB$PNNVOJUZ ŲIPVS

By the end of this session, the participants should be able to:
t

1SPEVDFBDPODFQUVBMNBQPSQSPëMFDMFBSMZEFQJDUJOHIB[BSET UIFJSTFWFSJUZBOEEJTUSJCVUJPOJOUIF
community.

t

6OEFSTUBOEIPXVONBOBHFEIB[BSEDBOCFDPNFBEJTBTUFSBOEXIZJUJTOFDFTTBSZUPJNQMFNFOU
risk reduction.

Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPHSPVQTPGŵPSŶQFPQMF&BDIHSPVQXJMMEJTDVTTUIFGPMMPXJOHBOE
QSPEVDFBNBQPSESBXJOHTIPXJOHUIFIB[BSEEJTBTUFSBOEIPXJUBêFDUFEUIFJSDPNNVOJUZ&BDI
hazard map should identify hazardous zones, roads, forests, water resources, institutions, and safe
QMBDFT*EFOUJGZUIFQIZTJDBMMPDBUJPO T PGWVMOFSBCMFBOESFTJMJFOUIPVTFIPMETBOEUIFSFTPVSDFT
they rely on.
t

8IBUXBTUIFNPTUSFDFOUIB[BSEEJTBTUFSFWFOUUIBUIBTIBQQFOFEJOBEJTUSJDUXIFSFPOFPG
your dioceses operate recently

t

)PXEJEUIFEJTBTUFSBêFDUZPVSDPNNVOJUZ

t

8IBUXBTUIFJNNFEJBUFSFTQPOTFPGUIFDPNNVOJUZ FYUFSOBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOT /(0TBOEUIF
HPWFSONFOU 

t

*OXIBUXBZXFSFUIFTFSFTQPOTFTBEFRVBUFPSJOBEFRVBUF

t

8IBUMFTTPOTDBOXFESBXGSPNZPVSBOTXFSTJOUIFQSFDFEJOHRVFTUJPOTJOUFSNTPGUIFMJOL
CFUXFFOEJTBTUFSBOEEFWFMPQNFOU

ų $PNFCBDLJOUP1MFOBSZ4FTTJPO8JUIJOUIFMBSHFSHSPVQ DPOTPMJEBUFUIFIB[BSENBQTPGUIF
DPNNVOJUZJOUPëWFDPNNPOIB[BSET
Ŵ %JTDVTTXJUIUIFHSPVQIPXBIB[BSEDBOCFDPNFBEJTBTUFSJGOPUBOUJDJQBUFEBOENBOBHFE'PS
example, a dry season can turn into a drought if rainfall fails many times during a year. Discuss
XIBUJTOFFEFEUPQSFWFOUBESPVHIUIBWJOHBCBEFêFDUPOUIFDPNNVOJUZ
4. Conduct a hazard assessment using the following tools.
Procedure
Ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPëWFHSPVQT"TLFBDIHSPVQUPDIPPTFUIFIB[BSEJUXPVMEMJLFUP"OBMZTF 
based on the members’ familiarity with the hazard.
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ų %JTUSJCVUFUIF)B[BSE"TTFTTNFOU'PSNUPUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT&YQMBJOUIBUUIFLFZFMFNFOUTJO
profiling a hazard are force, warning signs and signals, forewarning, frequency, duration, period of
occurrence and hazard description.
3. Using as example a hazard not prioritised by the group, illustrate how to characterise a hazard by using
UIFQSFQBSFEìJQDIBSUDPOUBJOJOHUIF)B[BSE"TTFTTNFOUGPSN'JMMVQUIFëFMETJOUIFGPSNUPHFUIFS
XJUIUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT 4FFFYBNQMFCFMPX "MMPXQBSUJDJQBOUTUPEFCBUFPOUIFDPSSFDUBOTXFST
Exercise: How will the hazard affect me and my community?
4BNQMFDPNQMFUFEUBCMFGSPN"NFUIFLDPNNVOJUZ 5VSLBOB
HAZARD: PROLONGED DRY SPELL (DROUGHT)
Community Profile,"3".0+0/(
Language spoken by the people:/HBLBSJNPKPOH
Ecological zone: 4
Rainfall:(SFBUFSUIBONN
Vegetation:0QFOHSBTTMBOEBDBDJBBTTPDJBUFE
Population: Sparsely populated and settled
Livelihood:"HSPQBTUPSBMTZTUFN
Source of water: Boreholes
Characteristics

Elements

Analytical
Description of
Hazard

$BVTF0SJHJO

Deforestation, unreliability
of rainfall

'PSDF

'PPEJOTFDVSJUZ IVOHFS

8BSOJOHTJHOTBOE
TJHOBMT

'MPXFSJOHPGBDBDJBUSFFT 
ɥFNJMLXBZNPWJOH
towards the south, reading
of the intestines, water table
of shallow wells going down,
comet star appearance,
JONJHSBUJPOBOEPVU
NJHSBUJPO 'SPHTTUPQ
making noise and syclonic
winds,

'PSFXBSOJOH

5BLFTNPSFUJNFUP
months

Speed of onset

Slow onset

'SFRVFODZ

ZFBST BGUFSBZFBSPG
HPPEIBSWFTUJUTQSPKFDUFE
that a drought follows)

1FSJPEPG
occurrence

Cannot be determined but
dependent on whether short
SBJOTPGUIFQSFWJPVTZFBSTP
expectation of the next year
will be drought effect

%VSBUJPO

More than 6 months
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Drought occurs due to
the destruction of tree
DPWFSBOEWFHFUBUJPO
which is a source of
attracting rainfall and
act as wind breakers

Exposure Variables
How will it affect
me?

/PGPPEEVFUP
poor crop yields
and low milk
production from
MJWFTUPDL
High inflation
*ODSFBTFEDPTUPG
foodstuffs

How will it affect
my community

*ODSFBTFEGPPEJOTFDVSJUZ
BUDPNNVOJUZMFWFM
Malnutrition among
VOEFSëWFDIJMESFO
1PPSMJWFTUPDLCPEZ
condition
&NBDJBUFEMJWFTUPDLBOE
high death rate(high
asset losses)

Activity 3: How does a disaster affect my life (3 hours)
By the end of this session, participants should be able to:
t

6OEFSTUBOEUIFDPODFQUPGBMJWFMJIPPEBOEIPXJUJTNBEFVQPGëWFBTTFUTëOBODJBM QIZTJDBM 
natural, human and social.

t

6OEFSTUBOEUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOEJTBTUFSTBOEUIFJSFêFDUPOQFPQMFTMJWFMJIPPET

t

6OEFSTUBOEUIBUCZQSPUFDUJOHUIFBTTFUTPGBDPNNVOJUZ JUDBOCFUUFSXJUITUBOEUIFFêFDUTPG
a disaster.

Ų *OBQMFOBSZTFTTJPO JOUSPEVDFUIFDPODFQUPGMJWFMJIPPETBOEIPXJUSFMBUFTUP%33
ų "TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPEFTDSJCFXIBUUIFZVOEFSTUBOEBTTPNFPOFTiMJWFMJIPPEw*OUSPEVDFUIFEFëOJUJPO
LivelihoodoUIFWBSJPVTBTTFUTQFPQMFVTFBOEBDDFTTUPNBJOUBJOUIFJSNFBOTPGMJWJOHBOEFOIBODF
UIFJSXFMMCFJOHɥFTFBTTFUTJODMVEFUIFJSIPNFT IFBMUI XBUFSTVQQMJFT TPDJBMTVQQPSU GBSNT 
UPPMTBOEKPCT
Ŵ &YQMBJOUIBUIPXBDPNNVOJUZTVTUBJOTJUTFMGJTEFQFOEFOUPOUIFNBJOUBJOJOHPGBMMëWFBTTFUT
'PSFYBNQMF FBSOJOHBMJWFMJIPPEUISPVHISBJTJOHMJWFTUPDL ëOBODJBMBTTFU SFRVJSFTXBUFSBOEGFFE
(natural asset), a market to sell them (physical asset), knowledge of animal health and husbandry
(human asset) and traditional institutions to discuss grazing lawnds, water access etc (social asset).
"MMPGUIFTFBTTFUTBSFOFDFTTBSZUPFOBCMFUIFDPNNVOJUZUPTVTUBJOJUTFMGTVDDFTTGVMMZJOUIJT
enterprise.
4. Discuss the following diagram:
Five Assets of a Sustainable Livelihood
ɥFëWFBTTFUTUIBUNBLFVQBMJWFMJIPPEBSF
SFQSFTFOUFECZBDIBJS"MMGPVSMFHTBOEUIF
seat of the chair must be functioning properly
JOPSEFSGPSUIFDIBJSUPCFBCMFUPEPJUTKPC
*GBMFHJTCSPLFOPSUIFTFBUIBTBIPMFJOJU 
OPCPEZDBOTJUPOUIFDIBJSBOEJUDBOOPUTFSWF
its function properly.
ɥFTBNFJTUSVFPGBMJWFMJIPPE"MMëWFBTTFUT
financial, physical, natural, human, and social
must be present and functioning properly
PUIFSXJTF UIF MJWFMJIPPE PG UIF GBNJMZ BOE
community suffers

Assets of sustainable livehood

Ŷ (PUISPVHIUIFDIBJSEJBHSBN EJTDVTTJOHXJUIUIFDPNNVOJUZUIFEJêFSFOUUZQFTPGBTTFUTXJUIJO
it and categorise them accordingly.
ŷ (PCBDLUPUIF$PNNVOJUZ.BQTESBXOJO4FDUJPOųBOEIBWFUIFDPNNVOJUZNBSLPOUIFNBQT
which category of financial, social, human, natural or physical features on the map fit into these.
7. Draw a consolidated Community Map with different elements of it categorised by asset classification.
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Activity 4: )PX NJHIU NZ MJWFMJIPPE CF BêFDUFE BEWFSTFMZ CZ B IB[BSE UIBU CFDPNFT B EJTBTUFS 
6OEFSTUBOEJOHDPNNVOJUZWVMOFSBCJMJUZ  ŴIPurs)



"UUIFFOEPGUIJTTFTTJPO UIFQBSUJDJQBOUTTIPVMECFBCMFUPEPUIFGPMMPXJOH

t

1BSUJDJQBOUTHBJOFOIBODFEVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGXIBUDPOTUJUVUFTWVMOFSBCJMJUZ BOEIPXQPMJDJFTTIBQF
this.

t

#F BCMF UP QSPEVDF B WVMOFSBCJMJUZ BTTFTTNFOU NBUSJY ɥJT DBO ZJFME VQUPEBUF BOE BDDVSBUF
JOGPSNBUJPOPOUIFOBUVSFBOEEJTUSJCVUJPOPGIB[BSETBOEWVMOFSBCJMJUJFTPGEJêFSFOUHSPVQTPG
people.

Vulnerability Assessment – Identifies what elements are at risk (humans and their assets)
because of the exposure to the hazard due to their location.
Ų %JTDVTTJO1MFOBSZ
t

8IBUNBLFTBIPVTFIPMENPSFWVMOFSBCMFUPBIB[BSE

t

8IBUNJHIUCFTPNFPGUIFVOEFSMZJOHDBVTFTUIBUNBLFQFPQMFWVMOFSBCMF

t

8IBUQBSUEPFTMBDLPGMJWFMJIPPEBTTFUTQMBZJOWVMOFSBCJMJUZ 8IBUQBSUEPFTUIFAFOBCMJOH
FOWJSPONFOU JOTUJUVUJPOTBOETUSVDUVSFT QMBZJODPOTUJUVUJOHWVMOFSBCJMJUZ

ų 'BDJMJUBUFEJTDVTTJPOPOXIZJUTJNQPSUBOUUPBOBMZTFBOEVOEFSTUBOEUIFWVMOFSBCJMJUZDPOUFYU
XJUISFTQFDUUPMJWFMJIPPETBOEXIZQSPUFDUJOHMJWFMJIPPETBOEBTTFUTDBOQMBZBSPMFJOSFEVDJOHUIF
impact and risk of a disaster.
Ŵ 'BDJMJUBUFBEJTDVTTJPOBSPVOEUIFGPMMPXJOHUBCMFXIJDIJTBOFYBNQMFPGBDPNQMFUFE7VMOFSBCJMJUZ
"TTFTTNFOU.BUSJY'PMMPXJOHUIJT IBWFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTCSFBLVQJOUPHSPVQTBOEDPNQMFUFUIF
blank form, choosing a hazard that is present in their community.
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The identified hazard is drought
7VMOFSBCMF"TTFUT
8IBUBSFUIFJNQBDUT
during or after the
IB[BSE TIPSUMPOHUFSN

-JWFMJIPPEDPOEJUJPOT
characteristics of peoples
MJWFMJIPPETNBLFUIPTFBTTFUT
WVMOFSBCMF

1PMJDJFTJOTUJUVUJPOT MPDBM 
regional, national)
8IJDIQPMJDJFTPSJOTUJUVUJPOT
(or lack of) contribute to the
WVMFOSBCMFDPOEJUJPOT )PX

Financial assets

-PTTPGDSPQT
-PTTPGMJWFTUPDL
Sale of assets for cash

%FQFOEFODFPOSBJOGFE
agriculture
*OBEFRVBUFGPPEBOEXBUFSTUPSFT
for animals
/PBMUFSOBUJWFJODPNFTPVSDF
/PTBWJOHT

.JOJTUSZPG"HSJDVMUVSFMJNJUFE
support to small scale rain fed
farming
$IVSDIGFTUJWBMTBOESJUVBMT
SFEVDFMJWFTUPDL
-BDLPGTNBMMTBWJOHTJOTUJUVUJPOT

Natural assets

8BUFSTIPSUBHF
Dry pastures
Soil erosion
/PXJMEGPPE

&OWJSPONFOUBMEFHSBEBUJPO
Deforestation
-PTTPGUSBEJUJPOBMTFFEWBSJFUJFT
-PTTPGUSBEJUJPOBMLOPXMFEHF

/PMPDBMJOTUJUVUJPOTGPS/3.

Physical assets

Shallow wells dry

/PXBUFSIBSWFTUJOH
/PQSPUFDUFEXBUFSTPVSDFT

/PMPDBMJOTUJUVUJPOTUPNBOBHF
water

Human assets

Malnutrition
Death
-PTTPGTUSFOHUI
Stress

/PFBSMZXBSOJOHTZTUFNT
1PPSIFBMUIDBSFGBNJMZQMBOOJOH
1PPSWPDBUJPOBMTLJMMTGPS
FOUFSQSJTFCBTFEMJWFMJIPPET
-PXFEVDBUJPOMFWFM
-BSHFGBNJMJFT

.P)MJNJUFEIFBMUIDBSF
QSPWJTJPO
.P&MJNJUFEFEVDBUJPOTVQQPSU
high cost of education
7JMMBHFFMEFSTQSPNPUFMBSHF
families

Social assets

*ODSFBTFEGBNJMZ
conflicts
&EVDBUJPOEJTSVQUFE
Migration

Competition for limited resources
(FOEFSJOFRVBMJUJFT
8FBLDJWJMTPDJFUZ
-BDLPGMPDBMFNQMPZNFOU

Table 28: Vulnerability assessment

Activity 5: The assets or coping strategies the community possesses in preparation for a disaster (Capacity
"TTFTTNFOU (3 hours)

By the end of this session, participants should be able to:
t

"DRVJSFTLJMMTUPCFUUFSJEFOUJGZMPDBMDBQBDJUZGPSEFWFMPQNFOUBOESJTLSFEVDUJPO

t

*EFOUJGZAIJEEFOMPDBMDBQBDJUZGPSSJTLSFEVDUJPO

t

1SPEVDFBDBQBDJUZBTTFTTNFOUNBUSJY

$BQBDJUZBTTFTTNFOUJTBUPPMXIJDITFFLTUPVOEFSTUBOEFYJTUJOHBSFBTPGMJWFMJIPPETDBQBDJUZBOE
opportunity, to build on them in later planning.
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Exercise 1: Carry out capacity assessment
Ų *OUIFMBSHFSHSPVQ EJTDVTTUIFGSBNFXPSLPOUIFGPMMPXJOHQBHF VTJOHFYBNQMFTPGIPXJUNJHIU
be adapted to the community.
ų %JWJEFUIFQBSUJDJQBOUTJOUPUIFTBNFHSPVQTVTFEGPSUIFIB[BSEBTTFTTNFOU6TJOHBCMBOL
GSBNFXPSLCBTFEPOUIBUQSFWJPVTMZEJTDVTTFE HFUFBDIHSPVQUPDBSSZPVUBDBQBDJUZBTTFTTNFOU
for their chosen hazard.
Ŵ &BDIHSPVQTIPVMEëMMJOUIFUBCMFXJUIBTNVDIEFUBJMBTQPTTJCMFBCPVUDBQBDJUZ
4. Start first by looking at the assets and coping strategies that can be secured during or after
BIB[BSE4FDPOE BOBMZTFQFPQMFTMJWFMJIPPEDPOEJUJPOTDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTBOEUFDIOPMPHJFTUIBU
FOBCMFUIFNUPQSPUFDUBTTFUTPSSFDPWFSRVJDLMZ-BTUMZ BTLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPMPPLBUPQQPSUVOJUJFT
JOUIFQPMJDZBOEJOTUJUVUJPOBMFOWJSPONFOU
Ŷ *GUJNFQFSNJUT BMMPXHSPVQTUP4VNNBSJTFBOEQSFTFOUTPNFPGUIFQPJOUTPGUIFJSBOBMZTJT
reflecting on lessons and experiences from the process
Example of a Capacity Assessment Tool
Hazard is drought
Secure assets
8IJDIBTTFUTBSFQSPUFDUFE
EVSJOHPSRVJDLMZSFDPWFSFE
after the hazard (include
DPQJOHTUSBUFHJFT

Sustainable livelihood
conditions/characteristics
8IBUDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGQFPQMFT
MJWFMJIPPEIFMQTUIFNUPCFBCMFUP
QSPUFDUBTTFUTPSSFDPWFSRVJDLMZ
8IBUUFDIOPMPHJFTDPVMEIFMQ
protect or enhance assets at risk

Policies and institutions (local,
regional, national)
8IJDIQPMJDJFTPSJOTUJUVUJPOTIFMQ
SFEVDFWVMOFSBCMFDPOEJUJPOT 
)PX 8IBUPQQPSUVOJUJFTFYJTUUP
DIBOHFPSJOìVFODFUIFN

Financial
assets
Natural assets
Physical
assets
Human assets
Social assets

Exercise 2:
4UJMMJOHSPVQT IBWFFBDIHSPVQESBXBNBQPSQJDUPSJBMSFQSFTFOUBUJPOPGFYJTUJOHDPNNVOJUZDBQBDJUZ 
that is, knowledge, elders meetings, traditional institutions, peace and conflict transformation skills,
1'4 XPNFOTBOENFOTOFUXPSLT JODPNFEJWFSTJëDBUJPOBDUJWJUJFT MPDBMUFDIOPMPHJFT *5,
Activity 6: Ranking risk reduction priority or hazard mitigation (3 hours)

By the end of this session, participants should be able to:
t

*EFOUJGZUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUBSFBTPGWVMOFSBCJMJUZGPSUIFDPNNVOJUZUPUBDLMFJOPSEFSUPSFEVDF
risk in the future.
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1. Using the Seasonal Calendar drawn in Session 1, get the group to indicate the three most important
hazards discussed in Session 2 and when they might occur during the coming seasons. Draw these
on to the calendar.
ų #BTFEPOUIFHSPVQTLOPXMFEHFPGQBTUZFBSTBOEIB[BSETBOEEJTBTUFSTUIBUIBWFPDDVSSFE HFUUIF
group to discuss whether there is forewarning of these disasters and how long the lag period might
be between warning of imminent disaster and onset. Discuss whether there is time for planning to
BWFSUSJTLBOEXIBUNJHIUCFEPOF
t

%PFTUIFDPNNVOJUZIBWFDBQBDJUZUPDPQFXJUIJOJGUIFZNBLFQMBOTJOFOPVHIUJNF

t

*TPVUTJEFIFMQOFFEFEBOEJGTP IPXTIPVMEJUCFTPMJDJUFE

Ŵ (FUUIFHSPVQUPBHSFF POUIFŴNPTUJNQPSUBOU IB[BSET UPCFUBDLMFECBTFEPOUIFQSFWJPVT
discussions and write them down on a flip chart.

Handout 
Participatory Disaster Risk Assessment
ɥF'PVS4UFQTJO1BSUJDJQBUPSZ%JTBTUFS3JTL"TTFTTNFOU 1%3"
1. Hazard Assessmento*EFOUJëFTUIFNPTUMJLFMZOBUVSBMPSIVNBONBEFIB[BSEPSUISFBUUPUIF
DPNNVOJUZ BOETFFLTUPVOEFSTUBOEJUTOBUVSFBOECFIBWJPVS
2. Livelihoods Analysiso*EFOUJëFTUIFMJWFMJIPPETBDUJWJUJFTXJUIJOBDPNNVOJUZJOUFSNTPGBTTFUT
and illustrates their relationship to risk and disaster.
 Vulnerability Assessmento*EFOUJëFTXIBUFMFNFOUTBSFBUSJTLCFDBVTFPGUIFFYQPTVSFPGUIFJS
location to the hazard.
4. Capacity Assessmento*EFOUJëFTUIFTUBUVTPGQFPQMFTDPQJOHTUSBUFHJFTXIJDISFGFSUPUIFSFTPVSDFT
BWBJMBCMFGPSQSFQBSFEOFTT NJUJHBUJPOBOEFNFSHFODZSFTQPOTF BTXFMMBTUPXIPIBTBDDFTTBOEDPOUSPM
PWFSUIFTFSFTPVSDFT
 Disaster Risk AnalysisoɥFQSPDFTTPGDPOTPMJEBUJOHUIFëOEJOHTPGIB[BSE WVMOFSBCJMJUZBOE
capacity assessments and draw conclusions and recommendations for disaster risk reduction.

Handout 
Session 2: Hazards in Community
%JTBTUFSTBSFUSJHHFSFECZIB[BSET)B[BSETBSFFYUFSOBMGBDUPSTPSFWFOUTUIBUDBOJNQBDUPOQFPQMFTMJWFT
XJUIUIFQPUFOUJBMUPBêFDUXFMMCFJOHPSUPEPIBSNoEFQFOEJOHPOUIFDJSDVNTUBODFTJOXIJDIUIFZIJU
)B[BSETQSFTFOUUIFNTFMWFTJONBOZGPSNT/BUVSBMIB[BSETBSFXFBUIFSSFMBUFEPSHFPQIZTJDBMJOPSJHJO
for example, floods, earthquakes, landslides and drought. Some ‘natural’ hazards are partly human
JOEVDFE EVFUPFOWJSPONFOUBMEFHSBEBUJPO TVDIBTMBOETMJEFTDBVTFECZEFGPSFTUBUJPO FSPTJPOHVMMJFT
FYBDFSCBUFECZPWFSHSB[JOHBOEëSFTPSQPPSMZFYFDVUFEJOGSBTUSVDUVSFEFWFMPQNFOUTVDIBTDPMMBQTF
PGSPBETBOECSJEHFTBOEEBNXBMMT&QJEFNJDT )*7"*%4 QTZDIPMPHJDBMUSBVNBTBOEUFDIOPMPHJDBM
IB[BSET DIFNJDBMTQJMMBHFT SBEJBUJPO MJLFBSFBMTPTJHOJëDBOUJOTPNFDPVOUSJFT)VNBOBDUJWJUJFTBSF
BMTPDPOUSJCVUJOHUP$MJNBUF$IBOHFUIVTJODSFBTJOHUIFVODFSUBJOUZPGNFUFPSPMPHJDBMFWFOUT
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1FPQMFBSFUISFBUFOFECZIB[BSETCFDBVTFPGUIFJSTPDJBM FDPOPNJDBOEFOWJSPONFOUBMWVMOFSBCJMJUZ
7VMOFSBCJMJUZSFìFDUTBTUBUFPGACFJOHoGBDUPST JODMVEJOHJOFRVBMJUZ FYQMPJUBUJPOBOENBSHJOBMJ[BUJPO
MFBWFQFPQMFXJUIMJNJUFEDBQBCJMJUZUPDPQFXJUIDIBMMFOHJOHTJUVBUJPOTQPPSQFPQMFBSFOPUXFMM
SFQSFTFOUFEJOEFDJTJPONBLJOH UIFZBSFPGUFOEJTFOGSBODIJTFE8FBLHPWFSONFOUJOTUJUVUJPOTBOE
QPPSEFWFMPQNFOUEFDJTJPOTFYBDFSCBUFUIFTJUVBUJPO
1PWFSUZBOEWVMOFSBCJMJUZBSFOPUUIFTBNFoOPUBMMQPPSQFPQMFBSFWVMOFSBCMFUPBMMIB[BSET/FWFSUIFMFTT 
UIFMJOLTCFUXFFOEJTBTUFSBOEQPWFSUZBSFDMFBSUIFQPPSUFOEUPCFUIFNPTUWVMOFSBCMF BOEJUJTUIF
NPTUWVMOFSBCMFUIBUBSFXPSTUBêFDUFEBOETVêFSNPTUɥFDBQBDJUJFTPGUIFQPPSUPDPQFXJUIIB[BSET
BOESFDPWFSGSPNUIFFêFDUTBSFDPOTUSBJOFECZUIFJSMBDLPGBDDFTTUPJOGPSNBUJPOBOESFTPVSDFT
*OBTTFTTJOHWVMOFSBCJMJUZJUJTJNQPSUBOUBMXBZTUPDPOTJEFSEJêFSFOUJBMWVMOFSBCJMJUZ$FSUBJOIPVTFIPMET
XJMMCFNPSFTVTDFQUJCMFUPBIB[BSEQBSUJDVMBSTPDJBMDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT TVDIBTBHF HFOEFS SFMJHJPVTPS
FUIOJDHSPVQJOH EJTBCJMJUZPSFDPOPNJDTUBUVT XJMMJOìVFODFTPNFCPEZTWVMOFSBCJMJUZɥFTFEJêFSFOUJBMT
must be explicitly considered.
%JTBTUFSTBSFSBSFMZKVTUPOFPêFWFOUT CVUNPSFPGUFOUIFSFTVMUPGEFFQSPPUFEMPOHUFSNGBJMVSFTPG
EFWFMPQNFOU7FSZPGUFOUIFJNQBDUPGTFWFSBMTNBMMBEWFSTJUJFTJTBMMUIBUJTSFRVJSFEUPESJWFUIFQPPS
GSPNBTUBUFPGWVMOFSBCJMJUZUPPOFPGUPUBMEFTUJUVUJPO
Note
"IB[BSEDBOFJUIFSCFNBONBEFPSOBUVSBMCVUJUJTOPUTZOPOZNPVTXJUIAEJTBTUFS"EJTBTUFSPDDVST
when a community cannot cope with the deleterious effects of a hazard. Therefore, a disaster is a social
DPOTUSVDU BMXBZTUIFDPOTFRVFODFPGIVNBOGBJMVSFUPQMBOXFMM*OPUIFSXPSET BIB[BSEFWFOUJTB
OFDFTTBSZCVUOPUTVïDJFOUDPOEJUJPOGPSUIFPDDVSSFODFPGBEJTBTUFS'PSFYBNQMF JGBìPPEPDDVSTJO
TPVUI4VEBOCVUEPFTOPUSFTVMUJONBTTJWFMPTTPGMJWFTBOEQSPQFSUZ UIFìPPEJTPOMZBIB[BSEFWFOU
not a disaster.

Handout 
Session 3: Livelihoods
-JWFMJIPPENBZCFEFTDSJCFEBTUIFWBSJPVTBTTFUTQFPQMFVTFBOEBDDFTTUPNBJOUBJOUIFJSNFBOTPGMJWJOH
BOEFOIBODFUIFJSXFMMCFJOHɥFTFBTTFUTJODMVEFUIFJSIPNFT IFBMUI XBUFSTVQQMJFT TPDJBMTVQQPSU 
GBSNT MJWFTUPDL UPPMTBOEKPCT
ɥF4VTUBJOBCMF-JWFMJIPPET"QQSPBDIUBLFTBIPMJTUJDWJFXPGIPXQFPQMFHFOFSBUFBOENBJOUBJOUIFJS
NFBOTPGMJWJOHJUSFDPHOJTFTUIFCSPBESBOHFPGBTTFUTBOEBDUJWJUJFTSFRVJSFEUPTVSWJWF BOEUIFTVQQPSU
of the social networks and institutions that they are part of. These assets are affected by trends and shocks.
ɥFZBSFUIFDPSFJOìVFODFPOWVMOFSBCJMJUZɥF4VTUBJOBCMF-JWFMJIPPET'SBNFXPSLGPDVTFTPOëWFUZQFT
PGBTTFUTUIBUNBLFVQQFPQMFTMJWFMJIPPE
B  'JOBODJBMBTTFUTGPSFYBNQMFBDUJWJUJFTPSSFTPVSDFTUIBUDBOHFOFSBUFDBTITVDIBTTBWJOHT MBCPVS 
MJWFTUPDLBOEëOBODJBMTFSWJDFT
C  /BUVSBMBTTFUT OBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT TVDIBTMBOE TPJM XBUFS FOWJSPONFOUBMBTTFUT SJWFSTGPSëTIJOH
and forests for wild foods.
D  1IZTJDBMBTTFUTXIJDIBSFQIZTJDBMTUSVDUVSFTTVDIBTSPBET CVJMEJOHT TDIPPMT IPVTFT NBSLFUT BOE
UPPMTVTFEUPNBLFBMJWJOHTVDIBTQMPVHIT
(d) Human assets for example, health, knowledge, education, skills, confidence and access to health
facilities like.
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(e) Social assets like family links, churches, women’s groups, support networks and political influences
PWFSQPMJUJDBMEFDJTJPOT
'PSEJTBTUFSSJTLSFEVDUJPO GPDVTJOHPOMJWFMJIPPETJTJNQPSUBOUBWVMOFSBCMFMJWFMJIPPEDBONFBOUIBUB
IB[BSECFDPNFTEJTBTUSPVTXIFSFBTëOEJOHXBZTUPCVJMETVTUBJOBCMFMJWFMJIPPETDBOCVJMESFTJMJFODFUP
EJTBTUFST4PUIFMJWFMJIPPETBQQSPBDIDBOIFMQUPJEFOUJGZQFPQMFTMJWFMJIPPEBTTFUTBOEUIFJSWVMOFSBCJMJUZ
to hazards and other external forces. This makes it possible to identify entry points to protect the assets
UIBUBSFNPTUBUSJTLPSNPTUWBMVBCMFJOUJNFTPGDSJTJT*UHJWFTJOTJHIUTJOUPQFPQMFTDIPJDFPGTUSBUFHJFT
XIZUIFZMJWFJOGSBHJMFBOEQPUFOUJBMMZSJTLZTJUVBUJPOTBOEIPXUIFZDPQFJOiOPSNBMwDJSDVNTUBODFT

Handout 
Session 4: Understanding Community Vulnerability
'PSEJTBTUFSSJTLSFEVDUJPO GPDVTJOHPOMJWFMJIPPETJTJNQPSUBOUBWVMOFSBCMFMJWFMJIPPEDBONFBOUIBUB
IB[BSECFDPNFTEJTBTUSPVTXIFSFBTëOEJOHXBZTUPCVJMETVTUBJOBCMFMJWFMJIPPETDBOCVJMESFTJMJFODFUP
EJTBTUFST4PUIFMJWFMJIPPETBQQSPBDIDBOIFMQUPJEFOUJGZQFPQMFTMJWFMJIPPEBTTFUTBOEUIFJSWVMOFSBCJMJUZ
to hazards and other external forces. This makes it possible to identify entry points to protect the assets
UIBUBSFNPTUBUSJTLPSNPTUWBMVBCMFJOUJNFTPGDSJTJT*UHJWFTJOTJHIUTJOUPQFPQMFTDIPJDFPGTUSBUFHJFT
XIZUIFZMJWFJOGSBHJMFBOEQPUFOUJBMMZSJTLZTJUVBUJPOTBOEIPXUIFZDPQFJOiOPSNBMwDJSDVNTUBODFT
To do this, a Vulnerability AssessmentJTVTFEɥJTXJMMIFMQJOEFTJHOJOHBDUJWJUJFTUPSFEVDFEJTBTUFS
risk.
ɥF4VTUBJOBCMF-JWFMJIPPET'SBNFXPSLJTVTFGVMJO7VMOFSBCJMJUZ"TTFTTNFOU*UDBOIFMQJOBOBMZ[JOH
UIFTQFDJëDXBZTUIBUIB[BSETJNQBDUPOQFPQMFTMJWFMJIPPET*UDBOCSFBLEPXOUIFEJêFSFOUBTQFDUTPG
BMJWFMJIPPEUIBUBSFWVMOFSBCMF BDDPSEJOHUPUIFëWFDBUFHPSJFTPGMJWFMJIPPEBTTFUTëOBODJBM OBUVSBM 
physical, human, and social).
*OBDPNNVOJUZGBDJOHEJêFSFOUUZQFTPGIB[BSET BTJEFOUJëFEJOUIF)B[BSE"TTFTTNFOU UIFWVMOFSBCJMJUZ
of the community should be assessed for each specific hazard. Remember that different groups experience
EJêFSFOUWVMOFSBCJMJUJFT*OQBSUJDVMBS XPNFOXIPXJMMPGUFOQMBZBVOJRVFMZJNQPSUBOUSPMFJOUJNFT
PGEJTBTUFS BTTVNJOHSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSUIFTVSWJWBMBOEDBSFPGDIJMESFO UIFFMEFSMZ UIFTJDLBOEUIF
EJTBCMFEDBOCFWVMOFSBCMF GBDJOHQPUFOUJBMWJPMFODF TPDJBMJTPMBUJPOPSFDPOPNJDEFQFOEFODZ
4PBMXBZTBTLXIPJTBUSJTLFOTVSFUIBUBMMWPJDFTBSFIFBSEJOEJTDVTTJPOTBOEIJHIMJHIUBMMUIFIB[BSE
WVMOFSBCJMJUJFTUIBUBSFFYQFSJFODFEGPSFBDIHSPVQ
'PSFBDIIB[BSEBOEGPSFBDIHSPVQ 7VMOFSBCJMJUZ"TTFTTNFOUBTLT
t

8IBUMJWFMJIPPEBTTFUTBSFBUSJTL 8IBUBSFUIFJNQBDUTPOëOBODJBM OBUVSBM QIZTJDBM IVNBOBOE
TPDJBMBTTFUT )PXBSFBTTFUTBêFDUFE 8PVMEUIFZCFEFTUSPZFECZUIFIB[BSE PSXFBLFOFE PSTPME 
PSVOEFSNJOFE

t

8IZBSFUIFBTTFUTBUSJTL 8IBUBSFUIFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTUIBUNBLFQFPQMFBOEBTTFUTWVMOFSBCMF 8IBU
BSFUIFMJWFMJIPPEDPOEJUJPOTUIBUDPOUSJCVUFUPUIBUWVMOFSBCJMJUZ 8IBUBSFUIFEJêFSFODFTDPNQBSFE
UPQFPQMFXIPTFBTTFUTBSFOPUWVMOFSBCMFUPUIFIB[BSE

t

8IBUQPMJDJFTPSJOTUJUVUJPOTBSFDPOUSJCVUJOHUPUIPTFWVMOFSBCMFDPOEJUJPOT 8IBUBSFUIFVOEFSMZJOH
GBDUPSTPGWVMOFSBCJMJUZ 8IBUQPMJDJFT JOTUJUVUJPOTPSDPOEJUJPOTMJNJUQFPQMFTBCJMJUZUPBDDFTT EFWFMPQ
PSQSPUFDUBTTFUT 7VMOFSBCJMJUZNBZCFJOìVFODFECZQPMJDJFTBOEBDUJPOTUIBUPDDVSSFHJPOBMMZ BU
$PVOUZMFWFM PSOBUJPOBMMZ BTXFMMBTMPDBMDJSDVNTUBODFT
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Handout 
Session 5: Capacity Assessment
-JWFMJIPPET$BQBDJUZ"TTFTTNFOUIJHIMJHIUTXIJDIFYJTUJOHBTTFUT QPMJDJFTPSJOTUJUVUJPOTDBOCFESBXO
POCZDPNNVOJUJFTJOPSEFSUPDPQFXJUI QSFWFOU QSFQBSFPSSFDPWFSGSPNIB[BSET*UBJNTUPJEFOUJGZ
UIFFYJTUJOHTUSFOHUITXJUIJOUIFDPNNVOJUZCBTFEPOUIFBTTFUTUIFZIBWFBWBJMBCMFUPUIFNPSDBO
NPCJMJTFBTTVDIUIJTDBOCFBOFNQPXFSJOHQSPDFTT
$POTJEFSJOH JOEJWJEVBMT BOE DPNNVOJUJFT DBQBDJUJFT JT BO JNQPSUBOU TUFQ JO DIPPTJOH UIF NPTU
BQQSPQSJBUFTUSBUFHJFTUPTUSFOHUIFOMJWFMJIPPETBOESFTQPOEUPWVMOFSBCJMJUJFTGPS%33*UFOTVSFTUIBU
UIFSFTVMUJOH%33QMBOPGBDUJPOXJMMCFFêFDUJWFBOEBDIJFWBCMF*GUIFBTTFUTBOESFTPVSDFGVMOFTTXIJDI
exist in communities and households are ignored when designing risk reduction measures, existing coping
NFUIPETNBZCFXFBLFOFE MFBEJOHUPJODSFBTFEWVMOFSBCJMJUZ
Capacity comprises the ability to gain access to assets and entitlements, to influence policies, and the
DBQBCJMJUZBOENPUJWBUJPOUPDBSSZPVUBDUJPOTXIJDINBZSFEVDFWVMOFSBCJMJUZ&TQFDJBMMZJNQPSUBOUJO
$BQBDJUZ"TTFTTNFOUBSFUIFIVNBOBOETPDJBMBTTFUDPNQPOFOUTPGUIFMJWFMJIPPETGSBNFXPSLoJODMVEJOH
TLJMMT LOPXMFEHF PSHBOJTBUJPOTBOEBUUJUVEFT1FPQMFNBZBMTPCFBCMFUPJEFOUJGZUFDIOPMPHJFTXIJDI
QMBZBQBSUJOSFEVDJOHWVMOFSBCJMJUZ FHBHSJDVMUVSBMUFDIOPMPHJFTTVDIBTSJEHJOHPSQBSUJDVMBSTFFE
WBSJFUJFTGPSESPVHIUSFTJTUBODFPSDPNNVOJDBUJPOTUFDIOPMPHJFTUPDBMMGPSIFMQJOUJNFTPGFNFSHFODZ 
'PSFBDIIB[BSEBOEGPSFBDIHSPVQPGQFPQMF $BQBDJUZ"TTFTTNFOUTFFLTJOGPSNBUJPOPO
Protecting assets:8IJDIBTTFUTBSFTBGFEVSJOHUIFPOTFUPGUIFIB[BSE 8IJDIBTTFUTBSFRVJDLMZ
SFDPWFSBCMFBGUFSUIFIB[BSE 8IJDIBMUFSOBUJWFBTTFUTDBOCFESBXOPOUPDPQF
Sustainable livelihood conditions: 8IBUDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGQFPQMFTMJWFMJIPPETIFMQUIFNUPCFBCMFUP
QSPUFDUUIFJSBTTFUTPSSFDPWFSRVJDLMZ NBLJOHUIFNNPSFSFTJMJFOUUPUIFIB[BSE 8IBUDBQBDJUJFTDPVME
IFMQQSPUFDUPSFOIBODFFMFNFOUTBUSJTL 8IBUSFTPVSDFTDPVMECFESBXOVQPOUPJNQMFNFOUB%33QMBO
Policies and institutions:8IJDIQPMJDJFTPSJOTUJUVUJPOTIFMQUPSFEVDFWVMOFSBCMFDPOEJUJPOT CPUI
SFTQPOEJOHBGUFSBIB[BSEIBTTUSVDL BOEFOTVSJOHUIBUQFPQMFBSFOPUWVMOFSBCMFCFGPSF 8IBU
PQQPSUVOJUJFTFYJTUUPDIBOHFPSJOìVFODFUIFN

Handout 
Session 6: Priority Areas for Planning
ɥFOFYUTUFQJOUIF%33QMBOOJOHQSPDFTTJTUPFYQMPSFQSBDUJDBMBDUJWJUJFTBOEPQUJPOTUIBUDBOBEESFTT
UIFQSJPSJUJ[FEIB[BSESJTLTBOEWVMOFSBCJMJUJFTɥFJEFOUJëDBUJPOPGTQFDJëDBDUJWJUJFTTIPVMECFCBTFE
POSFWJTJUJOHUIF7$"FYFSDJTFT*OESBXJOHVQSJTLSFEVDUJPOBDUJWJUJFT JUJTJNQPSUBOUUPJODMVEFCPUI
EJTBTUFSDPQJOHBOEQSFQBSFEOFTTTUSBUFHJFT BOEEJTBTUFSQSFWFOUJPOBOENJUJHBUJPOJEFBT&OTVSFUIBU
CPUIUIFJNNFEJBUFDBVTFTPGWVMOFSBCJMJUZ BTXFMMBTUIFVOEFSMZJOHDBVTFT JODMVEJOHUIFQPMJDZBOE
JOTUJUVUJPOBMDPOUFYU BSFBEESFTTFEGPSMPOHFSUFSNMJWFMJIPPETTUSFOHUIFOJOH
1SPQPTFEBDUJWJUJFTTIPVMEDMFBSMZESBXPOFYJTUJOHTLJMMTBOESFTPVSDFT SBUIFSUIBOMPPLJOHGPSUPPNVDI
external support.
"DUJWJUJFTNJHIUGPDVTPOPOFPSNPSFPGUIFGPMMPXJOH
t

-JWFMJIPPETBTTFUQSPUFDUJPO

t

-JWFMJIPPETQSPNPUJPOBOEEJWFSTJëDBUJPO

t

%JTBTUFSQSFQBSFEOFTTBOEDPQJOHBDUJWJUJFT

t

&BSMZXBSOJOHTZTUFNT
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t

'BDJMJUBUJOHMJOLBHFTXJUIHPWFSONFOUBOEOPOHPWFSONFOUBMBHFODJFTUPBDDFTTJOGPSNBUJPOBOE
resources.

t

"EWPDBDZ BOE JOìVFODJOH BSPVOE QPMJDJFT BOE JOTUJUVUJPOT UP BEESFTT UIF VOEFSMZJOH DBVTFT PG
WVMOFSBCJMJUJFT

0ODFBDPNQSFIFOTJWFSBOHFPGJEFBTBOEBDUJWJUJFTIBTCFFOCSBJOTUPSNFEDPWFSJOHBMMBSFBTPGQSJPSJUZ
IB[BSETBOEWVMOFSBCJMJUJFT JUXJMMCFFTTFOUJBMUPQSJPSJUJTFɥJTTIPVMEOBSSPXEPXOUIFPQUJPOTUPUIPTF
XIJDIBSFMJLFMZUPIBWFUIFCJHHFTUJNQBDU BOEUIPTFXIJDIBSFNPTUGFBTJCMFXJUIJOUIFDPNNVOJUZT
capacities and resources.
This prioritisation will be done first by discussing in the larger group, then by using a participatory
ranking tool.
*UNBZCFVTFGVMUPTFUSPVHIUJNFGSBNFTGPSJNNFEJBUF TIPSUUFSNBOEMPOHFSUFSNBDUJPOT
The most successful risk reduction measures will be those which build on the resources and the indigenous coping strategies which already exist in the community.
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ANNEX 1: Sample Group Dynamic Exercises
1. Group dynamics to energise participants
a) Claps
In the PFS, many different types of claps are used to energize the participants and also to welcome
or thank a contributor.
Time: 1–3 minutes.
Steps
1.

The PFS clap: two rounds of three fast claps followed by one loud clap.

2. The OK clap: three fast stamps with one foot on the floor, three fast claps followed by the
OK sign formed by the fingers.
3.

The praise clap: three fast stamps on the floor, two fast claps followed by stretching the arms
towards the person being welcomed or thanked.

4. The rain clap: the arms are raised above the head and the fingers are moving fast (like rain
coming down), slowly the arms are lowered in a wide circle until they are down, followed by
a loud clap with the hands.
5. The energy clap: the right arm is spinning around next to the body (like the wings of a
helicopter) first slowly then faster. When the speed is at its fastest, a loud clap with the hands
follows.

b) Coconut
Time: Five minutes.
Steps
The participants stand up and write the word C-O-C-O-N-U-T with their bodies (of course, any other
word can be used)

Participants using body movement to write C-O-C-0-N-U-T
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c) Fruits and animals
Time: 5–10 minutes.
Steps
1.

The facilitator asks the group to form a circle standing up.

2. The group claps three times then the facilitator says the name of a fruit.
3.

After three more claps, the person next to the facilitator says the name of an animal.

4. After three more claps the next person says the name of a fruit and so on around the circle.
5. If someone says the name of a fruit when an animal is required, or cannot think of a fruit
or animal, or repeats the name of a fruit or an animal that has been said already, they must
sit down.
6. Continue until only one participant is left standing.

d) Inside the field – outside the field
Time: 5–10 minutes.
Steps
1.

Draw two parallel lines on the ground
with a distance of approximately 2
meters between them.

2. Divide the group into two. Each group
stands behind a line, so that the two
groups are facing each other.
3.

The facilitator explains that the area
between the lines is the field.

4. When the facilitator says “Inside the
field”, all participants have to step over
the line into the field area. When the
facilitator says “Outside the field”, the
participants have to stand on the other
side of the line.
5. The facilitator will gradually increase the
speed of the commands to enhance the
participants’ alertness.
6. Each participant that reacts too late, or
does not follow the command correctly
is out.

Inside/outside the field
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2. Group Dynamics to Enhance Participation
a) Talking object
Objective
t

&ODPVSBHFQBSUJDJQBUJPOBOEEJTDPVSBHFEPNJOBODF

Time: 15 minutes.
Steps
1.

Participants sit in a circle.

2. An object is passed around the circle and the group decides on the subject of discussion.
3.

The person who receives the object has to talk continuously until his/her neighbour decides
to take the object and takes over.

4. This continues until all participants have spoken.
5. To reflect upon the exercise, the facilitator asks the participants to express how they felt when
they were talking, when they had to wait for the object, and when they were interrupted.
6. Discuss that in a group it is important to share (talk), listen and respect other participants.

b) Knotty problem
Objectives
t

%FNPOTUSBUFUIBUHSPVQTFNQPXFSFEUPTPMWFUIFJSPXOQSPCMFNTBSFNVDINPSFTVDDFTTGVM
than those instructed by outsiders

t

4USFOHUIFOQBSUJDJQBOUTDPOëEFODFJOUIFJSBCJMJUZUPTPMWFQSPCMFNTUIFNTFMWFT

Time: 10–15 minutes.
Steps
1.

Select one, two or three participants
to act as PFS facilitators. They are
asked to leave the room while the
facilitator instructs the rest of the
group.

2. Ask the remaining participants to hold
hands in a circle and tie themselves
into an entangled knot. They must not
let go of each other’s hands.
3.

Once the knot is complete, the
‘facilitators’ who left the room return
and are asked to unravel this knotty
problem within three minutes, using
verbal instructions only. They should
hold their hands behind their backs
so they are not tempted to touch the
others.
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Knotty problem

4. The participants entangled in the knot are asked to follow the facilitators’ instructions
literally and not make it easier for them by doing anything they have not been told to do.
5. The attempt is generally not very successful and sometimes even produces a more complex
knot. Now repeat the exercise with the facilitators participating in the knot. When the knot
is ready, simply ask the participants to get out of the knot themselves. This untying process
is usually much quicker.
6. Ask the participants to comment on the differences between the first and the second time
the knot was unraveled and why these differences occur. “What does the game tell us about
the role of outsiders/facilitators and insiders (in the knot and in other problems in general)?”
“What does the exercise tell us about the effectiveness of outsiders and managers in organising
people?” “Who were the most successful in solving problems and why?”

c) Folding paper game
Objectives
t

EFNPOTUSBUFUIBUFWFOTJNQMFJOTUSVDUJPOTDBOCFNJTJOUFSQSFUFE

t

3BJTFBXBSFOFTTPGNJTJOUFSQSFUBUJPOPGJOTUSVDUJPOTBOEGBDUTUISPVHIOPOQBSUJDJQBUJPO 
absenteeism and not asking for clarification

t

%FWFMPQXBZTUPBWPJESFTPMWFTJUVBUJPOTPGNJTJOUFSQSFUBUJPO

Materials
Several sheets of paper (square sheets are most interesting, as ingenious participants could choose
to fold them from corner to corner, thus getting a triangle).
Time: 5 minutes.
Steps
1.

Select four participants (or ask for volunteers) and ask them to stand in front, facing the rest
of the group.

2. Give each a sheet of paper. They must keep their eyes closed and must not ask questions.
3.

Instruct them to fold their paper in half and then tear off the bottom right-hand corner of the
paper. Tell them to fold the paper in half again and then tear off the top right-hand corner.
Tell them to fold the paper again and tear off the bottom left-hand corner.

4. Ask them to open their eyes and display the unfolded paper to each other and the audience.
5. It is quite likely that the pieces of paper will look different. “What words in the instructions
could be interpreted in different ways?” “How could the directions have been clearer to
reduce the ambiguity?” “How can we encourage people to ask for clarification when they do
not understand something?”

d) Puzzle
Objective
t

5PJODSFBTFVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUFBNXPSL
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Materials
Puzzles made out of a piece of paper cut into pieces (better when the paper has a picture or drawing).
Use a different puzzle for each sub-group.
Time: 15 minutes.
Steps
1.

Make or use existing sub-groups.

2. Give each sub-group a puzzle and ask them to solve it in three minutes.
3.

Discuss which group managed to solve the puzzle. “How did they do it?” “What were the roles
of the different members of the group (e.g. who took the lead, who put the pieces together and
who stood back)?” “What makes a good team?” “What kind of people should a team have?” ”

3. Group Dynamics to Strengthen Group Work and Cohesion
a) The goats and the lion
Objective
t

5PGPSNTVCHSPVQTBOENBLFTVSFUIBUUIFHSPVQTBSFNJYFE

Time: 5 minutes.
Steps
1.

Participants are requested to roam around the room as if they were goats grazing.

2. The facilitator explains that a lion is
approaching and that only the goats that
are in groups of a certain number, for
example groups of eight, but can be
any number will be safe.
3.

The participants have to react
quickly and hold each other’s
hands or shoulders.

4. This is repeated until the
desired numbers of subgroups are formed. With
a group of 25–30, subgroups of around 5–6
are most effective for
learning.

Group dynamics
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b) Gun, rabbit, wall
Objectives
t

5PFOIBODFVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGTUSFOHUITBOEXFBLOFTTFT BOEMFBSOJNQPSUBODFPGJEFOUJGZJOH
strengths of each individual to help one another overcome weaknesses.

t

5PSFDPHOJTFJNQPSUBODFPGHSPVQXPSLBOEDPOTFOTVT TJODFBMMNFNCFSTPGBUFBNOFFEUP
be going in the same direction.

t

5PVOEFSTUBOEUIBUBHSPVQOFFETUPCFPSHBOJTFEUPGVODUJPOXFMM

Time: 10–15 minutes.
Steps
1.

Split the group into two.

2. The facilitator explains that there are three characters: a gun, a rabbit and a wall, each having
its specific strengths and weaknesses. The gun can beat the rabbit since the rabbit can be
shot. The wall beats the gun as it can stop the bullet, and the rabbit beats the wall as it can
jump over it.
3.

Each group has to decide
whether it is a rabbit (by
placing the hands on the
head), a gun (by placing
the hands like a gun) or
a wall (by stretching the
arms out wide).

4. The two groups form a
line facing each other.
The facilitator counts to
three, then the groups
show which they are by
making the movements.
The team with the most
‘winning’ moves is declared the winner.

Gun, rabbit, wall

5. What can be learned from this exercise? Each creature has its strengths and weaknesses.
Also, a group needs to be organised and must communicate well, and a good leader can bring
the group together.
6. In addition, the group has to pull together and will lose out if one person does something
different from the others.
7.

Ask the participants to comment on what can be learned from the exercise. (Each creature
has its strengths and weaknesses, and that the group needs to be organised, communicate
and reach a consensus to be able to win the game).
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b) Digging exercise
Objective
t

&OIBODFHSPVQDPIFTJPOBOEGBDJMJUBUFXPSLUISPVHIQSPQFSQMBOOJOH

Materials
A hoe.
Time: 10–15 minutes.
Steps
1.

The facilitator asks for three volunteers.

2. The participants are asked to dig together using the hoe.
3.

In most cases, the participants struggle and the digging does not go very well.

4. The facilitator asks them to stop and asks the group what they just witnessed. What can we
say about the digging? What can they do to improve the digging?
5. The three volunteers discuss amongst themselves and make another digging attempt.
6. When they have stopped digging, the facilitator asks what the group could observe comparing
the two digging attempts. The first attempt was uncoordinated digging, whereas before the
second attempt, the three participants coordinated the activity and agreed on how to dig
together.
7.

One can learn from this exercise that group work needs coordination and communication
(agreements amongst all members) to be able to successfully conduct activities. This is what
the sub-groups in the PFS need to keep in mind whenever they undertake an activity.

This exercise can also be done using a pen (for literate participants) to draw an object of their choice
on a flip chart, using the same procedure.

4. Group Dynamics to Solve Conflicts
a) Different sites
Objectives
t

QSPWJEFJOTJHIUJOUPDBVTFBOEFêFDUPGDPOìJDU

t

QSPWJEFXBZTBOENFBOTPGBEESFTTJOHDPOìJDU

Materials
Several objects representing resources, such as books, pens and stones.
Time: 10 minutes.
Steps
1.

The facilitator asks for four volunteers to leave the PFS learning site.

2. Objects (resources) are put in the middle of the remaining group of participants.
3.

The facilitator gives instructions to the four volunteers separately. Each volunteer receives
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instructions to take all the objects to a location. However, the location given is different for
each volunteer.
4. The volunteers are asked to come back, have a look at the objects and follow up their specific
instructions.
5. Each volunteer will move the objects according to the instructions given. Most probably a
conflict occurs as none of the volunteers will manage to take all the objects to the place they
were instructed, because the other volunteer will take the objects away again.
6. If the volunteers do not come up with a solution themselves, the facilitator needs to stimulate
the volunteers to discuss how they can solve the problem. After discussing among themselves,
the volunteers agree on a way to carry out the various instructions in a systematic way to
the satisfaction of each of them.
7.

The facilitator initiates the analysis of the exercise using questions like: “Has this exercise
revealed general difficulties experienced in real life? If so, what kind?”, “What was the
solution of the volunteers?”, “Is the solution applicable to conflict in real life?” and “What
tool/mechanism was used?” (After discussion they understood each others’ instructions
and could then decide to follow up the instructions, one by one.) “What can we learn from
this exercise?” (That communication and understanding of each person’s needs and aims is
crucial in conflict solving.)

b) Come on over
Objective
t

%FNPOTUSBUFUIBUOPOSFTJTUBODFNBZBDUVBMMZXPSLJOZPVSGBWPVS

Time: 5–10 minutes.
Steps
1.

The facilitator asks participants to form pairs and face each other while kneeling.

2. Designate one person ‘A’ and the other ‘B’. Partners place their hands against each other with
palms open and forward.
3.

Ask each person to push their hands against their partners’ with firm pressure. Tell A to give
in (stop pushing) at any time without
warning B.

ŵ 3FWFSTF UIF SPMFT BOE SFQFBU UIF
exercise.
5. The facilitator asks the following
questions: “How did it feel when you
stopped resisting?” and “How did it feel
when you exerted continued pressure?”
Unnecessary strength or pressure can
sometimes be counterproductive. “Can
you think of some examples in daily
life when this has happened?”, “Can
you think of examples in the PFS when
this happened?”
Come on over
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c) Confronting the lion
Objectives
t

4IPXUIBUQFPQMFIBWFEJêFSFOUSFBDUJPOTUPUIFTBNFQSPCMFNPCTUBDMF

t

&ODPVSBHFTFMGBOBMZTJT

t

4IPXUIBUPCTUBDMFTDBOCFPWFSDPNF

Materials
Flip charts and markers.
Time: 20 minutes.
Steps
1.

Vividly describe a scene of walking alone and meeting a lion.

2. Ask participants to describe in one word what they would do in that situation.
3.

The facilitator records these responses on a flip chart.

4. Why are the responses different? Discuss ways in which the responses may be similar to
daily situations in which we meet ‘lions’ or problems and barriers.
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ANNEX 2: Example of a Learning Curriculum
1. Learning Calender:
SEASON
Topic/focus area

Long Rains (March-May) Post Long Rain
(June-August)

Short Rains
(SeptemberNovember)

Dry(December-February)

Fodder/Pasture
planting/Establishment
Fodder
production

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Fodder /Pasture
planting/Establishment

Fodder conservation
Pasture harvesting
and Hay making
Pasture seed
bulking
Comparative
experiments
Pasture/fodder
harvesting and
storage methods

Fodder /pasture
planting
Comparative
experiment:
Fodder planting
different species

Fodder conservation
Pasture harvesting and hay
making
Pasture seed bulking
Comparative
experiment and
demonstration:
The different methods of
fodder conservation.

Exchange visit

Exchange visit
Livestock health
husbandry and
production

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Topic of the Day

Topic of the day

t 5BDUJDBMEFXPSNJOH
t 5JDLEJTFBTFBOEQFTU
Comparative
experiments
t 5SBEJUJPOBMWFSTVT
NPEFSOEFXPSNJOH
t 5SBEJUJPOBMEJTFBTF
and pest control
methods versus
modern
t 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ
feeding versus free
range feeding

t *NQPSUBODFPG
mineral licks
t 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ
feeding
Comparative
experiments
Comparison
CFUXFFOGSFF
range feeding,
supplementary
feeding and full
zero grazed

t -JWFTUPDLQFTU
and Disease
management and
control
t )VTCBOESZ
practices:
dehorning,
castration, hoof
trimming
Comparative
experiment and
Demonstration
t 5JDLDPOUSPM
t .BOHFUSFBUNFOU
t %FIPSOJOH 
castration, hoof
trimming

t )PVTJOHGPSUIFZPVOH
t 'FFEJOHGPSUIFZPVOH
t %JTFBTFBOEQFTU
control for the young.
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Rangeland&herd Topic of the day
management
t 1BTUVSFBOEHSB[JOH
management
t (SB[JOHSPVUFTBSFBT
– Rainy season
t $PNNVOJUZ
participatory
rangeland
management

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

t (SB[JOHSPVUFT
and areas – dry
season
t $PNNVOJUZ
grazing plans
and agreements
t 8BUFSSFTPVSDFT
management

t $#/3.
t )/3.
t 8BUFSSFTPVSDFT
and grazing
management

t 3BOHFBOEIFSE
management.
t 4QMJUIFSENBOBHFNFOU
technique
t 3FTFSWFHSB[JOH
grounds

Crop production

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

t 5VCFSDSPQT
production
t -FHVNFQSPEVDUJPO
Comparative
experiment
Comparison of
production in intercropped and non intercropped fields

t )BSWFTUJOHPG
tubers
t 4UPSBHFPGUVCFS
crops
Comparative
experiment
Comparing different
forms of storage
and post harvest
handling of crops

Dry land farming
Comparative
experiment:
Performance of
different drought
tolerant crop varieties

Dry land farming

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

t 7FHFUBCMFHBSEFOJOH
t #FFLFFQJOH
t 1PVMUSZ,FFQJOH
Comparative
experiment:
t $PNQBSJTPOPG
honey production
in different types of
hives.
t $PNQBSJTPOPG
poultry production
under different
housing systems

t 1SFTFSWBUJPO
of livestock
products like
meat and milk
t 1SFQBSBUJPOPG
ghee and cheese
Demonstration:
t 1SFTFSWBUJPO
methods for
meat and milk.
t 1SFTFSWBUJPOPG
cheese

t *("QFUUZUSBEJOH
t 7FHFUBCMF
gardening
t -JWFTUPDL
marketing

Livestock marketing

Cross cutting
issues

Topic of the day

Topic of the day

Topic of the Day

Topic of the day

t .BMBSJBQSFWFOUJPO
and control
t 8BUFSIBSWFTUJOH
methods
t (FOFSBMIZHJFOFBOE
sanitation issues

t .BOBHFNFOU
t $PNNVOJUZWJMMBHF
protection of
banking
XBUFSQPJOUTBOE t #VTJOFTTTLJMMT
sanitation
t $POìJDUBOEQFBDF
t /VUSJUJPOGPSUIF
young and aged

Participatory
Monitoring and
Evaluation

8FFLMZTFTTJPO
evaluation
Participatory impact
assessment

8FFLMZTFTTJPO
evaluation

GRADUATION

(SBEVBUJPODFSFNPOZ
and replication

EMERGING
ISSUES

%FBMUXJUIBTJUFNFSHFT

Livelihood
diversification
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8FFLMZTFTTJPO
evaluation

Comparative
experiment:
7BMVFBEEJUJPOGBUUFOJOH

t
t
t
t

(FOEFSNBJOTUSFBNJOH
)*7"*%T
'BNJMZQMBOOJOH
&OWJSPONFOUBM
conservation

8FFLMZTFTTJPOFWBMVBUJPO

2. Learning Curriculum
Season

Focus area

Overall
objective

Topics

Methodology

PM&E

Long Rains
Post Long
Rains
Short rains
Dry

Fodder
production

*ODSFBTF
community
resilience to
drought

t 'PEEFSQBTUVSF
conservation
t $PMMFDUJPOBOE
preservation
natural feeds like
Acacia pods
t *OUSPEVDJOH
planted fodders
t )BZNBLJOH
t 3BOHF
rehabilitation

t 5PQJDPG
UIFEBZ (1
discussion, case
Studies, practice,
demonstration
and
brainstorming)
t &YQFSJNFOUBUJPO
t 'JFMEEBZ

t 'JFME
monitoring
t "&4"
t 1*"
t 'JOBM
evaluation

Short rains

Livestock
Diseases and
pest control

*NQSPWF
livestock
productivity
and
livelihood
of local
community

t 5JDLDPOUSPM
t $PNNPO
EJTFBTF '.% $#
CPP, Mange and
5#%T NBOBHFNFOU
and control

Topic of the day
Demonstration
Comparative
experiment

t
t
t
t

Dry

Herd and
rangeland
management

*NQSPWF
husbandry
practices

t -BOEVTF
planning(Carrying
capacity, Stocking
3BUF 4PDJBM*TTVFT
and emergency
coping strategies)

Topic of the day

t 1.POJUPSJOH
t 1*"
t 'JOBM
evaluation

Short Rains
Dry

8BUFSBOE
Sanitation
8"4)

*NQSPWF
t 8BUFSSFTPVSDFT
XBUFS
management
management t 4BOJUBUJPO
and
Health.
sanitation
practice in
Community

Topic of the day
Exchange visit

t 1.POJUPSJOH
t 1*"
t 'JOBM
evaluation

Long Rains
Short Rains
Dry

Crop
production

*NQSPWF
crop
productivity
in local
community

t *OUSPEVDFESPVHIU
tolerant varieties
t *NQSPWFDVMUVSBM
practices

Topic of the day
Field demonstration

t 1.POJUPSJOH
t 1*"
t 'JOBM
evaluation

Dry

Livelihood
To diversify
diversification income
sources
of local
community

t *("TQFUUZUSBEJOH
t -JWFTUPDL
marketing

Topic of the day
Comparative
experiment

t
t
t
t

Remarks

1.POJUPSJOH
"&4"
1*"
'JOBM
evaluation

1.POJUPSJOH
1*"
1&4"
'JOBM
evaluation
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Dry

Emerging
*TTVFT

To
t $SPTTDVUUJOH
incorporate
issues( gender
cross cutting
mainstreaming,
issues and
)*7"*%T 
emergency
family planning,
responses
Environmental
conservation
t &NFSHFODJFT
such as Disease
outbreaks

Topic of the day

t 1.POJUPSJOH
t 1*"
t 'JOBM
evaluation

Long Rains

1*"BOE
(SBEVBUJPO

To evaluate
t 1BSUJDJQBUPSZ
progress and
impact assessment,
replicate
graduation
best
ceremony and
practices
planning for
post graduation
activities

Plenary discussion

t 1.POJUPSJOH

Key:

P Monitoring- Participatory monitoring

TBDs- Tick borne diseases

PIA- Participatory impact assessment

FMD- Foot and mouth disease

PESA- Pastoral ecosystem analysis

CBPP- Contagious bovine pleural pneumonia

CCPP-Contagious caprine pleural
pneumonia
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3.

Activity Schedule

Month

Week

Topic

Activity

Objective

Methodology

Resources

Sept
2011

1

Fodder
production

Hay making and
storage
Collection and use
of maize stalk/
TUSBX

Practice hay
making and
storage
Practice proper use
of by products of
farm produce.

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Demonstration
Discussion

SMS,
Stationeries

Demonstration/
AESA: Hay making

0CTFSWF SFìFDU 
analyse and
synthesize
applications into
their local context.

Observation,
testing and
discussion and
decision

SMS
Tools
4JTBMUXJOFT

Tick and other
ecto-parasite
control
Demonstration/
PESA of tick
control methods

Describe
and evaluate
appropriate
methods of ectoparasite control

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Demonstration
Discussion
Observation,
testing and
decision

SMS,
stationeries
Animal
Acaricide
Equipments

$#11BOE$$11
control and
prevention

Discuss relevance
of disease
surveillance,
reporting and
prevention and
control measures

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
7JTVBMBJET

SMS
Stationeries
Pictures

0WFSWJFXPG
Rhodes grass

List the advantages
of planting for
Rhodes grass

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
7JTVBMBJET
Demonstration

SMS
Stationeries
Rhodes grass

Field trial (Land
preparation and
planting)

%FNPOTUSBUFIPX
to prepare and
plant Rhodes grass
trial

Demonstration

Agronomic
practices
AESA/PESA

(SPVQ
discussion,
Observation,
testing and
Propose alternative
discussion and
solutions for
decision
the identified
agronomic
practices

SMS
Stationeries

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
7JTVBMBJET

SMS
Stationeries
Pictures

2

3

Livestock
diseases

4

Oct
2011

5

Fodder
production

6

7

Crop
production

8

Nov
2011

9

Agronomic
practices
AESA PESA

Livestock
diseases

PESA/AESA
Foot and mouth
disease control and
prevention

List common
agronomic
problems of crops

Discuss relevance
of disease
surveillance,
reporting and
prevention and
control measures

Remarks
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Week

Topic

Activity

Objective

Methodology

Resources

10

Livestock
diseases

PESA/AESA
Mange control
Comparative
experiment:
different method of
mange control.

0CTFSWF SFìFDU 
analyse and
synthesize
different options
of mange control
and make informed
decision on their
practice.

Observation,
testing and
discussion and
decision

SMS,
stationeries
Animals
Drugs
Equipments

11

8"4)

8BUFSIBSWFTUJOH
and management
AESA and PESARhodes, livestock
disease

Describe
appropriate
XBUFSIBSWFTUJOH
techniques (both
traditional and
modern) and
plan of action for
applications.

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
7JTVBMBJET

SMS
Stationeries
Pictures

8BUFSTBOJUBUJPO
AESA and PESARhodes, livestock
disease

Describe
appropriate
XBUFSTBOJUBUJPO
methods.

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
7JTVBMBJET

SMS
Stationeries
Pictures

12

Dec
2011

Jan
2012

13

Exchange visit

8BUFSIBSWFTUJOH
and management
exposure tour

0CTFSWF SFìFDU 
discuss and share
EJêFSFOUXBUFS
harvesting and
management
methods outside
their areas.

Observation,
Discussion,
sharing.

SMS
Logistics
8BUFS
facilities

14

Fodder
production

Field day

Discuss and
demonstrate best
QSBDUJDFXJUIJO
PFS.

Observation,
Discussion,
sharing.

Hay
Materials
Stationeries

15

Human
nutrition

#BMBODFEEJFU 
eating practices
and food
preservation
Demonstration
AESA and PESAlivestock disease

Describe and
evaluate human
nutritional gaps
Describe
appropriate
mitigation in
pastoralist context.

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Demonstration
Discussion
Observation,
testing and
decision

SMS,
stationeries
Foodstuff

16

Livelihood
diversification

*("QFUUZUSBEJOH
skills: alternative
livelihood options
AESA and PESAlivestock disease

Describe different
viable alternative
livelihood options
applicable in their
local context.

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
7JTVBMBJET

SMS
Stationeries
Pictures

Simple business
plan development
AESA and PESAlivestock disease

Describe elements
of simple business
plan

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
7JTVBMBJET

SMS
Stationeries
Plan sketch

17
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Remarks

Month

Week

Topic

Activity

Objective

Methodology

Resources

18

Livelihood
diversification

Livestock
marketing
Comparative
&YQFSJNFOU7BMVF
addition/fattening

Describe
appropriate market
price factors.
0CTFSWF SFìFDU 
analyse and
synthesize
applications of
value addition in
relation marketing.

Observation,
testing and
discussion and
decision

SMS,
stationeries
Animals
Feed
supplements
Equipments

Exchange visitlivelihood
diversification

0CTFSWF SFìFDU 
discuss and
share different
viable alternative
livelihood options
applicable in their
area.

Observation,
Discussion,
sharing.

SMS
Logistics
(SPVQTUPWJTJU

Carrying capacity
and stocking rate
1&4"7BMVF
addition

Describe elements
of range and herd
management

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
7JTVBMBJET

SMS
Stationeries
Pictures

21

Emergency
coping strategies:
destocking and
Contingency
planning

Describe different
emergency coping
strategies practices
by pastoralists
to increase their
resilience to
natural calamities.

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
Case studies

SMS
Stationeries
Pictures

22

Emergency
coping strategies:
destocking and
Contingency
planning

Describe different
emergency coping
strategies practices
by pastoralists
to increase their
resilience to
natural calamities.

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
Case studies

SMS
Stationeries

(FOEFSBOE)*7
"*%4

Describe elements
of gender
mainstreaming in
PFS
Describe methods
PG)*7"*%4
prevention

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
7JTVBMBJET

SMS
Stationeries
Pictures

Environmental
conservation

Describe impacts
of environment
degradation and
conservation.

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
Case studies

SMS
Stationeries

Land preparation,
List common
seed selection,
agronomic
QMBOUJOHXFFE
problems of crops
control, harvesting,
storage and
marketing.

#SBJOTUPSNJOH
Discussion
Farm transect
XBML

SMS
Stationeries
Ploughed plot

19

20

Feb
2012

Mar
2012

23

Range
and herd
management

Cross cutting
issues

24

25

Agronomic
practices

Remarks
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Week

Topic

26

April
2012

Activity

Objective

Land preparation,
seed selection,
QMBOUJOHXFFE
control, harvesting,
storage and
marketing.

Propose alternative
solutions for
the identified
agronomic
practices

27

1*"

28

(3"%6"5*0/BOE3&1-*$"5*0/
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Methodology

Resources

Remarks

ANNEX 3: Sample PFS TOF Programme
Notes:
t

50'USBJOJOHUPUBLFųųBDUVBMUSBJOJOHEBZT

t

ɥFUSBJOJOHQSPHSBNNFDBOCFDPOEVDUFEDPOUJOVPVTMZPSEJWJEFEJOUPUXPQIBTFT 1IBTFŲŲųEBZT
BOE1IBTFųŲűEBZT

t

%BJMZTFTTJPOIBWFCFFOQSPHSBNNFEBUŸIPVSTQFSEBZ

t

%BJMZTUBSUJOHUJNFBOEFOEJOHUJNFUPEFQFOEPOMPDBMTJUVBUJPO

Phase 1: 12 days
Week 1
Day

Session Duration

Day 1

1

2

IPVST

IPVST

Topic

Topic outline

0ïDJBMPQFOJOHPGUIF
DPVSTFBOE$MJNBUF
TFUUJOH

t
t
t
t
t

1BTUPSBM1SPEVDUJPO

t
t

8FMDPNFBEESFTT
(VFTUTTQFFDIFTBOE0ïDJBM0QFOJOH
(FUUJOHUPLOPXFBDIPUIFS
-FWFMMJOHPGFYQFDUBUJPOT
$PVSTFPCKFDUJWFTBOEQSPHSBNNFBOEDPOUFOU
PWFSWJFX
)PTUUFBNGPSNBUJPOBOETIBSJOHSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
5SBJOJOHOPSNT

t

8IBUJTBOEXIZQBTUPSBMJTN

t
t
t
t

$IBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGQBTUPSBMBSFBT
ɥFEJêFSFOUUZQFTPGQBTUPSBMTFUVQT
*TTVFTBOEDIBMMFOHFTSFMBUFEUPQBTUPSBMJTN
"MUFSOBUJWFMJWFMJIPPETPVSDFTJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT

3

IPVS

1'40WFSWJFX

t
t
t

0SJHJOPG1'4
8IBUJTBOEXIZ1'4
3PMFPG1'4JOFYUFOTJPO

4

IPVS

1'41SJODJQMFT

t

1'41SJODJQMFTBOEUIFJSBQQMJDBUJPO

5

IPVST IPVS "EVMUMFBSOJOH
EBZBOE
IPVSEBZ

t
t
t
t

$IBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGBEVMUMFBSOJOH
"EVMUMFBSOJOHBOEUFBDIJOH
"EVMUMFBSOJOHQSJODJQMFT
"QQMJDBUJPOPGBEVMUMFBSOJOHQSJODJQMFTJOUIFDPOUFYU
PG1'4
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Day 2


Day 3

Day 4

Day 5
Day 6
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$POUJOVBUJPO"EVMU
MFBSOJOH

5
6

IPVST

$PNNVOJDBUJPOTLJMMT

t
t
t
t

8IBUJTBOEXIZDPNNVOJDBUJPOJO1'4
&MFNFOUTQSPDFTTPGDPNNVOJDBUJPO
#BSSJFSTPGDPNNVOJDBUJPO
6TJOHBQQSPQSJBUFOPOWFSCBMCFIBWJPVSGPS
DPNNVOJDBUJPO

7

IPVST

&YQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOHBOE t
EJTDPWFSZCBTFEMFBSOJOH t
t
t

$PODFQUTPGFYQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOH
1IBTFTPG&YQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOH
"QQMJDBUJPOPGFYQFSJFOUJBMMFBSOJOHJO1'4
$PODFQUPGXIBUJTUIJT 8IBUJTUIBU

8

IPVST IPVS 1BSUJDJQBUJWFUSBJOJOH
EBZBOE
UFDIOJRVFT
IPVSEBZ

8

$POUJOVBUJPO
1BSUJDJQBUJWFUSBJOJOH
UFDIOJRVFT

t
t

$PNNPOQBSUJDJQBUPSZUFDIOJRVFTPGUSBJOJOH
"QQMJDBUJPOPGTPNFPGUIFQBSUJDJQBUPSZUSBJOJOH
UFDIOJRVFT

9

IPVST

'BDJMJUBUJPOTLJMMTGPS1'4
GBDJMJUBUPST

t
t
t
t

8IBUJTBOEXIZGBDJMJUBUJPO
(PPERVBMJUJFTPGGBDJMJUBUPS
3PMFPGGBDJMJUBUPS
7FSCBMBOEOPOWFSCBMGBDJMJUBUJPOTLJMMT

10

IPVST

'BDJMJUBUJOHPQFO
EJTDVTTJPO

t
t

'BDJMJUBUJPOUFDIOJRVFT
)PXUPDPOEVDUPQFOEJTDVTTJPOT

11

IPVST

7JTVBM"JET

t
t
t

8IBUBSFWJTVBMBJETBOEXIZVTFUIFN
6TFPGWJTVBMBJET
(VJEFMJOFTGPSEFWFMPQJOHWJTVBMBJET

12

IPVST

&WBMVBUJOHMFBSOJOH

t
t

/FFEGPSFWBMVBUJOHMFBSOJOHTFTTJPOT
.FUIPETPGFWBMVBUJPOPGMFBSOJOHTFTTJPOT

13

IPVST

13"UPPMTBOEUFDIOJRVFT

t
t

8IBUBOE8IZ1BSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTBOEUFDIOJRVFTPG
13"
1BSUJDJQBUPSZUPPMTBOEUFDIOJRVFTPG13"UPPMT

t

0WFSWJFXPGUIF1'4MFBSOJOHTFTTJPO

t

'FFECBDLPGëFMEWJTJU

t
t
t

1SFQBSBUPSZQIBTF
*NQMFNFOUBUJPOQIBTF
1PTUHSBEVBUJPOQIBTF

14
15

IPVST
IPVST

1'4HSPVQWJTJUQSBDUJDF
4UFQTJO1'4
JNQMFNFOUBUJPO
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Week 2
Day

Session Duration

Topic

Topic outline

Day 7

16

NJOVUFT

*OUSPEVDUJPOUP1'4DPSF
BDUJWJUJFT

t

1'4DPSFBDUJWJUJFT

17

IPVST

1'4DPSFBDUJWJUZ
&YQFSJNFOUBUJPOJO1'4

t
t
t
t
t

8IBUJTBOEXIZFYQFSJNFOUBUJPOJO1'4
1SJODJQMFTPGFYQFSJNFOUBUJPOJO1'4
5ZQFTPGFYQFSJNFOUTJO1'4
4UFQTJOFYQFSJNFOUBUJPOJO1'4
%FWFMPQNFOUPGTBNQMFFYQFSJNFOUTBU1'4MFWFM

Day 8

18

IPVST

1'4DPSFBDUJWJUZ1&4" t
"&4"
t
t
t

$PODFQUPGFDPTZTUFN
8IBUJTBOE8IZ"1&4"
4UFQTJODPOEVDUJOH"1&4"
%FWFMPQNFOUPGTBNQMF"1&4"GPSNBUT

Day 9

19

IPVST

1'4DPSFBDUJWJUZ5PQJD
PGUIFEBZ

8IBUJTBOEXIZUPQJDPGUIFEBZ
)PXUPJEFOUJGZUPQJDPGUIFEBZ
)PXUPQSFTFOUUPQJDPGUIFEBZ
4BNQMFFYBNQMFT

20

IPVST

1'4DPSFBDUJWJUZ(SPVQ t
EZOBNJDT
t
t
t

8IBUJTBOEXIZHSPVQEZOBNJDT
1VSQPTFPGHSPVQEZOBNJDT
$BUFHPSJFTPGHSPVQEZOBNJDT
1PJOUTUPXBUDIJOVTFPGHSPVQEZOBNJDT

21

IPVST
IPVSTEBZ
BOEIPVST
EBZ

1'4DPSFBDUJWJUZ
1.BOE&

t
t
t
t
t
t

8IZNPOJUPSBOEFWBMVBUF
%FëOJOHUIFHPBM
4FMFDUJOHXIBUUPNPOJUPS
%FWFMPQJOHBNPOJUPSJOHQMBO
$IPPTJOHBNFUIPEUPDPMMFDUUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
4BNQMFUPPMTFWBMVBUJPOXIFFMBOEWJMMBHFNBQQJOH

IPVST
%FWFMPQNFOUPG1'4
IPVSTEBZ
MFBSOJOHTDIFEVMF
BOEIPVST
EBZ

t
t

8IBUJTBOEXIZMFBSOJOHTDIFEVMF
4UFQTBOEQSPDFTTJOEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFMFBSOJOH
TDIFEVMF

IPVST

t
t

4JUVBUJPOBOBMZTJTVTJOH13"UPPMT
'FFECBDLPGëFMEWJTJU



$POUJOVBUJPO1.BOE&

Day 10 21
22

Day 11 23

t
t
t
t

1'4HSPVQWJTJUQSBDUJDF
$POUJOVBUJPO
EFWFMPQNFOUPG1'4
MFBSOJOHTDIFEVMF

Day 12 22

24

IPVST

5FBNCVJMEJOH

t
t
t
t
t
t

%JêFSFODFCFUXFFOBUFBNBOEHSPVQ
4UBHFTPGUFBNHSPXUI
3PMFPGBGBDJMJUBUPSJOUFBNCVJMEJOH
)PXUPCVJMEBTVDDFTTGVMUFBN
$PNNPOQSPCMFNTJOUFBNT
5FBNCVJMEJOHFYFSDJTFT

25

IPVST

$MPTJOH1IBTF*PG
USBJOJOH

t
t
t

1IBTFFWBMVBUJPO
5BLFIPNFBTTJHONFOUT
$MPTJOHSFNBSLT
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Phase 2: 10 days
Week 3
Day

Session Duration

Topic

Topic outline

IS

$MJNBUFTFUUJOH

t
t

8FMDPNFBEESFTT
3FDBQPG1IBTF

27

IPVST

1'4(SPVQNBOBHFNFOU
BOEMFBEFSTIJQ

t
t
t
t

%FWFMPQJOHB1'4$POTUJUVUJPO
1'4MFBEFSTIJQ
1'4SFDPSET
1'43FTPVSDFNPCJMJTBUJPO

28

IPVST

$POìJDUNBOBHFNFOUBOE t
QFBDFCVJMEJOH
t
t
t

Day 13 26

Day 14 29

IPVST

#VTJOFTTTLJMM

8IBUJTDPOìJDU
$BVTFTPGDPOìJDU
5ZQFTPGDPOìJDU
3FTVMUTPGDPOìJDU

t
t
t

4UBHFTBOEEZOBNJDTPGDPOìJDU
$POìJDUUSBOTGPSNBUJPOBOEQFBDFCVJMEJOH
'VODUJPOTBOEQPTJUJWFTPGDPOìJDU

t
t
t

*OUSPEVDUJPOUPGBSNJOHBTBCVTJOFTT
4FMFDUJPOPGUIF1'4DPNNFSDJBMFOUFSQSJTF
1SPëUBCJMJUZ"OBMZTJTPG1BTUPSBM'JFME4DIPPM
&OUFSQSJTFT
#VEHFUJOHBOEQMBOOJOHUIF1'4$PNNFSDJBM
&OUFSQSJTF

t
Day 15 30

IPVST

/BUVSBMSFTPVSDF
.BOBHFNFOU

t
t
t
t
t
t

8IBUBSFOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT
$MBTTJëDBUJPOPGOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFT
8IBUJTOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOU
0XOFSTIJQSFHJNFTJO/3.
4UBLFIPMEFSBOBMZTJTJO/3.
*NQPSUBODFOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOU

Day 16 31

IPVST

1BTUVSFQSPEVDUJPOJO
QBTUPSBMBSFBT

t
t
t
t
t

*NQPSUBODFPGQBTUVSFQSPEVDUJPOBOEDPOTFSWBUJPO
JOQBTUPSBMBSFBT
1BTUVSFWBSJFUJFT
.FUIPETPGQBTUVSFQSPEVDUJPO
.FUIPETBOEJNQPSUBODFPGQBTUVSFDPOTFSWBUJPO
.JOFSBM4VQQMFNFOUBUJPO

t
t
t
t

*NQPSUBODFPGMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPO
4QFDJFTBOECSFFETPGMJWFTUPDLJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT
-JWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOTZTUFNTJOQBTUPSBMBSFBT
-JWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOIVTCBOESZQSBDUJDFT

t

'BDUPSTEFUFSNJOJOHMJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPOJOQBTUPSBM
BSFBT
-JWFTUPDLNBSLFUJOH
$IBMMFOHFTBOEPQQPSUVOJUJFTGBDJOHQBTUPSBM
MJWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPO

Day 17 32

IPVST

-JWFTUPDLQSPEVDUJPO

t
t
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33

IPVST

"OJNBMIFBMUI

t
t
t
t
t
t
t

)FBMUIZBOEVOIFBMUIZBOJNBMT
$BVTFTPGMJWFTUPDLEJTFBTFT
%JTFBTFTQSFBE USBOTNJTTJPO
%JTFBTFQSFWFOUJPODPOUSPM
-JTUJOHBOESBOLJOHPGEJTFBTFTJOFBDITQFDJFTPG
BOJNBM
5SFBUNFOU
7FUFSJOBSZQVCMJDIFBMUI

Day 18 34


IPVST

1'4HSPVQWJTJUQSBDUJDF

t
t

1SBDUJDFPOGBDJMJUBUJOHTFTTJPOT
'FFECBDLPGëFMEWJTJU

Day 19 35

IPVST

$SPQQSPEVDUJPOJO
QBTUPSBMTFUUJOH

t
t
t

*OUFHSBUFE1SPEVDUJPOBOE1FTU.BOBHFNFOU
4VJUBCMFBHSJDVMUVSBMQSBDUJDFTGPSQBTUPSBMBSFBT
(PPEBHSJDVMUVSBMQSBDUJDFTGPSTFMFDUFEDSPQT

36

IPVST

)*7"*%4

t
t

8IBUJT)*7BOE"*%4
8BZTPG)*7USBOTNJTTJPO 8BZTPGXIJDI)*7JTOPU
USBOTNJUUFE BOE1SPUFDUJPOBHBJOTU"*%4
)*7"*%4QBUIXBZ
6OEFSTUBOEJOHUIFEZOBNJDTPGUIFEJTFBTFJOSVSBM
DPNNVOJUJFT

t
t
Week 4
Day

Session Duration

Topic

Topic outline

Day 20 37

IPVST

(FOEFSJO1'4

t
t
t
t
t
t

8IBUJT(FOEFS
(FOEFSSPMFT
4PDJPDVMUVSBMBTQFDUT
(FOEFS"OBMZTJT
1'4HFOEFSJOEJDBUPST
5ZQFTPG(#7

38

IPVST

)VNBOOVUSJUJPO

t
t
t
t

#BTJDGBDUTPO/VUSJUJPO
%FëOJUJPOTBOEGPPEHSPVQT %JFUEJWFSTJëDBUJPO 
'PPE)BOEMJOHBOE1SFTFSWBUJPO
/VUSJUJPOBOE)*7"*%4

IPVST

$.%33

t
t
t
t
t
t

$POTUSVDUJOHB4FBTPOBM$BMFOEBS
*EFOUJGZJOHUIFIB[BSETXJUIJOBDPNNVOJUZ
)PXEPFTBEJTBTUFSBêFDUNZMJGF
6OEFSTUBOEJOHDPNNVOJUZWVMOFSBCJMJUZ
$BQBDJUZBTTFTTNFOU
)B[BSENJUJHBUJPO

t
t

$MPTJOHTQFFDIFT
"XBSEPGDFSUJëDBUFT

Day 21 39

$POUJOVBUJPO$.%33

Day 22 40
IPVST

"DUJPOQMBOOJOH

42

IS

$PVSTFFWBMVBUJPO

43

IPVST

(SBEVBUJPOBOEPïDJBM
DMPTJOH

Day 23 41
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